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Abstract 
This study explored mothers’ behaviours when shared reading printed and 
electronic texts with young children. Specifically, this study used a Vygotskian-
informed framework, based primarily upon Vygotsky’s (1987, 2012) theory of concept 
development, to analyse the verbal and non-verbal communication behaviours of 11 
mothers when reading simple and complex narratives with their two-year-old child. 
Mothers’ views were also sought, as they related to the practice of shared reading with 
their child.  
Data was collected using questionnaires and video. Video collected three forms 
of data: (1) Event One: mother-child shared reading experiences [X4 for each dyad]; 
(2) Event Two: post-experience interviews immediately following each shared reading
experience [X4 for each mother]; and (3) Event Three: a video-stimulated interview
during which time mothers viewed the four videos from Event One in full.
Findings showed that mothers competed for their child’s attention, working 
against external distractions when reading printed texts and working against embedded 
distractions when reading electronic texts. Mothers also displayed a range of 
behaviours according to the text’s medium (printed or electronic), and complexity of 
text (whether printed or electronic). This study has shown that the inclusion of 
mothers’ views, within a Vygotskian framework that acknowledged five forms of 
mediation (social, spoken, anatomical, instrumental-tool and individual mediation), 
can facilitate in-depth investigations that explore the what, how and why of adult-child 
shared reading practices.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
Literacy, as with being literate, is inherently social; a concept and practice that takes 
place in the diverse settings of everyday life, and as such, a practice that is constantly 
undergoing change (Green, 2012a; Honan, 2010; Snyder, 2008; Tracey, Storer, & 
Kazerounian, 2010; Walsh, 2011). Over the past two decades, advances in 
technology have enabled the development of electronic texts that provide the reader 
with many visual entry points, as well as opportunities to be guided along a multitude 
of reading paths, that may result in readers following different pathways when 
engaging with the same text (Callow, 2013). In addition, other modes of 
communication may be integrated into texts, including images, animations/ 
movement, gesture, hyperlinks, vectors, interaction and sound (such as voice-overs, 
music, sound effects), which deviate from the largely linear, sequential pathway of 
the more traditional printed text (Walsh, 2006, 2011). Therefore, “communication”, 
the means by which people engage in shared meaning-making, has expanded to 
include more than “groups and combinations of words” (Fellowes & Oakley, 2020, 
p. 43) when reading. “Communication” has expanded to include other means of
engaging in shared meaning-making, including an entanglement of “written, visual,
gestural and audio modes of communication” (Fellowes & Oakley, 2020, p. 522).
Advances in technology have sparked much discussion in the field of education. 
Since the 1990s when Tapscott (1997) first published Growing up digital: The rise of 
the net generation, the issue has been raised that children may have far more digital 
literacy through the use of electronic texts (also referred to as digital texts) in their 
everyday lives than may be known or acknowledged by the adults they associate 
with. This view, while often applied to school-aged children, also applies to younger 
children. At the same time, the advancement of the electronic text has not made the 
printed text in any way obsolete. In Australia (where the current study is set), 53.6 
million printed books were sold in 2016, along with an estimated 22.5 million 
electronic books (Jefferies, 2017). The sales of children’s books also reflects the 
enduring popularity of printed texts. Publisher sales of children’s books in the United 
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Kingdom1 reported a net value of 341 million British pounds for printed children’s 
books in 2017, and 13 million British pounds for electronic children’s books 
(Kienast, 2018). Together, the continued popularity of the printed text and the 
introduction of the electronic text show that the repertoire of skills required to be a 
multiliterate and competent reader has expanded, making the learning of reading 
more complex and multifaceted than ever before.  
The enduring popularity of the printed text and the advancement of the electronic 
text have been accompanied by the demand that educators must “rethink, redefine 
and design language and literacy in the classroom to meet the needs of students in the 
twenty-first century,” with attention to be given to both print and digital literacies 
(Snyder, 2008, p. 167). The same demand can be made of children’s caregivers as 
they influence and support their children’s literacy development in the preschool 
years and beyond, most especially when engaging in the practice of adult-child 
shared reading. Research has shown that some family units actively scaffold and 
delight in young “children’s technological capabilities” [aged between 2-4 years] 
(Marsh, Hannon, Lewis, & Ritchie, 2017, p. 47). Therefore, the sale figures of 
children’s books in the United Kingdom (Kienast, 2018), along with Australian book 
sales (Jefferies, 2017), show that an exploration of adult-child shared book reading 
would be incomplete without an analysis that includes both printed and electronic 
texts. It is for these reasons that the current study investigated the interactions that 
took place between caregiver and child, investigating how caregivers support child 
development when shared reading both printed and electronic texts. 
Research into adult-child shared reading practices in out-of-school contexts is not 
new (Baker & Scher, 2002; Burgess, 1997; Bus, van Ijzendoorn, & Pellegrini, 1995; 
Deckner, Adamson, & Bakeman, 2006; Flack, Field, & Horst, 2018; Hindman, 
Skibbe, & Foster, 2014; Mol, Bus, de Jong, & Smeets, 2008; Read & Quirke, 2018; 
Sénéchal, Pagan, Lever, & Ouellette, 2008; Whitehurst et al., 1988). A review of the 
literature, however, finds that this plethora of research has at times presented with 
inconclusive results. For example, research has found that dialogic reading practice, 
a form of shared reading that invites dialogue between adult and child, has been 
found to more positively influence children’s vocabulary proficiencies than non-
1 In Australia, children’s electronic book sales data is not tracked in a reliable way (Jefferies, 2017) 
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dialogic shared reading (Whitehurst et al., 1988). Yet a meta-analysis of studies that 
explore dialogic shared reading has found that the practice is more effective for 
children under the age of four than older children (Mol et al., 2008). Why this might 
be so is unclear.  
To compound the issue, studies that explore adult-child shared reading using 
electronic texts have, at times, presented with seemingly contradictory results. 
Lauricella, Barr, and Calvert (2014) found that children’s comprehension outcomes 
were comparable following adult-child shared reading of printed and electronic texts. 
Chiong, Ree, Takeuchi, and Erickson (2012) however, found that children showed 
greater comprehension outcomes following adult-child shared reading of a printed 
text, than the shared reading of an enhanced electronic text; and Strouse and Ganea 
(2017a) found that children developed more proficient vocabulary skills following 
the shared reading of electronic texts, when compared to the shared reading of 
printed texts.  
These unresolved issues and seemingly contradictory findings, which will be 
explored in more detail in Chapter 2, may be attributed to the fact that the behaviours 
that researchers have chosen to analyse and, at times, the nature of the descriptions 
that researchers have given have also varied across studies. Terms that have been 
used to describe shared reading behaviours have often been too broad, such as the 
description, “asking children questions as you read” (Flack et al., 2018, p. 1342). 
McGinty et al.’s (2012) study, investigating mothers’ use of questioning, serves to 
highlight that questions can be employed by adults in a variey of ways during adult-
child shared reading. They can be used to introduce or extend on the topic of focus, 
to direct children to “label, locate, recall, or describe characters, objects, actions, or 
book features,” or to go beyond the text to explore concepts related to “prediction, 
character feelings or motivation, explanations of cause-effect relationships, 
comparisons among ideas of objects, or opinions” (McGinty et al., 2012, p. 1044).  
Research into children’s texts has shown that texts can also vary in complexity, both 
in terms of the cognitive sophistication needed to be able to make sense of the text’s 
meaning (Anthony & Francis, 2005; Metsala, 2011; Schwarz et al., 2015; Wagner, 
2017) and in terms of a text’s design and functionality (Bus, Takacs, & Kegel, 2015). 
Yet, even when describing the texts that are used in their investigations, researchers 
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often provide generalised descriptions. Chiong et al. (2012, p. 1), for example, 
investigated shared reading outcomes using “basic” and “enhanced” electronic texts 
as well as printed texts, comparing “simple digitized versions of print books (basic) 
to tools that can support highly interactive, multimedia experiences (enhanced)”. The 
criteria used to determine whether an electronic text was “basic” or “enhanced,” 
however, was not detailed with any greater clarity. It is unknown therefore, when 
using these descriptions, whether the electronic text used by Strouse and Ganea 
(2017a) was comparable to the “basic” or “enhanced” electronic texts used in Chiong 
et al. (2012) when the only interactive function of the former study was a tap-
activated turn of the page, which in turn activated a variety of automated functions 
including music, sound effects, animations and voiceover. 
Broad descriptions make it difficult to compare findings across studies, such as 
pinpointing why studies appear to present conflicting outcomes when comparing the 
use of printed and electronic texts (Chiong et al., 2012; Lauricella et al., 2014; 
Strouse & Ganea, 2017a), or identifying why dialogic shared reading practices 
appear to have less of an effect on children’s literacy outcomes when children are 
aged four years and older (Mol et al., 2008). Researchers undertaking comparative 
analyses have acknowledged that lack of clarity is an issue. As a result of their meta-
analysis into dialogic shared reading practices, Mol et al. (2008, p. 21) noted that 
while they could surmise why the differences in outcomes may have occurred, “the 
information provided in the articles was mostly not sufficient,” failing to provide 
clear and detailed descriptions that could be used to inform more conclusive findings. 
The issues outlined above show that there is a pressing need for the development of a 
theoretical framework that can provide the clarity of detail that is required to explore 
adult-child shared reading outcomes with greater rigour. A theoretical framework 
specifically functions to draw attention to an event or phenomena; it “sheds light on 
relationships,” provides depth of clarity, and places a spotlight on factors “that might 
otherwise go unnoticed or misunderstood” (Maxwell, 2013, pp. 49-50 emphasis 
added). This dissertation has met that challenge, developing a framework that was 
primarily inspired by Vygotsky’s (1987, 2012) theory of concept development. 
Children under the age of four and their adult caregivers were sought to act as 
participants, in response to the meta-analysis outlined above that identified children 
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under the age of four as benefiting more from dialogic shared book reading than 
older children (Mol et al., 2008). Purposeful selection (Emmel, 2013) allowed for the 
identification of a group of 11 mothers and their two-year-old children (N=22) from 
regional Victoria, Australia, for inclusion in this study. 
1.1 PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
The main purpose of this study was to conduct an in-depth investigation into adult-
child shared reading. A framework was designed to provide detailed descriptions of 
the communication behaviours exhibited by participants, while acknowledging the 
influence of a text’s medium (print or electronic) and complexity of text. The 
framework was used to inform an in-depth analysis of mothers’ communication 
behaviours when reading printed and electronic narratives with their two-year-old 
child, and their reasons for doing so. 
1.2 DEFINITION OF TERMS 
Key terms used throughout this dissertation include: shared reading, dialogic 
reading, communication behaviours, narrative, media (singular: medium), 
complexity of text, theoretical framework and caregiver. These terms are defined as 
follows: 
1.2.1 Shared reading 
An experience where two or more individuals collaboratively explore and interact 
with the same reading material concurrently (Zucker, Cabell, Justice, Pentimonti, & 
Kaderavek, 2013). More specifically, the shared reading context explored in this 
study involves a more proficient reader (in this case an adult) reading a text with a 
less proficient reader (their child). The shared reading experience exposes children to 
the conventions of reading, as well as more complex language structures than would 
typically be encountered by young children in everyday conversation (Sénéchal, 
2011). 
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1.2.2 Dialogic reading 
A sub-category of shared reading (see definition 1.2.1), “dialogic reading” is evident 
when adults invite and actively engage children in conversation during the shared 
reading experience (Zevenbergen & Whitehurst, 2003, p. 171). Dialogic reading is an 
approach that includes communication practices such as asking children questions, 
repeating, recasting or expanding on children’s speech, and providing children with 
feedback when reading; challenging adults to do more than engage in “straight 
reading and [asking] questions that could be answered by pointing” (Whitehurst et 
al., 1988, p. 552). 
1.2.3 Communication behaviours 
Communication behaviours have been divided into two categories – verbal and non-
verbal communication. Verbal communication behaviours include all of the talk that 
takes place during each shared reading experience, including onomatopoeia (words 
used “to refer to a phenomenon that has been perceived/communicated by the 
speaker e.g. ‘shhhwishhh’, ‘pop’, ‘ribbit’” (Sasamoto & Jackson, 2016, pp. 37, 45)). 
Non-verbal communication behaviours include movements of the body that are used 
to convey meaning such as gestures, nodding and physical manipulation. 
1.2.4 Narrative 
Stephens’s (2010, p. 53) definition of narrative has been used for this study, where: 
(1) language and presentation, including point of view (discourse), is used to tell a
story (characters engaging in actions in time and space); (2) within a “logical and
causal structure… generally referred to as plot” (emphasis in original); (3) that
conveys meaning that has been derived from the interaction between discourse and
story – “in a thematic, ethical or moral sense”.
1.2.5 Text medium (plural: media) 
This study explores two forms of media – printed and electronic. Printed texts refer 
to children’s printed picture storybooks. The electronic texts are reflective of 
Unsworth’s (2007, p. 11) “electronically re-contextualised literary text” – a direct 
copy of a printed text in electronic form with some enhancements, which might 
include sound and movement (automatic or user initiated). 
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1.2.6 Complexity of text 
In this study, establishing whether a text was simple or complex (complexity of text) 
was determined by assessing the text’s cognitive accessibility. Cognitive 
accessibility was determined using criteria related to Theory of Mind, vocabulary, 
illustrations and cognitive load. A text was deemed complex if it required 
understandings related to Theory of Mind; if there was an expectation that the reader 
understand “the characters’ mental states” in order to understand the meaning of the 
text (Wagner, 2017, p. 3). Vocabulary was also used to determine text complexity; it 
was used to establish whether the language of the printed words were 
developmentally accessible for young children (Flack, Field & Horst 2018; Anthony 
& Francis 2005; Metsala 2011). The illustrations were assessed to determine whether 
they provided visual support that directly reflected the written text (in a simple text); 
or whether they required the reader to infer meaning (in a complex text) (Hargrave & 
Sénéchal, 2000; Justice, Meier, & Walpole, 2005; Schwarz et al., 2015). The 
multimodal features of electronic texts, such as games and “hotspots” (“interactive 
hypermedia elements,” activated with a click or a tap (Bus et al., 2015, p. 80)), were 
also assessed to consider whether they provided seamless, non-verbal support for the 
printed narrative (for a simple text), or whether they put “cognitive load” on the 
reader, due to the need to switch/move between tasks (for a complex text) (Bus et 
al.,2015, p. 81). 
1.2.7 Theoretical framework 
A theoretical framework functions to draw attention to an event or phenomenon, 
helping to identify relationships and to highlight factors “that might otherwise go 
unnoticed or misunderstood” (Maxwell, 2013, pp. 49-50). It serves to guide and 
inform research by clarifying the “system of concepts” that have been drawn upon to 
help the researcher to understand the issue that is under investigation (Maxwell, 
2013, p. 39). 
1.2.8 Caregiver 
A broad term used to acknowledge that a child’s primary carer could be “a natural, 
adoptive, step, foster mother or father of a child, or a person who is assigned as a 
nominal parent” (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2017). A nominal parent could 
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include an adult sibling or a member of a child’s extended family, such as a 
grandparent. 
1.3 STATING THE PROBLEM 
There is much evidence in previous research that points to a positive association 
between adult-child shared book reading, and literacy skill development in early 
childhood (Bracken & Fischel, 2008; Burgess, 1997; Bus et al., 1995; Deckner et al., 
2006; Hindman et al., 2014; Karrass & Braungart-Rieker, 2005; Samuelsson et al., 
2007; Sénéchal & LeFevre, 2001; Trivette, Dunst, & Gorman, 2010; Wood, 2002). 
Research has also shown that adults’ shared reading practices can vary (Whitehurst 
et al., 1988) and that children who engage in the practice of shared reading can 
present with varied outcomes as a result (Flack et al., 2018; Hindman et al., 2014; 
Mol et al., 2008). The specificity of why this might be so remains unclear because 
the information provided in research reports often lack the level of detail that is 
required to enable more conclusive findings. 
To compound this issue, over the past two decades there has been an increased focus 
on digital literacies. Comparisons have been made between the traditional printed 
text and electronic texts, exploring how and why texts have changed, how and why 
these changes have or should impact on educational pedagogies, and how these 
changes impact on child development (Chiong et al., 2012; Green, 2012b; Honan, 
2010; Lauricella et al., 2014; Nixon & Kerin, 2012; Snyder, 2008; Strouse & Ganea, 
2017a). Research that compares the use of printed and electronic texts during adult-
child shared reading has identified varied, and seemingly contradictory results 
(Chiong et al., 2012; Lauricella et al., 2014; Strouse & Ganea, 2017a), adding to the 
lack of clarity that is evident in this area of research. A review of the literature has 
shown that researchers often use broad terms in their reports, which affects the 
ability to make viable comparisons between studies or to achieve more in-depth 
understandings of the specific variables that affect practice and children’s outcomes. 
1.4 SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 
This dissertation presents the findings of an in-depth analysis of adult-child shared 
reading behaviours. As such, children’s language and literacy outcomes did not 
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feature in this study. Drawing primarily from Vygotsky’s (1987, 2012) theory of 
concept development, a framework was developed, which allowed for a detailed 
analysis of participants’ shared reading behaviours – one that acknowledged how 
even one form of communication, such as a question, can differ in purpose and 
delivery, while also acknowledging the text’s medium (printed or electronic), text 
complexity, and participant agency. The depth of analysis that was made possible 
using the Vygotskian-informed framework allowed for detailed descriptions of the 
behaviours that were recorded across datasets (including verbal and non-verbal 
communication behaviours), which informed an in-depth investigation into how and 
why the behaviours presented in the ways they did. It is anticipated that this 
framework can be used in future studies to support comprehensive analyses of adult-
child shared reading practices, to identify specific factors that best promote or may 
inhibit the development of a range of targeted outcomes for young children. 
1.5 STUDY OVERVIEW 
The aim of this study was to conduct an in-depth investigation into adult-child shared 
reading behaviours. A sociocultural lens of analysis was adopted, drawing on the 
seminal translated works of Russian born theorist Lev Semyonovich Vygotsky 
(1987, 1994, 1997, 2012; Vygotsky & Luria, 1994). Mothers’ verbal and non-verbal 
communication behaviours were analysed when reading printed and electronic 
narratives of two levels of complexity (simple and complex) with their two-year-old 
child, using a framework primarily based upon Vygotsky’s (1987, 2012) theory of 
concept development. Mothers’ views were also sought, as they related to the 
practice of shared reading with their child. 
1.5.1 Repetition of key phrases 
This document includes much commentary and descriptive prose, especially when 
discussing the theoretical framework, codes and analyses. Consequently, the 
document makes use of signposts throughout with the repetition of key terms and 
research questions, to support the reader to engage with the document with some 
flexibility.
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
The study presented in this dissertation examined mothers’ verbal and non-verbal 
communication behaviours when shared reading printed and electronic texts with 
their two-year-old child; an analysis that acknowledged mothers’ personal views of 
the shared reading experiences under investigation. This chapter describes the 
literature that informed the study, including the theoretical framework that guided its 
design and implementation. 
Section 2.1 details the evidence from literature, spanning the past three decades that 
shows that adult-child shared reading is beneficial for young children’s learning and 
development. The review also presents evidence that shows that adult-child shared 
reading practices can vary, leading to varying outcomes for the children who take 
part. The limitations of past research are highlighted: identifying the need for more 
detailed investigations into adult-child shared reading practices. 
Section 2.2 describes theories that postulate that knowledge and learning are socially 
negotiated processes that are facilitated by social interactions/experiences. In 
particular, this section explores the role of mediation in learning and development, 
and describes the five categories of mediation that have featured across Vygotsky’s 
(1987, 1997, 2012; Vygotsky & Luria, 1994) collected works. 
Sections 2.3 and 2.4 explore how and/or why shared reading practices have been 
found to vary in past studies, divided by the mediation categories described in 
Section 2.2, including variations in communication behaviours (verbal and non-
verbal); the shared text’s medium (whether printed or electronic) and complexity of 
text; and participants’ perspectives. 
Section 2.5 details Vygotsky’s (1987, 2012) theory of concept development and 
related literature, providing a theoretical framework through which to conduct an in-
depth investigation into adult-child shared reading behaviours. 
Section 2.6 concludes the chapter by presenting the study’s three research questions. 
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2.1 THE BENEFITS OF ADULT-CHILD SHARED 
READING 
One of the strongest predictive factors found to influence young children’s language 
and literacy development is the home environment (Samuelsson et al., 2007). In their 
international longitudinal study, following 809 same-sex pairs of identical and 
fraternal preschool twins in the US, Australia and Norway, Samuelsson et al. (2007) 
found that the home environment, including parent education and what parents did 
with their children, had greater influence on children’s vocabulary knowledge and 
print related skills than the influence of a child’s genes. Notably, the practice of 
shared reading was reported to be one of the most highly influential activities to take 
place in the home environment (Samuelsson et al., 2007); a practice that has been 
identified as being part of middle-class Australian families’ everyday routines, 
particularly with pre-school aged children (Nichols, 2000). 
In addition to Samuelsson et al. (2007) there is strong international evidence, 
spanning many decades, that shows that adult-child shared reading is beneficial for 
young children’s learning and development. Past studies have attributed adult-child 
shared book reading to improvements in young children’s: (1) oral language 
proficiencies and cognitive understandings (Cheng & Tsai, 2014; Duursma, 2014; 
Karrass & Braungart-Rieker, 2005; Mol & Bus, 2011; Phillips, Norris, & Anderson, 
2008); (2) vocabulary knowledge (Bracken & Fischel, 2008; Hindman et al., 2014; 
Mol et al., 2008; Read & Quirke, 2018; Sénéchal et al., 2008; Trivette et al., 2010; 
Wood, 2002); (3) concepts about print, knowledge of story and literary register 
(Bracken & Fischel, 2008; Duursma, 2014; Flack et al., 2018; Phillips et al., 2008); 
(4) phonological and phonemic awareness (Burgess, 1997; Bus et al., 1995; Deckner
et al., 2006); (5) development of a value/pleasure for reading (Baker & Scher, 2002;
Gottfried, Schlackman, Gottfried, & Boutin-Martinez, 2015; Melhuish et al., 2008);
and (6) Theory of Mind, social understandings and emotional intelligence (Rollo &
Sulla, 2016; Taumoepeau & Ruffman, 2006; Ziv, Smadja, & Aram, 2013).
Analyses of data from “Growing up in Australia: The Longitudinal Study of 
Australian Children (LSAC)” (Australian Institute of Family Studies, 2018) have 
reported comparable findings. Located in the same country as the current study, 
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LSAC is an Australian Government commissioned initiative that has been tracking 
10,000 children and their families across the country. Datasets (referred to as waves) 
have been published as they have become available. Findings from the LSAC data of 
2369 children with a median age of 9 months (at wave 1), 34 months (wave 2) and 
58 months (wave 3), identified a link between the poor vocabulary skills of children 
at wave 3, and low levels of parent-child book reading for those same children across 
all three data collection points (Farrant & Zubrick, 2013). Hayes, Berthelsen, 
Nicholson, and Walker (2016) drew from the LSAC datasets of 3836 families from 
waves 2, 3 and 4, when children were aged 2-3, 4-5 and 6-7 years respectively. 
Findings from these data found that children who were frequently read to at the age 
of two years had more advanced receptive language skills and more advanced 
literacy skills in the early years of schooling (as rated by their teachers) at the age of 
six years (Hayes et al., 2016). 
Taylor, Zubrick, and Christensen (2016) analysed the LSAC data from waves 2, 3 
and 4 and identified that an absence of book reading from ages 2-6 years signalled 
potential for a multitude of broader risk factors in the home learning environment, 
including outcomes related to the family’s “psychosocial wellbeing”, and to 
children’s overall “abilities” (p.306). In the study’s first publication, reporting on 
wave 1 findings, Wake et al. (2008) clarified that the LSAC score of children’s 
abilities was a composite measure of children’s overall physical development, social 
and emotional functioning, and learning and cognitive development. In identifying 
that a lack of book reading negatively impacts on children’s “abilities”, Taylor et al. 
(2016) identified that there were wide ranging benefits for children who engaged in 
adult-child shared reading in Australian homes, beyond those related to literacy. 
These findings reflect similar international research that found that adult-child shared 
reading positively influenced children’s social and emotional development (e.g. 
Rollo & Sulla, 2016; Taumoepeau & Ruffman, 2006; Ziv et al., 2013), in addition to 
literacy related outcomes. 
Collectively, the research detailed in this section suggests that reading to children at 
home positively influences children’s long-term cognitive, social and emotional 
development. In addition, the research outlined above also provides strong evidence 
to suggest that adult-child shared reading should begin as early as the age of two 
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years, at the very least, to have the most significant impact on children’s early 
literacy skills and development. 
2.1.1 Variations in adult-child shared reading practices 
The previous section presented a broad body of research that identified the benefits 
of adult-child shared reading with young children. However, research has also found 
that shared reading practices can vary, as can children’s outcomes as a result of this 
shared reading. At the macro level, some shared reading practices are dialogic in 
nature (encouraging conversation between adult and child) and some are not 
(Whitehurst et al., 1988; Zevenbergen & Whitehurst, 2003), leading to variations in 
children’s vocabulary and comprehension outcomes (Flack et al., 2018; Mol et al., 
2008). Dialogic shared reading practices have been found to be less effective in 
promoting children’s language development when children are aged four years and 
older, however, as identified in the meta-analysis of Mol et al. (2008). Mol et al. 
(2008, p. 21) noted that while they could surmise why the differences in outcomes 
may have occurred, they were hampered in their ability to arrive at more conclusive 
findings given that “the information provided in the articles was mostly not 
sufficient.” It remains unclear, therefore, why engagement in dialogic shared reading 
does not affect all children in the same way. 
Shared reading practices and children’s outcomes can also vary within the one 
family. In a study that analysed the data of 4,239 mothers of 0-13-year-old children, 
from the American National Longitudinal Survey of Youth, spanning the years 1986-
2004, Price and Kalil (2018) found that the more frequently children were read to 
under the age of four years, the greater their book knowledge and reading skills in 
the early years of schooling. Price and Kalil (2018) also found that first-born children 
presented with more positive outcomes than second-born children due to a reported 
decrease in the frequency with which parents engaged in shared reading with second-
born children. However, given the large-scale nature of the study, using historically 
available data, it was not evident how parents read to their children or whether text 
features or child behaviours influenced parents’ reading behaviours. A further 
reported limitation of the study was the fact that the researchers could not comment 
on how consideration for a text’s medium may have influenced adult-child shared 
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reading outcomes given that the data largely pre-dated public uptake of the electronic 
text. 
The fact that electronic texts would not have featured in historical research into 
adult-child shared reading practices is significant. Recent studies that have focused 
exclusively on the shared reading of electronic texts have found that adult practice 
can vary between caregivers even when the focus text is electronic. A Taiwanese 
study (Cheng & Tsai, 2014), investigating how 33 participant pairs (mothers, one 
father, one grandmother, and their 5-10 year old child) engaged in adult-child shared 
reading using an electronic text, identified four distinct behavioural patterns amongst 
the adult-child pairings who took part. These patterns included: (1) “parent as 
dominator”; (2) “child as dominator”; (3) “communicative child-parent pair”; and, 
(4) “low communicative child” (Cheng & Tsai, 2014, p. 302). Findings also showed
that there were associated variations in the cognitive attainment of the children who
were exposed to one of the four behavioural patterns. For example, children who
experienced low levels of adult-child communication, displayed lower levels of
cognitive attainment when asked comprehension questions about the text than the
children who experienced high levels of adult-child communication.
Studies that have compared printed and electronic texts in their investigations of 
shared reading practices, however, have presented with inconclusive results. For 
example, Lauricella et al. (2014) found that children’s comprehension outcomes 
were comparable across media following adult-child shared reading, while Chiong et 
al. (2012) found that children showed greater comprehension outcomes following the 
shared-reading of a printed text when compared to the shared-reading of an enhanced 
electronic text. Collectively, the studies described in this section have shown that it is 
not enough to simply explore adult-child shared reading practices at a macro level or 
to explore one text medium on its own. More detailed analyses are needed to identify 
how and why an adult’s practices may vary at the micro level, within and across 
media. 
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2.2 SHARED READING, LEARNING AND 
DEVELOPMENT 
The studies that were described in the previous section showed that variations in 
adult-child shared reading behaviours can influence children’s learning and 
development outcomes. The discovery that children’s learning and development 
outcomes can be influenced by adults’ shared reading behaviours may be attributed 
to the dynamic relationship that exists between the following two notions: (1) The 
notion that knowledge is constructed through one’s interactions with the 
environment, and as such involves the learner in the active role of meaning maker 
(Doolittle & Camp, 1999; Jonassen & Land, 2012); and, (2) the notion that 
knowledge and learning are socially negotiated processes, facilitated by dialogues 
and interactions within shared experiences (Barab & Duffy, 2012; Jonassen & Land, 
2012). Though the ultimate organisation and reorganisation of thought remains 
within the domain of the learner (in this case, the child), it is dialectically influenced 
by shared experiences and dialogue rather than being unilaterally based upon 
experience (Barab & Duffy, 2012; Jonassen & Land, 2012).  
The dialectical nature of knowledge construction, which explains why variations in 
shared reading practices can lead to variations in children’s outcomes, brings 
together long-standing debates over how knowledge is constructed by the learner. 
Such debates can be traced back to the late 1700s with the works of Hume ([1777] 
1993) and Kant ([1781, 1787] 1996), and later by Hegel ([1807] 1977), who 
provided highly influential arguments postulating either psychology or social action 
respectively as the primary contributing factor. During the Enlightenment that 
followed, theorists deliberated over the sociology of knowledge (Berger & 
Luckmann, 1966) and an appreciation for how the social (external stimuli) directly 
impacts on the psychological (individual knowledge construction) (Langford, 2005). 
Two popular philosophies that continue to acknowledge the impact of external social 
stimuli on individual psychological knowledge construction are those of 
constructivism and sociocultural theory, the former of which (in part) contributed to 
the description of the latter (Piaget, 1995; Vygotsky, 2012). 
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Psychological constructivism (or Piaget-based constructivism) recognises that an 
individual’s thoughts and reasoning operate within the realm of social interactions 
and context (Piaget, 1995). Furthermore, it proposes that thought and thinking is an 
ongoing process of adaptation and/or correction, limited and influenced by an 
individual’s maturity and experience (Piaget, 1995). At every stage, the individual is 
constrained and influenced by their own experiences, and their own interpretation of 
what the other is doing, thinking or communicating (Piaget, 1995). Psychological 
constructivism begins with, and focuses on, the thoughts and reasoning of the 
individual as they make sense of their environment. Vygotsky (2012), however, 
argued that an individual’s engagement in social interactions influences thought and 
reasoning, and learning and development, more intricately than was acknowledged 
by Piaget’s theory of psychological constructivism. In so doing, Vygotsky put 
forward a case for the theory of socioculturalism, which is based upon the premise 
that reasoning and thinking does not emerge and evolve “in isolation” but rather is a 
product of “sociocultural evolution”, accessed by the individual through active 
engagement in community practices (John-Steiner & Mahn, 1996, p. 193). Central to 
Vygotsky’s theory is the suggestion that communication and thought “are both 
social”; that thought is an internalisation of “social, collaborative forms of behavior” 
(Vygotsky, 2012, p. 37).  
Fundamental to thought and reasoning, learning and development, is the word. 
Vygotsky (1987, 2012) suggested that words used socially and via thought are 
integral to the process of cognitive development, surmising that concept development 
is a product of the reciprocal relationship between speech and thought (Gredler & 
Shields, 2008; John-Steiner & Mahn, 1996; Miller, 2011; Minick, 1987). Vygotsky 
used the terms “concepts” and “word meanings” interchangeably in his work (Miller, 
2011, p. 99), surmising that, “The word does not relate to a single object, but to an 
entire group or class of objects. Therefore, every word is a concealed 
generalization” (Vygotsky, 1987, p. 47, emphasis in original), developed through a 
process of thinking. 
The import placed upon language is one that has resulted in ongoing debate, with 
scholars beyond Vygotsky acknowledging that children actively construct 
knowledge, as they learn “to” and “through” talk (Wells, 2009, p. 72). In 
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emphasising the link between the word and thought, and that thought is an 
internalisation of “social, collaborative forms of behavior” (Vygotsky, 2012, p. 37), 
Vygotskian theory emphasised that it is through language and communication, via 
social interaction, that children learn how to think, to reason and to understand.  
Vygotsky’s sociocultural view of learning and development is well suited to an 
investigation into adult-child shared reading. Shared communication, and 
collaborative engagement with another form of communication (e.g. a printed or 
electronic narrative), are the central foci and operative functions of the practice of 
shared reading, both by name and by definition. Furthermore, the present study is 
one that stems from research that has found that adult-child shared reading practices 
can vary, and that variations in practice (social interactions) can lead to variations in 
children’s learning outcomes (Cheng & Tsai, 2016; Flack et al., 2018; Mol et al., 
2008; Price & Kalil, 2018). Past research, therefore, lends support to Vygotsky’s 
theory that social practice and participants’ thoughts and reasonings influence, and 
are influenced by, social experience. It is for this reason that the present study has 
adopted a Vygotskian, sociocultural lens through which to conduct the investigation 
– a theoretical lens that acknowledges the balanced reciprocity that exists between
social practice and cognitive development.
2.2.1 Applying a Vygotskian lens of inquiry into shared reading 
The relationship between the environment and the child and not just the 
environment in its own right, or just the child in its own right, will always be 
central. (Vygotsky, 1994, p. 346) 
In “The problem of the environment,” Vygotsky (1994b) detailed how three children 
from the same family, having all lived in the same violent home environment, 
responded to the experience in three very different ways. One developed a stammer 
and exhibited a sense of helplessness; one appeared highly conflicted, shifting back 
and forth from hatred and fear, to love and devotion toward the mother; and the third, 
stilted in development and appearing resigned to the situation, soothed the mother 
and protected the younger siblings during the mother’s bouts of violence. This led 
Vygotsky to determine that the environment had a significant negative psychotic 
impact on all three children but not in the same way. The research on adult-child 
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shared reading outlined in Section 2.1 presented a similar narrative. The studies 
showed that there was strong evidence that adult-child shared reading led to positive 
social, emotional and cognitive outcomes for children but they also showed that the 
practice of shared reading did not always affect children in the same way. Findings 
from Vygotsky’s investigations and the findings from research on shared reading 
showed that the environment had an impact on children’s development (either 
negatively or positively), but so too did each child’s personal relationship with their 
environment, resulting in different outcomes for each child. 
The scenario detailed in “The problem of the environment”, along with his previous 
work, led Vygotsky (1994b) to assert that the environment (the resources and 
perceptual input a child has access to), cannot be examined on its own and that 
equally, the child’s biology cannot be examined on its own. It is the personalised 
“relationship” that exists between the two, each child’s “experience” (Minick, 1987, 
p. 32), that will provide insight into child development. It cannot be assumed
therefore, that exposure to adult-child shared reading from the age of two years will
lead to the same outcomes for all children. It is the experience itself, the relationship
that the child has with their environment that influences development; that is, the
impact of mediation.
2.2.1.1 Shared reading and the significance of mediation 
One of Vygotsky’s most important contributions to research is the understanding that 
knowledge/human development is not constructed through an individualistic 
engagement with artefacts, practices and social interactions, but rather that children 
come to understand the world via interactions with the environment that are socially 
and culturally mediated (Cole, 1986; John-Steiner & Mahn, 1996; Kozulin, 2012; 
Langford, 2005; Popova, 2015; Scribner, 1986). This process of understanding 
begins from birth, such as when adults have conversations with their babies, applying 
meaning to a baby’s babbles and actively engage them in social interactions 
(Goldstein & Schwade, 2008; Goldstein, Schwade, & Bornstein, 2009; Gros‐Louis, 
West, & King, 2014). Therefore, an in-depth study that seeks detailed descriptions of 
the ways in which adult-child shared reading behaviours can vary, and the specific 
factors that influence those variations, would in effect be an investigation into adults’ 
mediation practices. Accordingly, when applying a Vygotskian-informed framework 
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to the analysis of adult-child shared reading behaviours, further exploration is 
warranted to understand Vygotsky’s interpretation of mediation. 
Vygotsky (Miller, 2011; Vygotsky, 1997, p. 62) described mediation as the 
relationship that connects internal, individual, psychological tools or thoughts, with 
signs or material tools that are “directed outward”. It’s the connection between the 
internal and the external, the individual and the social (John-Steiner & Mahn, 1996); 
the means that facilitate internalisation, transforming social activity into meaning 
(Zinchenko, 1986). Vygotsky posited that meaning is mediated in five ways, 
including: (1) “movements” such as “mimicry of the face, shoulders, and hands” 
(Vygotsky, 1997, p. 122) or “the indicative gesture” (Vygotsky, 1987, p. 95); (2) 
engagement with tools – “external symbolic forms of activity [such as]…reading, 
writing, counting and drawing” (Vygotsky & Luria, 1994, p. 136); (3) and speech 
(Vygotsky, 1987, 2012); (4) all of which are mediated “by social means… through 
another person” (Vygotsky & Luria, 1994, p. 116); and (5) internalised and made 
sense of through thought (Vygotsky, 1987, 2012). These five forms of mediation 
have been identified by Moll (2014, p. 31) as being instances of: (1) anatomical 
mediation (non-verbal communication); (2) instrumental-tool mediation (e.g. a 
printed or electronic text); (3) semiotic mediation, renamed spoken mediation (verbal 
communication) for this study to distinguish the category from other forms of 
semiotic mediation; (4) social mediation (e.g. the practice of shared reading); and (5) 
individual mediation, which acknowledges the individual’s reasoning and 
perceptions – “the person’s subjectivity and agency” when engaging in an activity. 
Meta-analyses into adult-child shared reading that focus on variations in spoken 
mediation, though highly informative, tell only part of the story. Analyses that focus 
exclusively on printed or electronic texts respectively (instrumental-tool mediation), 
again though highly informative, provide insights into another aspect of adult-child 
shared reading. The same can be said for studies that explore participant opinion 
(individual mediation) via interviews alone. In light of the complex nature of 
mediation outlined above, in-depth explorations that investigate variations in shared 
reading practices should also explore the verbal communication that is used, non-
verbal communication, how practice may vary depending on the medium that is used, 
and participant perceptions. The present study hypothesises that one of the reasons 
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why past research into adult-child shared reading practices has presented with 
inconclusive findings can be attributed to the fact that one or more of Vygotsky’s 
five forms of mediation have not been included in research design. A multifaceted 
approach that acknowledges all five forms of mediation listed above, an approach 
that has been adopted by the current study, responds to the caveat that “human 
mediation cannot be properly comprehended unless the role of [all] available 
symbolic mediators is acknowledged” (Kozulin, 2003, p. 28). 
2.3 SHARED READING: VARIATIONS IN 
PRACTICE 
Section 2.1 highlighted that while there are benefits associated with adult-child 
shared reading and that the practice of shared reading is most effective when it 
begins from the age of two years (at the very least), variations in practice can also 
lead to variations in children’s outcomes. For example, the research detailed in this 
chapter provides strong support for the broad acknowledgement that dialogic shared 
reading practices can promote children’s literacy outcomes more so than non-
dialogic reading practices, including measures related to expressive and receptive 
language and story comprehension. A review of the literature shows that there is a 
general lack of specificity and insufficient information in research reports, however, 
which has made it difficult to identify why variations in shared reading behaviours 
and children’s outcomes exist. It remains unclear, for example, why dialogic shared 
reading is more effective in promoting children’s language development for children 
under the age of four years (Mol et al., 2008), or why Lauricella et al. (2014) and 
Chiong et al. (2012) reported seemingly contradictory outcomes for children when 
comparing the shared reading of printed and electronic texts. 
Section 2.2 served to highlight that the relationship that children have with each 
shared reading experience (the ways that experiences are socially mediated), plays a 
critical role in uncovering why variations in practice can lead to variations in 
children’s outcomes. It also served to highlight that mediation is complex: influenced 
and experienced through verbal communication (spoken mediation), non-verbal 
communication (anatomical mediation), the artefacts that are used (instrument-tool 
mediation) and individual reasoning (individual mediation). The following section 
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provides an in-depth examination of the degree to which past research into adult-
child shared reading has acknowledged each form of mediation listed above, and to 
identify the specific gaps and limitations that are evident in the literature. 
2.3.1 Verbal and non-verbal communication 
This section provides a review of past research into adults’ communication 
behaviours when shared reading with young children, focusing on the Vygotskian 
mediation categories of spoken and anatomical mediation (Moll, 2014): verbal and 
non-verbal communication. This section highlights how each researcher has 
described and analysed adult reading behaviours, and notes the lack of sufficient 
detail that would facilitate cross-study comparisons or support comprehensive 
analyses of studies’ outcomes. Of particular significance is the fact that research into 
anatomical mediation is quite limited in the literature, and often times, overlooked 
entirely. 
Whitehurst et al. (1988) were one of the first group of researchers to show that 
shared reading practices can vary, citing work as far back as the 1970s that described 
the ways adults have been found to communicate when shared reading with young 
children in their homes. The literature review they conducted provided the impetus 
for their own controlled, correlational study, one which led the researchers to 
conclude that inviting and actively engaging children in conversation during the 
shared reading experience directly impacts children’s word comprehension 
proficiencies; a reading approach that the researchers later termed “dialogic reading” 
(Zevenbergen & Whitehurst, 2003, p. 171). Dialogic reading is an approach that 
includes communication practices such as asking children questions, repeating, 
recasting or expanding on children’s speech and providing children with feedback 
when reading. The approach challenges adults to do more than engage in a straight 
reading of the printed words in the text, or to ask questions that children could 
answer by pointing (Whitehurst et al., 1988). 
More recent studies have shown that the findings of Whitehurst and colleagues 
(1988) have continued to hold true in the thirty years since. Mol et al.’s (2008) meta-
analysis into dialogic shared reading was reflective of and included Whitehurst et 
al.’s (1988) original study into the dialogic shared reading approach. The meta-
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analysis included 16 studies, involving 626 adult-child dyads that explored parents’ 
dialogic shared reading behaviours when reading with their children. Mol and 
colleagues (2008) found that dialogic shared reading was more influential than non-
dialogic reading in supporting 2-3 year-old children to develop expressive language 
proficiencies. The dialogic adult behaviours that were used across those studies, as 
identified by the researchers (Mol et al., 2008, p. 20) were instances where parents 
“read interactively with their child”, and stimulated children to be actively involved 
“by eliciting verbal responses to the story with the help of open-ended questions”. 
Flack, Field and Horst’s (2018) meta-analysis, which investigated the findings of 38 
studies with a collective total of 2,455 children, also found that engagement in 
dialogic shared reading with an adult had significant beneficial impact on children’s 
language proficiencies. This meta-analysis provided a more descriptive definition of 
dialogic shared reading than the one provided in Mol et al. (2008), listing a greater 
variety of communication behaviours used by adults across the studies, such as 
describing illustrations, pointing, asking children questions and/or providing 
definitions for words while reading. The inclusion of “pointing” (Flack et al., 2018, 
p. 1337) in their list of dialogic reading behaviours shows that non-verbal
communication was also acknowledged in the coding and analysis process for the
meta-analysis, albeit in an aggregated, indistinguishable capacity.
Findings from large-scale, longitudinal studies also show that dialogic shared reading 
practices can vary and that such differences can influence children’s literacy 
development. Hindman et al. (2014) analysed the shared reading practices of close to 
700 families with a diverse range of linguistic, ethnic and socio-cultural 
backgrounds, tracking children when they were aged nine months, two years and 
four years. Hindman et al. (2014) found that adult participants (mostly mothers) 
used: (1) verbal communication behaviours that were code-related, where talk 
related to letters, sounds, and inviting children to read; and (2) communication 
behaviours that were meaning-focused. Meaning-focused talk was multifaceted, 
including talk that: (1) related to new vocabulary; (2) recalled or summarised the 
text’s content; (3) connected to the children’s experiences or other familiar texts; (4) 
involved reinactment; (5) directed children to explore the illustrations; and/or, (6) 
expanded on the story. The researchers identified a link between adults’ meaning-
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related behaviours and higher levels of children’s vocabulary proficiencies, 
compared with outcomes related to adults’ code-related talk. 
The research detailed above provides strong support for the broad acknowledgement 
that shared reading practices can vary. They also show, however, that the specificity 
of what has been examined has also varied across studies. Variability in what is 
analysed and/or reported affects two elements of research into adult-child shared 
reading: (1) the level of detail provided by reseachers when describing the form of 
mediation that is under investigation; and/or (2) the communication behaviours and 
descriptions that researchers have chosen to report and omit. Mol et al. (2008) and 
Flack, Field and Horst’s (2018) studies were meta-analyses, however, and Hindman 
et al. (2014) was a large-scale study. There was therefore warrant to explore how 
past studies have investigated adults’ verbal and non-verbal shared reading 
behaviours at a micro level of investigation to determine if variability in what has 
been analysed and/or reported is a limitation of smaller-scaled research as well. 
2.3.1.1 Verbal communication – micro-analyses 
In addition to studies that compare dialogic shared reading behaviours with non-
dialogic shared reading behaviours, there have been studies that have examined how 
dialogic communication behaviours may vary at a micro level. Deckner et al. (2006), 
for example, investigated 55 mother-child dyads as part of a longitudinal study into 
adult-child joint attention. Deckner et al. (2006) investigated shared reading of 
printed texts when the children were on average 18-, 27-, 30- and 42-months of age. 
Adults’ on-task communication behaviours were coded using two categories: (1) 
reading, and (2) discussion about/related to the text. Utterances coded as 
“discussion” underwent further analysis, divided into two sub-codes: (1) 
“metalingual” utterances, such as prompts, responses, recasts, scripting, vocabulary 
introduction and references to print; and (2) “non-metalingual” utterances, such as 
simple descriptions, behavioural directives and yes/no questions (Deckner et al., 
2006, p. 35). Findings showed that there was a strong relationship between adults’ 
use of metalingual language and children’s interest in reading and expressive 
language development. Simple descriptions and questions that elicited yes/no 
answers (non-metalingual utterances) were not as effective, even though they too 
were examples of a dialogic approach to shared reading. 
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Similarly, Malin, Cabrera, and Rowe (2014) also explored adults’ metalingual talk, 
albeit in a more simplified manner than Deckner et al. (2006). Malin et al. (2014), 
examined the shared reading practices of 61 mothers, fathers and father figures from 
low-income, African American and Latino families, and their children aged from 23- 
to 35-months. Each dyad’s shared reading interactions were coded using four 
categories of metalingual talk: (1) “recasts of child’s language (e.g., Yes, that’s a 
dog)”; (2) “prompts to produce language (e.g. What does a cow say?)”; (3) “labels 
(e.g., That’s a bird)”; and (4) “queries for labels (e.g., What do you call that?)” 
(Malin et al., 2014, p. 428). Findings showed that metalingual talk during shared 
reading contributed to the children’s receptive vocabulary proficiencies when they 
were 4-6 years old. Findings also found that adults’ reading practices varied greatly 
between participants, for the sample as a whole and within each subgroup (i.e. 
mothers and fathers). 
Longitudinal research has found that variations in adults’ dialogic reading 
behaviours, from when children are three-years-old, can also lead to variations in 
children’s language and literacy outcomes upon entry to kindergarten. DeTemple 
(2001) examined mother-child shared reading practices when children (n=54) were 
three, four and then five years of age and found that mothers used a combination of 
immediate and non-immediate talk across all shared book readings. Immediate talk 
focused on information that was evident in the illustrations or text, and on average 
accounted for 43-60% of mothers’ talk. Non-immediate talk, accounted on average 
for 11-18% of mothers’ talk, whereby mothers encouraged their child to go beyond 
the text/illustrations - inferring, explaining, exploring possible motives of characters’ 
behaviours, and making connections between the text and their child’s lived 
experience/s. Behaviours varied greatly between participants, with two mothers 
making no use of any non-immediate talk across all book readings. The findings 
showed that children of mothers who used high levels of immediate talk had low 
scores in language and literacy-related measures upon entry to kindergarten, while 
children of mothers who used high levels of non-immediate talk scored well in a 
range of language and literacy assessments upon entry to kindergarten, including 
story comprehension and receptive vocabulary. 
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In addition to acknowledging that dialogic shared reading behaviours are varied and 
complex, a review of the literature also shows that there is a need for greater detail 
when analysing and describing the behaviours that were observed during instances of 
adult-child shared reading. For example, both Flack et al. (2018) and Whitehurst et 
al. (1988) listed adults’ use of questioning as a key dialogic communication 
behaviour, with Whitehurst et al. (1988) adding the disclaimer that the question 
would need to be one that couldn’t be answered by pointing. However, the micro-
study conducted by McGinty et al. (2012), serves to highlight that even one form of 
verbal communication (i.e. the use of questioning), can be used to serve a variety of 
purposes when engaging in adult-child shared reading. 
McGinty et al. (2012) investigated 14 adults’ shared reading behaviours when 
reading with 3-4-year-old children with specific language impairment and identified 
that adults used questions, (1) to direct children towards a particular topic; or, (2) to 
engage with particular ways of thinking. “Topic directiveness” (McGinty et al., 2012, 
p. 1044) involved the use of questioning to introduce or extend the topic; “cognitive
challenge” (McGinty et al., 2012, p. 1044) involved the use of questioning that
directed children to “label, locate, recall, or describe characters, objects, actions, or
book features” that were directly in the text, or to go beyond the text including
“prediction, character feelings or motivation, explanations of cause-effect
relationships, comparisons among ideas of objects, or opinions”. The research of
McGinty et al. (2012) focused on the transactional nature of shared reading and did
not measure children’s outcomes as part of the project. The research does highlight,
however, that questions can differ in function, as per the codes listed above. The
study also showed that practice can differ between participants even when asking a
question. For example, “use of high cognitive challenge questions ranged from 8% of
questions to 31% of questions across dyads” (McGinty et al., 2012, p. 1046). It is not
clear from the reported findings why this was so, however, given that other
mediating factors such as the influence of the text (instrument-tool mediation) and
individual mediation were not included in the study.
It is evident from the research of McGinty et al. (2012) that using broad categories 
such as “questioning” will not provide the level of detail that is needed to facilitate 
cross-study comparisons and comprehensive understandings of the specific factors 
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that influence children’s development as a result of adult-child shared reading. The 
need for greater detail is also evident in specialised studies. Returning to the research 
of Deckner et al. (2006) and Malin et al. (2014), both studies examined the 
metalingual talk that adults used when shared reading in their respective 
investigations. However, in contrast to Deckner et al. (2006, p. 35) Malin et al. 
(2014) did not include adult “response” as a category of examination; a separate 
category to a “recast” (repeating or expanding on a child’s comment), which was 
used in both studies. Other categorises of metalingual talk listed in Deckner et al. 
(2006, p. 35) but not in Malin et al. (2014) included “scripting” (reading the text 
“with structured pauses to elicit recitation of memorized language by the child”), and 
references to print elements. There were also instances where the researchers used 
broad categories that were open to interpretation such as when Deckner et al. (2006, 
p. 35) used the code “simple description” within the non-metalingual category, for
which no example was given.
Collectively, the research of DeTemple (2001), Deckner et al. (2006), Malin et al. 
(2014) and Hindman et al. (2014) highlight that even dialogic shared reading 
practices and resulting child outcomes can vary. Yet, they also revealed, along with 
the meta-analyses of Mol et al. (2008) and Flack et al. (2018), that what researchers 
have chosen to specifically analyse and describe, and what they have chosen to omit, 
has also varied across studies. The differences that are evident, in terms of the 
reading behaviours that are named and the level of detail that is used to describe such 
behaviours have made it challenging to compare studies and to develop deep 
understandings of the specific behaviours that adults used across studies. These 
differences pose challenges when seeking to develop comprehensive descriptions of 
the specific factors that affect child development when shared reading, how they 
affect child development, and why. 
2.3.1.2 Non-verbal communication – micro-analyses 
The differences that are evident across past studies are limitations that become 
starkly evident when considering the degree to which non-verbal communication 
behaviours have featured in research into adult-child shared reading, if at all. For 
example, Vandermaas-Peeler, Sassine, Price, and Brilhart (2012) observed the 
reading behaviours of 26 three-year-old children and their mothers and fathers from 
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North Carolina, USA. The researchers provided detailed descriptions of the 12 key 
behaviours they noted, including simple descriptions, elaborated descriptions, 
predictions/inferences, building bridges, story connections, social connection, 
amongst others. Vandermaas-Peeler et al. (2012) found that the most often used 
behaviours were simple descriptions, references to the story and references to simple 
actions. They also found that mothers interacted more with their sons, while fathers 
interacted more with their daughters. The only non-verbal communication behaviour 
that was acknowledged in the study was the act of pointing – an acknowledgement 
that was integrated into the definition for “Focusing attention” (i.e. “Using language 
and gestures to keep the child on task – e.g. pointing to the picture or telling the child 
to look at it” (Vandermaas-Peeler et al., 2012, p. 424).  The fact that non-verbal 
communication has been limited to “acting out the story” (Hindman et al., 2014, p. 
296), “pointing” (Flack et al., 2018, p. 1337), or integrated into a broader definition 
such as “Focusing attention” (Vandermaas-Peeler et al., 2012, p. 424), is significant, 
given that anatomical mediation is one of the key forms of mediation that was 
acknowledged by Vygotsky (Moll, 2014; Vygotsky, 1987, 1997). 
One study that explicitly investigated the influence of adults’ verbal and non-verbal 
communication behaviours during shared reading was that of Justice, Pullen, and 
Pence (2008). The investigation focused on 44 four-year-old children’s attention to 
the printed words found in picture storybooks while reading with an adult (a research 
assistant). Verbal references to print included questions and comments (e.g., “Can 
you find the letter C on this page?” and “This word says ‘Danger’”); non-verbal 
communication behaviours included pointing to print, and running a finger along 
with the print (“tracking”) while reading (Justice et al., 2008, p. 857). The 
researchers found that even though both verbal and non-verbal referents to printed 
words and letters can lead to the emergence of code-related early reading skills for 
young children, non-verbal communication behaviours “exerted a greater influence 
on children’s visual attention to print” when compared to verbal references to print 
(Justice et al., 2008, p. 857). These findings showed that non-verbal communication 
behaviours, such as pointing and tracking, proved more effective at focusing 
children’s attention than verbal communication alone. 
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The findings of Justice et al. (2008) are reflective of research into shared attention 
during adult-child interactions, such as the work of Clark and Estigarribia (2011; 
Estigarribia & Clark, 2007). Clark and Estigarribia (2011; Estigarribia & Clark, 
2007) analysed the interactions of 40 adult-child dyads (children aged 1-3 years). 
They found that parents progressed through a series of ordered steps when 
establishing and maintaining joint attention (Estigarribia & Clark 2007). Parents first 
summoned their children verbally to gain their attention (with the occasional use of 
gesture) and once established, determined by children looking at the target object or 
at the parent, parents would then use a mixture of language (information about the 
object) and gestures to maintain their child’s attention. The gestures that parents used 
to maintain children’s attention included “indicating” and “demonstrating” gestures 
(Clark & Estigarribia, 2011, p. 5). Indicating gestures included times when parents 
would pick up or hold out the object (showing the object to the child), pointed to the 
object, or moved a finger/edge of the hand along the object. Parents used 
demonstrating gestures to show children how the object is used or moves. 
Clark and Estigarribia (2011) found that gestures and language were complementary 
and often used together, but in different ways. For example, when parents talked 
about an object’s parts or properties, they always accompanied talk with indicating 
gestures (100%); but when talking about an object’s functions or actions, parents 
often used demonstrating gestures (94%), while holding the object. Accompanying 
talk with gestures allowed parents to do two things simultaneously: “attract or hold 
attention and highlight information” (Clark & Estigarribia, 2011, p. 12). The research 
of Justice et al. (2008) serves to highlight that non-verbal communication behaviours 
such as pointing to and tracking print are important variables that merit inclusion in 
research into adults’ shared reading practices. At the same time, the research of Clark 
and Estigarribia (2011) serves to highlight that non-verbal communication 
behaviours can be used for a variety of purposes and in different ways when 
interacting with young children, warranting descriptive, in-depth research that 
includes and examines anatomical mediation at a micro level. 
The need to acknowledge non-verbal communication (anatomical mediation) in 
adult-child shared reading analyses is supported by past research that examined the 
impact of non-verbal communication on children’s language proficiencies later in 
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life. In their longitudinal study, Rowe and Goldin-Meadow (2009) found that 
children who had greater vocabulary proficiencies at 54-months were the children 
who used more gestures at age 14-months. There was also a positive relationship 
between the gestures that parents and their 14-month-old children used during those 
interactions. The more gesture types that adults used, the more gesture types their 
children used. Findings also showed that there was a relationship between the 
complexity of gesture types that parents used with their children in the early years 
and children’s vocabulary proficiencies immediately prior to beginning school, 
irrespective of the talk that was used at 14-months. Studies into adult-child shared 
reading that do not acknowledge adults’ use of non-verbal communication 
behaviours are therefore limited in their ability to determine the specific combination 
of factors that best promote children’s language and literacy development. 
Not all of the studies described in Section 2.3.1 have acknowledged adults’ use of 
non-verbal communication behaviours. When non-verbal communication was 
included, there were times when it was aggregated into a code’s definition, such as 
stating that dialogic reading could include “pointing” while reading (Flack, Field & 
Horst 2018, p. 1337). Using a broad term such as pointing does not clarify or allow 
for analyses that explore how and when pointing is specifically utilised to convey 
meaning, or for what purpose/s. There was also privileging of one type of non-verbal 
communication behaviour over others, such as “pointing” (Flack, Field & Horst 
2018, p. 1337) or targeted analyses that amalgamated a variety of communication 
behaviours such as “acting out the story” (Hindman et al., 2014, p. 296). Research 
has found that the complexity of gestures used by parents when interacting with 
young children positively influences children’s language proficiencies upon school 
entry (Rowe & Goldin-Meadow, 2009). Therefore, limited acknowledgement of the 
role of anatomical mediation, or its omission in past studies, highlights a critical gap 
in research that explores how adult-child shared reading influences young children’s 
learning and development. The specific non-verbal communication behaviours that 
are used, how and when they are used, and how they accompany, complement, 
support and/or add to adults’ verbal communication behaviours when shared reading, 
is an area of research that warrants further investigation. 
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The use of broad categories to name adults’ verbal and non-verbal reading 
behaviours, and/or lack of examples or descriptions, can limit a study’s usefulness – 
a challenge identified by Mol et al. (2008, p. 22) who found that some of the studies 
included in their meta-analysis into dialogic shared reading did not describe (or 
provided “scant” descriptions) of participants’ behaviours. Such a limitation has 
made it difficult to identify if, and if so, how behaviours varied within and across 
studies that had been labelled dialogic. This is a critical limitation that could have 
uncovered why dialogic shared reading was largely found to effectively support 2-3-
year-old children in developing vocabulary proficiencies, while finding that 4-5-
year-olds “barely benefited” (Mol et al., 2008, p. 20). In another example, both Flack 
et al. (2018) and Whitehurst et al. (1988) listed adults’ use of questioning as a 
dialogic reading behaviour, with Whitehurst et al. (1988) adding the disclaimer that 
the question would need to be one that couldn’t be answered by pointing. 
Conversely, McGinty et al. (2012) showed that questions can serve many functions 
and that not all adults use the same types of questions when shared reading with 
young children. The research described in Section 2.3.1 has shown that using broad 
categories such as “questioning,” and/or failing to acknowledge the role of 
anatomical mediation will not provide the level of detail that is needed to facilitate 
cross-study comparisons and comprehensive understandings of the specific factors 
that influence children’s development as a result of adult-child shared reading. 
2.3.2 Text medium 
Section 2.3.1 provided a review of past research that analysed adults’ verbal (spoken 
mediation) and non-verbal (anatomical mediation) communication behaviours when 
shared reading with children. This section conducts a more refined review of 
literature, exploring how adult behaviours can vary dependent on the medium of the 
target text; that is, whether the text is printed or electronic. Consideration of medium 
acknowledges the impact of instrumental-tool mediation, “created culturally and 
inherited socially” (Moll, 2014, p. 31; Vygotsky & Luria, 1994), when engaging in 
shared reading. In addition to showing that adult practice can vary between media, 
research into adult-child shared reading has also, at least superficially, appeared to be 
contradictory when a text’s medium is the focus of investigation. Studies have found 
that: (1) the electronic text is more effective at promoting children’s language 
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development than printed texts (Strouse & Ganea, 2017a); (2) that printed and 
electronic texts are generally comparable (Lauricella et al., 2014); and, (3) that 
printed texts are more effective at promoting children’s language development than 
an enhanced electronic text, but comparable to a basic electronic text (Chiong et al., 
2012). Lack of specificity and the use of broad, generalised terms when analysing 
and disseminating findings have made it difficult to identify why these differences 
exist, or to identify the specific text features that are most effective at promoting 
targeted outcomes. What these seemingly contradictory findings have revealed, 
however, is that the text itself is a mediating factor that cannot and should not be 
overlooked when investigating adult-child shared reading practices. 
Section 2.1 highlighted that shared reading behaviours that are dialogic in nature, 
behaviours that invite child conversation, are more effective at promoting children’s 
language and literacy development than non-dialogic shared reading (Flack et al., 
2018; Mol et al., 2008; Whitehurst et al., 1988; Zevenbergen & Whitehurst, 2003). It 
can therefore be concerning to witness low levels of adult-child communication 
when shared reading an electronic text; an outcome that was documented in McNab 
and Fielding-Barnsley’s (2013) Australian-based study. McNab and Fielding-
Barnsley (2013) followed six families of 6-7-year-old children who were given iPads 
through which to access a variety of electronic texts for a six-week period. At the end 
of the sixth week, adult-child shared reading experiences were video recorded in the 
participants’ homes, as they typically would have occurred in the weeks prior. 
Findings showed that there was little to no dialogic talk; limited use of questioning, 
with half of the mothers not asking any questions at all; limited elaborations or 
discussion of unfamiliar vocabulary; and limited rephrasing of children’s talk. In 
contrast to McNab and Fielding-Barnsley (2013), Fisch, Shulman, Akerman, and 
Levin (2002) investigated the shared reading of seven American adult-child dyads 
(six mothers, one father, and their 3-4-year-old children) and found that electronic 
texts can elicit the same kind of talk from adults as printed texts. Adults’ talk 
included labelling; linking texts to children’s lived experiences and questioning. 
Together, these studies show that adults’ reading behaviours can also vary when 
using electronic texts. It is unknown, however, why adult behaviours varied between 
the two studies. 
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Cheng and Tsai (2014) showed that adults can exhibit a variety of dialogic and non-
dialogic reading behaviours when shared reading an electronic text with their child, 
and that these differences can influence children’s comprehension outcomes. The 
researchers investigated adult-child shared reading practices using an augmented 
reality picture book, an electronic text similar to “a traditional three-dimensional 
pop-up paper book,” which allows the user to hold the device over a printed page and 
view additional information overlaid on the printed page in real time (Cheng & Tsai, 
2014; 2016, p. 204). The study was based in Taiwan and involved the video 
recording of 33 participant dyads (mothers, one father, one grandmother, and their 5-
10-year-old child) as they engaged in adult-child shared reading using the electronic
text. Findings showed that adults who dominated the adult-child shared reading
experience, and interactions that showed low levels of adult-child communication,
had children who displayed low levels of comprehension when asked questions about
the text. Interactions where children dominated the experience, and interactions that
showed high levels of adult-child communication, had children who displayed high
levels of comprehension when asked questions about the text (Cheng & Tsai, 2014).
On a broad scale, Cheng and Tsai’s (2014) findings were similar to those presented
in Section 2.3.1 (e.g. Flack et al., 2018; Mol et al., 2008; Whitehurst et al., 1988),
studies that have focused exclusively on the shared reading of printed texts.
Collectively, they show that dialogic reading behaviours (shared reading behaviours
that actively invite adult-child communication) can be more effective at promoting
children’s literacy development than non-dialogic behaviours, with printed and
electronic texts.
There is need for finer-grained investigations that identify how specific text features 
(instrumental-tool mediation) and adult shared reading behaviours (spoken and 
anatomical mediation) work together to best support child development. The 
limitation of studies such as Cheng and Tsai (2014), McNab and Fielding-Barnsley 
(2013) and Fisch et al. (2002), however, is that they focused exclusively on the 
electronic text. It is therefore unknown how the same participants would have 
behaved when shared reading printed texts. The information that is available also 
suggests that the texts used in Cheng and Tsai (2014), McNab and Fielding-Barnsley 
(2013) and Fisch et al. (2002) differed in design. One of the texts was an augmented 
reality application that required that the user hold the electronic device over printed 
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pages (Cheng & Tsai, 2014). McNab and Fielding-Barnsley (2013) used self-
contained electronic texts displayed on an iPad that had: (1) hotspots that read aloud 
individual words or provided word definitions; and, (2) functions that read sentences 
aloud or allowed the user to record their own voice. In contrast, Fisch et al. (2002) 
used computer based electronic texts with images and text similar to a traditional 
picture storybook, and an interactive function that allowed users to tap an icon to turn 
the page. It is therefore unknown how each adult’s shared reading practices would 
have compared to a change in the text’s medium (the focus of this section), or a 
change to the text’s design (an issue that is taken up in Section 2.3.3: Complexity of 
text). 
Studies that focus on participants’ interactions when reading one medium (printed or 
electronic), or only one text, are limited in their capacity to determine how and why 
an adult’s practice may also be influenced by instrumental-tool mediation, and to 
what degree behaviours can be attributed to an adult’s personal preferences or 
inclinations (individual mediation). This is a significant limitation, especially in light 
of past research that suggests that even when children engage with electronic texts 
independently, electronic multimedia texts may be more effective at promoting 
children’s comprehension and expressive vocabulary development than oral 
storytelling, shared reading of printed texts, and interactive-only electronic texts 
(Takacs, Swart, & Bus, 2015).  
The meta-analysis of Takacs et al. (2015) reported on 43 studies published between 
1980 and 2014 that compared traditional and electronic storytelling, with a total of 
2,147 children, ranging in age from 3-10 years. Traditional storytelling included 
adult-child shared reading of printed texts and oral storytelling, while electronic 
storytelling explored children’s engagement with a range of electronic devices, 
including stories displayed on tablets, computer screens and narrated film. Electronic 
texts were further divided into two categories: multimedia (displaying animations, 
video illustrations, sound effects, zooming and/or music) and interactive-only 
electronic texts (texts with games, hotspots and/or questions). The electronic devices 
were either read to children in a shared reading capacity, or had a narration feature 
that would read the story to children. There was no requirement that print be 
displayed on the screen or that adults lead or support children’s engagement with the 
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electronic text. As a result, adult practices did not feature in the meta-analysis. 
Therefore, while findings showed that electronic multimedia texts were more 
effective at promoting children’s comprehension and expressive vocabulary 
development than oral storytelling, shared reading of printed texts, and interactive-
only electronic texts (Takacs et al., 2015), it is unknown to what degree children’s 
outcomes were influenced by: (1) adult-child behaviours, or a lack thereof; (2) the 
text’s medium; and/or, (3) adult behaviours and text medium combined. 
The fact that multimedia stories were more effective at supporting children’s 
comprehension and expressive language development is nevertheless noteworthy, as 
is the fact that interactive-only electronic texts were found to be comparable to 
traditional storytelling. Collectively, these findings serve to highlight that “extra 
nonverbal information,” such as animations, sounds and music can aid children’s 
expressive language and comprehension development more so than traditional 
storytelling (Takacs et al., 2015, p. 728), while also acknowledging that electronic 
texts are not all alike and that their design is a critical mediating factor. Another 
noteworthy finding was that there was no significant advantage for either electronic 
design (multimedia texts or interactive-only texts) on outcomes related to receptive 
vocabulary or code-related literacy skills (i.e. phonological awareness, word/letter 
reading/writing, and concepts about print). Returning to the limitation noted earlier, 
however, it remains unclear how adult behaviours, or lack thereof, influenced these 
outcomes. There is therefore warrant for research that uncovers the factors that may 
inhibit or support adults in making best use of the “extra nonverbal information” 
conveyed via an electronic text, to effectively promote the full spectrum of young 
children’s language and literacy related outcomes when shared reading. Such an 
exploration can only be achieved via research that explores how adult-child shared 
reading of electronic texts compares to that of printed texts. 
2.3.2.1 Comparing adults’ reading behaviours across media 
Strouse and Ganea (2017a) conducted a study that examined adult-child shared 
reading behaviours when reading printed or electronic versions of the same text. The 
study investigated the practices of 102 adult-child dyads, 52 of whom read two 
commercially available printed texts and 50 of whom read two commercially 
available electronic versions of the same text. The texts introduced farm animals and 
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wild animals respectively to children aged 17–26 months. Strouse and Ganea (2017a) 
found that the adults who read the printed texts pointed more than the parents who 
read the electronic texts. They also found that adults read directly from the words on 
the page more often when reading the printed texts, but that they spent twice as much 
time reading the electronic texts than the adult-child dyads who read the printed 
versions of the same texts. The verbal communication behaviours that adults used 
beyond a straight reading of text did not differ, however. Participants engaged in 
comparable content-related talk and behaviour/orientating talk when reading printed 
and electronic texts. 
Interestingly, Strouse and Ganea (2017a), also tested the children on their receptive 
vocabulary knowledge (animal names introduced through the texts) to find that 
children who engaged in shared reading using electronic texts learned more new 
animal names than children who were read the printed versions of the same texts. As 
such, Strouse and Ganea (2017a) found that using an electronic text when shared 
reading was more effective at promoting children’s receptive vocabulary knowledge 
than using a printed text. The findings from Strouse and Ganea (2017a) suggest that 
the electronic texts that were used had features similar to Takacs et al.’s (2015) 
multimedia text (music, animations, sound effects and an automated narration of the 
text) that played automatically when the page would turn with a tap of the finger. 
Adding to the meta-analysis of Takacs et al, (2015), Strouse and Ganea’s (2017a) 
study has served to challenge the notion that electronic texts provide no advantage 
over printed texts for children’s receptive vocabulary knowledge, especially when 
adult-child interaction is a key feature of the investigation. Admittedly, this 
advantage was identified by comparing the practices of different adult-child dyads, 
each given exclusively printed or electronic texts to read. It is therefore unknown 
how the same adults would have behaved with a change of medium. 
Research that compares how the same participants intuitively engage in the shared 
reading of printed and electronic texts have much to offer, but they have so far 
presented with seemingly contradictory results. For example, Lauricella et al. (2014) 
compared how parents (mothers and fathers) read printed and electronic texts with 
their four-year-old child (39 participant dyads). The authors found that 
approximately half of the children controlled the electronic text (via the mouse), 
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while the majority of parents controlled the printed text, suggesting that the level and 
type of guidance provided by parents in both contexts differed. Findings showed that 
even though there was more adult-child interaction when reading the electronic text, 
talk about the mechanics of the electronic texts (directing and guiding children on 
how to operate the text) significantly exceeded talk about the mechanics of the 
printed texts. In addition, when reading printed texts, vocabulary related talk 
(describing, explaining and/or defining words) significantly exceeded vocabulary 
related talk when reading electronic texts. Yet, despite these differences, children’s 
comprehension outcomes were comparable following a reading of both the printed 
and electronic texts. 
The research of Chiong et al. (2012) both supported and challenged the research of 
Lauricella et al. (2014). Chiong et al. (2012) explored 32 dyads’ parent-child 
interactions when shared reading printed texts, basic electronic texts and enhanced 
electronic texts with 3-6-year-old child. Similar to the findings of Lauricella et al. 
(2014), Chiong et al. (2012) also found that adults engaged in more non-content 
related communication behaviours when shared reading the electronic texts than 
when shared reading the printed text (e.g. focusing on behavioural talk, talk related 
to the device and/or pushing the child’s hands away from the device). In addition, 
they also found that children’s comprehension outcomes were comparable for the 
printed and basic electronic text, much like Lauricella et al. (2014). However, when 
comparing comprehension outcomes across all three texts, Chiong et al. (2012, p.1) 
found that children recalled fewer details related to the narrative of the enhanced 
electronic text (a text they described as being “highly interactive”), than the printed 
or basic electronic texts. These findings are somewhat reflective of findings from the 
meta-analysis of Takacs et al. (2015) who found that interactive-only electronic texts 
were less effective at supporting children’s comprehension outcomes than electronic 
texts classified as multimedia. Concurrently, they also challenge Takacs et al’s 
(2015) finding that children’s comprehension outcomes following engagement with 
interactive electronic texts are comparable to traditional storytelling, once adult-child 
interaction becomes a variable. It is at this point that the limitation raised in the 
previous section becomes starkly apparent. A lack of specificity in Chiong et al. 
(2012) and use of general terms has made it difficult to compare the study’s findings 
against others, with clarity. 
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Chiong et al. (2012, p. 3) was a self-professed “QuickStudy”, a format of study that 
allows researchers to explore new platforms, in order to determine whether there is 
warrant for further, more comprehensive investigations. For this reason, the study’s 
findings were presented using broad terms and categories. The children who were 
involved in the study (ranging in age from 3-6 years) were analysed as one group, 
therefore it is unknown to what degree variations in adult behaviours and 
consequently children’s comprehension outcomes could be attributable to specific 
age groups. Another limitation is the fact that only one non-verbal communication 
behaviour was noted in the discussion (parents pushing the child’s hand away), and 
that the behaviour was only given descriptively as an example of a non-content 
related communication behaviour. Specific non-verbal communication behaviours 
that were directly coded and listed in the appendices included “labels or points to 
pics/text” (in aggregate) and “turns the page” (Chiong et al., 2012, p. 5), however, 
this too has presented with some limitations. Given the aggregation of “labels or 
points to pic/text”, it is unknown how often each parent gave a label (verbal 
communication), compared to the frequency with which they pointed to text, or 
pointed to the illustration. Limitations aside however, the research of Chiong et al. 
(2012) does nevertheless highlight that parent behaviours can differ between media 
for a range of age groups. 
Munzer, Miller, Weeks, Kaciroti, and Radesky (2019) purposefully sought to analyse 
participants’ (37 adults and their child (aged 24-36-months)) non-verbal interactions 
when shared reading a printed text, a basic electronic text and an enhanced electronic 
text. The investigation was targeted, however, using broad, aggregated terms to note 
evidence of shared enjoyment and collaboration. Participants’ shared enjoyment was 
assessed by documenting evidence of warmth, laughter, praise, smiling, child refusal 
or tantrum. Participants’ collaboration was assessed by documenting evidence of 
adult-child proximity, shared view of the text, parent-child engagement, 
responsiveness of the parent and active engagement of the child. There was therefore 
limited acknowledgement for the role of anatomical mediation when shared reading, 
as per the research of Estigarribia and Clark (2007), Clark and Estigarribia (2011) 
and Rowe and Goldin-Meadow (2009) discussed in Section 2.3.1. Doing so would 
have allowed Munzer et al. (2019) to clarify how adults’ use of gesturing and other 
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such non-verbal communication behaviours may have differed for the same adult-
child dyad across media. 
The use of general, aggregated terms was also evident in the terms that Munzer et al. 
(2019) used to analyse adults’ verbal communication behaviours when shared 
reading with their child. The researchers used terms such as, “dialogic” and 
“nondialogic” (Munzer et al., 2019, p. 6), combining multiple behaviours into the 
one code. For example, dialogic reading encompassed the following: asking open-
ended questions, expanding on the child’s ideas, repeating what the child said or 
making connections between the text and the child’s lived experience/s. All dialogic 
behaviours were collated and analysed as one for each text (the printed text, basic 
electronic text and enhanced electronic text), which was then used to inform analysis. 
Aggregation of dialogic talk into one category has made it challenging to compare 
the study with others, such as Parish-Morris, Mahajan, Hirsh-Pasek, Golinkoff, and 
Collins (2013), who separated story-related talk from distancing prompts (talk that 
connects the text to children’s lived experiences) when analysing adults’ use of 
dialogic talk during shared reading. This highlights the issue raised in the previous 
section: that authors who investigate adult-child shared reading often use general 
terms that make it challenging to compare findings across studies. Along with 
Munzer et al.’s (2019, p. 6) use of the terms “dialogic” and “nondialogic”, other 
researchers cited in this section have used broad terms such as “prompting” (Cheng 
& Tsai, 2014, p. 305), “prompts” (Parish-Morris et al., 2013, p. 206) and “questions” 
(Strouse & Ganea, 2017a, p. 7). Some have collated more than one behaviour into 
the one aggregated code, including verbal and non-verbal communication behaviours 
(e.g. “labels or points to pics/text” (Chiong et al., 2012, p. 5)), making it difficult to 
compare outcomes across studies. 
Munzer et al. (2019), Lauricella et al. (2014) and Chiong et al. (2012), for example, 
have provided strong evidence to show that adults engage in more non-content 
related talk when shared reading electronic texts (specifically format related talk that 
explore features of the text), than when shared reading printed texts. It remains 
unclear, however, in spite of these similarities, why Lauricella et al. (2014) found 
that children’s comprehension outcomes were comparable across media, while 
Chiong et al. (2012) found that children’s comprehension outcomes were less 
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proficient following the shared reading of an enhanced electronic text than a printed 
text. Munzer et. al (2019) did not measure children’s literacy related outcomes, and 
therefore could not add to this element of the discussion. The reason for the lack of 
clarity, nevertheless, may be attributed to the use of board terms and lack of 
specificity. The research of Parish-Morris et al. (2013) can be drawn upon to further 
illustrate this point. 
Parish-Morris et al. (2013) found that even though the five-year-olds in their study 
(33 children and their parents) showed comparable levels of comprehension 
following adult-child shared reading of printed and electronic texts, the three-year-
old group (40 children and their parents) presented with mixed results. The three-
year-olds showed comparable outcomes when asked to identify specific events and 
characters in the story for both the printed and electronic texts. However, they found 
it more challenging to describe the chronological order of events, or to describe the 
story’s content when read the electronic text, compared to the three-year-olds who 
were read the printed text. This highlights that even a term such as “comprehension” 
(Chiong et al., 2012, p. 2; Lauricella et al., 2014, p. 22; Parish-Morris et al., 2013, p. 
206; Takacs et al., 2015, p. 728) is a general term that can be used to describe more 
than one behaviour or outcome. It may be that Lauricella et al. (2014) and Chiong et 
al. (2012) simply examined different elements of children’s comprehension of text; a 
consideration returned to in Section 2.3.3: Complexity of text. 
The use of generalised, broad terms has also made it difficult to identify why not all 
studies have shown that adults engage in more non-content related talk when shared 
reading electronic texts than when shared reading printed texts. The adults from 
Strouse and Ganea (2017a) for example, engaged in comparable content-related 
dialogic talk across media, while the adults from Munzer et al. (2019) and Lauricella 
et al. (2014) engaged in more content-related dialogic talk when engaging with the 
printed text, than with electronic texts. Furthermore, Munzer et al. (2019) found that 
adults used less content-related talk when reading both electronic texts (the enhanced 
and basic text) when compared to the printed text, yet Chiong et al. (2012), who also 
used three texts in their study, presented with mixed results. Chiong et al. (2012) 
found that adults engaged in comparable content-related talk when comparing the 
basic electronic text with the printed text, but engaged in more content-related talk 
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when reading the printed and basic electronic texts than when reading the enhanced 
electronic text. 
The texts used in Strouse and Ganea (2017a) were purposefully chosen to introduce 
the children to a range of adult and baby animal names. Munzer et al. (2019) simply 
referred to the texts as stories, while Chiong et al. (2012, p.3) chose narratives that 
were “science themed”. Furthermore, comparative studies have unilaterally given 
printed texts one category (i.e. a printed text) but have at times afforded electronic 
texts two: distinguishing between basic electronic texts, and enhanced electronic 
texts (Chiong et al., 2012; Munzer et al., 2019). Coupled with Parish-Morris et al.’s 
(2013) acknowledgement and assessment of the different types of comprehension 
that children showed following a shared reading of text, it is unclear whether there 
are particular text features that are more effective at supporting children to develop 
targeted outcomes and/or others that may disrupt or inhibit child development. For 
example, are there particular text features that are more effective at supporting 
children’s expressive language development, others that promote receptive language 
development and others that promote a range of comprehension outcomes? In 
addition, and of most relevance to the present study, are adults’ shared reading 
behaviours influenced by a text’s content and/or design features, and if so, how? 
These questions highlight another gap in research that investigate adult-child shared 
reading practices – consideration for a text’s complexity, whether printed or 
electronic. 
2.3.3 Complexity of text 
Research into adult-child shared reading requires more in-depth examination than 
can be achieved by simply acknowledging that texts can be printed and electronic. 
Past studies that distinguish between texts of the same medium have highlighted that 
there is more to instrumental-tool mediation than medium alone: Munzer et al. 
(2019) and Chiong et al. (2012) used two electronic texts in their studies, categorised 
as basic and enhanced, while Takacs et al. (2015) divided electronic texts into 
multimedia and interactive-only texts. Distinguishing between categories within the 
one medium suggests acknowledgement of the fact that the design features of a text 
can influence the way that the reader will engage with the text at a cognitive level. 
For example, the multimodal features of electronic texts such as games, sounds, 
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animations and hotspots can provide seamless, non-verbal support for the printed 
narrative to promote understanding (Bus et al., 2015). They can also put “cognitive 
load” on the reader, due to the need to shift one’s thinking when moving between 
tasks (Bus et al., 2015, p. 81), making it challenging for the reader to understand the 
text’s meaning. 
Parish-Morris et al. (2013) and Strouse and Ganea (2017a) show that a text’s design 
is a critical variable that warrants further investigation. Parish-Morris et al. (2013, p. 
206) found that three-year-old children showed comparable competence in the
naming of events and characters following the shared reading of electronic and
printed texts (“superficial information”), but found it more challenging to sequence
or describe elements related to plot (“higher level”, “deeper story structure”)
following the shared reading of an electronic text. Conversely, Strouse and Ganea
(2017a) found that the electronic text was more effective at promoting children’s
receptive vocabulary (learning animal words introduced through the text) than a
printed version of the same text. Children’s outcomes differed, but so too did the
texts: Parish-Morris et al. (2013) chose texts with characters and plots, while Strouse
and Ganea (2017a) selected texts that would introduce children to a range of animal
names. The studies show that texts can be simple to understand or cognitively
challenging in one of two ways: in terms of, (1) the texts’ technical features, and (2)
the concepts that the texts communicate; requiring, supporting, inhibiting and/or
promoting varying levels of cognitive engagement during adult-child shared reading.
There is a lack of clarity in the distinctions that are made between the texts that are 
used in past research into adult-child shared reading. Munzer et al. (2019) and 
Chiong et al. (2012) both used a printed text and two electronic texts in their studies, 
the latter of which they both categorised as basic and enhanced. The descriptions 
given for each category, however, lack specificity, making it difficult to determine 
whether the studies used comparable texts. Munzer et al. (2019, p. 3) used three texts 
of the same title, presented as a printed text, basic electronic text and enhanced 
electronic text  – Just grandma and me, All by myself, and Just a mess. The basic 
electronic text had limited functionality. A swipe function allowed the user to turn 
the page, and a tap of the illustrations would action the appearance of words. The 
enhanced electronic text had more interactive features. The tapping of hotspots 
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would activate the appearance and narration of words, along with sound effects. The 
enhanced electronic text also had an auto-narration feature that would read aloud a 
sentence in its entirety. The printed text was simply described as an 8x8 inch 
softcover text. 
Chiong et al. (2012) used a printed text and enhanced electronic text of the same title 
with half of the participants. The researchers used a printed text and basic electronic 
text of the same title with the remaining participants. All texts were science themed. 
The basic electronic text was described as a simple digitised version of the printed 
text. There was no mention of any interactivity as per the description for a basic 
electronic text given by Munzer et al. (2019). The enhanced electronic text used by 
Chiong et al. (2012, p.1) was described as a “tool that can support highly interactive, 
multimedia experiences”. No further information about the enhanced electronic text 
was provided. This broad description makes it challenging to determine whether the 
tapping of hotspots to see and hear words, sound effects and an auto-narration feature 
as per the enhanced text used by Munzer et al. (2019) can be deemed “highly 
interactive, multimedia”, as per Chiong et al. (2012, p.1). Use of the terms interactive 
and multimedia in the one description also makes it challenging to establish whether 
the enhanced electronic text used by Chiong et al. (2012) was comparable to the 
multimedia texts (texts that display animations, video illustrations, sound effects, 
zooming and/or music) or interactive-only texts (texts with games, hotspots and/or 
questions) of Takacs et al. (2015).  
Lack of specificity also makes it challenging to compare Chiong et al. (2012) with 
studies that did not use terms such as basic or enhanced. For example, the electronic 
text used by Strouse and Ganea (2017a) had one interactive feature: a tap-activated 
turn of the page that in turn activated a variety of automated functions including 
music, sound effects, animations and an automated voiceover. Strouse and Ganea’s 
(2017a) electronic text had more functionality than a digitised version of a printed 
text, as per the basic electronic text’s description used by Chiong et al. (2012). 
However, given that the only interactive function of Strouse and Ganea’s (2017a) 
text was a tap-activated turn of the page, it is unclear whether the text was 
comparable to the “highly interactive, multimedia” enhanced electronic text used by 
Chiong et al. (2012, p.1).  
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In all of the descriptions given above, texts have been described in terms of their 
multimedia and interactive features. Yet, Parish-Morris et al. (2013) and Strouse and 
Ganea (2017a) showed that texts, even printed texts, can also differ in content. The 
fact that both printed and electronic texts can differ in content and design, in and of 
themselves, shows that there is warrant for clearer descriptions of texts that 
acknowledge these differences. In light of the research outlined above, this may best 
be achieved by developing criteria that clarifies whether the text is simple to 
understand or complex. 
2.3.3.1 Simple and complex texts 
Cognitive accessibility of a text, determining whether a printed or electronic text 
invites simple or complex thinking, necessitates acknowledgement of a text’s content 
and design, including criteria related to Theory of Mind, vocabulary, illustrations and 
cognitive load. Texts can be classed complex, if they require understandings related 
to Theory of Mind; if there is an expectation that the reader understand “the 
characters’ mental states” in order to understand the meaning of the text (Wagner, 
2017, p. 3). Vocabulary is also a determinant of text complexity, used to establish 
whether the language of the printed words is developmentally accessible for young 
children (Flack, Field & Horst 2018; Anthony & Francis 2005; Metsala 2011). The 
illustrations used in a text can also influence a text’s complexity. If they provide 
visual support that directly reflects the written text, the text is simple; if they require 
the reader to infer meaning, the text would require more complex thinking from the 
user than would be the case with a simple text (Hargrave & Sénéchal, 2000; Justice 
et al., 2005; Schwarz et al., 2015). The multimodal features of electronic texts such 
as games and hotspots can also be assessed to consider whether they provide 
seamless, non-verbal support for the printed narrative (as with a simple text), or 
whether they put “cognitive load” on the reader when moving between tasks (as with 
a complex text) (Bus et al., 2015, p. 81). Each of these criteria is described in more 
detail below. 
Wagner (2017) employed content analysis to describe the key characteristics of 100 
commercially available picture storybooks in a study that explored parental (mostly 
mothers) selection preferences. Text complexity was one of the criteria that Wagner 
(2017) identified through her study. Drawing primarily from Theory of Mind (the 
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ability to understand the thoughts and motivations of others), Wagner (2017) deemed 
that texts are complex when they require awareness of the thoughts and perceptions 
of others in order to understand the actions featured in the story. First-person 
narration was deemed the most complex given that such texts are explicitly designed 
to provide characters’ perspectives, in order to explain actions. Simple texts 
described actions that were clearly visible in the text making it possible to follow the 
plot without an understanding (or ability to understand) characters’ perspectives. The 
picture storybooks analysed in Wagner’s (2017) study ranged in complexity from 
having a complete absence of mental states (no understanding of characters’ 
perspectives required) to high levels of mental states.  
Theory of Mind is not the only consideration when examining the language used in 
children’s texts. Research has found that the repetition of words in texts also aids in 
promoting young children’s language development (Flack et al., 2018), as does the 
use of rhyme (Read & Quirke, 2018). Recognition of rhyme in particular has been 
identified as one of the earliest developmental milestones for young children, as it’s 
been found that a child’s ability to distinguish between dissimilar and similar 
sounding words precedes their ability to manipulate sounds within words (Anthony 
& Francis, 2005). The influence of rhyme is supported by research into shared 
reading practices that has found that placing a verb at the end of a rhyming stanza 
helps 3-5-year-old children to identify and demonstrate the action, more so than 
structuring narratives with a randomised placement of verbs (Read & Quirke, 2018). 
Phonological awareness, which includes the recognition and manipulation of sounds 
in words, is often listed as a key predictor associated with the acquisition of early 
reading skills (Anthony & Francis, 2005; Metsala, 2011). There is, therefore, support 
for the premise that repetition and rhyme make texts more cognitively accessible for 
young children and help to promote children’s early reading development. 
Illustrations are a key feature of texts that have been found to promote joint attention 
during adult-child shared reading (Greenhoot, Beyer, & Curtis, 2014). Greenhoot et 
al. (2014) examined the shared reading of 26 mothers and fathers with their 3-4 year-
old child using texts that contained illustrations and texts that did not. Findings 
showed that verbal and non-verbal communication occurred twice as often when 
participants engaged with the illustrated text, compared to the non-illustrated text. It 
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was also found that parents’ attempts to re/gain their child’s attention were not 
always successful when reading the non-illustrated text even though parents’ 
attempts to engage their child in conversation were comparable when reading the two 
texts. The researchers concluded that illustrations aid and facilitate “joint attention” 
(Greenhoot et al., 2014, p. 8), which in turn contributed to the greater success parents 
had in engaging their child in conversation during shared reading. In another study, it 
was found that even children with well-developed decoding skills devoted minimal 
amounts of time gazing at printed words during shared reading, fixing their attention 
on the illustrations instead (Justice et al., 2008). However, just as the language found 
in children’s texts can be simple or complex, so too can illustrations. 
Speech-language pathologists also examine illustration design and use this, along 
with the complexity of vocabulary and narrative, to determine the level of 
complexity of texts when working with preschool aged children (Schwarz et al., 
2015). Schwartz et al. (2015) found that speech-language pathologists deem texts to 
be simple if they have illustrations that clearly support the written text. When 
illustrations closely reflect the printed words of the narrative, there is potential that 
they may provide visual support for the introduction of new vocabulary found in the 
printed narrative, a notion that is also supported by research into adult-child shared 
reading (Hargrave & Sénéchal, 2000; Justice et al., 2005). In contrast, the 
illustrations found in a complex text will require the reader to engage in high levels 
of inferencing (Schwarz et al., 2015). Findings from these studies suggest that the 
degree to which illustrations provide visual support for the printed narrative can aid 
in determining whether texts used during adult-child shared reading are simple or 
complex. 
The visual support afforded by illustrations found in simple texts can be further 
enriched when presented as multimedia animations and/or supplemented with 
complementary sound effects and/or music, acting to integrate a range of non-verbal 
information with language (Bus et al., 2015; Takacs et al., 2015). The presence of 
hotspots however (“interactive hypermedia elements,” activated with a click or a tap 
(Bus et al., 2015, p. 80)), and games that are integrated into an electronic narrative, 
often require “task switching” (Bus et al., 2015, p. 88)); requiring a shift in thinking 
from engagement with narrative, to the actions that are activated by the hotspot or 
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game. Activated actions that are incidental and do not add to the story require a shift 
in thinking, the processing of two different kinds of information that lack integration, 
and place “cognitive load” on the reader (Bus et al., 2015, p. 81), serving to add to a 
text’s level of complexity. 
The impact of “task switching” detailed above (Bus et al., 2015, p. 88) is reflected in 
the research of Chiong et al. (2012). Chiong et al. (2012) examined three texts in 
total – one was a printed text, and two were electronic. Children who engaged with 
the “highly interactive” electronic text (Chiong et al. 2012, p.1) were found to 
perform poorly when asked to recall narrative details from the text, compared to the 
children who engaged in shared reading using printed texts. The children who 
engaged with the “simple digitized version” of a printed text (the basic electronic 
text) (Chiong et al. 2012, p.1) however, performed comparably to the children who 
engaged with the printed text. These findings suggest that high volumes of hotspots 
and games, and/or hotspots/games that do not directly support the printed words in 
an electronic narrative, will make a text more cognitively challenging, though not 
necessarily more informative, than a basic electronic text or printed text. 
The literature presented above highlights that there is a plethora of evidence to show 
that adult-child shared reading is effective in promoting a range of language and 
literacy related outcomes for children. The literature also shows that an adult’s 
shared reading behaviours can differ: (1) to the shared reading behaviours of others 
who are using the same target text; (2) when reading printed and electronic texts; and 
(3) when reading texts of the same medium that differ in content, design and/or
complexity. An in-depth study that seeks to explore variations in adult-child shared
reading practices must therefore do more than compare printed and electronic texts.
The investigation must expand to allow comparisons to be made between simple and
complex texts within each medium. Such an expansion will allow for an
investigation that considers whether a text’s inherent or perceived complexity
(instrumental-tool mediation) may influence adult behaviours when shared reading
with young children.
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2.4 SHARED READING FROM THE 
PERSPECTIVE OF THE ADULT 
In Section 2.3, past research into adult-child shared reading was described (social 
mediation), reviewing the verbal communication behaviours (spoken mediation) and 
non-verbal communication behaviours (anatomical mediation) that have featured in 
studies that explored the shared reading of printed and electronic texts (instrumental-
tool mediation). Vygotsky identified five mediation categories across his collected 
works, however, namely: (1) social; (2) spoken; (3) anatomical; (4) instrumental-
tool, and (5) individual mediation (Moll, 2014; Vygotsky, 1987, 1997, 2012; 
Vygotsky & Luria, 1994). The concluding sentence of the previous section, 
questioning how a text’s perceived complexity may influence adult practice, provides 
an apt segue to reviewing how past studies into adult-child shared reading have 
addressed the fifth and final Vygotskian mediation category to be explored in this 
literature review: participants’ perspectives and agency (individual mediation). 
Research that fails to acknowledge the role of all five mediation categories 
compromises researchers’ ability to “properly” comprehend the social mediation that 
is under investigation (Kozulin, 2003, p. 28). Yet, there has been a paucity of studies 
into adult-child shared reading that acknowledge individual mediation at all. Speech-
language pathologists and researchers may have identified the elements that deem a 
text simple or complex, as outlined in the previous section, and they may have 
identified communication behaviours and texts that best promote targeted 
developmental outcomes for young children, even at a broad level. The adults who 
engage in adult-child shared reading in everyday practice, however, may not 
necessarily hold the same views or understandings. The fact that researchers may 
hold views that differ to those of participants is a gap in research into adult-child 
share reading that was acknowledged by Korat, Shamir, and Heibal (2013). 
Korat et al. (2013) explored the shared reading experiences of 90 children aged 3-4 
years and their Hebrew-speaking mothers in Israel. Mothers from two of the three 
groups were given instructions on how to read the texts with their child. One group 
read a printed text over five sessions, another group read an electronic version of the 
same text and the third group, the control group, did not take part in the intervention, 
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receiving their regular kindergarten program. Results showed that the children who 
engaged in adult-child shared reading had more proficient literacy skills at the 
conclusion of the intervention than children from the control group. Findings also 
showed that there was no significant difference in children’s literacy outcomes 
between the groups that used printed and electronic texts. The researchers surmised 
that the lack of significant difference between the two shared reading groups may 
have been due to the fact that the mothers from both groups received short (one hour) 
“very similar instruction” (Korat et al., 2013, p. 518) on how to use and interact with 
the two media. It is therefore unknown whether the mothers of Korat et al.’s (2013) 
study would have interacted with their child differently had there been no 
intervention, and they were simply instructed to follow their personal inclinations. 
Research that seeks to understand adult-child shared reading will lack clarity and 
usefulness when there is a lack of understanding of the influence of individual 
mediation. Section 2.2.1, described the emphasis that Vygotsky (1994b) placed on 
social mediation, driven by the notion that a child’s development cannot be 
understood if explored on its own and neither can their environment. Vygotsky 
highlighted that it is the relationship that exists between the child and their 
environment, each “experience” (Minick, 1987, p. 32), that will provide the greatest 
insight into child development. The same may be said of an adult who engages in 
adult-child shared reading. The adult cannot be observed as a stand-alone entity and 
neither can “adult-child shared reading,” it is the relationship that the adult has with 
their child while shared reading, their perceptions of what they are experiencing and 
why, that will provide the greatest insight into adult behaviour when shared reading. 
The influence of an adult’s personal experiences and the need to understand 
individual mediation is evident in research that explores how a caregiver may alter 
their shared reading behaviours dependent on the child that they are reading with. 
Kim and Anderson (2008), for example, compared how the same mother altered her 
shared reading behaviours between her two children (aged three and seven years), 
and in so doing showed that the relationship that an adult has with each child can 
influence how adults will vary their behaviours from child to child. Kim and 
Anderson (2008) explored the interactions that took place between the Canadian 
mother and her two children in their home, using a printed text and two electronic 
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texts (one via CD-ROM and the other using a video format) that were written in the 
family’s first language (Korean). The same texts were used with both children. 
Findings showed that there was a degree to which the mother made use of the same 
reading behaviours with both children. Overall, there were more mother–child 
interactions when shared reading the printed text than when reading an electronic 
text with both children. Talk also focused on the illustrations with greater frequency 
when reading the printed text with both children than when reading the electronic 
texts. Talk was more often focused on story when using the electronic medium. 
Findings also showed that mother-child conversation focused on the immediate 
context when reading the printed text (what could be seen or read), more so than the 
non-immediate (e.g. inferring, predicting, linking to personal experiences). There 
was more non-immediate talk than immediate talk when reading the electronic texts, 
however; a finding that was consistent for both children. 
Kim and Anderson (2008) identified two key differences in the mother’s reading 
behaviours, when shared reading with each child. The mother talked more when 
shared reading with her younger child (using more immediate and more non-
immediate talk than with her older child), scaffolding and providing verbal support 
for unknown concepts, especially concepts depicted in the illustrations. The mother 
also focused on the meaning of story with greater frequency with the younger child 
than with the older child, whereas she encouraged the seven-year-old child to read 
the printed words, a behaviour that she did not expect from her three-year-old. 
Specific behaviours that the mother employed outside of a straight reading of the 
printed words were consistent with both children, including how the mother’s 
behaviours differed depending on the medium of the text. The amount of talk she 
employed to describe and explain unknown concepts, however, and the shift of 
decoder roles – from mother-as-narrator (when reading with the three-year-old 
child), to child-as-narrator (when reading with the seven-year-old child), differed 
with each child. 
Kim and Anderson (2008) showed that an adult who knew the child participants very 
well (their own mother) altered her behaviour when shared reading with each child. 
In addition, the fact that the mother explained unknown concepts and story meaning 
with greater frequency with her younger child, suggests that the mother also changed 
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her behaviour based upon perceived complexity of text when reading with each 
child. Martin (1998) similarly found that mothers of children aged 6, 12- and 18-
months simplified the concepts of texts when shared reading with their child, while 
the mothers of children aged 24-months and 4-years asked more questions of their 
child, suggesting that the child’s age influenced the mothers’ (n=25) shared reading 
behaviours to some degree. Lacking an in-depth interview with the mother from Kim 
and Anderson’s (2008) study, however, it cannot be known whether the differences 
in her behaviour were due to  an age-related influence, whether intimate knowledge 
of the children’s individual differences played a part, personal preferences, or other 
factors. An in-depth interview, acknowledging the influence of individual mediation, 
would have aided the researchers in uncovering why her behaviours changed; why 
the mother may have felt constrained or may have chosen to alter her practice 
between children and between media. 
There has been some research that has acknowledged the role of individual 
mediation when engaging in adult-child shared reading. Strouse and Ganea (2017b), 
for example, analysed responses to a questionnaire with pre-determined options that 
recorded: (1) the frequency with which Canadian caregivers (N=555) read with their 
1-4-year-old children; (2) participants’ self-reported shared reading behaviours; and,
(3) preferences when reading printed and electronic texts. Caregivers reported a
printed text preference (for both the child and the caregiver), that children paid more
attention when engaging with printed texts, and that the adults’ shared reading
behaviours differed dependent on medium. In particular, there were significant
differences between media for all of the individual behaviours listed in the
questionnaire including “parent pointing and labeling, stopping to discuss the story,
[and] having the child retell parts of the story” (Strouse & Ganea, 2017b, p. 13).
The differences in behaviours and preferences that were noted by caregivers led 
Strouse and Ganea (2017b, p. 13) to suggest that “caregivers may believe that 
electronic books are built to stand on their own and do not need parent support”. The 
researchers surmised that adult perception, the perception that children do not require 
adult support when engaging with electronic texts, may have caused adults to refrain 
from periodically pausing the reading of electronic texts to engage their children in 
topic conversation. A hypothesis such as that of Strouse and Ganea (2017b) is 
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limited in its usefulness however, short of directly asking, or participants voluntarily 
sharing that they indeed refrained from pointing, labelling or pausing to discuss the 
story because they felt that electronic texts can stand on their own. Consequently, 
there is call for incorporating in-depth participant interviews into research design to 
facilitate analyses informed by data rather than relying too heavily on educated 
hypotheses. 
Research that seeks insight into adults’ possible barriers and/or motivation/s to 
engage in the practice of adult-child shared reading has shown how informative 
participant perspectives can be. In a report prepared by Egmont Consumer Insight 
(2013) (a branch of Egmont UK Ltd – a children’s publisher), involving 12 UK 
families, caregivers’ views were presented, listing the benefits of engaging in shared 
reading with their children (ranging in age from 3-15 years). The report showed that 
caregivers listed: (1) improvements in imagination; (2) language development; and, 
(3) providing children with “a head-start at school” as the top three benefits (Egmont
Consumer Insight, 2013, p. 9). The participants were not video recorded engaging in
shared reading with their children however; therefore it is unknown how these
personal views may have influenced their shared-reading behaviours. The adults
from the study were also invited to prioritise the benefits of shared reading by
choosing from a list of 10 pre-determined options, detracting from the richness of
data that asking more open-ended questions may have invited.
Preece and Levy (2018), on the other hand, interviewed parents from a culturally 
mixed demographic in the UK, using open-ended questions to determine both the 
barriers and motivations to shared reading with 3- and 4-year-old children. Findings 
showed that enjoyment was a key factor that acted as both motivator and challenger 
for the 20 parents (one father; 19 mothers) who were interviewed. Parents were 
motivated to persevere with the reading experience and to repeat the experience over 
time when their child displayed behaviours that showed that they were enjoying the 
shared reading experience such as pointing, labelling, or asking questions. 
Conversely, parents felt a lack of enjoyment when their child displayed behaviours 
that suggested that they were not enjoying the experience such as restlessness, 
distractibility, skipping pages back and forth, pushing the book away or moving 
away. A lack of enjoyment would often result in the parent pausing the reading 
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session and feeling reluctant to repeat the experience until the child was older. Of 
particular interest, parents also reported using their child’s feedback and their own 
personal motivations to inform their shared reading behaviours. Parents reported 
adlibbing, telling the story from the illustrations rather than reading the printed 
words, replacing character names with those of their children, and paraphrasing to 
shorten a story. Though there was only one father in Preece and Levy’s (2018) study, 
Nichols (2000) has shown that this practice is also one that is often used by middle-
class fathers. The fathers in Nichols’s (2000) Australian-based study also reported 
using a variety of strategies to shorten the reading experience with their 
(predominantly) pre-school aged child, and, quite interestingly, were more likely to 
do so than mothers. Preece and Levy (2018) and Nichols (2000) highlight that 
parents show flexibility in the way in which they are prepared to read each text with 
their child, informed and motivated by the personal relationship that they have with 
their child on a day-to-day basis (individual mediation). Observations of how adults 
read with their children, however, did not feature in the studies. 
The research of Cheng and Tsai (2016), though restricted to the use of an electronic 
text, highlights how informative research can be when it integrates analyses of adult-
child shared reading behaviours with adult participant perspectives. Among other 
findings, Cheng and Tsai (2016) found that parents who considered electronic texts 
to be an obstruction to reading were primarily the participants who dominated the 
shared reading experience, whereas parents who considered electronic texts to be a 
substitute for parents were observed to have limited interactions with their child. The 
findings from Cheng and Tsai (2016) highlight how much research has to offer when 
participant perspectives (individual mediation) is integrated into a study’s design, 
and used to inform analyses of shared reading video data. Doing so allows for 
investigations that provide possible explanations as to what may have influenced the 
shared reading behaviours evident in video data, or behaviours that are absent, while 
ensuring that findings are not overly reliant on educated hypotheses. 
Research that fails to directly investigate the influence of individual mediation, lacks 
the depth of clarity that is needed to fully understand adult-child shared reading; 
lacking to acknowledge that through their thoughts and actions, people “help to 
formulate and change the very practices that shape them” (Moll, 2014, p. 6). This 
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chapter has also shown, however, that the same critique can be applied to studies that 
fail to investigate or have limited acknowledgement of verbal communication 
(spoken mediation), non-verbal communication (anatomical mediation) or the 
influence of a text’s medium and complexity (instrumental-tool mediation). Studies 
that rely on only one of Vygotsky’s mediation categories or only some, while 
informative, lack the depth of clarity that is needed to “properly” comprehend 
(Kozulin, 2003, p. 28) adult-child shared reading (social mediation). 
The literature review presented in this chapter has shown that adult-child shared 
reading is a practice that affords a plethora of benefits for young children. The 
review has also shown, however, that not all adult-child shared reading experiences 
result in comparable outcomes for the children who engage in shared reading. Social 
mediation, more specifically adult-child shared reading, is complex and multifaceted, 
requiring breadth and depth of analysis to uncover the reading behaviours that best 
promote a variety of targeted outcomes for children. The review has shown that past 
studies into adult-child shared reading have lacked specificity, however, using broad 
terms such as dialogic talk, non-dialogic talk, electronic text, printed text or even 
more targeted terms such as questions, enhanced electronic text or basic electronic 
text. The use of broad terms has made it difficult to compare studies or to achieve 
comprehensive understandings of studies. In particular, this review has shown that 
the use of broad terms, and the omission or limited acknowledgement of all five of 
Vygotsky’s mediation categories has made it difficult to develop comprehensive 
understandings of the specific communication behaviours and text features that 
inhibit or promote a variety of language and literacy related outcomes for children 
who engage in adult-child shared reading. To support in-depth, comprehensive 
research into adult-child shared reading, work must be done to establish a means by 
which to carry out analyses that acknowledge all five of Vygotsky’s mediation 
categories: social, spoken, anatomical, instrumental-tool and individual mediation 
(Moll, 2014; Vygotsky, 1987, 1997, 2012; Vygotsky & Luria, 1994). Such a 
framework would allow for in-depth analyses that investigate how adult-child shared 
reading may vary across media, and why.  
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2.5 VYGOTSKY’S THEORY OF CONCEPT 
DEVELOPMENT 
The preceding sections described the combination of factors that should be included 
when seeking in-depth understandings of adult-child shared reading practices. In-
depth investigations into adult-child shared reading should include comprehensive 
analyses of all five mediation categories featured across Vygotsky’s works, namely: 
(1) social; (2) spoken; (3) anatomical; (4) instrumental-tool; and (5) individual
mediation (Moll, 2014; Vygotsky, 1987, 1997, 2012; Vygotsky & Luria, 1994).
Research into adult-child shared reading should also provide detailed descriptions of
participants’ behaviours and the texts that participants read. Clear, detailed
descriptions would address the limitations of past studies, studies that have provided
information that was “mostly not sufficient” (Mol et al. 2008, p. 21) to clarify why
engagement in shared reading does not affect all children in the same way. This
section describes a “system of concepts” (Maxwell, 2013, p. 39) that can be used to
facilitate such an investigation, a framework that amalgamates Vygotsky’s (1987,
2012) theory of concept development with Vygotsky’s five mediation categories, and
explains why the framework is well suited to an in-depth investigation into adult-
child shared reading.
Vygotsky theorised that thought is an internalisation of “social, collaborative forms 
of behavior” (Vygotsky, 2012, p. 37), and that via social interaction children learn 
how to think, to reason and to understand. Vygotsky (1987, 2012) also 
complemented his sociocultural theory of learning and development with a theory 
that described the ways of thinking that learners employ, moving from the uninitiated 
to full conceptual understanding, as they transform social interaction into 
psychological reasoning – his theory of concept development. The original 
experiment conditions from which the theory of concept development was primarily 
generated was one that sought “to clarify the role of the word … the nature of its 
functional application – in the process of concept formation” (Vygotsky, 1987, p. 
127). The experiment, conducted with more than 300 children, adolescents and 
adults, involved participants naming, classifying and grouping objects of varying 
sizes, heights, shapes and colours. The experiment used the “method of dual 
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stimulation”, where each participant was: (1) expected to engage in an action (in this 
case sorting and categorisation), and, (2) presented with signs (nonsense words that 
acted as labels for each object) functionally designed to facilitate the objects’ 
organisation (Vygotsky, 1987, p. 127; 2012). Vygotsky (2012) analysed the wrongly 
sorted objects, corrections made, and how the objects were manipulated throughout 
each stage of the experiment, and used the findings to establish a theory of the 
conceptual thinking that children employ to develop a deep understanding of what 
words mean – to develop fully formed conceptual understandings. 
Vygotsky referred to fully formed conceptual understandings as scientific concepts, a 
term that warrants further investigation to appreciate how it would apply to the 
discipline of language and literacy, and more specifically, investigations into adult-
child shared reading. Rather than restricting “scientific concepts” to the natural 
sciences, Vygotsky used the term to differentiate fully formed concepts from less-
developed understandings, referred to as “spontaneous” or “everyday” concepts 
(Miller, 2011, p. 98). For example, Vygotsky (1987, p. 217) referred to 
“exploitation” as a scientific concept. In identifying a concept as one that is 
scientific, “it is not the content of the concept” that Vygotsky was referring to “but 
its method of acquisition” (Miller, 2011, p. 136); the ways of thinking that are needed 
to attain comprehensive, fully formed conceptual understanding. 
Every day, less-developed concepts rely primarily on the child’s own thought 
processes based on, and limited by, the child’s concrete experiences. In contrast, 
scientific, fully-formed concepts are acquired through systematic engagement with 
knowledge that the child has acquired from others (Vygotsky, 1987). Vygotskian 
scholars use these terms to distinguish between everyday “intuitive understandings,” 
developed as a result of direct interaction with the world, and “academic or 
schooled” concepts that go beyond the concrete (Fleer & Ridgway, 2007, p. 25). 
Scientific concepts differ from everyday concepts in that they form a part of “an 
organized system of knowledge” and as such can be deliberately manipulated, 
reflected upon, analysed and synthesised (Moll, 2014, p. 35). The limitation of the 
everyday concept is that it is embedded within the concrete context in which it was 
obtained, which can inhibit the child’s ability to transfer the concept to other 
situations (Fleer & Ridgway, 2007). Children’s understandings are culturally 
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mediated via signs and symbols with both types of concepts – the everyday and the 
scientific; it is only the child’s relationship with this mediation, the child’s ways of 
thinking that change. 
Vygotsky’s theory (1994, p.345 – emphasis in original) was based on the premise 
that children begin by understanding concepts in a “more concrete, more visual, 
[and] more factual way” than the adults who took part in his study, and that children 
come to understand concepts through a developmental process. Vygotsky (1987; 
2012, p. 134) proposed that the process of concept development was comprised of 
“three basic stages” of development: (1) syncretic thinking, (2) thinking in 
complexes, and (3) thinking in concepts, all of which, collectively, could be broken 
up into eight “distinct phases” – eight ways of thinking. The eight ways of thinking  
included: (1) synthetic connections, (2) associative complexes, (3) complex 
collections, (4) chained complexes, (5) pseudoconcepts, (6) analytics, (7) 
contextualised concepts, and, (8) fully-formed conceptual understanding. Each way 
of thinking is described below. 
2.5.1 Syncretic connections 
The process of conceptual development begins with the establishment of syncretic 
connections. Syncretic connections are connections that make sense to the child but 
to an outsider appear quite random (Fleer & Ridgway, 2007); also referred to as 
“unorganized heaps” (Vygotsky, 2012, p. 117; Wertsch & Stone, 1986, p. 170). At 
the early stages of concept development, when a child comes across a word for the 
first time, the child will make connections between the word and its meaning based 
on their personalised, syncretic, practical experiences. 
2.5.2 Associative complexes 
The process of concept development then moves towards the establishment of direct 
associations and complex connections. These complexes/collections are based on 
comparisons that aid judgement of how to group objects and to arrive at 
generalisations, based on concrete characteristics that the child has noted (Langford 
2005). These judgements, however, lack consistency or coordination. Associative 
complexes is the term used to describe direct connections between similar objects 
(Vygotsky, 1987). 
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2.5.3 Complex collections 
Complex collections are groups that have been formed, based upon the objects’ 
functional similarities (Fleer & Ridgway, 2007; Vygotsky, 1987). 
2.5.4 Chained complexes 
Objects of a chained complex/collection retain all of their elements, but a different 
element will feature as the central element connecting two objects held in 
juxtaposition at each stage (e.g. colour, size, shape, height) – the first and third 
object, however, may not share anything in common (Vygotsky, 1987). In the case of 
a shared reading experience, most especially when reading the sequential plot of a 
narrative, a chained connection may appear as a conjunction, such as “because” or 
“and”, used to establish cohesion and relate clauses together “in a temporal or causal 
manner” (Sénéchal et al., 2008, pp. 34-35). 
2.5.5 Pseudoconcepts 
A pseudoconcept is an understanding that on the surface appears to reflect a deep 
understanding of a concept, to the point that the child and others appear to be 
referring to the same concept when engaging in conversation (Langford, 2005; 
Wertsch & Stone, 1986). However, understanding is based on concrete connections 
that the child has noted through matching, and is therefore only a superficial 
understanding of the concept, lacking reasoning that can be applied to other 
situations (Gredler & Shields, 2008; Wertsch & Stone, 1986). The understanding is 
not yet fully developed. The “pseudoconcept serves as a connecting link between 
thinking in complexes and thinking in concepts. It is dual in nature: a complex 
already carrying the germinating seed of a concept” (Vygotsky, 2012, p. 132). 
2.5.6 Analytics 
Analytics is a phase of thinking that moves away from making observable 
connections and thinking in complexes (stage two) and instead moves the child 
towards thinking in concepts (stage three). When engaging in analytics, the child 
applies processes of abstraction, partitioning or analysis to a concrete 
object/experience (Vygotsky, 1987). 
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2.5.7 Contextualised concepts 
The contextualised concept, also referred to as the potential concept, involves the 
child forming rules and generalisations that can be applied across situations. These 
rules and generalisations are still restricted however, based upon concrete 
experiences (Vygotsky 1987). 
2.5.8 Fully-formed conceptual understandings 
Fully-formed conceptual understanding is achieved when a concept can be used in a 
logical way to inform thinking beyond the concrete, arrived at through a coordinated 
process of “analysis and synthesis” (Vygotsky 1987, p. 156). Concepts are 
understood when they can be compared and contrasted alongside other concepts and 
applied in various ways to inform logical thinking beyond the concrete (Gredler & 
Shields, 2008). 
2.5.9 Conceptual development: a bilateral process 
Vygotsky (1987, 2012), while appreciating that concept development is progressive, 
was opposed to the view that learning progresses unilaterally through the three stages 
and eight ways of thinking outlined above. Vygotsky stressed that the eight phases of 
concept development that he identified (section 2.5.1-section 2.5.8) do not function 
hierarchically but evolve, with the development of subsequent phases of thinking 
acting upon and influencing previous phases/thinking and vice versa; co-existing 
throughout the process of development (Fleer & Ridgway, 2007).  
2.5.10 Shared reading: guiding children towards ways of thinking 
Vygotsky proposed that socially mediated learning and development is a process that 
operates first within the realm of social interaction, and second as an internalised 
form of the same function where the experience is transformed (Kozulin, 2003; 
Robbins, 2007). The process is not unilateral in function, but rather one that is 
“created collectively” (Holzman, 2009, p. 29, emphasis in original). Collective 
practice (such as adult-child shared reading) using socially significant artefacts (such 
as printed or electronic texts) play a critical role, as they are the avenue, dialectically 
intertwined with signs and language, within historically established social systems 
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that influence development and learning; a process that is multifaceted and complex. 
Vygotsky (2012, p. 37) proposed that when an adult engages a child in “social, 
collaborative forms of behavior” they are guiding the child towards particular ways 
of thinking and contributing to the development of conceptual understandings. 
Bruner (1986, pp. 24-25) described this self-professed Vygotskian “puzzle” in the 
following way: 
If the child is enabled to advance by being under the tutelage of an adult or a 
more competent peer, then the tutor … serves the learner as a vicarious form 
of consciousness until such a time as the learner is able to master his own 
action through his own consciousness and control. 
Therefore, in stating that thought is an internalisation of “social, collaborative forms 
of behavior” (Vygotsky, 2012, p. 37), Vygotsky’s (1987, 2012) theory of concept 
development can also be used to analyse the behaviours of adults when engaging in 
social interactions, such as adult-child shared reading. In the context of this study, 
Vygotsky’s (1987, 2012) theory of concept development can be used to analyse and 
describe the ways of thinking that adults are seen to guide their child towards through 
their verbal and non-verbal behaviours (spoken and anatomical mediation) when 
shared reading (social mediation) simple and complex printed and electronic texts 
(instrumental-tool mediation). 
2.6 RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
The previous sections served to highlight that historically, researchers have lacked a 
comprehensive framework through which to conduct in-depth research into adults’ 
shared reading behaviours when reading with young children; one that recognises the 
multifaceted complexity of the mediated practice. The current research project 
addressed this limitation through the adoption of a Vygotskian-informed framework, 
introduced in Section 2.5 and further detailed in Chapter 3, that was largely based 
upon Vygotsky’s (1987, 2012) theory of concept development. The framework was 
used to address the following three questions: 
1. How can Vygotsky’s (1987, 2012) theory of concept development facilitate
in-depth analyses of adult-child shared reading behaviours?
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2. What are the verbal and non-verbal communication behaviours of mothers
when reading narratives with their two-year-old child, using texts that are
a. printed and electronic,
b. simple and complex?
3. What are mothers’ perspectives of the shared reading of narratives with their
two-year-old child?
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CHAPTER 3 RESEARCH DESIGN 
The purpose of this study was to explore mothers’ shared reading behaviours when 
reading printed and electronic narratives with their two-year-old child, using a 
Vygotskian-informed framework. This chapter provides: 
Section 3.1 - A brief recap of the theoretical framework of the study; 
Section 3.2 - An outline of the study’s design; 
Section 3.3 - How data was generated; and 
Section 3.4 - How the data was coded and analysed. 
3.1 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
Merriam and Tisdell (2016, p. 85) state that a theoretical framework “is the 
underlying structure, the scaffolding or frame of your study,” consisting of theories 
or concepts that inform the investigation, used to clarify the “stance” that you are 
bringing or “lens” that you are applying to understand a phenomenon. In essence, the 
theoretical framework clarifies “the researchers’ theory and assumptions about the 
phenomena studied and how best to study this” (Maxwell, Chmiel, & Rogers, 2015, 
p. 689). The phenomenon under investigation in this study is that of adult-child
shared reading, explored and analysed using a framework that was primarily
informed by Vygotsky’s (1987, 2012) theory of concept development, while
acknowledging the five mediation categories that featured across Vygotsky’s
collected works: (1) social, (2) spoken, (3) anatomical, (4) instrumental-tool, and (5)
individual mediation (Moll, 2014; Vygotsky, 1987, 1997, 2012; Vygotsky & Luria,
1994).
In this study, adult-child shared reading is defined as a practice where adult and child 
read and explore a text together (Zucker et al., 2013), a practice that exposes children 
to more complex language, and language features, than they would typically 
encounter through everyday conversation (Sénéchal, 2011). Vygotsky’s (1987, 2012) 
theory of concept development is one that recognises that it is through exposure to, 
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and engagement with, language that children come to make connections between 
experiences, between objects and between thoughts; the basis on which logical 
reasoning and conceptual understandings are built. Vygotsky (2012, p. 37) also 
postulated that thought is an internalisation of “social, collaborative forms of 
behavior”; that children learn how to think through their social interactions. There is 
therefore a complementary synergy between: (1) the practice of adult-child shared 
reading, where adults guide children to engage with a text in a variety of ways, and, 
(2) Vygotsky’s (1987, 2012) theory of concept development, which details the
different ways of thinking that children employ when developing conceptual
understandings: one that invites a melding of the two in research design.
3.2 RESEARCH DESIGN 
Section 3.2 restates the study’s research questions, followed by a description of the 
research study’s methodological base. 
3.2.1 Research questions 
This study was designed to address three questions: 
1. How can Vygotsky’s (1987, 2012) theory of concept development facilitate
in-depth analyses of adult-child shared reading behaviours?
2. What are the verbal and non-verbal communication behaviours of mothers
when reading narratives with their two-year-old child, using texts that are
a. printed and electronic,
b. simple and complex?
3. What are mothers’ perspectives of the shared reading of narratives with their
two-year-old child?
Section 3.2.2 describes the methodology around which the study was designed, to 
facilitate such an investigation. 
3.2.2 Methodology 
The methodology of this study is one that embraces a pursuit for crystallisation 
(Nicholas, 2018; Richardson & St. Pierre, 2008). While the concept of crystallisation 
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was originally used by Richardson and St. Pierre (2008, p. 959) to promote “writing” 
as “a method of inquiry”, the pursuit for crystallisation can also be used to advocate 
for investigations that adopt a mixed-methods approach to data collection and 
analysis, as is the case with the study detailed in this dissertation. Richardson and St. 
Pierre (2008, p. 963) described crystallisation as “a deepened, complex, and 
thoroughly partial understanding of [a] topic”, used as acknowledgement that there 
are myriad of perspectives and ways in which to interpret and know the world. 
Crystallisation was also described as  a process that actively invites a variety of 
perspectives through the analysis of a diversity of datasets, not to facilitate 
triangulation and/or to seek validation, but to seek out a “deepened”, “complex”, 
“thoroughly”, rich understanding of some aspect of a phenomenon (Richardson & St. 
Pierre, 2008, p. 963).  
Research design that explores a diversity of data is reflective of long-standing 
theorisation into how concepts, ideas and understandings are formed. For example, 
both Hume ([1777] 1993) and Kant ([1781, 1787] 1996) proposed that 
understandings are based upon perceived links, recurring patterns and associations 
that individuals experience and observe over time. There is also recognition that the 
development of concepts, ideas and understandings are not a solitary pursuit, but are 
heavily dependent on the role that language plays within social experiences 
(Merleau-Ponty, 1974; Vygotsky, 2012). In this respect, there is acknowledgement 
that knowledges (whether those of participants, the researcher, or those of the wider 
academic community) are co-constructed within social contexts. A methodology that 
seeks crystallisation, therefore, must ensure to invite dialogue during data collection 
and analysis, in pursuit of rich and comprehensive knowledge construction. Such an 
approach would allow all parties to engage in self-reflection (i.e. “Is what I 
understand of this word/concept/experience, what you understand it to be?”), which 
may lead to the identification of self-prejudices, the inaccurate interpretation of 
words/concepts/experiences (Merleau-Ponty, 1974) and ultimately, “a deepened, 
complex” (Richardson & St. Pierre, 2008, p. 963) understanding of a topic. 
Of critical importance in the pursuit for crystallisation however, is that data 
collection be representative of a variety of perspectives. Using one approach in the 
collection of data, such as collecting a series of qualitative datasets, is one that would 
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merely be applying a “shapeless repetition of one and the same formula, only 
externally applied to diverse materials, thereby obtaining merely a boring show of 
diversity” (Hegel, [1807] 1977, p. 8). The pursuit for crystallisation therefore, lends 
itself to a mixed-methods approach (Maruyama & Ryan, 2014, p. 6), an approach 
that provides researchers “with richer data” that may help them “to draw more 
accurate inferences” than is afforded when applying a purely quantitative or 
qualitative formula to the collection of data. Most importantly, however, is that 
qualitative and quantitative data be used in ways that are “mutually informative, 
rather than separate and compartmentalized” (Maxwell, 2016, p. 14), facilitating a 
merging of datasets that may influence analysis and interpretation of the other 
(Maxwell et al., 2015, p. 697). An integrated, mixed-methods approach to data 
collection and analyses allows researchers to investigate questions from different 
perspectives, addressing the “what” (quantitative data) of a phenomenon, as well as 
the “how” and “why” (qualitative data) (Cohen, Manion, & Morrison, 2013, p. 25; 
Maruyama & Ryan, 2014, p. 449), actively seeking significantly different ways of 
engaging with data. 
The mixed-methods approach was implemented in this study, as it allowed for a 
quantitative and qualitative analysis of the one phenomenon, investigating adult-
child shared reading from three perspectives. The mixed-methods approach: (1) 
generated numerical data; (2) invited dialogue between researcher-and-academic-
colleague; and (3) invited dialogue between participant-and-researcher. For example, 
1. quantitative analyses of the shared reading experiences, detailed in Section
3.4.3, provided numerically comparative counts of the behaviours that
mothers and children exhibited when shared reading four different texts
[research question two];
2. the inter-rater reliability process that accompanied the processing and analysis
of mothers’ and children’s behaviour counts, detailed in Section 3.4.3.3,
invited dialogue between researcher-and-academic-colleague; and
3. the participant-and-researcher semi-structured interviews, detailed in Sections
3.3.3.3 - 3.3.3.4 [research question three – qualitative data], afforded insights
into mothers’ perspectives of the social practice under investigation, and their
thinking when shared reading with their children.
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3.3 GENERATING DATA 
In order to address research question one, which sought to investigate how 
Vygotsky’s (1987, 2012) theory of concept development can facilitate in-depth 
analyse into adult-child shared reading, the study’s design required the adoption of 
research instruments that would capture data related to the five Vygotskian mediation 
categories identified in Chapter 2. There was a need for data that would capture: (1) 
the social mediation under investigation (adult-child shared reading); (2) spoken 
mediation; (3) anatomical mediation (non-verbal communication behaviours); (4) 
instrumental-tool mediation (an analysis of the texts that mothers read); and (5) 
individual mediation (mothers’ thinking and reasoning) when shared reading with 
their child. The data that was generated, therefore, was the product of participants’ 
engagement with the following five research instruments: 
1. a questionnaire (Section 3.3.3.1.1);
2. video recordings of four shared reading experiences for each mother-child
dyad, using texts that differed in medium and complexity (Section 3.3.3.2);
3. semi-structured interviews immediately following each shared reading
experience (Section 3.3.3.3);
4. a semi-structured interview asking mothers to share their general views about
shared reading, and everyday home practices (Section 3.3.3.3.1); and
5. a video-stimulated interview, asking mothers to share their perspectives and
observations while watching the recordings generated using research
instrument two (Section 3.3.3.4).
Section 3.3 describes the ethics approval process, participant selection and 
recruitment, and each of the research instruments used during data collection, 
including why video was chosen to capture much of the data. 
3.3.1 Ethics approval process 
This study underwent full ethical review via the Australian National Ethics 
Application Form (NEAF) submitted through the researcher’s institution of study. 
The review included consideration for: (1) minimising any risk of harm for the 
participants and the researcher (Bahn, 2012); (2) obtaining informed consent; (3) 
confidentiality and participant anonymity; and (4) providing adult participants the 
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right/agency to withdraw and/or pause/reschedule data collection when the 
desire/need arose. The final point was especially pertinent in light of the fact that 
adult participants would be interacting with their young (2-3-year-old) child during 
part of the data collection process. Adult participants were provided with the agency 
to set the pace, pause, reschedule and withdraw themselves and their child from 
participating in the study, given that they would be able to monitor each child 
participant’s “visual, verbal and non-verbal cues” for any “unspoken expressions of 
unease or dissent” (Powell, Taylor, Fitzgerald, Graham, & Anderson, 2013, p. 64) 
with greater accuracy than the newly acquainted researcher.  
3.3.2 The study’s participants 
This section provides demographic details of the 11 mother-child dyads that 
participated in this study. The initial recruitment phase and selection process is also 
detailed. 
3.3.2.1 Recruitment 
Initial recruitment was open to reading-proficient caregivers who may routinely read 
with their two-to-three year old child, within a regional town of Victoria, Australia. 
The study was designed to facilitate an investigation that would specifically explore 
adult-child shared reading behaviours. Consequently, measures of children’s literacy 
outcomes were beyond the scope of the project. For this reason, two-three-year-old 
children were initially sought during the recruitment process in response to the 
findings reported by Mol and colleagues’ (2008) meta-analysis into adult-child 
shared reading that identified that children under the age of four years benefited from 
dialogic shared reading practices more so than older children. The current project 
also required that caregivers read electronic texts with their children during data 
collection, therefore children under the age of two years were excluded from this 
study in response to Australian Government health regulations (Australian 
Government Department of Health, 2012) that strongly discourage exposing children 
under the age of two years to digital technologies. 
Recruitment and data collection were located in a regional town of western Victoria, 
Australia – a location that had a higher than average socio-economic background 
(Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2016). The current study sought to investigate the 
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influence of a text’s medium and text complexity on adult-child shared reading 
behaviours (research question two). Consequently, reading-proficient adults with 
access to resources were sought using pamphlets posted in the local library and 
nearby higher education institution (Appendix One)2, to eliminate the need to 
consider factors such as access to reading materials and/or adults’ reading 
proficiencies when investigating the influence of instrumental-tool mediation. The 
term caregiver was used during recruitment based on the understanding that a 
primary caregiver could be “a natural, adoptive, step, foster mother or father of a 
child, or a person who is assigned as a nominal parent” (Australian Bureau of 
Statistics, 2017). Invitation to participate was open for a 12-month period. All 
volunteers with two-three-year-old children who expressed interest in taking part in 
the study were included in the data-gathering phase. Other than the child’s age, the 
location of the study, and adults’ capacity to read the study’s printed and electronic 
texts, no other criteria for exclusion were included during the data-gathering phase. 
3.3.2.2 Identifying a subgroup using the purposeful sampling process 
The 11 mother-child dyads presented in this study were a subset of the original 23 
dyads who volunteered to take part (Nicholas, 2018). Of all the caregivers who 
originally volunteered to participate, only one caregiver was male (a father). The 
final selection comprised of 11 Australian-born mothers and their two-year-old 
children who spoke to each other in English during the shared reading experiences 
recorded as part of the study. This participant group emerged from the larger dataset, 
during a two-tier sampling process (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). The first tier 
identified caregivers capable of reading to their two-three–year-old children, from a 
higher than average socio-economic region of Victoria as “the unit of analysis” to be 
investigated (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016, p. 100). The second tier involved the 
purposeful selection of a sub-group of participants who emerged from the first-tier 
recruitment phase. 
This purposeful sampling process is one that utilised the homogeneous sampling 
method for generating data (Emmel, 2013, pp. 38-39); an approach that allowed for 
2 The term toddler was used in recruitment materials rather than child to reflect terminology used by 
the local community. The local library ran three reading programs for children and their families at the 
time of recruitment – “Baby Time”, “Toddler Time” and “Preschool Story Time”. The term toddler 
was reflective of the two-three-year-old age group that was being sought. 
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the detailed investigation of a group through the collection of two types of data: 
“detailed descriptions of the uniqueness of the cases” and “shared patterns that cut 
across cases”. In-depth analysis was made possible through an investigation that 
purposefully sought to develop comprehensive understandings of specific, 
“information-rich cases” (Patton, 2015, p. 53, emphasis in original), as opposed to 
creating syntheses of a breadth of data for the purpose of generalisation (Merriam & 
Tisdell, 2016) . The “information-rich” research design of this study, facilitated 
through the use of homogenous sampling, allowed for an in-depth investigation into 
the practice of adult-child shared reading, which supported the study’s pursuit for 
crystallisation. 
3.3.2.3 Participant details 
The 11 participant dyads selected for this study during the second-tier purposeful 
sampling process included 11 two-year-old children (female, n=6; male, n=5) and 
their mothers (N=22). Three of the children were the youngest of two children in the 
family, one was the youngest of three, one was the eldest of two, one was the third of 
four children, and five children were the only child in the family. Mother participants 
identified as administrative officers (n=3), a nurse, a physiotherapist, a flight 
attendant, a primary school teacher, two secondary school teachers, a higher 
education educator and a participant who identified as a “stay at home mum”. Seven 
mothers worked part-time, one full-time and two were on maternity leave. Ten 
mothers had a university or equivalent degree and one mother had a secondary 
school degree as her highest level of education. The mothers ranged in age from 30 
to 44 years (mean age = 35 years). 
3.3.2.4 Sample size and “information power” 
Within qualitative research, sufficiency of sample size is measured by depth of data 
rather than frequencies and, therefore, samples should consist of participants who 
best represent the research topic. The aim is not to acquire a fixed number of 
participants but rather to provide the study with “sufficient depth of information” to 
allow for rich descriptions of the  phenomenon under investigation (O'Reilly & 
Parker, 2013, p. 195). Malterud, Siersma, and Guassora (2016, p. 1754) refer to this 
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as “information power”. According to Malterud et al. (2016, p. 1756), there is 
“information power” in small sample sizes when the study,  
1. avoids broad generalisability;
2. the sample is specific, in that it targets a particular group who meet a
narrow set of criteria;
3. the study brings new knowledge to a well-established theory;
4. there is quality of dialogue between researcher and participants, where
dialogue clearly addresses the research questions, but is not so restrictive
or challenging that participants feel uncomfortable sharing potentially
alterative perspectives; and
5. when the aim of the project is not “to cover the whole range of
phenomena,” but to analyse a narrow cross-section of the phenomenon
through in-depth analysis.
The two-tier purposeful sampling method used to select participants, and the mixed-
methods approach that has been adopted in pursuit of in-depth crystallisation, show 
that the present study meets all five criteria for “information power” (Malterud et al., 
2016) outlined above. Working with a small sample of 11 dyads allowed for a depth 
of investigation that would not have been possible with a larger dataset. 
3.3.3 Data generating tools 
Recruitment was open for a 12-month period, with each dyad’s data (mother and 
child) collected independently of other dyads. Each dyad’s involvement was 
staggered throughout the year, located at the researcher’s university campus, as 
volunteers made contact. Dyads were never in attendance at the same time. This 
section outlines the five research instruments that were used in the study and the 
purposes that they served: 
1. a questionnaire;
2. video recordings of four shared reading experiences for each mother-child
dyad – referred to as Event One;
3. semi-structured interviews immediately following each shared reading
experience – referred to as Event Two;
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4. a semi-structured interview asking mothers to share their general views about
shared reading, and everyday home practices; which was directly followed
by;
5. a video-stimulated interview – referred to as Event Three.
3.3.3.1 Background data prior to Event One 
Participants’ demographic details and shared reading background data were drawn 
from two sources: (1) a questionnaire that was completed by mothers prior to the first 
shared reading recording (prior to Event One); and (2) a semi-structured interview 
with each mother, conducted immediately prior to the video-stimulated interview 
(Event Three). The questionnaire is described first as it was the first data collection 
point. The semi-structured interview is described in Section 3.3.3.3.1, immediately 
prior to describing the video-stimulated interview process. 
3.3.3.1.1 Questionnaire 
The questionnaire marked the first data collection point. Mothers completed the 
questionnaire while their child played with toys/colouring materials, allowing some 
time for their child to become familiar with their new surroundings. The 30 items 
listed in the questionnaire (Appendix Two) gathered data related to participants’ 
demographic details, participants’ familiarity with the study’s shared reading texts, 
and mothers’ confidence in using printed and electronic texts; details that were 
partially informed by Brown, Byrnes, Raban, and Watson (2012), an Australian 
study that investigated the home literacy environments of four-year-old children.  
The questionnaire used in this study served three purposes: 
1. to collect information that could inform the purposeful sampling process,
used to identify a subgroup within the larger pool of participants. Specific
items included, (a) information about the caregiver, including their
relationship with the child, their age, place of birth, highest level of
education, occupation and language/s spoken at home; and (b) information
about the child, including gender, age, place of birth and number of
siblings;
2. to collect information specific to research question two that investigated
adult-child shared reading behaviours (Event One). This included whether
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participants had previously read any of the four titles used during the 
shared reading experiences of Event One, and if so whether they had read 
them in printed or electronic formats; and 
3. to collect information specific to research question three – the adults’
perspectives of the shared reading of narratives with their child using a
printed and electronic medium. This included: (a) the frequency with which
caregivers read printed and electronic texts with their child; and (b) the
caregivers’ level of confidence in reading printed and electronic texts with
their child and independently, using a five level Likert scale (ranging from
not confident to very confident).
3.3.3.2 Event One – video recording four shared reading experiences 
Once mothers had completed the questionnaire and their child had had some time to 
familiarise themselves with their surroundings, mother-child dyads were invited to 
take part in Event One video recordings, which directly addressed research question 
two:  
What are the verbal and non-verbal communication behaviours of mothers 
when reading narratives with their two-year-old child, using texts that are: 
(a) printed and electronic, (b) simple and complex?
Event One data collection comprised of four mother-child shared reading sessions for 
each of the 11 mother-child dyads (N=44 sessions). 
Event One data was collected at the researcher’s university campus. Data was 
collected in a laboratory-type setting (a community space), rather than the 
participants’ homes so that: (1) participants [including children] would not be 
inviting an unfamiliar person into their homes, and (2) the researcher [a student 
researcher] would not be entering strangers’ private residences on her own – 
minimising the potential for emotional and/or personal harm for all stakeholders 
(Bahn, 2012). In light of the fact that the data would be collected in a laboratory-type 
setting rather than participants’ homes, the data collection room was equipped with a 
couch, pillows and toys to create a family/child friendly space.  
Event One data was simultaneously video-recorded using two cameras. Camera one 
faced participants from in front; camera two recorded participant engagement and 
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page/screen display from over the shoulder, capturing the shared reading experience 
from more than one view (see Figure 1). A back-up audio recorder was used in the 
event that mothers’ lapel microphones (captured wirelessly via camera one) 
malfunctioned during the shared reading event. All shared reading recordings for all 
participants took place in the same location. 
1. Camera one, 2. Camera two, 3. Audio recorder, 4. Lapel microphone.
Figure 1: Video recording set-up 
3.3.3.2.1 Event One – text selection 
In order to address the second research question, data generated from Event One 
required the identification, sourcing and use of four appropriate texts: a simple 
printed text; simple electronic text; complex printed text and complex electronic text. 
All participants read the same four texts in the same order as each other to allow for 
comparable analyses across dyads, over two separate visits: Day 1 – simple printed 
text, followed by the simple electronic text. Day 2 – complex printed text, followed 
by the complex electronic text. The shared reading experiences were staggered over 
two separate visits to shorten the period of time that children would be expected to 
participate at each visit, while limiting the number of times participants would need 
to travel to the data collection room. Mothers were invited to read each text as they 
typically would when reading with their child. 
Text selection went through three phases: (1) development of a selection criteria that 
identified texts as narratives; (2) identification of developmentally appropriate texts; 
and, (3) the selection of one simple text and one complex text from each medium 
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to generate selection criteria that would identify if the chosen texts were narratives. 
In this study, Stephens’s (2010, p. 53) definition of narrative was adopted, where: (1) 
language and presentation, including point of view (discourse) is used to tell a story 
(characters engaging in actions in time and space); (2) within a “logical and causal 
structure … generally referred to as plot” (emphasis in original), (3) that conveys 
meaning derived from the interaction between discourse and story – “in a thematic, 
ethical or moral sense”. 
Phase Two involved selecting quality texts that were developmentally appropriate for 
young children. Selection drew from The Children’s Book Council of Australia 
(CBCA) “Book of the Year Awards” when choosing the printed texts. The book 
awards scheme was developed in 1946, to “promote quality literature for young 
Australians” (Children's Book Council of Australia, 2018a, para. 2), including works 
of fiction, drama, illustrated text, poetry or graphic novels (Children's Book Council 
of Australia, 2018b). An electronic texts category and criteria did not feature on the 
CBCA’s website at the time of this study. Selection of the two electronic narratives 
drew from the US-based Parents’ Choice Foundation, whose membership is 
comprised of a range of industry professionals who have been presenting the Parents’ 
Choice Awards since 1978, used to recognise “quality children’s media and toys” 
(Parents' Choice Foundation, 2018, para. 1). The awards recognise each item’s 
“developmentally appropriate content and challenges, the product’s design and 
function, the educational value, long-term play value, and the benefits to a child’s 
social and emotional growth and well being” (Parents' Choice Foundation, 2018, 
para. 4). In addition to receiving a Parents’ Choice Award, the two electronic texts 
were selected using Unsworth’s (2007, p. 11) definition of the “electronically re-
contextualised literary text” as being a direct electronic copy of the print based 
original with some enhancements such as the inclusion of movement and sound. 
Phase Three of the selection process required that the texts met criteria that would 
establish whether they were simple or complex: 
Simple texts. The selection of simple age-appropriate texts involved three criteria: 
1. Texts that included rhyme. Recognition of rhyme has been identified as one
of the earliest key developmental milestones for young children as it’s been
found that a child’s ability to “detect similar- and dissimilar-sounding words
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[comes] before they can manipulate sounds within words” (Anthony & 
Francis, 2005, p. 256). Phonological awareness, which includes the 
recognition and manipulation of sounds in words (such as rhyme) is often 
listed as a key predictor associated with the acquisition of early reading skills 
(Anthony & Francis, 2005; Metsala, 2011); 
2. Texts with illustrations that closely reflected the printed words. Research has
reported that age-appropriate texts suitable for shared reading with young
children contain illustrations that provide visual support for the introduction
of new vocabulary found in the printed narrative (Hargrave & Sénéchal,
2000; Justice et al., 2005); and
3. The electronic text’s multimodal features such as games and hotspots were
assessed to consider whether they provided seamless, non-verbal support for
the printed words of the text’s narrative (Bus, Takacs & Kegel 2015).
Complex texts. The complex texts included the following criteria: 
1. Texts that made reference to concepts that were more challenging to directly
replicate through illustrations, and/or included illustrations that were not
wholly supported by the printed words, requiring the reader to infer meaning
(Hargrave & Sénéchal, 2000; Justice et al., 2005; Schwarz et al., 2015); and
challenging adults to do more than “[ask] questions that could be answered
by pointing” (Whitehurst et al., 1988, p. 552);
2. Texts written in the first person, requiring that the reader understand “the
characters’ mental states” in order to understand the text’s meaning (Wagner,
2017, p. 3); and
3. The multimodal features of the electronic texts, such as games and hotspots,
were assessed to consider whether they would put “cognitive load” on the
reader due to “task switching,” when moving between multiple tasks (Bus,
Takacs & Kegel 2015, pp. 81, 88).
Table 1 presents the four texts used in the study. The two print texts included, Where 
is the green sheep? (Fox & Horacek, 2004) (simple) and Shrieking Violet (Quay, 
2010) (complex). The two electronic texts included, But not the hippopotamus 
(Boynton, 2013) (simple) and The wrong book (Bland, 2012) (complex). Table 1 
includes a brief description of each text, level of complexity, and a sample page from 
each text.  
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Table 1: Text selection - criteria 
Simple printed text Simple electronic text Complex printed text Complex electronic text 
Narrative Where is the green sheep? (Fox & 
Horacek, 2004) is a hide-and-go-
seek type text (meaning: theme) 
that presents a variety of 
characters through third-person 
narrative and illustrations 
(discourse), engaging in a variety 
of actions (e.g. the Wave Sheep is 
surfing) (story). The reader is 
periodically asked, “But where is 
the Green Sheep?” On the last 
page the Green Sheep is found, 
“fast asleep” behind a bush (plot). 
But not the hippopotamus 
(Boynton, 2013): Presented in the 
third person (discourse), this text 
details the actions of animals 
enjoying social outings (e.g. a cat 
and rats trying on hats) (story) 
adding “but not the hippopotamus” 
after each description, referring to a 
character who timidly watches from 
afar. On the final page, the others 
invite the hippopotamus to join 
them (plot). The text lends itself to 
discussions about social inclusion 
(meaning: moral). 
Shrieking Violet (Quay, 2010): Presented 
in the first person (discourse), the 
narrator describes daily activities that 
s/he (gender neutral) and his/her sister 
Violet engage in over time (story), e.g. 
planting bulbs in the garden. Violet 
disrupts these activities, eventually 
angering the older sibling. The narrator 
overcomes this feeling and works 
collaboratively with Violet to put on a 
“show” (plot). The text allows for 
discussions about sibling 
rivalry/conflict/resolution (meaning: 
social norms). 
The wrong book (Bland, 2012): 
Presented in the first person 
(discourse), the narrator becomes 
increasingly frustrated as his 
storytelling is interrupted by a series of 
characters (story). The narrator 
attempts to tell the reader what the 
story is about, emphasising that it is not 
about the characters who are 
interrupting him. The final page reveals 
that the story is about him (plot). The 
text allows for discussions about 
feelings/consideration for others 
(meaning: social norms/theme). 
Complexity The text rhymes e.g. “here is the 
Rain Sheep … here is the Train 
Sheep”. The illustrations support 
the printed narrative e.g. showing 
the “Car Sheep” and the “Train 
Sheep”, with scope for 
communication beyond 
narrative/point to illustration – 
more objects can be seen, along 
with implied action.  
The text rhymes e.g. “A hog and a 
frog cavort in the bog”. The 
illustrations support the printed 
narrative e.g. showing the hog and 
frog “cavorting” in a “bog”, with 
scope for communication beyond 
narrative/point to illustration – 
more objects can be seen, along 
with implied action. Interactive 
hotspots are minimal and directly 
relate to story. 
The narrative includes concepts that are 
difficult to replicate in an illustration, 
and illustrations that are not fully 
supported by the printed narrative, e.g. 
the narrator states that “Violet doesn’t 
want to do finger painting”. The 
illustration (shown below) leaves the 
reader to infer the meaning of the 
relationship between narrative and 
illustration.  
The narrative includes concepts that are 
difficult to replicate in an illustration, 
and illustrations not fully supported by 
narrative, e.g. the narrator states that 
the book is “not about elephants” yet 
an elephant is seen on most pages. In 
this image the sentence, “this book is 
about” is incomplete. Legs poke out 
from below, leaving the reader to infer 
meaning. There are multiple interactive 
hotspots, not all directly relate to story. 










Parents’ Choice Award winner – 
2014. 






winner – 2013; 
nominated for 
CBCA Book of 
the Year – 
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Both electronic texts were electronically re-contextualised versions of the print-based 
originals (Bland, 2009; Boynton, 1982). The illustrations and narrative in the texts 
were a direct copy of the printed originals, with some enhancements. For example, 
tapping on the animals of the simple electronic text (Boynton, 2013) resulted in the 
hog and frog moving, becoming increasingly covered in more mud to the 
accompaniment of squeaking and ribbit sounds. This interactive enhancement was 
supportive of the printed words, “A hog and frog cavort in the bog” (Boynton, 2013). 
Tapping on the elephant’s trunk of the complex electronic text (Bland, 2012) resulted 
in the trunk swinging from side to side and the appearance of peanuts that drifted to 
the bottom of the screen to the accompaniment of trumpeting sounds. Tilting the 
device from side to side or upside down resulted in the peanuts moving across the 
screen, vertically and horizontally. The elephant was mentioned upon first 
appearance: “an elephant? … this book isn’t about an elephant!” (Bland, 2012) yet 
there were many pages that referred to other objects/characters, and the elephant 
continued to be visible/interactive. The appearance and malleability of the peanuts 
did not directly relate to the narrative. For both electronic texts, tapping on the 
printed words activated oral narration. 
3.3.3.3 Event Two – post-experience semi-structured interviews 
Immediately following each of the four shared reading experiences of Event One, 
mothers engaged in a post-experience semi-structured interview, referred to as Event 
Two (N=44 interviews). This meant that data collection alternated between Events 
One and Two until all Event One data (the shared reading experiences) and all Event 
Two data (post-experience interviews) had been collected, as shown in Table 2. The 
semi-structured interviews of Event Two were included to answer research question 
three: 
What are mothers’ perspectives of the shared reading of narratives with 
their two-year-old child? 
The semi-structured interview was chosen as a tool that allowed for sufficient 
conformity in questions that participants’ responses could be analysed 
comparatively, but not so restrictive that the researcher may have been at risk of 
seeking pre-determined responses (Morse & Niehaus, 2009). The interviews enabled 
mothers to share their general reflections about the Event One shared reading 
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Table 2: Events One and Two data collection schedule 
Data Collection Point Event Focus Text 
1. Day 1 Event One – shared reading 
experience 
Simple printed text 
2. Day 1 Event Two – post-experience semi-
structured interview 
Simple printed text 
3. Day 1 Event One – shared reading 
experience 
Simple electronic text 
4. Day 1 Event Two – post-experience semi-
structured interview 
Simple electronic text 
5. Day 2 Event One – shared reading 
experience 
Complex printed text 
6. Day 2 Event Two – post-experience semi-
structured interview 
Complex printed text 
7. Day 2 Event One – shared reading 
experience 
Complex electronic text 
8. Day 2 Event Two – post-experience semi-
structured interview 
Complex electronic text 
experience that had just transpired, including what they thought of the text that they 
had just read. The interviews also provided mothers with opportunities to compare 
the four texts, including whether they felt that they had read the most recent text 
differently/similarly to the previous text/s. Furthermore, the interviews enabled 
mothers to share their intentions and thinking, including what they were trying to 
encourage their children to do and why, and whether there was anything they wanted 
to make sure that they did, and their reasons for this (for a full list of the questions 
asked, see Table 8 – Section 3.4.4). This line of questioning, which was to be asked 
of any caregiver, whether female or male, was designed to reflect Vygotskian theory, 
positioning the adult as the more knowledgeable, “ideal form” or model, who 
actively guides the child’s more “rudimentary form” towards replicating or reflecting 
the “ideal form” (Vygotsky, 1994, p. 348). All interviews were recorded using video 
camera one and the backup audio recorder (as shown in Figure 2). 
Figure 2: Post-experience semi-structured interview 
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3.3.3.3.1 Background data – Event Three semi-structured interview 
The semi-structured interview of Event Three was the second research instrument to 
collect background information. Data collection took place during the final visit; 
after all of the Event One and Event Two data collection points had been completed. 
The decision to collect this data during Event Three, immediately prior to the final 
data collection point (the video-stimulated interview), was twofold. First, Event 
Three was the only data collection point where child participants were not required. 
During Events One and Two, children participated or were in attendance, having just 
finished engaging in the shared reading experience of Event One. Given the age 
group of the children, the decision was made to conduct this semi-structured 
interview at a separate time to Events One and Two, so that mothers could choose 
whether to bring their children with them. Children who attended engaged in free 
play while data collection took place with their mothers – having no obligation to 
participate at this time. Secondly, participants would be asked to share their general 
opinions/perspectives on the shared reading of electronic texts. In the event that 
some/all mothers had never read an electronic narrative with their children prior to 
their participation in the study, this interview was designed to take place after all 
Event One shared reading experiences had been recorded so that all mothers had 
prior experiences to draw upon when sharing their views. 
This semi-structured interview collected information that provided background 
details specific to the third research question – mothers’ perspectives of the shared 
reading of narratives with their two-year-old child. Mothers were invited to share 
what and when they might read with their child on a typical day; what and when their 
child may ‘read’ during self-directed activity, and to expand on their answers to 
describe the context/s of these events. Mothers were also asked if/when/how often 
their child used electronic devices, what they did with the device/s (if applicable) and 
if they had ever read electronic books with their child/ren (if not answered 
previously). In addition, mothers were asked to discuss what they viewed as the 
purpose of shared reading with their two-year-old child, to share their general 
thoughts on how a printed and electronic text should be read with a two-year-old, and 
to compare media. Responses were video recorded (and audio recorded as a back-
up). 
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3.3.3.4 Event Three – video-stimulated interviews 
Mothers were invited back to engage in the video-stimulated interview (VSI) within 
two months of the fourth Event One shared reading session. This time frame was 
selected to allow some time to pass so that mothers could reflect on the experiences 
that had taken place, but not so far removed from Event One recordings that the 
delay would heavily compromise recall. The time frame also allowed sufficient time 
for the researcher to process the four videos ready for playback and to provide a copy 
for mothers to take home. An additional benefit of this longitudinal approach was 
that it allowed researcher and participant the time to develop a trusting relationship, 
one that contributed to the quality of dialogue – a criterion that contributes towards 
small sample “information power” (Malterud et al., 2016, p. 1756). During the VSI, 
mothers were shown all four Event One shared reading experiences in full, displayed 
on a laptop in the presence of the researcher (see Figure 3), each of which ran for an 
average of 4 mins 51 secs. The video camera was placed to capture the laptop screen 
as well as the researcher and participant for later transcription and analysis.  
Figure 3: View of video-stimulated interview 
The VSI was included to further explore research question three (mothers’ views of 
shared reading). Mothers were invited to watch their Event One shared reading 
recordings to: (1) comment on anything of interest to them that they noticed; and, (2) 
provide contextualising information that they thought may explain the behaviours of 
mother and/or child. The VSI was designed to encourage participants to guide the 
conversation, allowing for a degree of participant agency, while ensuring that the 
research questions were addressed through the use of semi-structured questions 
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(Nicholas, Paatsch, & Nolan, 2018). Some mothers chose to engage the researcher in 
conversation as they watched the videos concurrently, some paused at various points 
throughout each recording to engage in conversation before recommencing the 
playback feature, while others chose to wait until one whole shared reading recording 
was complete (e.g. the simple printed text recording) before engaging in 
conversation. 
The VSI allowed for the collection of data that provided insights into mothers’ 
observations as they watched the Event One recordings from a different perspective 
to Event Two. During Event Two, mothers reflected on their recent experiences, 
drawing on memory. Event Three allowed mothers to observe their shared reading 
experiences as outsiders, facilitated via the video recordings of Event One. Together, 
these data were designed to provide a deeper, more complex understanding of the 
adult-child shared reading experiences that took place during Event One than would 
have been possible using one of the Events on its own (Nicholas, 2018). 
3.3.4 Using video to generate data 
All datasets, except for the questionnaire, were captured using video. Video data was 
designed to record three distinctive “Events” for analysis (Nicholas, 2018): (1) 
mother-child shared reading experiences; (2) mothers engaging in an interview, 
immediately following each shared reading experience; and, (3) mothers engaging in 
an interview, including a video-stimulated interview while watching the shared 
reading experiences of Event One. 
In early childhood education, video has typically been used to capture child 
development and caregiver-child interactions as a method of capturing an experience 
for researcher analysis (Anderson-Yockel & Haynes, 1994; Baker, Mackler, 
Sonnenschein, & Serpell, 2001; Bus & van Ijzendoorn, 1997; Hindman et al., 2014; 
Kucirkova, Sheehy, & Messer, 2015; Kucirkova & Tompkins, 2014; McArthur, 
Adamson, & Deckner, 2005; Pellegrini, Brody, & Sigel, 1985). Such research has 
contributed much to academia, facilitating insights into the influence of social, 
spoken, anatomical and instrumental-tool mediation in adult-child shared reading 
practice, to varying degrees. In the current study, expanding the use of video to 
facilitate participant self-reflection, and as a catalyst around which to conduct 
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interviews, has ensured that all five Vygotskian mediation categories, including 
individual mediation, were incorporated into research design, while also facilitating 
the study’s pursuit for crystallisation, collecting a variety of perspectives on the topic 
of adult-child shared reading. 
The affordance for “multiparty,” “multilayered, multimodal descriptive analysis” that 
is introduced with video (Erickson, 2011, pp. 180-181), allows researchers to 
produce and gather a multiplicity of events, various modes of communication, and to 
view data through a multitude of lenses (both figuratively and literally). It allows 
researchers to capture data that is deliberately “given” and data that is “given off” by 
participants (Giddens, 2009; Goffman, 1959, p. 16), the latter of which refers to “the 
non-verbal, presumably unintentional kind, whether this communication be 
purposefully engineered or not” (Goffman, 1959, p. 16). In the present context, this 
included instances when participants re-enacted non-verbal behaviours that occurred 
during Event One, or turned to specific pages of the texts when answering interview 
questions, amongst other behaviours. 
Video also allows researchers to revisit the same recordings to aid with recall and 
allows for collaborative reflection with academic colleagues and participants (Broth, 
Laurier, & Mondada, 2014; Haw & Hadfield, 2011). It can aid in enhancing visibility 
using playback tools such as magnification, slow motion, and the ability to use 
multiple cameras to simultaneously record the one experience from more than one 
view (Haw & Hadfield, 2011). The current research project benefited from all of 
these affordances. All three events (the shared reading experiences, post-experience 
interviews and video-stimulated interviews) could be revisited on multiple occasions 
when analysing the data, allowing for the use of tools such as magnification and 
pausing to enhance visibility, for example, when pausing and zooming in to see what 
mothers/children were specifically pointing to on the page/screen of the text. In 
addition, Event One video footage, which was captured using two cameras from two 
different angles, was shared with participants and a second coder, allowing for 
collaborative analyses of the recordings. 
Making use of the five research instruments detailed in Section 3.3, including the use 
of video, were design features that allowed for a Vygotskian analysis that examined:  
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1. social mediation (video of adult-child shared reading experiences, during
Event One);
2. spoken mediation; (participants’ verbal communication behaviours while
shared reading, during Event One);
3. anatomical mediation (participants’ non-verbal communication behaviours
while shared reading, during Event One);
4. instrumental-tool mediation (video of participants’ interactions with the text
[camera one] and what was seen on the screen/page [camera two], during
Event One); and
5. individual mediation (mothers’ interviews during Events Two and Three,
including those that took place while watching Event One recordings during a
VSI).
3.4 DATA PROCESSING, CODING AND 
ANALYSIS 
This section begins by outlining how the study’s data was processed, followed by a 
description of the coding and analysis process. 
3.4.1 Processing the data 
Prior to coding, data was processed in three ways: (1) As detailed in Section 3.3.3.2, 
the shared reading experiences of Event One were recorded using two cameras – one 
facing the participants and one over the shoulder, capturing the page/screen of the 
text. The recordings were synchronised and embedded within the one file using Final 
Cut Pro X software, as shown in Figure 4, ready for coding and analysis. The videos 
were edited to begin when the adult/child made a move towards shared reading, such 
as the adult saying, “This looks interesting” or explicitly “We’re going to read this 
book”. Videos were edited to end when both participants had moved on to a new 
activity (e.g., the child moved away from the couch and the mother engaged the 
researcher in conversation). 
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Figure 4: Simultaneous recording of the one experience using two cameras 
(2) All datasets, except the questionnaire, were transcribed verbatim following
VOICE (2007) “Transcription Conventions [2.1]”. Words read directly from one of
the study’s narratives were differentiated using a blue, italicised font, signalling
when participants were engaging in a straight reading of the printed words. All other
text in the transcript was recorded using black font. (3) Questionnaire data were
transferred into an Excel spreadsheet, a portion of which is shown in Figure 5.
Figure 5: Recording of questionnaire data in an Excel spreadsheet 
N.B. This grey box was 
absent during data 
processing and analysis. It 
has been added here to 
allow for participant 
anonymity 
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3.4.2 Coding and analysing background data 
Coding is a process of identifying and organising data from across datasets, 
identified as being examples, or being related to, a “general idea, instance, theme or 
category” that are placed together, used to inform analysis (Silver & Lewins, 2014, p. 
158). This section details how background data was coded and analysed, drawing 
from the questionnaires that were completed at the first data collection point, and the 
interviews that took place immediately prior to the VSIs. 
3.4.2.1 Coding and analysing questionnaire data 
As outlined in Section 3.3.2, demographic details drawn from the questionnaire were 
used to inform the purposeful sampling process, identifying one subgroup within the 
pool of 23 dyads who volunteered during recruitment. The remaining data served two 
purposes: (1) Details related to the four texts used in the study provided a familiarity 
count for each text, detailing how many participant (if any) had ever read any of the 
texts prior to their involvement in the study. This background information was 
included in Chapter 4, when reporting on research question two’s findings – mothers’ 
verbal and non-verbal communication behaviours when reading narratives with their 
two-year-old child. 
(2) Data related to home practices and mothers’ confidence in using electronic and
printed reading materials were used to contribute towards research question three –
mothers’ perspectives of shared reading with their two-year-old child. Mothers’
levels of confidence were measured using a five-point Likert scale ranging from “not
confident” to “very confident”; and mother-child home reading practices (reading
printed and electronic text with their children) were measured, ranged from “daily”
to “never”. Findings from these data have been published in Nicholas and Paatsch
(2018), and have been incorporated into Chapter 7 when addressing research
question three.
3.4.2.2 Coding and analysing semi-structured interview data 
In addition to mothers’ confidence and practice, the semi-structured interview was 
used to: (1) report on mothers’ purpose/s for engaging in shared reading with their 
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two-year-old child; and, (2) to provide context-specific details of children’s daily 
‘reading’ practices when shared reading and during self-directed activity. 
Data that detailed mothers’ purpose/s for shared reading was coded using Thematic 
Coding (Schreier, 2013, p. 173). The open nature of the semi-structured interview 
data allowed for the adoption of Henri’s inductive approach to analysis (Herrington 
& Oliver, 1999) where the meaning associated with the unit of data (i.e. a word, 
sentence or phrase) was included in the code. Themes were identified during first-
cycle open coding until “saturation” was reached (Schreier, 2013, p. 176) (i.e. no 
new themes were identified). Another researcher was invited to independently code 
participants’ responses. The researchers compared their findings and collapsed 
similar themes into one during second-cycle coding. Instances where coding differed 
were collaboratively recoded until both researchers agreed on the final themes and 
codes, the outcome of which was published in Nicholas and Paatsch (2018). As with 
questionnaire background data, findings from mothers’ purpose/s for shared reading, 
as outlined above, have been incorporated into Chapter 7 in response to research 
question three, used to provide background information that complemented mothers’ 
observations and views of the shared reading experiences of Event One. 
Given the timing of this semi-structured interview, which was conducted after all the 
Event One shared reading experiences had been recorded, there were times during 
the semi-structured interviews when mothers made comments specific to one of the 
texts used during Event One, or made comments that compared the texts. Those 
comments were removed from the “background” dataset and assigned to the Event 
Three dataset, further detailed in Section 3.4.4. 
3.4.3 Event One data – coding and analysis 
Event One shared reading video data was coded and analysed using a mixed-methods 
approach. This method facilitated an exploration of data “at the macro (e.g., the 
group) level as well as at the micro (e.g., individual) level” (Morse & Niehaus, 2009, 
p. 13). Qualitative content analysis (Schreier, 2013) was employed to identify the
verbal and non-verbal communication behaviour themes exhibited by participants at
the individual level, as observed in the shared reading video data. A quantitative
approach was then employed to give a numerical count to each code generated
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through the qualitative content analysis phase, allowing for macro, group level 
analyses. 
The findings generated through Event One data analyses were a product of a 
progression through Reichertz’s (2013, p. 124) “three stages of research” – (1) 
induction, (2) deduction, and (3) abduction: 
1. Induction: Thematic coding was used to identify the verbal and non-verbal
communication behaviours participants used through a process of induction; a
process that begins with the data and sets out to find a “rule” that applies to it
(Reichertz, 2013, p. 130). It is a process of applying meaning to the data,
based on “the researcher’s understanding of what is going on … generated
through a close ‘open coding’ of the data” (Maxwell & Chmiel, 2013, p. 25).
2. Deduction: The thematic coding detailed above was used to inform the next
stage of content analysis – theoretical coding, which was employed in answer
to research question one – examining how Vygotsky’s (1987, 2012) theory of
concept development can facilitate in-depth analyses of adult-child shared
reading behaviours. The theoretical codes (based upon a modified version of
Vygotsky’s (1987, 2012) theory of concept development [see Section
3.4.3.2]) were applied to data through a process of deduction, a process which
begins with a rule and sets out to find it in the data (Reichertz, 2013).
3. Abduction: Analyses of the thematic and theoretical codes led to abduction –
a process that seeks to find a “fitting” (Reichertz, 2013, p. 130), “possible”
explanation (Kelle, 2013, p. 562) that will describe the “surprising facts” that
are noted during data analysis (Kelle, 2013, p. 562; Reichertz, 2013, p. 126),
ultimately leading to the generation of new knowledge.
This process, along with the adoption of inter-rater reliability measures used to 
determine coding agreement between academic colleagues, are described in the 
following sections. 
3.4.3.1 Thematic coding of Event One video data 
Analysis of Event One shared reading video data began by organising the data using 
thematic coding; a process that used a mixture of structural categorisation, process 
coding and descriptive coding (Saldaña, 2009), to identify participants’ verbal and 
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non-verbal communication behaviours. Structural categorisation was informed by the 
“broad areas or issues,” also referred to as “topics”, that were identified prior to data 
collection (Maxwell & Chmiel, 2013, p. 25). The study’s structural categories were 
primarily informed by research question two, namely: (1) Mother’s verbal 
communication behaviours; (2) Mother’s non-verbal communication behaviours; (3) 
Child’s verbal communication behaviours; and (4) Child’s non-verbal 
communication behaviours, divided by text (i.e. simple printed text, complex printed 
text, simple electronic text and complex electronic text). The decision was made to 
analyse children’s behaviours in recognition of the shared element of the shared 
reading experience. Children’s data, subsequently, acted as contextualising 
information when examining mothers’ behaviours, and is presented in the findings of 
Chapter 4. 
The structural categories were populated with subcategories using substantive coding 
–“descriptive” and “process” coding (Saldaña, 2009). Descriptive coding, 
“summarizes the primary topic of the excerpt” (Saldaña, 2009, p. 15), such as a 
verbal question or non-verbal point to print, used to identify each individual verbal 
and non-verbal communication behaviour exhibited by each participant. Process 
coding recognises the inferential social significance of the descriptive code, 
presented as “a [gerund] word or phrase which captures action” (Saldaña, 2009, p. 
16), such as reading, requesting or directing. Process codes were used to identify the 
action of a collection of behaviours. For example, when a mother said, “Look” 
(verbal instruction), while pointing to an illustration (non-verbal communication), the 
collection of behaviours was given the process/action code “calling for shared 
attention”, amongst other codes. 
The process described above involved: (1) the coding of participants’ behaviours 
(subcategories); (2) creating descriptions/rules for each behaviour; and (3) providing 
an example to assist with decision making when two or more subcategories were 
similar. The process was inductive, progressing through the following steps 
(Schreier, 2013, p. 176): 
1. viewing the material until a relevant concept was encountered;
2. checking whether a relevant subcategory had already been created.
3. If so, subsuming this under the respective subcategory.
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4. If not, creating a new subcategory that covered the concept.
5. Continuing to view the data until the next relevant concept was
encountered;
6. continuing until a point of “saturation” was reached; that is, until no
additional new concepts could be found.
3.4.3.1.1 Coding participants’ verbal and non-verbal behaviours 
Participants’ verbal and non-verbal communication behaviours were coded for each 
shared reading experience. The descriptive codes that were used (verbal 
communication: n=6; non-verbal communication: n=11) are presented in Tables 3 
and 4 respectively, along with each code’s descriptive rule. The 15 process/action 
codes that were used are presented in Table 5. These codes were mostly developed, 
as shown in the “rule” column of Tables 3 and 5, by drawing upon conventions used 
in Conversation Analysis (CA) (Craven & Potter, 2010; Goodwin & Goodwin, 1987; 
Kendrick & Drew, 2016; Lee, 2012; Levinson, 2012; Sasamoto & Jackson, 2016; 
Sidnell, 2010, 2012; Stivers & Sidnell, 2012).  
Table 3 – Verbal communication codes 
Descriptive code Rule 
Question An utterance that “creates a ‘slot’, ‘place’ or ‘context’ within which 
an answer is relevant and expected next” (Sidnell, 2010, p. 63). 
Reply An utterance that follows and is conditionally relevant to the 
question that preceded it (Sidnell, 2010, p. 63). 
Instruction/ 
summons 
An utterance that urges or wishes the other “to do or think 
something”, in the form of a command or a request (Levinson, 2012, 
p. 110).
Onomatopoeia Words used for “showing”, “saying” or “middle range” words that 
have elements of “saying” and  “showing” such as “sizzle,” to refer 
to a phenomenon that has been perceived/communicated by the 
speaker e.g. “shhhwishhh”, “pop”, “ribbit” (Sasamoto & Jackson, 
2016, pp. 37, 45). Gasps such as “oh!” and “oo” have been included 
in this category. 
Incomplete 
utterance 
An utterance that was cut short either intentionally or due to 
interruption. 
Statement An utterance that cannot be identified as a question, reply, 
instruction, onomatopoeia or incomplete utterance. 
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Table 4 – Non-verbal communication codes 
Descriptive code Rule 
Point to print 
The bodily movement named in the code was observed in the 
video data. 
Point to illustration 






Physical manipulation Whether manipulating the other (e.g. mother holds child’s hand 
and helps child to tap at the iPad screen); or manipulating an 
object (e.g. tilting the iPad; manipulating a toy). 
Gesture Using the limbs to convey meaning, excluding pointing. 
Movement Bodily movements other than gestures. 
Facial expression Exaggerated smile, grimace, surprise, frown etc. 
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Table 5 – Action codes 
Process code* Rule 




Repeating narration of the electronic text (eBook) verbatim (both 
mother and child), or repeating mother’s reading (specific to 
children). 
Reading to complete 
mother's (M’s) 
sentence 
Signalling when children completed mothers’ incomplete reading 
e.g. Mother – “Here is the …”; Child – “Blue Sheep”.
Providing information Sharing current understandings or knowledge; “a particular piece 
of information,” such as who, what, where, when, how or why 
(Lee, 2012, p. 420), which is related to the object of shared 
attention. 
Requesting Attempting “to get another to do or to give something” (Sidnell, 
2010, p. 78), including “a request for information” (Sidnell, 
2012, p. 83), or requesting “confirmation” (Levinson, 2012, p. 
119). 
Directing Orientated towards compliance, this is “an action where one 
participant tells another to do something,” displaying lack of 
“orientation to the recipient’s ability to perform the stated 
activity” (Craven & Potter, 2010, p. 425) or their “desire” to do 
so (p.437). 
Affirming/agreeing An act of agreement by repeating what the other has said, 
confirming the allusion that has been conveyed by the other 
(Sidnell, 2010, p. 73). This has been expanded to include other 
forms of agreement such as saying ‘yes’ or nodding in 
agreement. 
Assessing Presenting “a view” or “perspective, one that may be quite 
different from that of a co-participant who is simultaneously 
assessing the same event” (Goodwin & Goodwin, 1987, p. 27). 
Offering/rejecting 
assistance 
Anticipating partner’s “need for help” and “offering or giving 
that help without being asked” (Kendrick & Drew, 2016, p. 2). 
Instances when a child rejected an offer of assistance were also 
noted here (e.g. when a mother takes a child’s hand to support 
them to engage with the device [offer of assistance] but the child 




Securing the other’s attention, or responding by ensuring/ 





Either verbatim or repeating with an expected pronoun change to 
acknowledge a change in speaker e.g. “I can do it” is repeated as 






Adding to or continuing with the same topic of conversation that 
preceded this utterance using a pronoun, conjunction, repeat of 
words or other such indicator that signals a connection. 
Reformulating 
other’s/own speech 
An instance of “repair”, “transforming” the original utterance in a 
way that will be relevant to the second speaker (Sidnell, 2010, 
pp. 67-68). This also includes modelling correct syntax. 
Replying yes When a child’s response was a straightforward “Yes”. 
Replying no When a child’s response was a straightforward “No”. 
*used for mothers and children unless otherwise specified under ‘rule’
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CA protocols were useful in determining “what is being done in the talk, and how” 
(Toerien, 2013, p. 329), which was used to inform the descriptive codes of this study, 
(e.g. identifying a behaviour as a question, instruction or statement). CA was also 
useful in identifying what “people understood themselves to be doing here, what 
actions they were bringing off in talking the way they did” (Sidnell, 2010, p. 60), 
which informed the process codes (the action codes) of the study (e.g. directing, 
providing information, requesting). The ability to code participants’ actions was 
made possible due to the premise on which CA is based; the assumption that,  
language use, and social interaction more generally, is orderly … [and that] 
this orderliness is conceived of as the product of shared methods of reasoning 
and action to which all competent social interactants attend (Stivers & 
Sidnell, 2012, p. 2). 
The generating of rules shown in Tables 3-5 proved useful for the inter-rater 
reliability process (discussed in Section 3.4.3.3) as the second analyst and the 
researcher were negotiating how to code the verbal and non-verbal communication 
behaviours identified in video data. The codes from Tables 3, 4 and 5 were listed 
across the top row of Excel spreadsheets, one for each shared reading experience 
(N=44). An example of one spreadsheet, showing the mother’s columns separate 
from the child’s columns (for ease of viewing), are presented in Figures 6 and 7. 
The coding process used a method called “simultaneous coding”, which recognises 
the interconnected and embedded parts of a social construct by “applying two or 
more codes within a single datum” (Saldaña, 2009, p. 17). Simultaneous coding is 
warranted when a segment of data is both inferentially and descriptively 
“meaningful” (Saldaña, 2009, p. 69), used to account for “patterned variation” 
(Saldaña, 2009, p. 17). In the context of this study, simultaneous coding allowed for 
analyses that differentiated between a statement (descriptive code) such as “Here is 
the Blue Sheep” (Fox & Horacek, 2004), which was a straight reading of text 
(process/action code), from a statement such as, “Here’s the Angel Sheep,” which 
was a description of the illustration and as such was providing information 
(process/action code). The use of simultaneous coding also accounted for the non-
verbal forms of communication that may have accompanied a verbal comment (e.g. 
point to illustration or point to print while asking a question [all of which are  
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Figure 6: Coding mother’s communication behaviours into Excel spreadsheet 
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Figure 7: Coding child’s communication behaviours into Excel spreadsheet
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descriptive codes]). Consequently, the term “communication act” has been used 
throughout this dissertation to identify when a collection of communication 
behaviours have been used together to convey a message, and have therefore been 
coded simultaneously. The simultaneous coding approach was also in keeping with 
the theoretical underpinnings of the study, with Vygotsky (1987, p. 281) himself 
having acknowledged that “a single phrase can serve to express a variety of 
thoughts”, recognising that the “subtext in our speech” (Vygotsky, 1987, p. 281), the 
intentions of a speech act, are “multiple” (Bruner, 1987, p. 6). 
During the thematic coding phase, process coding identified when participants’ 
verbal communication behaviours were an act of reading – a decoding of text that 
conveyed pre-determined meaning during the shared reading experience. There was 
therefore need to identify mothers’ self-determined meaning, conveyed by 
communication acts other than a straight reading of the printed words. Qualitative 
content analysis (Schreier, 2013) was employed to identify the theme/topic of 
mothers’ communication acts. These themes were generated and negotiated with a 
second analyst, as per the six steps of inductive coding listed earlier (Schreier, 2013, 
p. 176). The six themes that were identified, and their descriptive rules, are presented
in Table 6 including: (1) straight reading; (2) illustration/animation; (3) text features/
function/structure; (4) connection with child; (5) connection with plot; and (6) world
knowledge.
Table 6 – Mothers’ communication act themes 
Theme Rule 
Straight reading Mother reads the printed words found in the text. 
Illustration or 
animation 




The mother guides the child towards making a connection with the 
text’s features (e.g. words, pages, author), function (e.g. electronic 




The mother guides the child towards making a connection with the 
child’s lived experience. 
Connection with 
plot 
The mother guides the child towards making a connection with the 
plot (the orientation, problem, actions of characters, resolution, 
etc.). 
World knowledge The mother guides the child towards making a connection with 
worldly facts/knowledge e.g. “Why do snails have shells on their 
back?” 
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3.4.3.2 Event One – Theoretical Coding: Vygotsky’s theory of 
conceptual development 
Theoretical coding and analysis, a process that is often based upon previous 
literature, is used to guide the specificity and focus of analysis, and what the 
researcher seeks to answer (Braun & Clarke, 2006). It facilitates “ … a detailed 
analysis of some aspect of the data,” (Braun & Clarke, 2006, p. 84), in keeping with 
Richardson and St. Pierre’s (2008, p. 963) definition of “crystallisation”, which 
describes the pursuit for a “deepened”, “thoroughly” rich, “complex” understanding 
of a phenomenon, rather than a generalised “description of the data overall” (Braun 
& Clarke, 2006, p. 84). Adoption of a theoretical framework directly addresses the 
issues that were identified in the literature review: that past research into adult-child 
shared reading has often lacked specificity; that it has lacked adoption of a detailed 
framework of analysis that would allow for depth of understanding and comparative 
analyses between studies. In response, research question one of the current study was 
specifically designed to investigate how a theoretical framework, based primarily 
upon Vygotsky’s (1987, 2012) theory of conceptual development, could facilitate in-
depth analyses of adult-child shared reading behaviours. 
Vygotsky’s (1987, 2012) theory of concept development was based upon the premise 
that it is through exposure to, and engagement with, language that children come to 
make connections between experiences, between objects and between thoughts; the 
basis on which logical reasoning and conceptual understandings are built. Past 
research has found that shared reading with young children positively influences the 
cognitive skill, language development and vocabulary knowledge of children as they 
enter into formal schooling; the most effective being dialogic shared reading – a 
practice that encourages children to be active conversationalists during the shared 
reading experience (Mol et al., 2008; Whitehurst et al., 1988). Research that explores 
adult-child shared reading behaviours, therefore, lends itself to the adoption of 
theoretical coding that has been informed by Vygotsky’s (1987, 2012) theory of 
concept development. 
The merit of incorporating theoretical coding into the research design rather than 
limiting the study to a straightforward thematic analysis (as detailed in Section 
3.4.3.1.1), responds to the challenge that, 
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a thematic analysis has limited interpretative power beyond mere description 
if it is not used within an existing theoretical framework that anchors the 
analytic claims that are made (Braun & Clarke, 2006, p. 97).  
Vygotsky’s (1987, 2012) theory of concept development, as detailed in Chapter 2, 
was used in this study to guide the process of deductive “discovery”, with the 
appreciation that abduction is “not the product of uninformed guessing” but rather is 
a process of “absorbing” data, which are then “interpreted and used to arrive at a 
meaningful conclusion” (Reichertz, 2013, p. 127). Theoretical analysis therefore, 
offers researchers the ability to deductively establish, apply and work with clear and 
transparent rules during the coding process, which can then be used to arrive at new 
knowledge through abduction. 
Vygotsky’s (1987, 2012) theory of concept development, however, was developed in 
a context that differed from the present study. The original experiment conditions 
involved participants naming, classifying and grouping unfamiliar objects 
(Vygotsky, 1987, 2012). In using Vygotsky’s original theory, the deduction process 
necessitated moving from the “familiar rules” of Vygotsky’s original experiment 
conditions, to identifying comparable “general contexts” in the current study’s data 
(Reichertz, 2013, p. 127), one where mothers were guiding their child towards 
particular ways of thinking when shared reading. Consequently, the coding process 
necessitated the creation of new/modified rules, a requirement that became 
particularly critical when a second analyst was invited to code a portion of the data to 
determine accuracy of interpretation (see Section 3.4.3.3). 
The following eight ways of thinking were used in Vygotsky’s (1987, 2012) theory of 
conceptual development: syncretic connections, associative connections, complex 
collections, chained connections, pseudoconcepts, analysis, concrete understandings 
and abstract understandings. When generating theoretical codes for the current 
study, Vygotsky’s original terms were re-contextualised to acknowledge a change in 
focus from child-as-thinker (the original study conditions) to mother-as-facilitator 
(the current study conditions). Rules/descriptions for each Vygotskian category were 
also established so that they could be used when coding the data. Table 7 presents the 
eight re-contextualised categories (cues that mothers employed) and their 
accompanying rules/descriptions, used to analyse mothers’ verbal and non-verbal 
communication behaviours (spoken and anatomical mediation), when shared reading 
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with their child (social mediation), using printed and electronic texts (instrumental-
tool mediation). The eight categories include guidance towards: (1) open 
connections; (2) associative connections; (3) complex collections; (4) chained 
connections; (5) labels/decoding of printed words (D)/rote recall (RR); (6) concrete 
analysis; (7) localised understandings; and (8) abstract connections. 




The researcher is considering what the child is being guided/invited to 
do, therefore, the term syncretic connections has been replaced by the 
term open connections. With syncretic connections, a child makes a 
connection that is for self – others may find the connection difficult to 
understand but the connection is meaningful for the child. Leaving a 
connection open will not necessarily lead to a syncretic connection. The 
child may very well make an associative connection, complex collection, 
analytical connection, etc. An “open” connection acknowledges that the 
mother has not invited the child to co-engage with the subject matter in a 




When there is guidance towards a one-to-one connection e.g. a direct, 




When there is guidance towards a group/collection of connections 
through multiple communication behaviours, e.g. pointing to printed 




Guidance towards a sequenced connection, linking a communication act 
to the previous act, e.g. using a conjunction such as because, and, but, 






The term pseudoconcept has been replaced by the terms label, decode 
and rote. This includes guidance towards a straight reading of the printed 
words, labelling objects, or engaging in rote recall e.g. counting. In this 
context, even if the child uses the term/phrase correctly, it cannot be 
known if the child has a deep understanding. These comments lack 
guidance towards shared understandings, or investigation on the part of 
the mother to uncover what the child has understood the label/decoded 
text to mean. The original Vygotskian pseudoconcept was used to 
identify when a term was used correctly but deep understanding had not 
been acquired. It cannot be implied that a mother would deliberately 
seek to guide a child to arrive at a pseudoconcept when labelling or 
repeat a phrase by rote. It could be argued that the opposite is the 
original intent: that the child is being guided to understand what a 
concept is by naming it or repeating a phrase.  
Guidance towards 
concrete analysis 
An analysis of the present context, breaking it down into parts; instances 
where mothers were observed to have shared an analysis of a part or 




Instances where mothers encouraged a physical demonstration of 
understanding, or described a concrete experience, beyond what is 
written/heard in the text. A concrete experience included what could be 
seen in the immediate environment (i.e. what the mother/child was 
doing, or what was visible in the text) or what has been experienced by 




Instances where mothers made connections or encouraged their child to 
make a connection, beyond the concrete.  
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The organisational thematic coding of Section 3.4.3.1.1 was a critical step in this 
process as many of the codes that were generated during the inductive process were 
then used to inform the deductive theoretical coding and analysis of the same data. 
This assisted in the generating of rules/descriptions for the Vygotskian-informed 
theoretical codes that benefited from more specific clarifications, such as clarifying 
how non-verbal communication behaviours would be coded; rules that the researcher 
and second analyst could agree upon. For example, in order for a communication act 
to be coded as: 
1. an associative connection the mother needed to make use of only one non-
verbal communication behaviour. For example, pointing to an illustration
(thematic code: non-verbal point to illustration);
2. a complex collection required that two or more non-verbal communication
behaviours occur simultaneously. For example, pointing to the printed words
(thematic code: non-verbal point to print) while simultaneously moving the
finger underneath the printed words as the words are read (thematic code:
non-verbal movement).
Figure 8 shows how the theoretical codes for each communication act were added to 
the Excel spreadsheets of Section 3.4.3.1.1 (the eight columns furthermost to the 
right), with a “total” for each new code recorded at the bottom.  
Figure 8: Adding Vygotskian codes into thematically coded Excel spreadsheets 
Event One’s thematic and theoretical data for all 44-shared reading recordings were 
transferred into the one NVivo 12 Plus project folder, once coding for both was 
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complete. An example of this is shown in Figure 9. The purpose for doing so was 
technical, allowing for the ability to efficiently “compare categories and codes in a 
relatively short amount of time” (Leech & Onwuegbuzie, 2011, p. 71), and to 
facilitate group level quantitative analyses. 
Figure 9: Manipulating quantitative data: Transferring codes into NVivo 12 
Plus 
3.4.3.3 Inter-rater reliability 
This study made use of senior-junior researcher collaboration (Pontecorvo, 2007; 
Rogers-Dillon, 2005) when thematically and theoretically coding the first 11% of 
Event One video data, to invite a “broadening [of] perspectives and interpretations” 
(Rogers-Dillon, 2005, p. 450) into the process. The approach that was used was that 
of inter-rater reliability, where two or more researchers code the same portion of data 
and compare how they interpreted each segment, calculating their level of agreement 
(Belotto, 2018). In the social sciences, use of this method is not to determine whether 
an independent replication of the study will “yield the same results”, but rather to 
measure “consistency” in the present study, to determine whether an independent 
researcher concurs that “given the data collected, the results make sense – they are 
consistent and dependable” (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016, pp. 250-251). 
Collaborating with a second analyst during coding and analysis is a means by which 
to enforce transparency, clarity, and “systematicity” (Cornish, Gillespie, & Zittoun, 
2013, p. 81), with the second analyst’s role including that of auditor, ensuring 
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accountability so as to prevent researchers “from making unjustified leaps of the 
imagination” (Cornish et al., 2013, p. 81). Returning to the study’s methodology, this 
approach is also in keeping with a pursuit for crystallisation, in that it invites “a 
diversity of perspectives” which aids the researcher “to step back” from their 
personal investment in the project and be critical (Cornish et al., 2013, p. 80). 
The inter-rater reliability process used in this study proceeded through the following 
seven steps: 
1. The primary researcher randomly selected and coded one mother-child shared
reading video (Event One), using/developing thematic and Vygotskian-
informed theoretical codes.
2. An independent analyst viewed the video. The codes, categories and rules
that had been developed were explained, inviting feedback and the video was
collaboratively re-coded in its entirety (where needed) with the independent
analyst. This process resulted in modifications to some of the codes. For
example, it was at this stage that the syncretic and pseudoconcept codes were
renamed open and label/decode/rote respectively. During collaborative
interrogation of the codes and data, it was agreed that it would be
inappropriate to imply that a mother would deliberately seek to encourage her
child to engage in syncretic reasoning or to establish a pseudoconcept. Codes
where the researchers did not agree were marked in red.
3. Both researchers then independently coded the same four shared reading
videos, separate to the one listed in point 2.
4. The researchers reconvened to compare and discuss their coding.
Modifications to rules/coding were recorded as the need arose. Codes where
the researchers did not agree were marked in red.
5. The inter-rater reliability process described above was again employed when
creating and coding mothers’ communication act themes (as described in
Section 3.4.3.1.1).
6. In determining inter-rater reliability, all of the code counts that were
generated from all five videos were accumulated. When both researchers
were in agreement the code was only counted once. When the independent
analyst chose a code that the primary researcher did not, this was counted as a
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“code of disagreement” and was only used to calculate the inter-rater 
reliability percentage. 
7. The primary researcher then coded the remaining video data independently in
full.
The inter-rater reliability percentage for five of the 44 (11%) Event One shared 
reading videos was calculated using the following formula:  
The inter-rater reliability calculation for this study showed an agreement of 92.67%. 
The primary researcher’s coding has been used to inform the study’s findings. 
3.4.4 Coding and analysing Events Two and Three 
The interviews of Events Two and Three were designed to answer research question 
three, which explored mothers’ perspectives of shared reading with their child. As 
such, these data differed to the video data of Event One (the shared reading 
experiences) in that they were prepared as Word documents (transcriptions), 
generated from each interview. The frequency count function of NVivo 12 Plus 
allowed for the identification of word “patterns” (Leech & Onwuegbuzie, 2011, p. 
76), used to identify which word categories were used most often across the two 
datasets (Event Two and Event Three interview data). In addition to providing word 
frequency counts, NVivo 12 Plus also provided a view of how participants used 
words in context, as shown in Figure 10, which served to facilitate the inductive 
interpretation, coding and analysis of written data (Leech & Onwuegbuzie, 2011; 
Silver & Lewins, 2014). 
Figure 10: NVivo 12 Plus Word Frequency – words in context – “Just”3 
3 “M1” = mother particiapnt 1; “TWB” = title of the complex electronic text; “E2” = “Event Two”. 
(n =codes of agreement) ÷ 
(n=codes of disagreement + codes of agreement) x 100 
4944 ÷ 
5335 x 100 
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The frequency with which words appeared in the data was particularly useful when 
analysing the interviews, in that it alerted the researcher to the need to explore the 
content around that particular word/code more closely to determine in what way the 
identified patterns were meaningful (Woolf & Silver, 2018). Using a software 
program such as NVivo 12 Plus to generate codes via a Word Frequency Query also 
met a similar objective to that of inter-rater reliability, in that it accounted for the 
coding category’s rigour and “trustworthiness” by ensuring the “dependability, and 
confirmability” of the analysis process (Maher, Hadfield, Hutchings, & de Eyto, 
2018, p. 3). 
As stated earlier, when using a mixed-methods approach, the most beneficial 
outcomes are achieved when research design allows for all datasets to be “mutually 
informative” (Maxwell, 2016, p. 14; Maxwell et al., 2015). Event One data directly 
addressed research question two – identifying the verbal and non-verbal behaviours 
of mothers when shared reading printed and electronic texts of two levels of 
complexity. Events Two and Three data (mother’s interview data), therefore, was 
divided into three groups to facilitate analyses of Event One data from another 
perspective (mother participants’ perspectives). Interview data was grouped to 
include responses that: (1) referred to each of the Event One texts; (2) directly 
referred to mothers’ behaviours when shared reading (what they were trying to do, or 
what they were trying to get their children to do); and, (3) compared the texts of 
Event One, divided by complexity and medium (see Table 8). When collating the 
data, it was found that one of the intended subsets was missing. This was due to the 
fact that none of the mothers accepted the invitation to compare the complex texts 
(printed versus electronic), choosing to compare media in a more general manner in 
all instances. At that stage of the post-experience interview process, mothers had 
completed all four book readings (Event One data) and appeared ready to reflect on 
their experiences more broadly when asked to compare the two complex texts. 
Once each Word file was uploaded into NVivo 12 Plus (one for each of the 12 
subgroups listed in Table 8), the Word Frequency Query was run for each of the 
subgroups using the settings shown in Figure 11, allowing for the bundling of 
stemmed words within the one category. For example, “look”, “looks”, “looking”, 
and “looked”. The Word Frequency Query counts facilitated the identification of 
word categories that had the greatest representation of mother participants, followed 
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Table 8: Word frequency subset groupings 





each text  
simple printed text “What did you think of that book?”; 
“What did you think of that shared 
reading session?”; 
and times during Event Two or Three 
interviews when mothers shared 
general reflections that specifically 
referenced one of the four texts 
simple electronic text 
complex printed text 




simple printed text “What were you trying to get your 
child to do during that reading 
session?”; 
“What did you want to make sure that 
you did during that reading 
session?”; 
and times during Event Two or Three 
interviews when mothers made 
reference to their behaviours when 
shared reading. 
simple electronic text 
complex printed text 
complex electronic text 
Comparing texts printed texts: simple versus 
complex “Do you think that you read that text 
differently to the other text/s you 
read?”; 
“Do you think printed texts should be 
read differently to electronic texts?”; 
and times during Event Two or Three 
interviews when mothers shared 
reflections that specifically compared 
the texts/shared reading sessions. 
electronic texts: simple 
versus complex 
simple texts: printed versus 
electronic 
*None chose to compare
complex texts (printed
versus electronic).
Medium: printed versus 
electronic 
Figure 11: Word Frequency Query settings 
by the highest Word Frequency counts. This meant that for some subgroups, the 
highest ranking word category had less Word Frequency counts than the second 
ranking word category, due to the fact that more mothers were represented in the top 
ranking category. For example, the “Just” word category code (“mothers’ reflections 
and observations for each text: complex printed text”) had responses from eight 
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mothers, with 11 word frequency counts; compared to “look, looked, looking, looks 
… ”, which had responses from seven mothers, but a higher word frequency count 
(n=21). 
Word categories were collapsed into the one category and given a count of one when 
there was overlap between word categories. For example, the word category “look” 
(along with its associated stemmed words) and the word category “picture” (along 
with its associated stemmed words) were subsumed into the one word category as 
there was overlap in the one response from some mothers (e.g. “ … looking at the 
picture”). NVivo 12 Plus gave “looking at the picture” a count of two, with “picture” 
and “looking” listed in two different word categories. During data analysis, the 
phrase “looking at pictures” was given a count of one and subsumed into the one 
word category for this study (i.e. “look, looked, looking, looks, pictures, looking at 
the/that picture”) to account for times when word categories formed part of, and/or 
could be associated with a group of words. The process listed above facilitated the 
identification of three categories (the top three categories) for each subgroup, used to 
inform an interrogation of the data (research question three – mothers’ perspectives), 
reported in Chapter 7. 
3.5 SUMMARY OF CHAPTER 3 
The quantitative and qualitative coding processes described in this chapter have 
detailed how data from across the dataset as a whole have been identified, organised 
and analysed to inform a Vygotskian investigation into mother-child shared reading 
with two-year-old children. The research design of this study has planned for data 
collection, coding and analyses across all datasets to be “mutually informative,” 
ensuring that the results can be integrated and all datasets may influence the analysis 
and interpretation of the other/s (Maxwell, 2016, p. 14; Maxwell et al., 2015). This 
approach to data collection, coding and analyses has facilitated an investigation into 
mother-child shared reading practices from a range of perspectives, drawing from 
five datasets: (1) a questionnaire; (2) an interview asking mothers to share their 
general views about shared reading, and everyday home practices; (3) video 
recordings of four shared reading experiences for each mother-child dyad; (4) 
interviews immediately following each shared reading experience; and, (5) video-
stimulated interviews. The study’s design also ensured that the Vygotskian mediation 
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categories introduced in Chapter 2 were each accounted for during data collection 
and analysis: 
1. social mediation (adult-child shared reading experiences, during Event One);
2. spoken mediation; (participants’ verbal communication behaviours while
shared reading, during Event One);
3. anatomical mediation (participants’ non-verbal communication behaviours
while shared reading, during Event One);
4. instrumental-tool mediation (participants’ interactions with a simple printed
text, complex printed text, simple electronic text and complex electronic text
[using two camera views], during Event One recordings); and
5. individual mediation (mothers’ interviews, immediately following each
shared reading experience [Event Two]; in a follow-up interview once all
shared reading experiences had been recorded, and while watching Event One
recordings during a VSI [Event Three]).
The analysis of Event One shared reading video data and questionnaires (quantitative 
data) has facilitated an investigation into the “what” of shared reading, while 
analyses of mothers’ interview data (qualitative data) has facilitated an investigation 
into “why” (Cohen et al., 2013, p. 25; Maruyama & Ryan, 2014, p. 449). The next 
four chapters detail the findings that were generated from an analysis of these data. 
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CHAPTER 4 FINDINGS: THE SHARED 
READING EXPERIENCE – AN 
OVERVIEW 
The findings, which describe the adult-child shared reading behaviours that were 
observed as part of this study (social mediation), are presented over four chapters, 
accounting for evidence of spoken mediation (verbal communication), anatomical 
mediation (non-verbal communication), instrumental-tool mediation (text medium 
and complexity) and individual mediation (mothers’ perspectives). In order to 
provide contextualising information that will aid in answering the study’s three 
research questions, Chapter 4 provides an overview of the social practice under 
investigation (social mediation): the adult-child shared reading experiences of Event 
One. Chapter 5 will explore how Vygotsky’s (1987, 2012) theory of concept 
development was used to describe mothers’ verbal and non-verbal shared reading 
behaviours, addressing research question one. Chapter 6 will provide in-depth 
analyses of mothers’ verbal and non-verbal shared reading behaviours, in relation to 
medium (printed and electronic) and complexity of text (simple and complex), 
addressing research question two. The final findings chapter, Chapter 7, will 
conclude with an exploration of mothers’ perspectives of the shared reading 
experiences detailed in Chapters 4-6, addressing research question three. 
This chapter provides an overview of the video data gathered from Event One: the 
four shared reading experiences of 11 mother-child dyads (N=44), when reading a 
(1) simple printed text; (2) complex printed text; (3) simple electronic text; and (4)
complex electronic text. One of the key findings that will be explored in this chapter
is that participants spent more time engaging with the electronic texts than they did
the printed text of the same level of complexity – a finding that would appear to be
quite commonsensical given that an electronic text’s focus of engagement is most
often embedded within the medium itself (e.g. hotspots), but would need to be self-
generated when shared reading a printed text. However, it was also found that
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mothers spent more time silently viewing the simple electronic text than any of the 
other texts, intermittently taking on the role of passive observer as their child silently 
engaged with the interactive features of the electronic text. In contrast, children took 
on the role of passive observers with greater frequency when mothers were reading 
the printed texts. Mothers’ and children’s behaviours, therefore, displayed some 
evidence of a reversal of roles when comparing their shared reading of the simple 
electronic text with that of printed texts. 
Additional findings that will be outlined in this chapter include the observation that 
mothers spent more time speaking to their child when reading the electronic texts 
than they did the printed texts, beyond a straight reading of the printed words. 
Concurrently, children were less inclined to take up the offer to respond to the 
questions that were asked of them, however, when shared reading the electronic 
texts. Children also physically manipulated objects in their immediate environment 
(such as toys) with greater frequency when their mothers were reading the printed 
texts. In contrast, children physically engaged with features of the electronic texts 
(e.g. tapping/touching illustrations) with far greater frequency than the features of the 
printed texts. This showed that children were often responsive to attractions 
embedded within electronic texts, while being more responsive to attractions found 
beyond the printed texts, when shared reading. The following sections explore these 
findings, and others, in greater detail, providing an overview of the verbal and non-
verbal communication behaviours that mothers and children engaged in when shared 
reading the four texts used in this study, along with an exploration of time spent 
reading. 
4.1 TIME SPENT READING 
Time spent reading has been included in the dataset to acknowledge that adult-child 
communication: (1) will also occur outside of a straight reading of the printed words; 
and (2) will vary between each dyad even when reading the same text. This section 
shows that participants spent more time engaging with the electronic texts than they 
did the printed text of the same level of complexity. In addition, there was also 
greater variance in the time that dyads spent reading the electronic texts when 
compared to the time they spent reading the printed texts. Printed word counts for 
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each of the four texts are also included in this section, showing that mothers spent 
less time engaging their child in conversation beyond a straight reading of the printed 
words when reading the complex printed text, than any other text. 
Table 9 provides a breakdown of time spent reading for each of the four texts, for 
each mother-child dyad (M-C), alongside a total printed word count. Time spent 
reading includes time spent reading the printed words, and time spent engaging with 
the illustrations, the pages/electronic features of the text, discussing plot, or making 
connections between the text and participants’ lived experiences/general knowledge. 
Instances not directly related to the shared reading experience were excluded from 
the data, when both participants were no longer engaging with the text. For example, 
Figure 12 shows an instance where a child (C8) interrupted her mother’s (M8) 
introduction to the shared reading experience (simple printed text) to note that the 
library “has circle windows” but that the current setting “don’t have circle windows”. 
M8 responded, taking the opportunity to discuss the “square windows” of the current 
setting (blue section, Figure 12).  
Figure 12: Time spent reading – exclusion example 
The exclusion example shown in Figure 12 began at 00mins:29secs into the 
recording, concluding at 00mins:47secs. As such, it has been excluded from the 
calculation for “time spent reading”, and has been excluded from the datasets and 
analyses presented in Chapters 4, 5 and 6. 
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M1-C1 1 min 57 secs M1-C1 3 mins 35 secs M1-C1 4 mins 21 secs M1-C1 5 mins 44 secs 
M2-C2 5 min 17 secs M2-C2 5 mins 54 secs M2-C2 5 mins 34 secs M2-C2 6 mins 44 secs 
M4-C4 2 mins 59 secs M4-C4 3 mins 11 secs M4-C4 4 mins 07 secs M4-C4 5 mins 24 secs 
M6-C6 2 mins 42 secs M6-C6 2 mins 41 secs M6-C6 5 mins 12 secs M6-C6 5 mins 28 secs 
M7-C7 3 mins 19 secs M7-C7 4 mins 10 secs M7-C7 5 mins 15 secs M7-C7 3 mins 25 secs 
M8-C8 4 mins 02 secs M8-C8 5 mins 18 secs M8-C8 4 mins 27 secs M8-C8 4 mins 43 secs 
M13-C13 3 mins 39 secs M13-C13 3 mins 15 secs M13-C13 3 mins 57 secs M13-C13 3 mins 49 secs 
M14-C14 5 mins 06 secs M14-C14 10 mins 07 secs M14-C14 6 mins 38 secs M14-C14 8 mins 43 secs 
M18-C18 4 mins 18 secs M18-C18 5 mins 59 secs M18-C18 5 mins 01 secs M18-C18 8 mins 10 secs 
M20-C20 4 mins 11 secs M20-C20 4 mins 12 secs M20-C20 6 mins 35 secs M20-C20 4 mins 45 secs 
M22-C22 2 mins 53 secs M22-C22 4 mins 31 secs M22-C22 5 mins 02 secs M22-C22 7 mins 24 secs 
Mean 3 mins 40 secs Mean 4 mins 48 secs Mean 5 mins 06 secs Mean 5 mins 51 secs 
*StDev 1 min 02 secs StDev 2 mins 04 secs StDev 0 mins 54 secs StDev 1 mins 43 secs 
#TWC: 200 words TWC: 174 words TWC: 322 TWC: 187 words 
*StDev = Standard Deviation
#TWC = Text’s Word Count;
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Table 9 shows that, on average, mothers spent more time engaging with the complex 
electronic text (mean: 5 mins 51 secs) than any of the other texts. This was despite 
the fact that the complex printed text had the greatest word count (322 printed 
words); 135 more words than the complex electronic text (187 printed words). On 
average, the least amount of time spent reading occurred with the simple printed text 
(mean: 3 mins 40 secs), even though the simple printed text had a greater word count 
(200 printed words) than the electronic texts. The finding that mothers spent the least 
amount of time reading the simple printed text may be attributed to participants’ 
familiarity with the text, given that 10 out of 11 dyads had read the simple printed 
text previously (M4-C4 being the only dyad who had not). The complex electronic 
text, the text that presented with the most time spent reading, was the only other text 
that was familiar to participants. M20-C20 had read the text previously in both 
printed and electronic form. M22-C22 had read the complex electronic text in printed 
form. 
It was of interest to note that despite M20-C20 and M22-C22’s familiarity with the 
complex electronic text, M7-C7, M8-C8 and M13-C13 spent less time reading the 
complex electronic text than M20-C20, and only M14-C14 and M18-C18 spent 
longer engaging with the complex electronic text than M22-C22. There is some 
suggestion therefore, though limited, that familiarity may not have had a direct 
influence on time spent reading when engaging with electronic texts, warranting 
further research that explores familiarity as a line of inquiry. More broadly, however, 
Table 9 shows that participants spent more time engaging with the electronic texts 
than they did the printed texts of the same level of complexity. 
Each mother-child dyad showed great variance in the amount of time spent reading 
each text. The two electronic texts, which presented with a greater amount of time 
spent reading when compared to the printed text of the same level of complexity, 
also presented with the greatest variance in time spent reading. The highest standard 
deviation, showing the greatest variance of time spent reading of all four texts, was 
for the simple electronic text (StDev: 2 mins 04 secs). M6-C6 spent the least amount 
of time engaging with the simple electronic text (2 mins 41 secs), compared to M14-
C14 who spent the most time engaging with the text (10 mins 07 seconds). Both 
mothers chose to read the printed words themselves. This finding serves to highlight 
that even though the two electronic texts had a narration feature and some mothers 
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chose to use that function (M4 for the simple electronic text; M1, M2, M6 and M7 
for the complex electronic text), use of the narration feature did not directly extend or 
inhibit time spent engaging with text. The fact that the electronic texts presented with 
the greatest variance in time spent reading, along with the fact that not all mothers 
chose to use the narration feature, shows that the electronic texts allowed for greater 
choice and variation in terms of what mother-child chose to engage with, and the 
amount of time spent doing so. 
The least variation in time spent reading was with the complex printed text (StDev: 0 
mins, 54 secs); the text with the greatest printed word count at 322 words. M13-C13 
spent the least amount of time engaging with the complex printed text (3 mins 57 
secs), while M14-C14 engaged with the text for the longest amount of time (6 mins 
38 secs). These findings suggest that mothers spent less time engaging in 
communication beyond a straight reading of the printed words when reading the 
complex printed text, than when reading the other three texts. 
4.2 VERBAL AND NON-VERBAL 
COMMUNICATION BEHAVIOURS – AN 
OVERVIEW 
This section provides an overview of participants’ verbal and non-verbal 
communication behaviours during time spent reading. Sections 4.2.1 – 4.2.3 describe 
mothers’ verbal and non-verbal communication behaviours. Sections 4.2.4 – 4.2.6 
describe children’s verbal and non-verbal communication behaviours in 
acknowledgement of the shared component of each shared reading experience. As 
with time spent reading, children’s data has been included in this chapter to provide 
contextualising information that will add to analyses of mothers’ shared reading 
behaviours. 
Six verbal communication behaviours emerged from the data when analysing 
participants’ shared reading behaviours. These included: (1) statements, (2) 
questions, (3) replies, (4) instructions/summons, (5) onomatopoeia, and (6) 
incomplete utterances. These verbal communication behaviours included straight 
reading of the printed words as well as talk about and beyond the text. Eleven non-
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verbal communication behaviours emerged when analysing participants’ shared 
reading behaviours: (1) point to print; (2) point to illustration/animation; (3) point to 
page/device; (4) touch/tap print; (5) touch/tap illustration/animation; (6) touch/tap 
page/screen; (7) physical manipulation (e.g. manipulating the child’s hand to assist 
with swiping/tapping of hotspots on the electronic device); (8) movement (such as 
running a finger along print while pointing); (9) gesture (other than pointing); (10) 
facial expression; and (11) nodding/shaking of the head. The action themes of each 
communication act, of which there were fifteen, included: (1) reading (when a 
statement, question or other verbal communication behaviour was a straight decoding 
of the printed words); (2) repeating eBook/mother; (3) providing information (e.g. 
when giving a statement about what can be seen in an illustration); (4) requesting 
(e.g. when asking a question); (5) directing (e.g. when giving an instruction); (6) 
affirming/agreeing; (7) assessing; (8) offering/rejecting assistance; (9) calling 
for/acknowledging shared attention (e.g. when pointing); (10) repeating other’s/own 
communication; (11) extending on/responding to other/own communication; and 
(12) reformulating other’s/own speech. The following action themes were only
applicable to child participants: (13) child replying yes; (14) child replying no; and
(15) reading to complete mother's (M’s) sentence. An example of how each
behaviour was coded is provided in Figure 13.
The coding presented in Figure 13 shows an example of M8’s verbal communication, 
“Where is the Green Sheep?”, given as a question. M8’s question was accompanied 
by two non-verbal communication behaviours – asked while pointing to the title of 
the text (pointing to print) and running a finger along the printed words as the text 
was read (movement). Choosing both “movement” and “point to print” (a collection 
of non-verbal communication behaviours) differentiated the behaviour from a static 
“point to print” (a direct non-verbal association), a distinction that informed the 
coding of the Vygotskian codes detailed in Chapter 5. The action themes that 
accompanied the communication behaviours shown in Figure 13 have been coded as: 
(1) “reading,” to show that the question was a straight reading of the printed words;
(2) “requesting,” showing that there was a request for a response from the listener;
and, (3) “calling for shared attention,” to show that the accompanying non-verbal
behaviour (pointing) sought to draw the child’s attention to the printed word.
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Figure 13: Verbal and non-verbal communication behaviours – an example 
The coding shown in Figure 13 responds to the multifaceted nature of 
communication: to the “subtext in our speech” (Vygotsky, 1987, p. 281); and to the 
“multiple” intentions of any speech act (Bruner, 1987, p. 6). The child (C8) may 
have seen her mother (M8) pointing in the example of Figure 13, and may have 
acknowledged shared attention by tracking M8’s finger with her gaze, but she may 
not have appreciated the significance of the printed symbols, or that a question was 
being asked. Likewise, C8 may have understood the communication act to be a 
stand-alone question that requested a direct response, not appreciating that her 
mother was in actual fact reading printed words. Possible evidence of a child 
mistaking her mother’s reading of printed words for a request for information was 
observed with M14-C14’s reading of the simple printed text. In response to M14’s 
reading of the repetitive printed words, “But where is the Green Sheep?” (Fox & 
Horacek, 2004), C14 pointed to a white sheep on four separate occasions (the Bed 
Sheep, the Brave Sheep, Slide Sheep and Clown Sheep), and replied, “There” each 
time. 
In the absence of interviewing the children who took part in the shared reading 
experiences at every interval, this study did not seek to assume or explore which 
actions or communication behaviours were received (or not) by each child. The focus 
of this study was to explore the behaviours that were exhibited and to analyse the 
nature of the behaviours (e.g. whether the communication act was a straight reading 
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of the printed words or otherwise) using a Vygotskian-informed framework. 
Therefore, all behaviours and action themes were listed for coding and analysis. 
Table 10 provides an overview of the thematic coding outlined above, listing the 
total, mean and standard deviation for each of the verbal communication behaviours, 
non-verbal communication behaviours, and action themes, separated by mother, 
child and text. The data was drawn from the detailed listing of all counts for each 
mother and child participant, shown in the appendices (Appendices 3-6). The 
following two sections explore the themes presented in Table 10 in greater detail, 
describing mothers’ behaviours in Sections 4.2.1 – 4.2.3, and children’s behaviours 
in Sections 4.2.4 – 4.2.6. 
4.2.1 Mothers’ verbal communication behaviours 
This section provides an overview of mothers’ verbal communication behaviours, 
which will be explored in greater detail in Chapters 5 and 6. A key finding explored 
in this section showed that mothers provided information, instructions and made use 
of onomatopoeia with greater frequency when shared reading the electronic texts 
than when shared reading the printed texts, beyond a straight reading of the printed 
words.  
Table 10 shows that mothers engaged in a total of 4888 verbal communication 
counts, all four texts combined. The “action” subcategory shows that 1732/4888 
(35.43%) of these counts were a straight reading of the printed words. The “action” 
category, together with the verbal communication behaviours data further supports 
the finding introduced in Section 4.1 (time spent reading), that mothers spent more 
time engaging in communication beyond a straight reading of the printed words 
when reading the electronic texts. Mothers engaged in verbal communication most 
often when reading the complex printed text (total 1504; mean 137; standard 
deviation: 32), the text that had the highest printed word count, yet straight reading 
of text accounted for 767/1504 (51%) of the complex printed text’s verbal 
communication count. Straight reading of text accounted for 233/1014 (22.98%) of 
the verbal communication count for the simple electronic text and 305/1375 
(22.18%) for the complex electronic text, close to half the overall percentage of the 
printed texts.  
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Table 10: Mothers’ and children’s verbal and non-verbal reading behaviours – all four texts 
M: Total = 
Mother 
Total;  
M: Mean = 
Mother 
Mean;  


















































































































































































































































































































































































SIMPLE PRINTED TEXT: 
M: Total 995 546 279 24 56 32 58 856 66 400 27 0 13 1 90 158 45 13 43 2699 427  - - 482 347 68 129 27 0 572 77 525 45 - - 
M: Mean 90 50 25 2 5 3 5 78 6 36 2 0 1 0.1 8 14 4 1 4 245 39 - - 44 32 6 12 2 0 52 7 48 4 - - 
M: StDev 30 14 11 2 4 3 9 48 7 26 6 0 2 0.3 4 13 3 2 7 90 8 - - 11 19 4 10 3 0 29 7 14 4 - - 
C: Total 340 101 14 198 8 7 12 301 0 111 8 0 12 4 68 48 20 18 12 845 0 29 25 229 28 7 25 8 0 213 29 209 6 25 12 
C: Mean 31 9 1 18 0.7 0.6 1 27 0 10 0.7 0 1 0.4 6 4 2 2 1 77 0 3 2 21 3 0.6 2 0.7 0 19 3 19 0.6 2 1 
C: StDev 22 6 2 14 1 2 2 19 0 8 1 0 2 0.5 8 4 2 1 1 50 0 6 3 18 3 1 4 2 0 17 3 13 0.7 2 1 
SIMPLE ELECTRONIC TEXT: 
M: Total  1014 421 294 12 136 118 33 825 16 141 48 25 153 85 79 199 38 8 33 2361 231 - 2 323 308 178 63 27 29 635 40 489 36 - - 
M: Mean 92 38 27 1 12 11 3 75 1 13 4 2 14 8 7 18 3 0.7 3 215 21  - 0.2 29 28 16 6 2 3 58 4 44 3  - - 
M: StDev 47 19 18 2 9 6 2 30 2 6 4 3 9 4 6 7 2 2 4 104 7  - 0.4 16 18 12 4 3 4 27 4 25 4  - - 
C: Total 180 57 11 80 19 5 8 1040 1 20 9 9 495 59 29 382 12 7 17 946 1 2 6 70 17 26 10 7 3 606 15 150 1 23 9 
C: Mean 16 5 1 7 2 0.5 0.7 95 0.1 2 0.8 0.8 45 5 3 35 1 0.6 2 86 0.1 0.2 0.6 6 2 2 0.9 0.6 0.3 55 1 14 0.1 2 0.8 
C: StDev 17 6 2 8 2 1 0.8 78 0.3 1 1 2 44 6 4 34 2 1 2 65 0.3 0.4 1 7 2 3 1 0.9 0.5 45 1 8 0.3 3 1 
COMPLEX PRINTED TEXT: 
M: Total  1504 808 368 7 176 77 68 900 83 455 25 0 19 3 91 147 46 7 24 3786 767 - - 717 386 185 57 44 2 732 54 775 67  - - 
M: Mean 137 73 33 0.6 16 7 6 82 8 41 2 0 2 0.3 8 13 4 0.6 2 344 70  - - 65 35 17 5 4 0.2 67 5 70 6  - - 
M: StDev 32 18 12 0.8 6 4 1 30 10 13 4 0 2 0.7 6 7 4 2 3 75 9  - - 13 13 6 5 3 0.4 22 4 20 4  - - 
C: Total 211 46 5 137 10 9 4 273 0 49 0 0 4 2 107 44 18 12 37 553 0 0 1 108 6 7 42 0 1 140 17 166 0 49 16 
C: Mean 19 4 0.5 12 0.9 0.8 0.4 25 0 4 0 0 0.4 0.2 10 4 2 1 3 50 0 0 0.1 10 0.6 0.6 4 0 0.1 13 2 15 0 4 1 
C: StDev 17 6 0.7 9 1 1 0.9 25 0 3 0 0 0.7 0.4 19 6 2 2 4 37 0 0 0.3 8 0.8 1 5 0 0.3 9 2 12 0 5 2 
COMPLEX ELECTRONIC TEXT: 
M: Total  1375 486 360 6 222 228 73 1046 36 238 75 0 210 74 109 221 63 7 13 3000 302 - 3 468 369 262 42 46 23 967 34 454 30 - - 
M: Mean 125 44 33 0.6 20 21 7 95 3 22 7 0 19 7 10 20 6 0.6 1 273 27  - 0.3 43 34 24 4 4 2 88 3 41 3  - - 
M: StDev 59 24 15 0.7 12 14 6 28 6 12 4 0 11 4 9 7 7 0.9 2 118 21  -  0.9 26 16 15 3 4 4 33 2 22 3  - - 
C: Total 145 45 8 71 13 4 4 917 0 26 24 0 407 90 37 318 2 2 11 902 0 2 0 75 11 23 6 3 2 568 14 163 5 23 7 
C: Mean 13 4 0.7 6 1 0.4 0.4 83 0 2 2 0 37 8 3 29 0.2 0.2 1 82 0 0.2 0 7 1 2 0.6 0.3 0.2 52 1 15 0.5 2 0.6 
C: StDev 11 5 1 6 1 0.5 0.9 47 0 3 4 0 23 6 6 22 0.4 0.4 2 40 0 0.6 0 6 1 1 1 0.5 0.4 25 2 7 0.9 3 1 
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Mothers engaged in verbal communication least often with the simple printed text 
(total: 995; mean: 90; standard deviation: 30), which was the text on average that  
presented with the least time spent reading. This finding was despite the fact that the 
simple printed text had 200 printed words, ranking it the second highest of the four, 
with straight reading of text accounting for 427/995 (42.91%) of the simple printed 
text’s verbal communication count. Again, this finding may in part be attributed to 
participants’ familiarity with the text and a possible pre-established reading routine. 
More broadly however, these findings are of interest when considered alongside the 
fact that participants spent more time engaging with the two electronic texts (both of 
which had fewer printed words) than with the printed texts of the same level of 
complexity. This further highlights the findings that electronic texts invited more 
communication and engagement with text beyond a straight reading of the printed 
words, than was the case when shared reading the printed texts. 
Of the six verbal communication behaviours noted in this study, mothers made use of 
statements (total: 2261) with greater frequency than other verbal communication 
behaviours; used most often when reading the complex printed text (total: 808; 
mean: 73; standard deviation: 18). Statements were most often employed when 
reading the printed texts (simple and complex combined: total, 1354), more so than 
when reading the electronic texts (simple and complex combined: total, 907). This 
finding is reflective of the fact that the printed texts had a higher printed word count 
than the electronic texts, which raises the question of whether this finding would 
have differed had the texts had an equivalent printed word count. In addition to 
making statements with greater frequency when reading printed texts, mothers also 
used statements with greater frequency when reading the complex texts, printed and 
electronic combined (total: 1294; simple printed and electronic texts combined: 
total, 967). 
Comparing media, mothers made use of instructions with greater frequency when 
reading the electronic texts than when reading the printed texts (56 simple printed 
text; 136 simple electronic text; 176 complex printed text; 222 complex electronic 
text). They also made use of onomatopoeia with greater frequency when reading 
electronic texts (32 simple printed text; 118 simple electronic text; 77 complex 
printed text; 228 complex electronic text). This was despite the fact that the printed 
texts both had a greater number of printed words than the electronic texts. M22 noted 
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a greater focus on instructions herself during the video-stimulated interview of Event 
Three, reflecting that,  
there was less focus on the text and on what we were reading [when reading 
electronic texts] rather than the effects and what can be done and more focus on, 
“What does this do? Tap this. Do that.” – lots more instructions for him to do rather 
than focusing on say, “Who’s that?” or “What’s that?” or the sorts of things I focus 
on in a print. 
The fact that mothers used more instructions and onomatopoeia when shared reading 
the electronic texts will be explored in greater detail in Chapter 6, but also in Chapter 
7 where mothers’ reasons for doing so will be explored. 
4.2.2 Mothers’ non-verbal communication behaviours 
Mothers engaged in a total of 3627 non-verbal communication behaviours, all four 
texts combined. In Section 4.1 it was noted that participants spent more time 
engaging with the electronic texts (both of which had fewer printed words) than the 
printed texts of the same level of complexity, yet mothers engaged in non-verbal 
communication least often when reading the simple electronic text (total: 825; mean: 
75; standard deviation: 30). Collectively, these findings suggest that even though 
more time was spent engaging with the simple electronic text than the simple printed 
text, mothers dedicated more time to a silent viewing of the simple electronic text, 
than they did when shared reading the simple printed text. Conversely, mothers 
engaged in non-verbal communication most often when reading the complex 
electronic text (total 1046; mean 95; standard deviation: 28), suggesting that 
mothers’ choice to employ (or not employ) non-verbal communication behaviours 
was influenced by factors other than, or in addition to, the text’s medium.   
Of the 11 non-verbal communication behaviours examined in this study, mothers 
employed a “point to illustration” (total: 1234) with the greatest frequency, most 
often used when reading the complex printed text (total: 455; mean: 41; standard 
deviation 13). “Point to illustrations” featured more often when reading the printed 
texts more broadly (n=855) than when reading the electronic texts (n=379), and was 
used with greater frequency when reading the complex texts (printed and electronic 
combined: n=693) than when reading the simple texts (n=541). These finding are 
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intriguing, given that mothers made use of non-verbal communication most 
frequently when reading the complex electronic text.  
A broader analysis of mothers’ non-verbal communication behaviours shows that 
“point to illustration” (n=238) was the most frequently used non-verbal 
communication behaviour for the complex electronic text (the text with the highest 
“non-verbal communication” count). This was accompanied with an equally high 
count for “touch/tap illustration” (n=210) and “movement” (n=221), demonstrating 
that mothers devoted a proportional amount of time to both “pointing to” and 
“tapping at” illustrations when reading the complex electronic text. Combined (point 
to illustration + touch/tap illustration: n=448), this is similar in number to the “point 
to illustration” count of the complex printed text (n=455). The complex electronic 
text’s high count for “movement” (n=221) indicates that a movement of some type 
accompanied close to half of the “point to/tap at illustration” counts (e.g. sliding an 
illustration of a puppet across the screen while holding the finger in a pointing 
position). Mothers also accompanied the 455 “point to illustration” counts with 147 
movements when reading the complex printed text (e.g. sliding a finger along an 
illustration of a cat’s tail when reading “a long swashy tail” (Quay, 2010)), however, 
the “point to illustration” and “movement” combination occurred less often with the 
printed texts more broadly compared to the electronic texts.   
The difference outlined above may be attributed, in part, to the interactive features of 
the electronic texts. It was found that mothers chose to engage with the electronic 
features when shared reading with their children, mostly hotspots that allowed 
images to be moved or changed in some way on the screen, to “teach them about the 
technology … because there are things that it does” (M13) amongst other reasons – a 
theme that is explored in greater detail in Chapter 7. The greater number of 
“point/tap at illustration” counts for the complex electronic text (point/tap at 
illustration: n=448; movement: n=221) compared to the simple electronic text 
(point/tap illustration, n=294; movement, n=199) further supports this finding, due 
to the fact that the complex electronic text had many more interactive features to 
choose from than the simple electronic text (a finding explored in greater detail in 
Chapter 6). 
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4.2.3 Mothers’ communication behaviours – action themes 
In reviewing the “action” themes of Table 10, mothers exhibited a total of 11,846 
actions, all four texts combined. The least number of actions were evident when 
mothers engaged with the simple electronic text (total: 2361; mean: 215; standard 
deviation: 104), and the highest was evident when mothers read the complex printed 
text (total 3786; mean 344; standard deviation: 75). More broadly, there was a 
greater number of actions associated with the complex texts combined (printed and 
electronic, n=6786) than the simple texts combined (n=5,060). This highlights that 
mothers’ communication acts were more straightforward when reading simple texts, 
compared to the more multifaceted action themes and subtexts that accompanied 
mothers’ reading of complex texts. 
The action that featured most frequently for mothers, of the 12 action themes listed in 
Table 10, was a “call for/acknowledgement of shared attention” (n=2906). For 
example, tapping on an illustration of a queen while saying, “I wonder what the 
queen does,” or giving the stand-alone instruction, “Look”, unaccompanied by non-
verbal communication. The “call for/acknowledgement of shared attention” featured 
most frequently when reading the complex electronic text (total: 967; mean: 88; 
standard deviation 33). More broadly, a “call for/acknowledgement of shared 
attention” featured with greater frequency when reading the electronic texts (simple 
and complex combined: n=1602) than when reading the printed texts (n=1304), and 
featured more often when reading the complex texts (printed and electronic 
combined: n=1699) than when reading the simple texts (n=1207). The finding that 
mothers “called for/acknowledged shared attention” with greater frequency than any 
other action theme is also aligned with the fact that mothers pointed/tapped at 
illustrations across all four texts with greater frequency than any other non-verbal 
communication behaviour.  
An additional finding was that the count for “providing information” was greater 
than the “reading” count when mothers read the electronic texts (simple electronic 
text: reading, 233; providing information 323; complex electronic text: reading, 305; 
providing information, 468). The count for “providing information” was comparable 
to or less than the “reading” count when mothers read the printed texts (simple 
printed text: reading, 427; providing information, 482; complex printed text: reading, 
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767; providing information, 717). When mothers read the printed words (e.g. “Here 
is the Blue Sheep,” simple printed text; or “The hog and the frog cavort in the bog”, 
simple electronic text), they were providing information about the illustrations on the 
page or the story at large. Mothers also “provided information” beyond a reading of 
the printed word, for example, when pointing to an illustration and saying, “That’s a 
lamppost” (M20, simple printed text) or when giving information about a text’s 
interactive features (e.g. “If you move it, slide it across, the hippo moves” – M8, 
simple electronic text). The fact that the count for “providing information” was much 
higher than that of “reading” for the electronic texts, serves to illustrate that mothers 
“provided information” beyond a straight reading of the printed words, with greater 
frequency, when engaging with the electronic texts than when reading the printed 
texts.  
4.2.4 Children’s verbal communication behaviours 
In acknowledgement of the shared aspect of each shared reading experience, child 
participants’ verbal and non-verbal communication behaviours were coded, 
alongside those of their mothers, and have been included in Table 10. The behaviours 
presented in Table 10 show that children engaged in a total of 876 verbal 
communication behaviours, all four texts combined, speaking 17.92% as much as 
mothers who engaged in a total of 4888 verbal communication behaviours, all four 
texts combined. This serves to illustrate the dominant role of the mother in each 
shared reading experience, when reading with their two-year-old child. Other key 
findings detailed in this section show that when children did speak, they were less 
inclined to take up the offer to respond to questions that were asked of them when 
shared reading the electronic texts, and spoke most often when shared reading the 
simple printed text – a text that most dyads were familiar with.  
Children engaged in verbal communication least often when reading the complex 
electronic text (total: 145; mean: 13; standard deviation: 11), of the four shared 
reading experiences recorded during Event One, even though the complex electronic 
text was the text that presented with the most time spent reading. Results also 
showed that children spoke 10.55% as much as mothers (speaking only one-tenth of 
the time that mothers did) when engaging with the complex electronic text. These 
findings complement those presented in sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.3, where it was 
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highlighted that mothers gave instructions and provided information with the greatest 
frequency, outside of a straight reading of the printed word, when reading the 
complex electronic text. This shows that there were more instances of information 
transference from mother to child and directives when reading the complex 
electronic text, than any of the other texts; a form of communication that does not 
necessarily require and did not receive as many verbal responses from children.  
Children engaged in verbal communication most often when shared reading the 
simple printed text (total 340; mean 31; standard deviation: 22), even though the 
simple printed text was the text that presented with the least time spent reading. The 
simple printed text also presented with the least verbal communication counts for 
mothers (n=995). On average, this shows that children spoke 34.17% as much as 
mothers when reading the simple printed text, indicating that there was a greater 
reciprocal verbal exchange between child and mother when reading the simple 
printed text, than with any of the other texts. This could be attributed to the 
children’s familiarity with the text, in part, given that 10 out of 11 dyads had read the 
text previously. 
The complex electronic text was the only other text that was familiar to the children. 
M20-C20 had read the text previously in both printed and electronic form. M22-C22 
had read the complex electronic text in printed form. The complex electronic text 
however, as stated earlier, was the text that presented with the lowest contributions 
from children overall, with C22 offering the lowest number of contributions of all 
children (n=3; see Appendix 6). C20 also offered a low number of responses, making 
seven verbal contributions to the shared reading experience compared to her 
mother’s 130 contributions (Appendix 6). More broadly, however, C22 did not make 
any verbal contributions when shared reading the simple printed text (Appendix 3), 
compared to the three contributions he made when reading the complex electronic 
text. Conversely, C20 made 37 contributions when reading the simple printed text 
(Appendix 3), compared to the seven contributions she made when reading the 
complex electronic text. These findings suggest that C20’s and C22’s familiarity 
with the electronic text’s content may not have been very influential in determining 
how often each child made a verbal contribution when shared reading with their 
mothers. 
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Children most often gave a reply (n=486), of the six verbal communication 
behaviours recorded in Table 10, which were given with the greatest frequency when 
reading the simple printed text (total: 198; mean: 18; standard deviation: 14). When 
reading the simple printed text, of the 198 replies that were given, 37 (18.69%) were 
a simple “yes” or “no” response. When reading the complex printed text, of the 137 
replies that were given, 65 (47.45%) were a simple “yes” or “no” response. Replies 
were used with greater frequency when reading the printed texts more broadly 
(simple and complex combined: n=335) than when reading the electronic texts 
(n=151). Returning to mothers’ verbal communication behaviours, Table 10 shows 
that mothers posed a comparable number of questions when comparing simple and 
complex texts (simple printed text: 279 questions; simple electronic text: 294 
questions; complex printed text: 368 questions; complex electronic text: 360 
questions). The fact that children responded less often to questions asked of them 
when reading the electronic texts suggests that children were less inclined to take up 
the offer to respond when reading electronic texts, even when both texts were 
unfamiliar (simple electronic text: 80 replies; complex electronic text: 71 replies). 
This finding translated more broadly, with children making verbal contributions with 
greater frequency when shared reading the two printed texts, than when reading the 
two electronic texts. 
Children made statements with greater frequency when shared reading the simple 
printed text (n=101), suggesting that children elected to initiate or extend on 
conversation most often with the simple printed text. The higher number of 
contributions may again be attributed, in part, to the children’s familiarity with the 
simple printed text. This study suggests that familiarity with text may not directly 
influence children’s contributions when shared reading familiar electronic texts, 
however, given that C22 and C20 did not speak very often during the shared reading 
of the complex electronic text, a text with which both had some familiarity. The 
small number of participants who were familiar with the complex electronic text, 
however, along with the fact that C22 had only read the complex electronic text in 
printed form, does not provide sufficient evidence to allow for a more conclusive 
finding. 
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4.2.5 Children’s non-verbal communication behaviours 
Children engaged in a total of 2531 non-verbal communication behaviours, across all 
four shared reading experiences, engaging in non-verbal communication most 
frequently when reading the simple electronic text (total 1040; mean 95; standard 
deviation: 78). Key findings detailed in this section show that children were more 
inclined to physically engage with the features embedded within the electronic texts 
than to engage in conversation, and engaged with the features embedded within the 
electronic texts with greater frequency than the features of the printed texts (e.g. 
pointing to illustrations). In contrast, children physically engaged with objects found 
beyond the printed texts (e.g. toys) with greater frequency than when shared reading 
the electronic texts, when their mothers were displaying shared reading behaviours. 
Of the 11 non-verbal communication behaviours listed in Table 10, children most 
often used the “touch/tap illustration” (n=918), which was used with the greatest 
frequency when reading the simple electronic text (total: 495; mean: 45; standard 
deviation: 44). More broadly, children engaged in non-verbal communication with 
greater frequency when shared reading the two electronic texts (simple and complex 
combined: n=1957), 70.67% more often than when reading the printed texts 
(n=574). This was also reflected in the finding that “touch/tap illustrations” featured 
more often for children when engaging with the electronic texts (n=902), 98.23% 
with greater frequency than when engaging with the printed texts (n=16).   
A noteworthy difference between children and mothers is that “physical 
manipulation” featured most often for children when they were engaging with the 
printed texts. For children, “physical manipulation” most often presented as 
engagement/manipulation of an object in the immediate environment such as a toy, 
but also included page turning or tilting/manipulation of the iPad, while the mother 
was engaging in a reading behaviour. Children engaged in “physical manipulation” 
with more than double the frequency when shared reading printed texts, than when 
engaging with the electronic texts of the same level of complexity (simple printed 
text: n=68; complex printed text: n=107; simple electronic text: n=29; complex 
electronic text: n=37). The fact that children engaged in “physical manipulations” 
with less frequency when shared reading the electronic texts suggests a greater 
degree of child engagement/interest (or perceived engagement/interest) in the 
electronic texts than the printed texts.  
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Participants spent longer engaging with the electronic texts than they did the printed 
texts of the same level of complexity, yet children engaged in verbal communication 
with less frequency when engaging with the electronic texts than they did with the 
printed texts. Mothers engaged in non-verbal communication least often when 
reading the simple electronic text but most often when reading the complex 
electronic text, while children engaged in non-verbal communication with the 
greatest frequency when shared reading the two electronic texts. Collectively, these 
findings show that mothers engaged in silent viewing of the electronic text’s 
animations and/or their children interacting with the electronic text with greater 
frequency when engaging with the simple electronic text than any of the other texts. 
Mothers were less inclined to intermittently take on the role of passive observers 
when shared reading the complex electronic text, however, with mothers pointing to, 
and touching/tapping illustrations with greater frequency when shared reading the 
complex electronic text, than when reading the simple electronic text. 
4.2.6 Children’s communication behaviours – action themes 
Children were most often observed “calling for/acknowledging shared attention” 
(n=1527), of the 15 action themes listed in Table 10, which occurred with the 
greatest frequency when shared reading the simple electronic text (total: 606; mean: 
55; standard deviation 45). “Calling for/acknowledging shared attention” was also 
mothers’ most frequently occurring action theme. More broadly, children were 
observed “calling for/acknowledging shared attention” with greater frequency when 
shared reading the electronic texts (simple and complex combined: n=1174) than 
when shared reading the printed texts (n=353), as was the case with mothers. The 
finding that both mothers and children “called for/acknowledged shared attention” 
more often than any other action theme is aligned with the fact that both mothers and 
children pointed to/tapped illustrations across three of the four texts (and across all 
four texts for mothers) with greater frequency than any other non-verbal 
communication behaviour. The shared reading experience that invited the least 
amount of non-verbal communication for children and the least “calls 
for/acknowledgement of shared attention”, occurred when reading the complex 
printed text. This shows that children took on a more passive role when shared 
reading the complex printed text, than when shared reading the other three texts used 
in the study. 
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4.3 SUMMARY OF CHAPTER 4 
In summary, the overview data presented in this chapter has shown that mothers’ 
(and children’s) behaviours varied when comparing texts of a different medium 
(print or electronic) and when comparing texts of different complexities (simple or 
complex). For example, the mothers who participated in this study spoke to their 
child with greater frequency when reading the electronic texts, beyond the printed 
words of the text. In contrast, children were less inclined to respond to questions that 
were asked of them and spoke with less frequency when shared reading the 
electronic texts. The children also demonstrated a greater attraction to, and physical 
engagement with, objects located beyond the boundaries of the printed texts, whilst 
demonstrating a greater attraction to, and physical engagement with, features 
embedded within the electronic texts, when shared reading.  
In addition to the above, mother-child dyads also spent a longer period of time shared 
reading the electronic texts than the printed texts of the same level of complexity. 
This differed between dyads, however, with the electronic text presenting with the 
greatest variance in time spent reading. Coupled with the fact that not all mothers 
used the narration feature, the variance in time spent reading between dyads served 
to highlight that the interactive features of electronic texts allowed for greater choice 
when compared to printed texts, influencing what mothers and children chose to 
engage with, and the amount of time spent doing so. Concurrently, the overview data 
has also shown that mothers’ behaviours differed depending on whether the text was 
simple or complex. For example, the mothers of this study intermittently took on a 
passive role, silently viewing their child’s interactions with the simple electronic text, 
whilst they often actively interacted with the features of the complex electronic text 
alongside their child. 
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CHAPTER 5 FINDINGS: THE SHARED 
READING EXPERIENCE – A 
VYGOTSKIAN ANALYSIS 
Chapter 4 provided an overview of Event One data, broadly describing participants’ 
verbal and non-verbal communication behaviours (spoken and anatomical mediation) 
when shared reading (social mediation) printed and electronic texts (instrumental-
tool mediation). The following three chapters provide a more in-depth analysis of the 
data, divided by each of the study’s three research questions. This chapter, Chapter 5, 
begins with a broad analysis of Event One data using Vygotsky’s (1987, 2012) 
theory of concept development, directly addressing research question one:  
How can Vygotsky’s (1987, 2012) theory of concept development facilitate 
in-depth analyses of adult-child shared reading behaviours? 
Key findings described in this chapter include, (1) the ways in which mothers used 
verbal and non-verbal communication behaviours to guide their child towards the 
Vygotskian eight ways of thinking detailed in Chapter 3; (2) the frequency with 
which mothers guided their child towards the eight ways of thinking; and (3) the 
suitability of using Vygotsky’s theory of concept development to analyse adult-child 
shared reading, within the context of this study. 
5.1 MOTHERS’ USE OF VYGOTSKIAN THEMED 
CUES – AN OVERVIEW 
The data presented in Chapter 4 detailed time spent reading, total verbal 
communication counts, non-verbal communication counts and action theme counts 
for mothers and children, providing a broad overview of participants’ overall 
engagement with each text. For example, mothers gave instructions with greater 
frequency when reading electronic texts than when reading printed texts, outside of a 
straight reading of the printed words. A closer examination of the data has shown, 
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however, that communication behaviours can be used for a variety of purposes even 
when referring to specific behaviours, such as a statement, question or instruction.  
The instruction, “Look” (M7, Table 11), for example, was given as a stand-alone 
open instruction, unaccompanied by non-verbal communication behaviours. C7 was 
left to make an independent judgement; to decipher what his mother may have been 
asking him to look at, or indeed what the word “look” meant. The instruction, 
“Look” was also used by M2, while pointing to an illustration of a rat, guiding C2 to 
make a direct association between the word “look” and the illustration. M13 
accompanied the instruction, “Look” (M13), with a collection of non-verbal 
communication behaviours, said while pointing to the many rats displayed on the 
screen (“point to illustration” + “movement”). The instruction, “Look at him” (M18) 
was given, following the question, “What does the pirate do?” serving to guide C18 
towards a chained connection, connecting “him,” with the previously mentioned 
“pirate”. The instruction, “Look at those bubbles” (M22) guided C22 towards an 
understanding of the label “bubbles”, said while pointing to the illustration on the 
page. “Look how many rats there are” (M4) was an instruction that guided C4 
towards an analysis of the illustration. “You get your finger and we go like this” 
(M2) was used to provide C2 with instructions on how to swipe the page, facilitating 
a localised understanding of how to operate the electronic device. The final row of 
Table 11 shows the instruction, “Let’s see if he gets his book right” (M22), given 
part way through the story, serving to guide C22 towards making an abstract 
connection between the text’s title (The wrong book, (Bland, 2012)) and plot. 
In addition to the instructions detailed in the previous paragraph, Table 11also 
provides examples of statements and questions that mothers used to guide their child 
towards the eight ways of thinking. The fact that all three verbal communication 
behaviours (instructions, statements and questions) could be mapped against the 
eight ways of thinking serves to illustrate how the adoption of a Vygotskian 
framework, informed by Vygotsky’s (1987, 2012) theory of concept development, 
has allowed for a more in-depth analysis of mothers’ communication behaviours than 
would have been possible had the study drawn exclusively from the overview data of 
Chapter 4. The framework has allowed for the identification of mothers’ verbal and 
non-verbal communication behaviours that have guided children towards the 
following eight ways of thinking: (1) open connections; (2) associative connections; 
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(3) complex collections; (4) chained connections; (5) a label/decoding of printed text
(D)/rote recall (RR); (6) concrete analysis; (7) localised understandings; and, (8)
abstract connections.
Table 11: Using statements, questions and instructions for various 
purposes 
Vygotskian 




“Okay.” (M18 – simple 
printed text) – stand 
alone comment. 
“See?” (M4 – complex 
electronic text) – stand 
alone comment. 
“Look.” (M7 – 
complex printed text) – 




“Hello” (M22 – simple 
printed text) – said as 
M22 gestures/waves at 
illustration. 
“Did you see?” (M14 – 
simple electronic text) – 
said while pointing to 
illustration/animation. 
“Look.” (M2 – complex 
printed text) – said 





“Okay.” (M20 – simple 
electronic text) – said 
while pointing to device 
+ movement/swipe
“Ready?” (M1 – simple 
electronic text) – said 
while poining to device 
+ movement/swipe
“Look.” (M13 – 
complex electronic text) 
– said while pointing to
illustration + movement





“I don’t even know 
what that is.” (M6 – 
complex electronic text) 
– said after M6 points
to an animation that
peeks out from behind
the ‘page’.
“Isn’t he?” (M7 – 
simple printed text) – 
said after making the 
statement “He’s 
wearing a funny mask”. 
“Look at him.” (M18  – 
complex electronic text) 
– said after asking







Ickle.” (M18 – complex 
electronic text) – said 
while pointing to 
illustration. 
“What’s that?” (M20 – 
complex printed text) – 
said while pointing to 
illustration. 
“Look at those 
bubbles.” (M22  –  
simple printed text) – 
said while pointing to 
illustration + movement 




“It’s colourful.” (M8 – 
simple printed text) – 
said after naming the 
metallophone in the 
illustration. 
“Does he look happy or 
sad?” (M13 – simple 
electronic text) 
“Look how many rats 
there are.” (M4 – 
complex electronic text) 





“She stole the 
washing.” (M14 – 
complex printed text) – 
said while pointing to 
illustration. 
“Is Violet sleeping?” 
(M7 – complex printed 
text) – said while 
pointing to illustration. 
“You get your finger 
and we go like this” 
(M2 – complex 
electronic text) – said 
while holding C2’s 
hand (which is poised 
in a pointing position) + 
manipulating C2’s 
finger to touch the 





“And everyone else 
wanted to be in his 
book.” (M6 – complex 
electronic text) 
“Does he need a bath 
now?” (M7 – simple 
electronic text) – said 
while pointing to 
illustration. 
“Let’s see if he gets his 
book right.” (M22 – 
complex electronic text) 
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5.2 USING VYGOTSKIAN-THEMED CUES TO 
ANALYSE SHARED READING DATA 
In addition to the thematic coding categories presented in Chapter 4 (i.e. verbal 
communication behaviours, non-verbal communication behaviours and action 
themes), mothers’ communication acts were coded using the Vygotskian-informed 
theoretical categories (also referred to as Vygotskian cues) listed in Table 11. The 
term “communication act” is used to highlight that there were times when a 
collection of verbal and/or non-verbal communication behaviours were analysed as 
one, when applying the Vygotskian-themed categories listed in Table 11. An 
example was provided in Chapter 4 when describing the communication act of 
Figure 13. M8’s verbal query, “Where is the Green Sheep?” (Figure 13) was asked 
while pointing and running a finger along the printed title. M8’s behaviours (question 
+ point to print + movement) were analysed as one communication act, as were the
behaviours listed in Table 11.
Table 12 provides an overview of the eight Vygotskian categories that were used to 
code and analyse mothers’ communication acts (the Vygotskian cues that mothers 
used to guide their children towards the eight ways of thinking), listing the total for 
each mother, and the mean and standard deviation, divided by text. The Vygotskian 
cue overview data shows, for example, that the most often used cue was “guidance 
towards a chained connection” (n=2532), used most often when reading the complex 
printed text (total: 869; mean: 79; standard deviation 20). This finding showed that 
the shared reading of narratives, as a whole, was a practice that predominantly made 
use of connective signifiers such as “but”, “and” or  “because”, the repeating of 
labels/nouns and referents such as “he” or “she,” used to link a comment to the 
comment that immediately preceded it. The use of connectives, referents and 
repetition link concepts together. Given the sequential structure of a narrative, 
however, it is unknown from overview data alone how much of this was attributed to 
a reading of the printed words (pre-determined communication) and how much was 
attributed to mothers’ self-determined communication behaviours (beyond a reading 
of the printed words). This finding, therefore, required further analysis.  
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Table 12: Vygotskian-themed Cues – All Four Texts



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































M1 7 9 6 30 38 1 0 0 7 18 11 22 24 6 8 0 31 35 2 56 87 8 6 0 3 55 22 22 5 21 17 0 
M2 6 80 38 106 112 15 8 0 28 36 21 70 52 33 15 0 20 67 28 101 99 30 13 1 31 42 18 34 17 30 19 0 
M4 1 38 17 46 34 15 9 0 2 17 17 7 3 8 2 0 22 41 16 62 77 14 7 0 23 71 16 31 47 25 15 0 
M6 11 15 2 30 39 7 2 0 15 15 11 25 22 10 7 0 21 27 7 61 71 12 7 1 31 31 19 22 7 33 8 1 
M7 8 61 5 68 50 14 14 2 11 29 24 38 24 18 11 1 21 65 12 96 50 32 41 0 11 33 39 17 5 17 7 0 
M8 10 37 20 77 48 22 12 0 23 13 15 57 37 20 22 0 25 42 16 64 78 20 9 0 46 23 16 56 56 32 11 0 
M13 19 43 16 64 72 9 7 0 13 30 21 43 26 21 12 1 24 37 8 60 75 20 6 0 42 26 24 32 54 12 10 2 
M14 15 37 21 76 78 17 3 2 47 46 28 75 37 41 25 1 45 55 18 96 91 35 13 0 79 66 17 60 63 55 22 1 
M18 13 49 41 93 65 20 16 0 27 49 38 109 50 38 30 4 29 46 19 91 79 32 17 0 66 67 33 91 78 62 32 1 
M20 27 20 3 52 55 16 7 0 20 18 16 48 31 28 9 0 29 88 18 113 87 49 19 3 54 33 13 46 52 30 15 1 
M22 6 37 8 42 41 9 3 0 16 44 16 34 28 13 21 1 31 49 12 69 81 24 12 1 40 75 23 40 52 32 25 1 
StDev = Standard Deviation 
Mean 11 49 16 62 57 13 7 0.4 19 29 20 48 30 21 15 0.7 27 50 14 79 80 25 14 0.6 39 47 22 41 40 32 16 0.6 
StDev 7 20 13 25 23 6 5 0.8 12 13 8 29 14 12 9 1 7 18 7 20 13 12 10 0.9 23 20 8 22 26 15 8 0.7 
Total 123 426 177 684 632 145 81 4 209 315 218 528 334 236 162 8 298 552 156 869 875 276 150 6 426 522 240 451 436 349 181 7 
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5.3 VYGOTSKY’S THEORY OF CONCEPT 
DEVELOPMENT – SUITABILITY AND 
APPLICATION 
The findings described over the previous two sections showed that mothers’ 
communication acts could often be mapped against more than one Vygotskian 
category when analysing the shared reading data of Event One. For example, M22’s 
instruction, “Look at those bubbles,” (Table 11), while being an example of 
“guidance towards a label/DRR”, was also an example of “guidance towards a 
complex collection,” given that M22’s instruction was accompanied by non-verbal 
communication behaviours: said while pointing to a collection of illustrations (point 
+ movement). It is for this reason that the data shown in Table 12 was insufficient
when viewed on its own, a factor that led to further analysis and the following
finding.
The fact that communication acts could be mapped against more than one 
Vygotskian category provided compelling evidence to show that Vygotsky’s (1987, 
2012) theory of concept development was ideally suited to an analysis of adult-child 
shared reading behaviours. As outlined in Chapter 2, Vygotsky (1987, 2012) 
theorised that the path towards full conceptual understanding was more than a 
unilateral progression through distinct phases, starting at open, syncretic connections 
and progressing through each phase until the child can make abstract connections. 
Vygotsky suggested that the path towards concept development is an integrated 
process, with previous connections influencing, and/or being influenced by new 
connections, on the path towards full conceptual understanding.  
Vygotsky’s (1987, 2012) theory of concept development, including the integrated 
function of each way of thinking, was found to apply to the shared reading data of 
Event One. “Guidance towards open connections”, “associative connections”, 
“complex collections” and “chained connections” were found to operate in one of 
two ways. They operated: (1) in isolation (e.g. pointing to an illustration while 
saying, “Look,” [M2, Table 11, guidance towards an associative connection]); or, (2) 
in concert with other categories (e.g. pointing to an illustration while saying, “Look 
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how many rats there are,” [M4, Table 11, guidance towards an associative 
connection + guidance towards concrete analysis]). These dual-operative cues (cues 
shown to operate in isolation or with others) have been coloured blue in Tables 12 
and 13, and have been given the collective title, “Guidance towards concrete 
connections.”  
Table 13: Vygotskian cues – dual-operative and dual-operative-
dependent 
The category “guidance towards concrete connections” acknowledges the dual-
operative cues’ ability to operate independently of the other four cues, awarding 
them their own category, while also recognising that all four of these cues necessitate 
real-world connection with concrete experience/s, as per the Vygotskian-informed 
framework on which they are based. “Guidance towards concrete connections” 
identifies instances where there is guidance towards connections that are based on 
observable similarities of an object’s concrete characteristics, which is then used to 
aid judgments on how objects should be grouped and to arrive at generalisations 
(Langford, 2005; Vygotsky, 1987). For this reason, the dual-operative cues are 
viewed as a collective. 
The other four cues, termed dual-operative-dependent cues, were always found to be 
in the company of one or more of the dual-operative cues, but were never observed 
to operate together. Examples of this are provided in Table 14. Findings showed that 
“guidance towards a label/DRR” could not simultaneously be coded as an instance of 
“guidance towards concrete analysis”, “localised understanding” or an “abstract 
connection”. Concurrently, the dual-operative-dependent cues were always found in 
the company of: (1) an “associative connection”; (2) a “collective collection”; (3) a 
“chained connection”; or, if given as a stand-alone comment, unaccompanied by 
connective referents, (4) an “open connection”.  
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Table 14: Examples of mothers’ use of dual-operative-dependent 
cues 
Communication act Dual-operative-dependent 
cue 
Dual-operative cue/s 
M18 asks, “Where’s the hare?” as 
a stand-alone query, 
unaccompanied by any non-
verbal communication behaviours 
(simple electronic text) 
guidance towards a 
label/decoding of print (D)/rote 
recall (RR) 
guidance towards an open 
connection 
M14 says, “That’s a hare,” while 
pointing to an illustration of a 
hare (simple electronic text) 
guidance towards a 
label/decoding of print/rote 
guidance towards an 
associative connection 
M18 says, “He’s like a rabbit,” 
following the question, “Where’s 
the hare?” (simple electronic 
text) 
guidance towards concrete 
analysis 
guidance towards a 
chained connection 
M18 says, “His hat fell off,” 
while pointing to the animation 
(simple electronic text) 
guidance towards localised 
understanding, used to describe 
the action depicted in the 
animation 
guidance towards an 
associative connection 
M18 repeats and extends on her 
comment that, “His hat fell off”, 
saying, “His hat fell off because 
he ran so fast”, while pointing to 
the animation (simple electronic 
text) 
guidance towards abstract 
analysis/connections, used to 
interpret the animation 
guidance towards a 
chained connection 
guidance towards an 
associative connection 
Before moving on to Chapter 6, it is worth returning to Table 12 for a final 
observation, one that again highlights that Vygotsky’s (1987, 2012) theory of 
concept development was ideally suited to an analysis of adult-child shared reading 
behaviours. Beginning at the collective “guidance towards concrete connections” 
category (Table 12), and moving through to full conceptual attainment (guidance 
towards abstract connections) there is a steady drop in number for each category, for 
each of the four texts. The mothers of this study spent more time guiding children 
towards concrete connections (n=6194), than they did guiding children towards 
labels/DRR (n=2277), concrete analysis (n=1006), localised understandings (n=574) 
or abstract connections (n=25).  
The drop in number for each category, starting at “guidance towards concrete 
connections” is reflective of Vygotsky’s (1987, 2012) theory that making general 
connections with a concrete experience/object/s (guidance towards concrete 
connections), comes before (but also informs, and is influenced by) the naming of a 
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concept (guidance towards a label/DRR), which comes before concrete analysis of a 
concept, which comes before a localised, concrete understanding of a concept, which 
all come before abstract conceptual understanding. Beyond this however, and in 
keeping with Vygotsky’s theoretical framework, which acknowledges that the dual-
operative cues influence, and are influenced by other cues, the data in Table 12 could 
not be analysed on its own, and necessitated deeper analysis – the focus of Chapter 6. 
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CHAPTER 6 FINDINGS: MOTHERS’ 
SHARED READING 
BEHAVIOURS DIVIDED BY 
VYGOTSKIAN CUE 
This chapter uses the framework detailed in Chapter 5 to provide an in-depth analysis 
of mothers’ verbal and non-verbal communication behaviours when reading 
narratives with their two-year-old child, using texts that are: (a) printed and 
electronic, (b) simple and complex (research question two). In so doing, Chapter 6 
provides a more detailed description of Chapter 4’s shared reading overview data 
(social mediation), providing an in-depth analysis that describes evidence of spoken 
mediation, anatomical mediation and instrumental-tool mediation, using the modified 
version of Vygotsky’s (1987, 2012) theory of concept development described in 
Chapters 3 and 5. Findings that address research question three (exploring mothers’ 
individual mediation) are presented in Chapter 7. 
As detailed in Chapter 4, the study’s overview data showed that mothers engaged in 
a total of 3627 non-verbal communication counts (anatomical mediation) and a total 
of 4888 verbal communication counts (spoken mediation), all four texts combined, 
when shared reading with their two-year-old child (social mediation). In Chapter 5, 
however, it was highlighted that the communication behaviours discussed in Chapter 
4, even when referring to a specialised communication behaviour such as a 
“statement” or an “instruction”, were found to serve a variety of purposes, which 
could be mapped against categories that were informed by Vygotsky’s (1987, 2012) 
theory of concept development. Mothers were found to use the dual-operative cues 
(coloured blue, Tables 12 & 13) in two ways: (1) either in isolation; or, (2) in concert 
with other cues. They used the other four cues, the dual-operative-dependent cues, 
independently of each other, but always in tandem with a dual-operative cue. Dual-
operative cues, most especially open connections, associative connections and 
complex collections, served to highlight when a communication act was: (1) 
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accompanied by non-verbal communication behaviours, such as a “point to 
illustration” or “gesture”; and (2) when they were not (i.e. when guiding a child 
towards an open connection). A more detailed analysis of Event One data was 
therefore required, beyond what has been presented in the previous chapters.  
To facilitate in-depth analyses, Chapter 6 has been subdivided into the following 
categories, which were informed by Vygotsky’s (1987, 2012) theory of concept 
development: 
Section 6.1: Guidance towards concrete connections; 
Section 6.2: Guidance towards a label/decoding of printed text (D)/rote recall 
(RR), further divided to analyse: 
6.2.2: a straight reading of the printed words; and 
6.2.3: labelling/rote recall beyond a straight reading; 
Section 6.3: Guidance towards concrete analysis; 
Section 6.4: Guidance towards localised understanding; and 
Section 6.5: Guidance towards abstract connections. 
Dual-operative cues that were used in concert with the dual-operative-dependent 
cues (featured in Sections 6.2 – 6.5) have been included in the relevant sections, 
where applicable. Each subsection describes mothers’ verbal and non-verbal 
behaviours (spoken and anatomical mediation) when shared reading (social 
mediation) printed and electronic texts of two levels of complexity (instrumental-tool 
mediation) with their two-year-old child. To highlight the kind of information that 
was obtained using each Vygotskian-themed category, the Vygotskian continuum 
shown in Table 13 features at the beginning of each subsection, to help guide the 
reader throughout the chapter.  
6.1 GUIDANCE TOWARDS CONCRETE 
CONNECTIONS 
The first Vygotskian-themed category to be explored in more detail is “guidance 
towards concrete connections”. Communication acts identified as “concrete 
connections” showed guidance towards one or more of the dual-operative cues 
shown in blue in Table 15, unaccompanied by any of the dual-operative-dependent 
cues shown in grey. Informed by Vygotsky’s (1987) theory of concept development, 
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dual-operative cues were communication acts that guided children to engage with 
concrete, real-world experiences: to make connections that are based upon 
observable similarities of objects’ concrete characteristics. 
Table 15: The Vygotskian continuum: guidance towards concrete 
connections 
Some of the key findings that will be discussed in this section include the 
observation that mothers guided their child towards concrete connections with the 
greatest frequency when shared reading the electronic texts. Mothers often drew their 
child’s attention to specific features of the electronic texts such as illustrations and 
animations, often with little to no connections to the object of shared attention that 
immediately preceded the new focus. In contrast, chained connections were the most 
commonly used dual-operative cue when reading printed texts, often used to affirm 
children’s comment/actions or to check if children had listened/understood/agreed. 
The electronic texts were found to invite (re)orientation, whereas printed texts often 
invited follow-up commentary, when mothers were guiding their child towards 
concrete connections. 
6.1.1 Guidance towards concrete connections: overview 
Results showed that 1030/4888 of mothers’ verbal communication behaviours 
(21.07%) and 1024/3627 of mothers’ non-verbal communication behaviours 
(28.23%) across all 44 book readings (four books per 11 mother-child dyad) were 
instances of “guidance towards concrete connections”. Communication acts 
presented in one of three ways: (1) purely verbal, unaccompanied by any non-verbal 
behaviours (e.g. “Look” [M4, complex printed text]); (2) purely non-verbal (e.g. M2 
used her finger to slide an illustration down the screen, activating an animation); or 
(3) a combination of verbal and non-verbal communication behaviours (e.g. M13
saying, “Chugger-Chugger-Chugger-Chugger”, [simple printed text], while sliding
her finger along an illustration of a train).
guidance towards concrete connections 
guidance towards 
label/decoding (D) 
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All communication acts used in the “concrete connections” category (n=1362), 
which will be described in more detail throughout this section, are shown in Table 
16. Table 16 provides a total for each of the 11 non-verbal communication
behaviours that mothers used, the six verbal communication behaviours used and the
number of communication acts contributed by each mother, showing that all 11
mothers guided their children towards concrete connections, but to varying degrees.
For example, M18 (n=213) guided her child towards concrete connections far more
often than M8 (n=73).
Table 16: Guidance towards concrete connections - overview 
Category Subcategories Total 
Non-verbal communication 
(NB: purely non-verbal 
[unaccompanied by any verbal 
cues]: n=336) 
Movement 260 
Touch/tap illustration 224 
Point to illustration/animation 164 
Physical manipulation 137 
Touch/tap page/screen 106 
Point to page/screen 44 
Nod/shake head 34 
Gesture 22 
Facial expression 14 
Touch/tap print 12 
Point to print 7 
Total 1024 
Verbal communication 
(NB: purely verbal 
[unaccompanied by any non-





















All participant counts 1362 
Table 16 shows that mothers used onomatopoeia (n=406) with greater frequency 
when guiding children towards concrete connections, than any other verbal 
communication behaviour. The count for instructions/summons is also noteworthy 
when compared to the overview data of Chapter 4, which shows that mothers used 
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590 instructions/summons across the study as a whole, 158 of which occurred while 
reading the printed words. Of the remaining 432 instructions/summons, Table 16 
shows that close to half (195/432, 45.14%) occurred when “guiding children towards 
concrete connections”. The most often used non-verbal communication behaviour 
was movement (n=260), with touch/tap of illustrations also presenting with a 
relatively high count (n=224). These findings, broken down by medium, complexity 
of text, and Vygotskian cues are discussed in further detail below. 
6.1.2 Guidance towards concrete connections: medium and 
complexity 
In order to explore research question two (parts a and b), this section examines 
mother’s use of verbal and non-verbal communication behaviours, divided by: (a) 
medium; and, (b) complexity of text. On a broad scale, the data presented in Table 17 
shows that “guidance towards concrete connections” (n=1362) predominately 
occurred when participants engaged with electronic texts (n=977/1362; 71.73%), and 
that it occurred more often when engaging with complex texts (n=803), than when 
engaging with simple texts (n=559).  
Table 17: Guidance towards concrete connections – medium and 
complexity 
Printed text Electronic text Total 
Simple text No. of instances: 173 
Participants: All mothers 
No. of instances: 386 
Participants: All mothers 
559 
Complex text No. of instances: 212 
Participants: All mothers 
No. of instances: 591 
Participants: All mothers 
803 
Total No. of instances: 385 
Participants: All mothers 
No. of instances: 977 
Participants: All mothers 
1362 
Mothers’ use of dual-operative cues served to highlight when a communication act 
employed non-verbal behaviour/s. Associative connections and complex collections, 
for example, signalled when a communication act made use of non-verbal referents 
such as a “point to illustration/text” or meaningful use of the body such as 
“gestures”. An open connection served to identify when a stand-alone comment was 
made, unaccompanied by any non-verbal communication behaviours. A further 
breakdown of the communication acts, divided by verbal and non-verbal 
communication behaviours, and by text, was therefore required when exploring 
mothers’ use of dual-operative cues (see Table 18).  
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Table 18: Guidance towards concrete connections – mothers’ 
behaviours divided by text 
Communication behaviour Printed text Electronic text Total 
Simple Complex Simple Complex 
V
erbal 
Onomatopoeia 30 37 107 232 406 
Statement 64 52 65 57 238 
Instruction/summons 21 52 56 66 195 
Question 17 47 31 33 128 
Incomplete utterance 7 9 11 12 39 
Reply 13 3 4 4 24 
N
on-verbal 
Movement 11 6 104 139 260 
Touch/tap illustration 4 2 85 133 224 
Point to illustration/animation 25 43 44 52 164 
Physical manipulation 24 27 34 52 137 
Touch/tap page/screen 0 0 57 49 106 
Point to page/screen 4 1 12 27 44 
Nod/shake head 15 7 9 3 34 
Gesture 5 4 8 5 22 
Facial expression 3 3 2 6 14 
Touch/tap print 0 0 12 0 12 
Point to print 3 0 1 3 7 
Total 246 293 642 873 2054 
Printed text total = 539 Electronic text total = 1515 
Results show that movement (n=260) occurred with greater frequency with 
electronic texts (n=243) than with printed texts (n=17), when mothers were guiding 
children towards concrete connections. Similar findings to those of “movement” 
were found for “touch/tap illustration” (n=224). Mothers touched/tapped illustrations 
with greater frequency while reading electronic texts (n=218) than the printed texts 
(n=6), when guiding children towards concrete connections. The similar count for 
“movement” and “touch/tap illustration” can be attributed to the fact that touch/tap 
illustration counts were accompanied by a movement of the hand 113 times, 88 of 
which were purely non-verbal interactions. For example, Figure 14 shows a typical 
sequence of movement, whereby M22 silently tapped at three rats in quick 
succession (tap illustration + movement) when reading the complex electronic text. 
This shows that in 50.45% of cases (113/224), more than one illustration was 
tapped/touched or that an illustration was repeatedly touched/tapped in quick 
succession when mothers were guiding children towards concrete connections, and 
that this predominately occurred when reading the electronic texts.  
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Figure 14: Tapping illustrations in quick succession 
The most often used form of verbal communication within the “guidance towards 
concrete connections” category was the use of onomatopoeia (n=406), as shown in 
Table 18, which was used with greater frequency when reading the electronic texts 
(n=339) than the printed texts (n=67). Over half of the onomatopoeia counts were a 
gasp, or exclamation such as “Oh” or “Oo” (n=275), the majority of which were 
stand-alone primers, unaccompanied by a non-verbal behaviour (n=213). The term 
primer has been used in this dissertation to describe a gasp or exclamation that was 
used to encourage joint attention and orient the child towards the text. Onomatopoeia 
was used by mothers twice as often when reading the complex electronic text 
(n=232) than the simple electronic text (n=107). There was a comparable 
distribution between simple and complex printed texts. Primer gasps/exclamations 
that signalled that something unintentional had taken place occurred 45 times (a 
typical sequence is shown in Figure 15). Only two of the 45 primers that signalled an 
unintentional event, occurred when shared reading printed texts. 
“Oops!” – M14 (simple electronic text), said when C14’s interaction with the 
screen inadvertently caused a menu to appear and the page to fade in the 
background: 
 
In total, primer gasps/exclamations accounted for 320/406 (78.82%) of all uses of 
onomatopoeia when guiding children towards concrete connections. More broadly, 
the overview data of Chapter 4 showed that there were 455 uses of onomatopoeia 
Figure 15: Priming – signalling an unintentional event 
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across all four book readings, 38 of which came from a direct reading of the printed 
words (e.g. “Meow” [complex printed text]). Of the remaining 417, therefore, 
406/417 (97.36%) were used when “guiding children towards a concrete 
connection”, 320/417 (76.74%) of which were gasps or exclamations used to orient 
the child towards the text. 
The most often used verbal communication behaviour, when shared reading the 
printed texts, was the “statement” (n=116), with just over half of these statements 
(n=69) presented as affirmations following a comment/action made by the child, e.g. 
“Good girl/boy”, “You’re/That’s right”. More broadly, Table 18 shows that the 
“statement” was the second most frequently used verbal communication behaviour 
when mothers guided children towards concrete connections (n=238), with a 
comparable number used across all four texts. Questioning had a higher count for the 
complex printed text (n=47) than the other three texts, especially when compared to 
the simple printed text (n=17), 68% (32/47) of which were chained qualifiers (e.g. 
“doesn’t she?”, “don’t you?”, “don’t they?”), used to confirm whether children 
were attending/understanding/agreed. 
In Section 6.1, it was noted that instructions/summons were used 590 times across 
the Event One datasets, 158 of which occurred while reading the printed words. Of 
the remaining 432 instructions/summons, close to half (195/432, 45.14%) occurred 
when “guiding children towards concrete connections”. Table 18 shows that 
instructions/summons were given least often when reading the simple printed text, 
but were given a comparable amount of times when reading the other three texts 
(complex electronic text: n=66; simple electronic text: n=56; complex printed text: 
n=52; simple printed text: n=21). Examples included, “Look”, “Hang on”, “Wait,” 
and summons (e.g. “C2,” said while moving C2's hand up and away from the device 
[simple electronic text]), signalling a call for shared attention. 
6.1.3 Guidance towards concrete connections: dual-operative cues 
In Chapter 5, it was highlighted that the Vygotskian-themed dual-operative cues 
were found to operate in one of two ways: (1) mothers employed the dual-operative 
cues in isolation; or, (2) in tandem with other cues. This section provides a 
breakdown of the dual-operative cues that mothers used when guiding children 
towards concrete connections. In order to explore research question two (parts a and 
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b), the dual-operative cues that mothers employed have been divided by: (a) medium; 
and, (b) complexity of text, and are presented in Table 19.  




Printed text Electronic text Total 
Simple Complex Simple Complex 
Associative connection 41 45 94 138 318 
Priming 40 38 68 145 291 
Open 38 53 60 109 260 
Complex collection 6 6 104 140 256 
Chained connection 42 55 42 45 184 
Chained-associative 5 10 11 9 35 
Chained-complex 1 5 7 5 18 
Total 173 212 386 591 1362 
Printed text total = 385 Electronic text total = 977 
Table 19 shows that the “guidance towards concrete connections” category was 
comprised of communication acts that guided children towards: (1) open connections 
(n=260); (2) associative connections (n=318); (3) complex collections (n=256); (4) 
chained connections (n=184); (5) a combination of cue four, and cues two or three 
(n=53); or, (6) priming (n=291). Results showed that mothers most often guided 
children towards concrete connections using stand-alone communication acts 
(n=834, 61.23%); communication behaviours that lacked a clear chained connection 
to the previous comment through the use of conjunctions, connective identifiers (e.g. 
he, she, it, they), or repetition. These stand-alone communication acts were given in 
one of three ways. They were given as: 
1. associative connections (n=318). For example, M6 pointed to a green
animation that was poking out from the edge of the page seen on the screen.
This “point to illustration” was unaccompanied by any verbal cues (Figure
16);
Figure 16: Point to illustration – complex electronic text (Bland, 2012) 
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2. open connections (n=260). For example, M13 had just finished reading the
printed word, “…me”, which was read as a stand-alone word, unconnected to
the discussion that immediately preceded it. She then said, “Aw”, a comment
that lacked use of conjunctions, connective identifiers (e.g. he/she/it/they) or
repetitive phrases, unaccompanied by any non-verbal behaviours. C13 was
left to independently decipher what “Aw” meant (Figure 17);
Figure 17: Saying “Aw” – complex electronic text (Bland, 2012) 
3. or complex collections (n=256). For example, M2 silently slid an illustration
of an arrow down the screen to activate an animation, in the simple electronic
text. Sliding the illustration down the screen, while holding the finger in a
pointing position (as shown in Figure 18) was an example of a “point to
illustration” + “movement” (a complex collection), differentiating it from a
static “point to illustration” (which would have been an associative
connection).
Figure 18: Sliding finger to activate an animation – complex electronic text 
The use of stand-alone communication acts (n=834, 61.23%) occurred with far 
greater frequency when mothers were reading the electronic texts (n=645), than 
when reading the printed texts (n=189). Printed texts were most often supplemented 
with chained connections whether they were complex (n=55) or simple (n=42). For 
example, M18 said, “And look,” in reference to the page shown in Figure 19. The 
word “and” showed that the comment was connected to the reading of text that 
preceded it, where the narrator had described how s/he executed a somersault; an 
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action depicted in the illustration. The comment was unaccompanied by non-verbal 
communication. 
Figure 19: Using a chained connection – complex printed text 
The chained connection (whether a stand-alone chained connection, chained-
associative connection or chained-complex collection) was, overall, the least often 
used dual-operative cue when guiding children towards concrete connections, both 
printed and electronic texts combined. It is of interest to note, therefore, that when 
reading printed texts chained connections were the most often used cue when guiding 
children towards concrete connections. Another noteworthy finding was that mothers 
engaged in the act of priming when shared reading the complex electronic text 
(n=145) with greater frequency than any of the dual-operative cues and that more 
broadly, priming was the second most frequently used cue when guiding children 
towards concrete connections (n=291, all four texts combined). 
Collectively, these findings showed that there was a higher degree of stand-alone 
priming and concrete interaction with illustrations/animations when shared reading 
electronic texts, than when reading printed texts. When reading the printed texts, 
mothers were more inclined to use chained connections, and to follow a 
comment/action made by their children with an affirmation or chained qualifier, 
though the qualifier was used more often with the complex printed text. The findings 
presented in this section have expanded upon the findings of Chapter 4, where it was 
found that children were more inclined to engage with the electronic features of the 
electronic texts than to engage in conversation; engaging in non-verbal 
communication 70.67% more often when reading the electronic texts than when 
reading the printed texts. This section shows that mothers were more inclined to 
re/direct their children when reading electronic texts to encourage shared attention, 
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than when shared reading printed texts. The printed text, on the other hand, invited 
chained commentary that encouraged sequential reasoning. 
6.2 GUIDANCE TOWARDS A LABEL/DECODING 
(D)/ROTE RECALL (RR) 
This section explores instances where mothers guided children towards: (1) a label; 
(2) decoding of the printed words (D); or, (3) rote recall (RR), all of which lacked
elaborations or investigation to decipher whether the child had understood. This
category is reflective of Vygotsky’s (1987) pseudoconcept from his theory of
conceptual development, the surface-level phase of understanding that comes after
some concrete connections have been made. When guiding children towards a
label/DRR, mothers’ behaviours presented in one of three ways: (1) a straight
reading of the printed words, including a repeat of the electronic text’s narration; (2)
eliciting a response from the child (e.g. “What’s that?” [M20, complex printed text],
asked while pointing to an illustration); or (3) providing the child with a label (e.g.
“That’s a moose” [M14, simple electronic text], said while pointing to an
illustration). This included the naming of objects, colour labels and the rote recall of
numbers when counting. As detailed in Section 5.3, “guidance towards label/DRR”,
referred to as a dual-operative-dependent cue, was always accompanied by one or
more of the dual-operative cues, coloured in blue, in Table 20. Consequently, this
section explores instances where dual-operative cues and dual-operative-dependent
cues coexisted within the one communication act.
Table 20: The Vygotskian continuum: guidance towards a label/ 
DRR 
Key findings discussed in this section include the observation that even when 
mothers were engaging in a straight reading of the printed words, they showed some 
guidance towards concrete connections 
guidance towards 
label/decoding (D) 
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variations in their shared reading behaviours. Some mothers chose to paraphrase the 
printed words, skip pages, described illustrations rather than reading the printed 
words, and/or chose the narration function of the electronic text. To some degree, 
these variations could be attributed to mothers’ attendance to their child’s focus of 
attention and appeared to suggest that there was a reversal of role at times when 
shared reading electronic texts, with mothers themselves appearing to be guided by 
their child’s “call for shared attention”. This inhibited the incentive to label in order 
to draw a child’s attention to the illustrations of the electronic texts, given that the 
child was already engaging with the illustrations far more often than when reading 
the printed texts.  
Complexity of text also influenced mothers’ shared reading behaviours when guiding 
children towards labels/DRR. Mothers read the printed words as “open connections” 
with greater frequency than the other dual-operative cues when shared reading the 
complex texts, highlighting how challenged mothers were to support a reading of less 
than concrete concepts with a synchronised point to illustration that would guide 
children towards a concrete understanding of phrases given through the printed 
words. However, the illustrations found within each text also influenced the degree 
to which mothers guided their child towards a label/DRR. Labelling of 
illustrations/animations occurred more often with the complex electronic text and the 
simple printed text when comparing texts of the same medium. The illustrations of 
the complex printed text and simple electronic text depicted an action with fewer 
objects on the page that could be pointed to and labelled beyond the object 
mentioned in the printed words. Texts with illustrations that reflected the story, 
and/or depicted objects that were similar to each other, encouraged more chained 
labelling and inclination to label. 
6.2.1 Guidance towards label/DRR: overview 
All communication acts used in the “guidance towards a label/DRR,” category 
(n=2277), which will be described in more detail throughout this section, are shown 
in Table 21. This includes: (1) a total for each of the seven communication 
behaviours that mothers used; (2) the six communication themes of each 
communication act; (3) the six combinations of dual-operative cues that 
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accompanied each communication act; and, (4) the number of contributions made by 
each mother.  
Table 21: Guidance towards label/DRR - overview 
Category Subcategories Total 
Communication act 
themes 
Straight reading of the printed words 1732 
Illustration or animation 441 
Text features, function, structure 53 
World knowledge 36 
Connection with child 12 







Incomplete utterance 178 
Onomatopoeia 45 
Purely non-verbal (unaccompanied by verbal communication) 21 
Reply 12 
Total 2277 
Dual-operative cues Guidance towards chained connection 646 
Guidance towards an open connection 557 
Guidance towards a chained-associative connection 489 
Guidance towards an associative connection 300 
Guidance towards a chained-complex connection 170 
Guidance towards a complex collection 115 
Total 2277 












Results show that 2256/4888 (46.15%) of mothers’ verbal communication 
behaviours across all 44 book readings (four books per 11 mother-child dyad) were 
instances of guidance towards a label/DRR (Table 21). The high percentage of verbal 
communication behaviours show that “guidance towards a label/DRR” was the most 
frequently used Vygotskian-themed category (a Vygotskian-informed cue used to 
guide children towards particular ways of thinking), when analysing mothers’ 
communication acts. Mothers’ “communication themes,” however, show that only 
1732/4888 (35.43%) of these communication acts were a straight reading of the 
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words, serving to illustrate that this cue was also often used to guide children towards 
labelling and rote recall, beyond a straight reading of text. In fact, an additional 21 
instances of “guidance towards a label/DRR” were purely non-verbal, giving a total 
of 2277 counts for this category. Table 21 lists the seven communication behaviours 
mothers used including: (1) statements (n=1370); (2) questions (n=445); (3) 
instructions (n=206); (4) incomplete utterances (n=178); (5) onomatopoeia (n=45); 
(6) replies (n=12); and, (7) purely non-verbal communication (n=21).
The six “communication themes” listed in Table 21 show when a communication act 
was a straight reading of the printed words (pre-determined communication), and 
when mothers went beyond the printed words. Communication acts that went beyond 
the printed words included comments that connected with: (1) the illustration/ 
animation (n=441); (2) text features/function/structure (n=53); (3) world knowledge 
(n=36); (4) the child’s world experiences (n=12); or, (5) the narrative’s plot (n=3). 
Outside of a straight reading of the printed words, the “communication act themes” 
data shows that mothers guided their child towards labels/rote recall of the 
illustration or animation (n=441) more than any of the other “communication act 
theme”, doing so 25.46% (441/1732) as much as they did when engaging in a 
straight reading of text. For example, having read the words, “A moose and a goose 
together have juice,” M18 then pointed to the illustration and said, “That’s the 
moose.” This finding is of interest when considered alongside the overview data of 
Chapter 4, which showed that mothers “pointed at illustrations” with greater 
frequency than any other non-verbal communication behaviour (n=1234). 
An analysis of mothers’ use of dual-operative cues (Table 21) showed that the 
majority of the communication acts represented in this category were accompanied 
by a chained connection (n=646), or a chained connection used in tandem with 
another dual-operative cue (i.e. chained-associative connections [n=489] and 
chained-complex collections [n=170]). This finding is reflective of Chapter 5’s 
results that showed that the chained connection, a cue that uses connective identifiers 
such as conjunctions (e.g. and/but/because), repetitive phrases or referents (e.g. 
she/he/they), was the most often used Vygotskian cue more broadly. However, the 
“communication act themes” shown in Table 21, highlight that not all 
communication acts were a straight reading of the printed words. It is therefore 
unknown, based upon the data presented in Table 21 alone, how many chained 
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connections were given when reading pre-determined print, and how many could be 
attributed to mothers’ self-determined usage. 
To facilitate exploration of research question two (parts a and b), mother’s 
communication acts were further examined, divided by: (a) medium; and, (b) 
complexity of text. On a broad scale, the data presented in Table 22 shows that 
“guidance towards label/DRR” predominately occurred when participants engaged 
with printed texts (n=1507/2277, 66.18%), and that it occurred more often when 
engaging with complex texts (n=1311, 57.57%), than when engaging with simple 
texts (n=966), printed and electronic texts combined. In addition, “guidance towards 
label/DRR” was used with greater frequency when engaging with the complex 
printed text (n=875) than with any of the other texts. These findings are somewhat 
similar to Chapter 4’s overview data, which showed that mothers engaged in verbal 
communication with greater frequency overall, when shared reading the complex 
printed text. However, the simple printed text (n=632) presented with a higher count 
for “guidance towards label/DRR” than the complex electronic text (n=436) or the 
simple electronic text (n=334), even though Chapter 4’s overview data shows that 
mothers engaged in verbal communication least often, overall, when shared reading 
the simple printed text.  
Table 22: Guidance towards a label/DRR – medium and complexity 
Printed text Electronic text Total 
Simple text No. of instances: 632 
Participants: All mothers 
No. of instances: 334 
Participants: All mothers 
966 
Complex text No. of instances: 875 
Participants: All mothers 
No. of instances: 436 
Participants: All mothers 
1311 
Total No. of instances: 1507 
Participants: All mothers 
No. of instances: 770 
Participants: All mothers 
2277 
The “communication act themes” shown in Table 21 lists “straight reading of the 
printed words” (n=1732; 76.06%) as the most often used communication act for this 
Vygotskian category. Results also show (Table 21) that not all mothers guided 
children towards labels/DRR to the same degree. M2, for example, made use of this 
Vygotskian cue more than twice as many times (n=280) as M7 (n=129). Given that 
this category includes a straight decoding of the printed words, there was warrant to 
engage in a more detailed analysis, to determine why there was such variance in 
contributions between mothers.  
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To allow for an analysis that differentiated between a straight reading of the printed 
words (pre-determined communication) and guidance towards labelling/rote beyond 
a straight reading of text (self-determined communication), the remainder of the 
“guidance towards label/DRR” section has been divided into two to aid further 
analysis: 
Section 6.2.2: a straight reading of the printed words, and 
Section 6.2.3: labelling/rote recall – beyond a straight reading 
 6.2.2 Guidance towards label/DRR: straight reading of the printed 
words 
In the previous section, results showed that mothers engaged in a straight reading of 
the printed words (pre-determined communication) in 76.06% (n=1732) of instances 
that guided children towards a label/DRR. Mothers read the printed words in a 
variety of ways, however, including their choice of accompanying dual-operative 
cue/s, as per Table 23. Results showed that mothers varied their reading behaviours 
despite the fact that the printed words of each text remained constant between 
participants. For example, the results of the previous section showed that M7 guided 
her child towards a label/DRR less often than any other mother. 
Table 23: The Vygotskian continuum: guidance towards a label/ 
DRR – straight reading of printed words 
A closer investigation of the complex printed text reveals that, at times, M7 guided 
her child towards “localised understanding” rather than reading the printed words 
verbatim, paraphrasing the printed words to describe the illustrations. For example, 
M7 did not read the printed words, “But I’ll let Violet take a bow” (Quay, 2010; 
complex printed text), electing to point to the illustration instead and say, “Violet’s 
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taking a bow”. M7 also skipped a page of the complex printed text entirely, allowing 
for a swifter read. 
6.2.2.1 Straight reading of the printed words: medium and 
complexity 
Table 24 shows the number of communication acts contributed by mothers when 
reading the printed words aloud, divided by medium and complexity of text. Results 
show that M6 did not engage in any “straight reading of print” when shared reading 
the complex electronic text. Closer investigation of M6’s engagement with the 
complex electronic text shows that she chose to allow the narrator function to read 
the printed words aloud. In recognition of the fact that there can be variation even 
when shared “reading”, further investigation was conducted to explore how mothers 
chose to guide children towards a label/DRR: straight reading of the printed words. 
Table 24: Guidance towards label/DRR: straight reading of printed 
words – medium and complexity 
Printed text Electronic text Total 
Simple text No. of instances: 427 
Participants: All mothers 
No. of instances: 233 
Participants: All mothers 
660 
Complex text No. of instances: 767 
Participants: All mothers 
No. of instances: 305 
Participants: All, excluding M6 
1072 
Total No. of instances: 1194 
Participants: All mothers 
No. of instances: 538 
Participants: All mothers 
1732 
Table 24 shows that 1732/4888 (35.43%) of mothers’ verbal communication 
behaviours across all 44 book readings were instances of a straight reading of the 
print words. Communication acts that occurred when reading the printed texts 
accounted for 68.94% (n=1194) of the “straight reading of print” counts, while only 
31.06% (n=538) occurred when “straight reading” the electronic texts. This is 
reflective of the higher printed word count found in the printed texts combined 
(n=522) when compared to the combined printed word count of the electronic texts 
(n=361). The higher percentage for the printed medium can also be attributed to the 
fact that some mothers chose to use the narrator function of the electronic texts rather 
than reading the printed words themselves. For example, M4 used the narration 
feature when reading the simple electronic text; M1, M2, M6 and M7 used the 
narration feature when reading the complex electronic text. While M4, M1, M2 and 
M7 made some contributions to the narrator’s reading of the text, their contributions 
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were only minimal. M1 made one contribution, reading “The end” (complex 
electronic text). M2 made four contributions: reading the title; and repeating the 
narrator on three other occasions (e.g. repeating “Go away!” (complex electronic 
text)). M7 made only one contribution, reading “Rats!” (complex electronic text) 
upon swiping to a new page. M4 made two contributions when reading the simple 
electronic text: The first was to read aloud the option, “I want to read it myself or 
Meag-”; and the second was to repeat the narrator upon hearing the final line of text, 
“-not the armadillo”. 
6.2.2.2 Straight reading of the printed words: dual-operative cues 
When guiding children towards a straight reading of the printed words, mothers’ 
comments were always accompanied by one or more of the dual-operative cues. 
Table 25 shows the six dual-operative cues that were used, divided by medium and 
complexity of text. This included guidance towards: (1) open connections (n=502); 
(2) associative connections (n=208); (3) complex collections (n=98); (4) chained
connections (n=491); (5) chained-associative connections (n=293); and, (6) chained-
complex collections (n=140).
Table 25: Guidance towards a label/DRR: straight reading of 
printed words – accompanying cues 
Dual operative cue/s Printed text Electronic text Total 
Simple Complex Simple Complex 
Associative connection 42 110 13 43 208 
Chained connection 102 217 101 71 491 
Complex collection 37 41 10 10 98 
Chained-associative 106 122 40 25 293 
Chained-complex 84 43 9 4 140 
Open 56 234 60 152 502 
Total 427 767 233 305 1732 
Printed text total = 1194 Electronic text total = 538 
Results showed that a straight reading of the printed words was most often 
supplemented by a chained connection (924/1732, 53.35%), whether it was 
supplemented by: 
1. a chained connection on its own (n=491). For example, M1 read, “and here
is the Red Sheep” (simple printed text) immediately following, “Here is the
Up Sheep”, unaccompanied by any non-verbal communication behaviours.
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The word “and” signalled that her reading of text was to be directly 
connected to the comment that preceded it; 
2. a chained-associative connection (n=293). For example, M13 read, “This
book absolutely does not need a queen,” (complex electronic text)
immediately following a reading of the words, “A queen?”, said while
pointing and making a direct association with the illustration (see Figure 20).
Repeating the word “queen” signalled that her reading of text was to be
connected to the comment that preceded it;
Figure 20: Chained-associative connection – complex electronic text 
3. or a chained-complex collection (n=140). For example, M8 had just read the
text, “I’m up here,” (complex printed text) and immediately followed it with
a reading of “I’m taller than Mummy”, said while running her finger up an
illustration of the narrator (see Figure 21). Repeating the word “I’m”
signalled that the comment was connected to the “I’m” that was mentioned
previously. This verbal identifier was accompanied with a complex collection
(“point” + “movement” up the illustration).
1.                                                    2. 
Figure 21: Chained-complex collection – complex printed text 
The chained connection, which made use of verbal connective signifiers such as 
“and,” “she,” “but” or repetition, came directly from the pre-determined words of 
the narrative as shown on the page/screen. Mothers either chose to read the words 
(communication acts that were then included in this category), or did not. The 
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chained connections represented in this category, therefore, were sourced from the 
pre-determined printed words, rather than mothers’ predisposition to supplement a 
reading of the printed words with guidance towards a chained connection. This 
accounted for 36.49% (924/2532) of all “chained connections” used across the study 
as a whole. 
When exploring mothers’ self-determined use of guidance cues (dual-operative cues 
other than the chained connections found in the printed words), mothers 
supplemented “straight reading of the printed words” with “guidance towards open 
connections” (n=502) with greater frequency than other dual-operative cues; slightly 
more so with printed texts (n=290) than with electronic texts (n=212). An example 
of an open connection was when M22 read the text “Wait a minute” (Bland, 2012), 
when reading the complex electronic text, immediately following the printed words, 
“An elephant?” This reading of the printed words was a stand-alone comment. There 
were no verbal identifiers that connected this comment to the preceding comment, 
nor were there any accompanying non-verbal cues. Guidance towards open 
connections occurred with greater frequency when shared reading the complex texts 
more broadly, however (both printed and electronic combined: n=386), than when 
shared reading the simple texts (n=116). This was despite the fact that four of the 11 
mothers chose to use the narration feature and consequently contributed very little to 
the “straight reading of print” count for the complex electronic text.  
“Open connections” were instances when mothers gave a purely verbal 
communication act, unaccompanied by any non-verbal communication behaviours, 
or verbal connectives such as conjunctions, referents or repetition, leaving children to 
make independent connections. The fact that mothers often used open connections 
when reading complex texts may relate to the complex texts’ design. For example, 
the text, “Here is the Blue Sheep,” (Fox & Horacek, 2004; simple printed text) was 
printed on the same page as an illustration of a sheep that was blue in colour. The 
text, “Hey, I’ve got an idea, a really good one” (Quay, 2010; complex printed text) 
however, a more obscure phrase, was presented on the same page as the illustration 
shown in Figure 22. M8, a mother who often pointed at illustrations when reading 
the printed words of the printed texts (see Figure 21), did not point to the illustration 
while reading the page shown in Figure 22. 
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Figure 22: “Hey, I’ve got an idea” – printed word and illustration 
Table 25 also shows that when mothers did choose to supplement a reading of the 
printed words with a non-verbal communication behaviour, such as a “point to 
illustration”, this occurred with greater frequency when reading the printed texts 
(simple and complex combined) than with the electronic texts. For example, 
“guidance towards associative connections”, whether on their own or as a chained-
associative connection, occurred far more often when reading the printed texts 
(n=380), than when engaging in a straight reading of electronic texts (n=121). 
Similarly, “guidance towards complex collections”, which most often presented as a 
“point to print” + “movement”, or a “point to/tap illustration” + “movement,” 
whether on its own or as a chained-complex collection, occurred with greater 
frequency when reading the printed texts (n=205) than when engaging in a straight 
reading of the electronic texts (n=33). This is a noteworthy finding, especially when 
juxtaposed against the fact that M8 often held her hand to her chest when engaging in 
a straight reading of electronic texts (see Figure 23), even though she often pointed at 
illustrations when shared reading printed texts (see Figure 21).  
Figure 23: Straight reading of an electronic text – hand held to chest while 
reading 
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6.2.3 Guidance towards label/rote recall: beyond a straight reading 
This section explores instances where mothers engaged in guidance towards a label 
or rote recall, beyond a straight reading of the printed words (self-determined 
communication), including dual-operative cues that accompanied each 
communication act (see Table 26).  
Table 26: The Vygotskian continuum: guidance towards a 
label/DRR – beyond a straight reading 
6.2.3.1 Beyond a straight reading: medium and complexity 
Table 27 shows a breakdown of all mothers’ contributions for this category, divided 
by medium and complexity of text.  
Table 27: Guidance towards label/rote: beyond a straight reading – 
medium and complexity 
Printed text Electronic text Total 
Simple text No. of instances: 207 
Participants: All mothers 
No. of instances: 103 




No. of instances: 106 
Participants: All mothers 
No. of instances: 129 
Participants: All mothers 
235 
Total No. of instances: 313 
Participants: All mothers 
No. of instances: 232 
Participants: All mothers 
545 
Results show that all 11 mothers guided their children towards a “label/rote recall: 
beyond a straight reading”, across the four book readings and that this category 
represented 524/4888 (10.72%) of mothers’ verbal communication behaviours across 
the study as a whole. An additional 21 communication acts were purely non-verbal, 
giving a total of 545 communication acts for this category. Of the 545 “guidance 
towards a label/DRR: beyond a straight reading” counts, 313/545 (57.43%) occurred 
when reading a printed text, and 232/545 (42.57%) when reading the electronic 
medium. However, this cue was used with greater frequency when reading the 
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simple printed text 207/545 (37.98%), than when reading the other three texts 
(complex printed text: 106/545, 19.45%; simple electronic text: 103/545, 18.9%; 
complex electronic text: 129/545, 23.67%). “Guidance towards a label/DRR: beyond 
a straight reading” also occurred more often with the complex electronic text than it 
did with the simple electronic text.  
Table 28 shows the five communication act themes used by mothers when engaging 
in “guidance towards a label/DRR: beyond a straight reading”. The communication 
act themes shown in Table 28 include connections: (1) to child (n=12); (2) with plot 
(n=3); (3) with illustration/animation (n=441); (4) with text features, function, 
structure (n=53); and, (5) with world knowledge (n=36).  
Table 28: Guidance towards label/rote: beyond a straight reading – 
communication act themes 
Communication act 
themes 
Printed text Electronic text Total 
Simple Complex Simple Complex 
Connect to child 4 4 2 2 12 
Connect with plot 0 2 1 0 3 
Illustration or animation 183 86 69 103 441 
Text features, function, 
structure 
6 5 25 17 53 
World knowledge 14 9 6 7 36 
Total 207 106 103 129 545 
Printed text total = 313 Electronic text total = 232 
Results show that the most frequently used communication act theme was 
“connections with illustrations/animations”, used more often with printed texts 
(n=269) than with electronic texts (n=172). A typical example of this pattern was 
when M14 pointed to an illustration in the simple printed text and said, “That’s the 
pelican”. Looking at the four texts in isolation, connections with illustrations/ 
animations occurred most often when reading the simple printed text (n=183), in 
keeping with the findings outlined in the previous section that identified the simple 
printed text as one that more directly reflected the printed words in its illustrations. 
When looking at the electronic texts, labelling of illustrations/animations occurred 
more often with the complex electronic text (n=103) than it did with the simple 
electronic text (n=69). 
Further examination of the texts showed that illustration design appeared to influence 
the extent to which mothers were inclined to “guide their children towards 
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labelling/DRR: beyond a straight reading”. Table 29 shows four typical examples of 
the illustrations found in the: (a) simple printed text; (b) complex printed text; (c) 
simple electronic text; and (d) complex electronic text. 
Table 29: Illustrations: All four texts - examples 
(a) simple printed text (b) complex printed text
(c) simple electronic text (d) complex electronic text
It was found that eight of the 11 mothers labelled or encouraged their child to label 
the animals in the train of the simple printed text (Table 29, illustration (a)), even 
though the printed words only referenced, “the Car Sheep”, “the Train Sheep” and 
the absence of the “Green Sheep” (Fox & Horacek, 2004). The illustrations of the 
complex printed text however, depicted actions (e.g. performing at a “show” (Quay, 
2010), Table 29, illustration (b)), with fewer objects on display that mothers could 
point to and label. This was a challenge that M18 identified immediately following 
her shared reading of the complex printed text, noting “I just wanted to emphasise 
things that might be familiar … [but] I found it a little bit difficult to draw much out 
of the illustrations”.  
A similar pattern of results was evident for the electronic texts. The simple electronic 
text depicted actions (e.g. characters attending a “fair” (Boynton, 2013), Table 29, 
illustration (c)) with few objects on the screen. In contrast, the complex electronic 
text depicted many objects, which allowed for labelling beyond those mentioned in 
the printed words (e.g. “a puppet” (Bland, 2012), Table 29, illustration (d)). M8 
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noted that she found it difficult to label the objects found in the simple electronic 
text, sharing,  
I’m trying to use more words like confetti, streamers, just for the vocabulary, but it 
was hard for me because there weren’t many words where I could just, you know, a 
few pictures that I saw on the screen. 
6.2.3.2 Beyond a straight reading: dual-operative cues 
When guiding children towards a label/DRR: beyond a straight reading, mothers’ 
communication acts were accompanied by the following dual-operative cues: (1) 
associative connections; (2) chained connections; (3) complex collections; (4) 
chained-associative connections; (5) chained-complex collections; and (6) open 
connections. Table 30 presents a breakdown of the dual-operative cues that mothers 
used, divided by medium and complexity of text.  
Table 30: Guidance towards label/rote: beyond a straight reading – 
accompanying cues 
Dual-operative cue/s Printed text Electronic text Total 
Simple Complex Simple Complex 
Associative connection 18 19 13 42 92 
Chained connection 59 33 37 26 155 
Complex collection 5 4 5 3 17 
Chained-associative 102 38 28 28 196 
Chained-complex 13 11 2 4 30 
Open 8 3 16 28 55 
Total 205 108 101 131 545 
Printed text total = 313 Electronic text total = 232 
Table 30 shows that mothers most often supplemented “guidance towards 
labelling/DRR: beyond a straight reading”, with chained-associative connections 
(n=196). The majority of these instances occurred when reading the simple printed 
text (n=102), either as: (1) a comment that directly linked to a reading of the printed 
words (e.g. having read, “Here is the Sun Sheep,” M13 asked, “What’s he wearing?” 
while pointing to sunglasses); or (2) as a chained naming of illustrations. For 
example, M2 asked, “And what’s in the train?” while pointing to the first animal in 
the train. Once C2 named the animal, M2 silently moved her finger to the next 
animal, repeating this process until C2 had named them all. Guidance towards 
chained labelling, using verbal referents and conjunctions, was used with greater 
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frequency when reading the printed simple text than any of the other texts. 
Collectively, these findings serve to highlight how closely the illustrations in the 
simple printed text reflected the objects named in the printed words, and/or how 
similar the illustrations were to each other, that they would encourage chained 
labelling (e.g. all of the objects in the train were animals). 
Earlier, it was noted that the labelling of illustrations/animations occurred with 
greater frequency when reading the complex electronic text than when reading the 
simple electronic text. In addition, examination of mothers’ use of dual-operative 
cues showed that the complex electronic text was most often supplemented with a 
stand-alone, associative connection (n=42). For example, when M1 pointed at an 
illustration and said, “Look at the rat”. Interestingly, stand-alone associative 
connections occurred with greater frequency when reading the complex electronic 
text than when reading the simple printed text, even though the simple printed text 
featured most often in this category. A typical example of a stand-alone associative 
connection made with the simple printed text occurred when M20 pointed to the 
illustration shown in Figure 24 and asked, “What’s this?” to which C20 replied, “A 
ladder”. 
Figure 24: Stand-alone associative connection – asking, “What’s this?” 
As shown in the examples of illustrations in Table 29, these findings may be: (1) 
attributable to the more haphazard arrangement of objects on the screen of the 
complex electronic text; (2) that the objects depicted in the illustration were not all 
mentioned in the printed words; or (3) that they appeared unrelated to each other 
(e.g. an elephant, monster, queen, rat, pirate and puppet (Table 29, illustration (d)), 
encouraging isolated labelling and talk for each object. 
In Chapter 4’s overview of results it was found that children “touched/tapped 
illustrations” when reading the electronic texts (n=902) with greater frequency 
(98.23%) than when reading printed texts (n=16). In this section, it was revealed 
that: (1) mothers frequently pointed to illustrations when labelling illustrations/ 
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features of the complex electronic text as a stand-alone comment (via guidance 
towards an associative connection); and, (2) that mothers’ labelling/rote recall was 
often unaccompanied by any non-verbal communication behaviours when reading 
electronic texts, leaving children to make independent open connections.  
An example of guidance towards an open connection occurred when M14 was 
reading the complex electronic text. M14 had just read, “But yes the Hippopotamus” 
(Boynton, 2013) and had manipulated C14’s hand during a pause in conversation, 
guiding C14 to activate an animation of confetti falling down the screen. M14 
directly followed this interaction with the open comment, “It’s decorations” [“It is 
decorations”], with no clear link between “it’s” or “the Hippopotamus” that she’d 
mentioned earlier. She did not accompany her labelling of the animation with any 
non-verbal communication behaviours, either by sustaining the action that had 
initiated the animation or by pointing to the screen while she spoke (M14’s fingers 
were curled in and away from the screen, as shown in Figure 25). Therefore, C14 
was left to independently decipher what her mother was referring to. For example, 
C14 could have interpreted M14’s comment to signify that the confetti on the screen 
belonged to the Hippopotamus (i.e. “Its decorations”), or she could have inferred 
that another object on the screen that had caught her attention was to be named 
“decorations”. 
Figure 25: Open connection – “It’s decorations” 
Open connections occurred with greater frequency with electronic texts (n=44), than 
when reading printed texts (n=11). These findings suggest that mothers were 
inclined to: (1) be guided by their child’s “call for shared attention” when labelling 
objects on the screen of the electronic texts; and/or, (2) to name objects to re/direct 
their child’s interactions with the screen. Table 31 provides an example of when M8 
was guided by her child’s focus of attention when she labelled an illustration of a 
peanut. 
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Table 31: Guided by child when labelling 
C8 <C8 taps at elephant; peanuts come out of the trunk> 
M8 What did it just spit out? 
M8 What do you think that is? 
M8 A peanut. 
Figure 26 provides an example of when M18 re/directed C18’s attention as he tapped 
at a series of rats, instructing M18 to “Look at him,” while pointing to an illustration 
of a boy. 
Figure 26: Re/directing child’s focus of attention 
6.3 GUIDANCE TOWARDS CONCRETE 
ANALYSIS OF TEXT 
This section explores instances where mothers guided children towards an analysis of 
the concrete experience, including what could be seen in the immediate environment 
(i.e. what the mother/child was doing, or what was visible in the book/device); or a 
comparison with an aspect of children’s everyday life experiences (a concrete 
comparison). This is reflective of the “partitioning, analysis, or abstraction” phase of 
thinking as described in Vygotsky’s (1987, p. 157) theory of concept development, 
where concrete understanding of the features or parts of a concept develop. When 
guiding children towards concrete analysis, mothers’ behaviours presented in one of 
two ways: (1) mothers analysed a part or feature of the text, (e.g. “[That’s a hare], 
which is like a rabbit”, M14, simple electronic text); or, (2) encouraged their child to 
do so (e.g. “Do you think he looks happy or sad?”, M18, simple electronic text). As 
detailed in Section 5.3, “guidance towards concrete analysis”, referred to as a dual-
operative-dependent cue, was always accompanied by one or more of the dual-
operative cues, coloured in blue, in Table 32. Consequently, this section explores 
instances where dual-operative cues and dual-operative-dependent cues coexisted 
within communication acts.  
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Table 32: The Vygotskian continuum: guidance towards concrete 
analysis 
A key finding discussed in this section is the observation that mothers guided 
children towards concrete analysis with greater frequency when reading the complex 
texts, whether printed or electronic. In addition to this finding, however, there were 
also key differences between media. In particular, children demonstrated that they 
were less inclined to respond to questions that were asked of them when engaging 
with the electronic texts, even though close to half of the questions that were asked 
of children (49.45%), beyond a straight reading of the printed words, were given 
when guiding children towards concrete analysis, with close to equal representation 
across texts. Closer inspection found that concrete analyses of the electronic texts 
often included and were interspersed with analyses of what the electronic features of 
the text could do, rather than strictly focusing on connections with the storyline, 
illustrations or world/child. 
6.3.1 Guidance towards concrete analysis of text: overview 
All communication acts used in the “guidance towards concrete analysis” category 
(n=1006) are shown in Table 33, including: (1) a total for each of the six 
communication behaviours that mothers used; and, (2) the number of contributions 
made by each mother. The communication themes and dual operative cues that 
mothers used, separated by medium and complexity of text, are explored in Sections 
6.3.2 and 6.3.3. Results show that all mothers engaged in “guidance towards concrete 
analysis” and that there was great variance between mothers, as with guidance 
towards a label/DRR. For example, M18 (n=152) guided her child towards concrete 
analysis far more often than M1 (n=36).  
guidance towards concrete connections 
guidance towards 
label/decoding (D) 
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Table 33: Guidance towards concrete analysis – overview 
Category Subcategories Total 
Communication behaviours Question 538 
Statement 402 
Instruction 44 
















Table 33 also shows that mothers asked questions (n=538) with greater frequency 
than any other verbal communication behaviour when guiding children towards 
concrete analysis. Of the 1301 questions that were asked by mothers across all four 
texts, 213/1301 (16.37%) of these were a straight reading of the printed words (pre-
determined communication). Close to half (538/1088: 49.45%) of the remaining 
1088 questions asked by mothers across all four book readings (self-determined 
communication) were asked when guiding children towards concrete analysis; 
321/538 (59.67%) of which were asked when reading the electronic texts. 
6.3.2 Guidance towards concrete analysis: medium and complexity 
In order to explore research question two (parts a and b), this section examines 
mothers’ guidance towards concrete analysis, divided by: (a) medium; and, (b) 
complexity of text. In contrast to “guidance towards a label/DRR”, the data presented 
in Table 34, shows that mothers guided children towards concrete analysis with 
greater frequency when shared reading the electronic texts (n=585) than when 
reading the printed texts (n=421). Further investigation shows that guidance towards 
concrete analysis occurred more so with the complex electronic text (n=348) than 
with the simple electronic text (n=237). A similar pattern of results were found when 
examining the printed texts shown in Table 34, with the complex printed text 
(n=276) featuring more often than the simple printed text (n=145). While the simple 
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printed text inspired guidance towards labelling/DRR with greater frequency than 
any other text, it inspired guidance towards concrete analysis with the least 
frequency of any text.     
Table 34: Guidance towards concrete analysis – medium and 
complexity 
Printed text Electronic text Total 
Simple text No. of instances: 145  
Participants: All mothers 
No. of instances: 237 
Participants: All mothers 
382 
Complex text No. of instances: 276 
Participants: All mothers 
No. of instances: 348 
Participants: All mothers 
624 
Total No. of instances: 421 
Participants: All mothers 
No. of instances: 585 
Participants: All mothers 
1006 
In order to investigate the meaning that was conveyed through each communication 
act, an additional analysis was carried out to identify the themes of each 
communication act when guiding children towards concrete analysis. The results are 
presented in Table 35, divided by medium and complexity of text, showing when 
communication acts made connections with: (1) children’s lived experiences; (2) the 
narrative’s plot; (3) the illustration/animation; (4) text features/function/structure; or, 
(5) world knowledge.




Printed text Electronic text Total 
Simple Complex Simple Complex 
Connect to child 26 63 27 34 150 
Connect with plot 13 37 32 46 128 
Illustration or animation 92 152 76 136 456 
Text features, function, 
structure 
10 14 94 128 246 
World knowledge 4 10 8 4 26 
Total 145 276 237 348 1006 
Printed text total = 421 Electronic text total = 585 
Results show that within the guidance towards concrete analysis category, the most 
frequently conveyed theme was connections with illustrations/animations (n=456). 
This occurred slightly more often with printed texts (n=244) than with electronic 
texts (n=212), and with greater frequency when reading the complex texts (n=288, 
combined) than when shared reading the simple texts, whether printed or electronic. 
A typical example of this was when M7 pointed to an illustration of the main 
character in the complex printed text and asked, “Is she taller than Mummy?” A 
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connection was made with the text’s features, function or structure with far greater 
frequency, however, when shared reading the electronic texts (n=222) than when 
reading the printed texts (n=24). For example, when reading the simple electronic 
text, images of hats could be moved around the screen with a tap-and-drag 
movement. M7 asked, “They going to go back up on their heads?” as she tapped and 
dragged a hat on the screen. When the hat was released it fell to the bottom of the 
screen. She followed this question with “No, they keep falling down,” showing that 
she was exploring what the text could do. In another example, when reading the 
complex electronic text, M6 wondered aloud as she interacted with the screen, 
saying, “I wonder what this does” and “[I] wonder what that pirate’s going to do”. 
The fact that a connection was made with the text’s features/function/structure with 
far greater frequency when shared reading electronic texts may be attributed to the 
interactive features of the electronic medium. The electronic medium had more 
functionality through the interactive features and, as such, invited exploration of 
what was possible (as with M7’s exploration of what could be done with the 
interactive hat images), more so than with printed texts. The fact that this occurred 
more often with the complex electronic text than the simple electronic text may again 
be attributed to the texts’ illustrations, such as the ones shown in Table 29, showing 
that the complex electronic text displayed more objects than the simple electronic 
text, and consequently had more interactive hotspots, inviting more guided 
exploration. 
Interestingly, when guiding children towards concrete analysis, connections with 
children’s lived experience were made with greater frequency when reading the 
complex printed text (n=63) than the other three texts. For example, M2 had just 
read, “Violet’s not old enough for laces” (Quay, 2010) when reading the complex 
printed text, and then immediately followed the reading with a comparison that 
connected to her child’s lived experience, saying, “You don’t have shoes with laces 
either”. This is a finding returned to in Chapter 7 where mothers shared that they 
often did so as a strategy to maintain or re-engage their child’s interest when reading 
this complex, longer text. It was also found that connections with children’s lived 
experiences occurred more often when reading the complex printed text than the 
simple printed text, even though results showed that mothers labelled illustrations 
less often when reading the complex printed text than when reading the simple 
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printed text. Mothers also made connections with the child when reading the 
complex electronic text with greater frequency than when reading the simple 
electronic text, even though mothers labelled the complex electronic text’s 
illustrations/animation with greater frequency than those of the simple electronic 
text. More broadly, however, this shows that mothers made connections with their 
children’s lived experiences when reading complex texts, more so than when reading 
simple texts. 
6.3.3 Guidance towards concrete analysis: dual-operative cues 
When guiding children towards concrete connections, mothers’ comments were 
accompanied by one or more dual-operative cue/s. Dual-operative cues show when 
mothers made use of non-verbal communication behaviours (such as an associative 
connection or complex collection) and when communication acts were 
unaccompanied by non-verbal communication behaviours (such as an open 
connection). Table 36 shows the six dual-operative cues that were used, divided by 
medium and complexity of text. This included guidance towards: (1) open 
connections (n=178); (2) associative connections (n=164); (3) complex collections 
(n=46); (4) chained connections (n=295); (5) chained-associative connections 
(n=237); and, (6) chained-complex collections (n=86).  
Table 36: Guidance towards concrete analysis – accompanying cues 
Dual-operative 
cue/s 
Printed text Electronic text Total 
Simple Complex Simple Complex 
Associative connection 18 43 25 78 164 
Chained connection 47 97 75 76 295 
Complex collection 2 5 17 22 46 
Chained-associative 52 91 37 57 237 
Chained-complex 14 18 28 26 86 
Open 12 22 55 89 178 
Total 145 276 237 348 1006 
Printed text total = 421 Electronic text total = 585 
Results showed that there was a strong preference for using verbal chained 
connections (n=295) when guiding children towards concrete analysis across the 
four texts, only slightly more so when reading electronic texts (n=151) than when 
reading printed texts (n=144). A typical example was when M13 asked, “Where have 
they gone?”, when C13’s interactions with the screen caused characters to disappear 
from view. Chained connections were most often used with both of the complex texts 
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(n=173, combined), and the simple  electronic text (n=75). The simple printed text 
was most often supplemented with an additional dual-operative cue to the chained 
connection, most often supplemented with “guidance towards a chained-associative 
connection” (n=52). An example of this was when M4 pointed to the car sheep 
shown in the simple printed text (Figure 27) and asked, “Where’s his head gone?” 
Figure 27: Chained-associative connection (Fox & Horacek, 2004) – “Where’s his 
head gone?” 
When reading the complex electronic text however, communication acts that guided 
children towards concrete analysis most often left children to establish their own 
open connection (n=89). For example, having just read, “You’re in the wrong book” 
(Bland, 2012), M22 then asked, “What do the rats do when you touch them?” guiding 
C22 towards an examination of possible interactive hotspots. M22’s comment was 
unaccompanied by non-verbal communication behaviours. Open connections, 
comments unaccompanied by non-verbal communication behaviours or verbal 
connective signifiers, supplemented guidance towards concrete analysis with more 
frequency when reading the electronic texts as a whole (n=144), than when reading 
printed texts (n=34). This was also the case when examining stand-alone concrete 
analyses supplemented with guidance towards associative connections (printed texts: 
n=61; electronic texts: n=103) and complex collections (printed texts: n=7; 
electronic texts: n=39). 
The results presented in Chapter 4 showed that children “touched/tapped 
illustrations” when reading the electronic texts (n=902) 98.23% more often than 
when reading the printed texts (n=16). This section has shown that mothers 
frequently pointed to illustrations as a stand-alone communication act (i.e. via 
guidance towards an associative connection or complex collection) when guiding 
children towards concrete analysis, more so with electronic texts than with printed 
texts. This section has also shown that mothers supplemented guidance towards 
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concrete analysis with guidance towards open connections with greater frequency 
when reading the electronic texts. Collectively these findings suggest that mothers 
appeared to be inclined to: 
1. be guided by their child’s “call for shared attention” when analysing
illustrations/animations seen on the screen of the electronic texts,
2. re/direct their child’s interaction with hotspots on the screen via guidance
towards concrete analysis, and/or
3. analyse the electronic text unaccompanied by any non-verbal cues, inhibited
by the interactive features of the text or the fact that their child was already
interacting with the text’s hotspots.
This section also showed that although there was an equally high focus on 
illustrations/animations across the four texts when guiding children towards concrete 
analysis, mothers focused on the electronic text’s features, function or structure 
(n=222) far more often than when reading the printed texts (n=24) when analysing 
texts. This finding showed that analysis of the electronic text often included and was 
interspersed with analyses of what the medium’s interactive features could do, rather 
than strictly focusing on connections with storyline, illustrations or conceptual 
knowledge beyond the narrative. 
6.4 GUIDANCE TOWARDS LOCALISED 
UNDERSTANDING 
Section 6.4 explores instances where mothers guided children towards localised 
understandings, including instances where mothers: (1) encouraged a physical 
demonstration of understanding (e.g., when M18 said, “Swipe it” while manipulating 
C18’s arm/pointer finger to facilitate the swiping of the page [complex electronic 
text]); or, (2) described a concrete experience beyond what was written/heard in the 
text (e.g., when M4 described an illustration saying, “She’s helping to pick up the 
tissues”). Concrete experiences included what could be seen in the immediate 
environment (i.e. what the mother/child was doing; what was visible in the 
book/device), or what had been experienced by children in their everyday lives (a 
concrete connection). This is reflective of Vygotsky’s “potential concept” (Vygotsky, 
1987, p. 157), an understanding that has been established within the confines and 
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limitations of children’s lived experiences and as such is “developed in the domain of 
concrete thinking”. As with the other dual-operative-dependent cues, “guidance 
towards localised understanding” was always accompanied by one or more of the 
dual-operative cues, coloured in blue in Table 37.  
Table 37: The Vygotskian continuum: guidance towards localised 
understanding 
Key findings discussed in this section include the observation that the electronic 
medium invited exploration or demonstrations of what is possible more so than with 
the printed texts, due to the electronic texts’ interactive hotspot features. This 
occurred with greater frequency when engaging with the complex electronic text than 
with the simple electronic text, however, which may be attributed to the fact that the 
complex electronic text had more objects depicted in the illustrations and 
consequently more hotspots than the simple electronic text. The printed texts also 
presented with some notable findings, including the observation that the complex 
printed text invited the greatest frequency of guidance towards localised 
understanding, more so than any other text, when the theme of the conversation was 
exclusively focused on the illustrations and when making connections to the child’s 
lived experiences. Interestingly, connections with the child/illustrations occurred 
with greater frequency when shared reading the complex printed text than the simple 
printed text, when guiding children towards concrete analysis as well, even though 
mothers found the act of labelling illustrations more challenging when reading the 
complex printed text. Why this might be so is explored in Chapter 7. 
Along with the above, it was also found that stand-alone chained connections 
(chained connections that were unaccompanied by any non-verbal communication 
behaviours) occurred with greater frequency when shared reading the complex 
printed text and the simple electronic text (texts that had illustrations that depicted 
guidance towards concrete connections 
guidance towards 
label/decoding (D) 
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action), when guiding children towards localised understandings. In contrast, the 
simple printed text and complex electronic text had illustrations that displayed many 
objects, suggesting that the nature of the illustrations influenced how/how often 
mothers guided their child towards localised understandings, along with how/how 
often they guided their child towards labels/DRR. 
6.4.1 Guidance towards localised understanding: overview 
All communication acts used in the “guidance towards localised understanding” 
category (n=574) are shown in Table 38, including: (1) a total for each of the six 
communication behaviours that mothers used; and, (2) the number of contributions 
made by each mother. The communication themes and dual-operative cues that 
mothers used, separated by medium and complexity of text, are explored in Sections 
6.4.2 and 6.4.3. Results show that only 571/4888 (11.68%) of mothers’ verbal 
communication behaviours, across all 44 book readings, were instances of guidance 
towards localised understandings. An additional three instances were purely non-
verbal communication acts. In all three cases, the mother physically manipulated the 
child’s hand. For example, at one stage, M2 manipulated C2’s hand to tap at 
illustrations/hotspots all over the screen when engaging with the simple electronic 
text.  
Table 38: Guidance towards localised understanding – overview 
Category Subcategories Total 





Incomplete utterance 2 
Purely non-verbal guidance 3 
Total 574 
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Table 38 also shows that all 11 mothers engaged in “guidance towards localised 
understandings” to varying degrees. M18 (n=95), for example, guided her child 
towards localised understandings far more often than M6 (n=24). The finding that 
M7 guided her child towards localised understandings with greater frequency than 
nine of the other mothers (n=73) is especially noteworthy, considering that M7 
guided her child towards a label/DRR with the least frequency of any other 
participant. In reviewing M7’s interview data, there is suggestion that she guided C7 
towards localised understandings more so than labelling/DRR in response to her 
child’s feedback. The following three examples show that M7 repeatedly expressed 
the opinion that C7 lacked interest in the shared reading experiences: 
“the way he’s wriggling around you wouldn’t have thought he was really that 
interested” (simple electronic text);  
“I could see that he was losing interest” (complex printed text) and; 
“Someone else is doing the reading – I was focusing on what he could actually do in 
a large part to keep his attention” (complex electronic text). 
This finding is returned to in Chapter 7. 
The results presented in Table 38 also show that mothers made statements (n=233) 
more often than any other verbal communication behaviour when guiding children 
towards localised understanding. In addition, questions also occurred frequently, 
though they only represented 16.91% (184/1088) of all questions asked by mothers 
across all four books readings, beyond a straight reading of text. In the overview 
findings of Chapter 4 it was found that mothers gave 590 instructions/summons in 
total when shared reading, 158 of which were a result of reading the printed words. 
Of the remaining 432, close to half (195/432, 45.14%) were given when guiding 
children towards concrete connections, and one third (144/432, 33.33%), as shown in 
Table 38, were given when guiding children towards localised understandings. When 
guiding children towards localised understandings, 118/144 (81.94%) instructions 
were given when reading electronic texts. This finding differed to the guidance 
towards concrete connections category, where there was comparable representation 
for the giving of instructions between the complex printed text, simple electronic text 
and complex electronic text.     
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6.4.2 Guidance towards localised understanding: medium and 
complexity 
This section examines mothers’ guidance towards localised understandings, divided 
by: (a) medium; and, (b) complexity of text. Results are presented in Table 39. 
Similar to the findings of the “guidance towards concrete analysis” category, results 
show that mothers guided children towards localised understandings with greater 
frequency when shared reading the electronic texts (n=343) than when reading the 
printed texts (n=231). In examining the electronic medium, it was shown that there 
was a close to even split between the simple (n=163) and complex (n=180) texts. In 
contrast, when examining the printed medium, the complex text (n=150) featured 
with greater frequency than the simple text (n=81).  
Table 39: Guidance towards localised understanding – medium and 
complexity 
Printed text Electronic text Total 
Simple text No. of instances: 81  
Participants: All, excluding M1 
No. of instances: 163 
Participants: All mothers 
244 
Complex text No. of instances: 150 
Participants: All mothers 
No. of instances: 180 
Participants: All mothers 
330 
Total No. of instances: 231 
Participants: All mothers 
No. of instances: 343 
Participants: All mothers 
574 
In order to investigate the meaning that was conveyed via each communication act, 
mothers’ communication acts were analysed for themes, divided by medium and 
complexity of text. Table 40 shows when mothers’ guidance towards localised 
understanding made connections with the: (1) child’s lived experiences; (2) 
narrative’s plot; (3) illustration/animation; (4) text features/function/structure; or, (5) 
world knowledge.  
Table 40: Guidance towards localised understanding – 
communication act themes 
communication act 
themes 
Printed text Electronic text Total 
Simple Complex Simple Complex 
Connect to child 10 37 6 2 55 
Connect with plot 7 5 4 4 20 
Illustration or animation 51 93 42 55 241 
Text features, function, 
structure 
13 15 111 118 257 
World knowledge 0 0 0 1 1 
Total 81 150 163 180 574 
Printed text total = 231 Electronic text total = 343 
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Results show that mothers connected with “text features, function, structure” with 
greater frequency than any other communication act theme when guiding children 
towards localised understandings. The communication act theme that presented with 
the highest frequency count when guiding children towards a label/DRR and 
concrete analysis, beyond a straight reading of text, was connections with 
“illustration/animation”. The change in focus from connections with 
illustrations/animation to making connections with the text’s features/function/ 
structure is a noteworthy finding, given that “guidance towards localised 
understanding” is a way of thinking that is closer to full conceptual understanding 
than concrete connections, labelling/DRR or concrete analysis. 
Table 40 shows that a shift in focus did not occur when shared reading printed texts; 
mothers continued to connect with illustrations (n=144) with greater frequency than 
any other communication act theme when reading the printed medium. For example, 
M18 described the action/meaning conveyed via the illustration shown in Figure 28 
(complex printed text), saying, “Violet’s picking up all the tissues.” 
Figure 28: Guidance towards localised understanding – connecting with the 
illustration (Quay, 2010) 
A high count of 97 was shown when mothers focused on the illustrations/animation 
found in the electronic texts as well (simple and complex combined), though this 
occurred less often than with the printed texts. When looking at all four texts, there 
was a comparable number of occasions when mothers connected with the 
illustrations/animations of three of the texts. The complex printed text invited 
connections with illustrations (n=93) with greater frequency than any other text 
when guiding children towards localised understanding. The complex printed text 
also presented with the highest count when connecting to child (n=37). For example, 
having just read, “Violet thinks she’s helping too”, M20 followed this with a 
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connection to C20’s real-life experience, saying, “You were helping C20-Aunty 
today.” Conversely, electronic texts most often featured when a connection was 
made with the text’s features, function or structure (n=229), representing 66.76% 
(229/343) of all communication acts for the electronic medium. For example, on one 
occasion, M2 took hold of C2’s hand and said, “You get your finger and we go like 
this”, showing her child how to swipe the page of the complex electronic text (see 
Figure 29). 
1.                                                                2. 
Figure 29: Being shown how to operate the electronic medium 
Guidance towards localised understandings of the texts’ features, function or 
structure occurred with far less frequency when engaging with the printed medium 
(n=28). 
6.4.3 Guidance towards localised understanding: dual-operative cues 
Findings showed that mothers’ comments were accompanied by one or more dual-
operative cues when guiding children towards localised understandings. Dual-
operative cues show when mothers made use of non-verbal communication 
behaviours (such as an associative connection or complex collection) and when 
communication acts were unaccompanied by non-verbal communication behaviours 
(such as an open connection). Table 41 shows the six dual-operative cues mothers 
used, divided by medium and complexity of text. This included, guidance towards: 
(1) open connections (n=56); (2) associative connections (n=122); (3) complex
collections (n=42); (4) chained connections (n=159); (5) chained-associative
connections (n=138); and, (6) chained-complex collections (n=57).
Results show that mothers most often supplemented guidance towards localised 
understandings with chained connections (n=354). This included: 
1. chained-associative connections (n=138). For example, M18 pointed to a
sheep in a boat, and asked “What’s this one doing?” When C18 didn’t reply,
she pointed to the end of the fishing rod held in the sheep’s hands (Figure
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Printed text Electronic text Total 
Simple Complex Simple Complex 
Associative connection 13 22 27 60 122 
Chained connection 18 55 51 35 159 
Complex collection 1 4 18 19 42 
Chained-associative 31 46 30 31 138 
Chained-complex 12 17 19 9 57 
Open 6 6 18 26 56 
Total 81 150 163 180 574 
Printed text total = 231 Electronic text total = 343 
 30), and asked “Is he catching a fish?”. M18’s guidance towards an 
understanding of the action/meaning conveyed by the illustration was 
accompanied by the chained referent “he”, signifying that the query was 
connected to the character that was mentioned earlier (i.e. “this one”); 
Figure 30: Localised understanding – chained-associative connection 
2. chained-complex collections (n=57). For example, M4, ran her finger along
an illustration of clothes billowing out from behind a character and then
pointed to the clothesline on the left of the page (Figure 31), while saying
“She’s pulled the clothes off the clothesline”. This was said directly following
the query, “What’s she done?”;
Figure 31: Localised understanding – chained-complex collection 
3. or stand-alone chained connections (n=159). For example, M22 said, “and
dancing in the mud” (simple electronic text) when describing the
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action/meaning conveyed by the animation shown in Figure 32. This 
description was unaccompanied by any non-verbal communication 
behaviours and directly followed the comment, “They cavorting?” 
(paraphrasing the printed words, “A hog and a frog cavort in the mud” 
(Boynton, 2013)). 
Figure 32: Localised understanding – chained connection (Boynton, 2013) 
Stand-alone chained connections, chained connections unaccompanied by non-verbal 
behaviours, occurred most often with the complex printed text and the simple 
electronic text however, more so than when reading the simple printed text and 
complex electronic text. This finding is noteworthy when coupled with the findings 
in section 6.2, that showed that the complex printed text and simple electronic text 
had illustrations that depicted actions more so than the simple printed text and 
complex electronic text that more so depicted objects. 
Table 41 also shows that 122 (21.25%) communication acts within this category 
were supplemented with a stand-alone associative connection, both when reading 
printed texts (n=35), and electronic texts (n=87). They occurred with more 
frequency when reading the complex electronic text (n=60) however, than the other 
three texts. A typical example occurred when C22 was slowly sliding his finger 
across an illustration. M22 instructed C22, to “tap them” instead while engaging in a 
gestured demonstration of how to operate the hotspot, mimicking a tap of the pointer 
finger just above the screen (Figure 33). 
Figure 33: Localised understanding – associative connection 
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Stand-alone complex collections occurred with more frequency when reading the 
electronic texts (n=37), than when reading printed texts (n=5), as did stand-alone 
open connections, which occurred more often with electronic texts (n=44), than with 
printed texts (n=12), though they occurred with more frequency when reading the 
complex electronic text than the other three texts. Collectively, these findings show 
that stand-alone comments (comments that do not overtly link to the previous 
comment through connective identifiers such as she/and/but or repetition) were 
employed with greater frequency when reading the electronic texts (48.98% - 
168/343 of all electronic text counts) than when reading the printed texts (22.51% - 
52/231 of all printed text counts), when guiding children towards localised 
understandings. 
6.5 GUIDANCE TOWARDS ABSTRACT 
CONNECTIONS 
This final section of Chapter 6 explores mothers’ guidance towards abstract 
connections, including where mothers made direct connections or encouraged their 
children to make a connection beyond a concrete experience. An example of this was 
when M7 asked, “Does he need a bath now?” when reading the simple electronic 
text. The word “bath” was not printed in the text, nor were there any illustrations that 
could be labelled a bath. Questioning whether the animal jumping in mud would 
need a bath, therefore, required abstract reasoning (i.e. if jumping in mud, “he” is 
getting dirty and will need to have a bath to rid himself of the mud). This category is 
reflective of Vygotsky’s “true concept” (Vygotsky, 1987, p. 157) within his theory of 
conceptual development, an understanding that has been arrived at using “abstracted 
synthesis”, used to think about, “to understand and interpret related events” (Gredler 
& Shields, 2008, p. 132). “Guidance towards abstract connections” was always 
accompanied by one or more of the dual-operative cues, coloured in blue in Table 
42, as with the other dual-operative-dependent cues. 
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Table 42: The Vygotskian continuum: guidance towards abstract 
connections 
Key findings described in this section show that abstract connections, mostly given 
as statements or questions, were made with the least amount of frequency of all 
Vygotskian categories, all four texts combined. Findings also showed that not all 
mothers made abstract connections, with only eight out of 11 mothers represented in 
this category. Abstract connections were mostly made when reading the electronic 
texts, where the focus was mainly based around the narrative’s plot. Mothers made 
use of chained-associative connections, combining non-verbal and verbal 
communication behaviours, with comparable frequency when reading printed and 
electronic texts. Chained connections and open connections (cues unaccompanied by 
non-verbal communication behaviours) were used with the greatest frequency when 
reading electronic texts, more so than with printed texts. 
6.5.1 Guidance towards abstract connections: overview 
All communication acts used in the “guidance towards abstract connections” 
category (n=25) are shown in Table 43, including: (1) a total for each of the six 
communication behaviours that mothers used; and, (2) the number of contributions 
made by each mother. Results show that only 25/4888 (0.51%) of mothers’ verbal 
communication behaviours, across all 44 book readings were instances of guidance 
towards abstract connections. Table 43 also shows that only eight of the 11 mothers 
engaged in guidance towards abstract connections, and all to varying degrees; M18 
(n=5) guided her child towards abstract connections more often than M1, M4 and 
M8 who did not use the cue at all. When guiding children towards abstract 
connections, the results presented in Table 43 show that mothers predominately 
employed this cue using statements (n=18), and questions (n=6). 
guidance towards concrete connections 
guidance towards 
label/decoding (D) 
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Table 43: Guidance towards abstract connections – overview 
Category Subcategories Total 
Communication behaviour Statement 18 
Question 6 
Instruction 1 
















6.5.2 Guidance towards abstract connections: medium and 
complexity 
This section examines mothers’ guidance towards abstract connections, divided by: 
(a) medium; and, (b) complexity of text. The results presented in Table 44 show that
all four texts were represented in this category. The simple printed text presented
with the lowest count (n=4) and the simple electronic text presented with the highest
(n=8).
Table 44: Guidance towards abstract connections – medium and 
complexity 
Printed text Electronic text Total 
Simple text No. of instances: 4 
Participants: M7, M14 
No. of instances: 8 
Participants: M7, M13, M14, M18, 
M22 
12 
Complex text No. of instances: 6 
Participants: M2, M6, M20, 
M22 
No. of instances: 7 
Participants: M6, M13, M14, M18, 
M20, M22 
13 
Total Printed text total = 10 Electronic text total = 15 25 
The meaning conveyed by each communication act was analysed for themes, divided 
by medium and complexity of text. Findings showed that mothers made connections 
with: (1) children’s lived experiences; (2) the plot of the narrative; (3) 
illustration/animation; (4) the text’s features/function/structure; and (5) world 
knowledge, as shown in Table 45.  
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Printed text Electronic text Total 
Simple Complex Simple Complex 
Connect to child 0 1 0 1 2 
Connect with plot 0 3 3 5 11 
Illustration or animation 2 2 2 0 6 
Text features, function, 
structure 
0 0 1 1 2 
World knowledge 2 0 2 0 4 
Total 4 6 8 7 25 
Printed text total = 10 Electronic text total = 15 
Results show that mothers made “connections with plot” with greater frequency than 
any other communication act theme when guiding children toward abstract 
connections. For example, throughout the complex electronic text, the main character 
attempted to tell the reader what the book was about but was continually interrupted 
by other characters entering the story. At the conclusion of the story, having just read 
the word “…me” (Bland, 2012), M6 added, “And everyone else wanted to be in his 
book.” Results have also shown that the communication act theme that presented 
with the highest frequency count for the printed medium has consistently been 
“connection with illustrations” for all dual-operative-dependent cues, including 
guidance towards abstract connections (beyond a straight reading of the printed 
words [pre-determined communication]). A typical example was when M14 made an 
abstract connection between the character’s name (scared sheep) and the way that 
the character was depicted in the illustration of the simple printed text (see Figure 
34) saying, “He’s shivering because he’s scared”.
Figure 34: Abstract connections – interpreting the illustration (Fox & Horacek, 
2004) 
Mothers mostly focused on plot when reading the electronic texts, on the few 
occasions they guided their children towards abstract connections. Connections with 
plot were also used most often for complex texts more broadly, both printed and 
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electronic (n=8). For example, M6 noted that “Violet’s never doing the right thing”, 
having just made the observation, “They’re meant to be planting plants,” a comment 
that was supported by the illustration. M6 made the abstract observation that the 
younger sibling described and shown in the complex printed text always appeared to 
be doing “the wrong thing” a few pages into the narrative. Collectively these findings 
suggest that the addition of an animation rather than a stand-alone illustration (both 
electronic texts), along with the complexity of text (printed and electronic) invited 
mothers to guide their children towards abstract connections with more frequency 
than other themes, on the few occasions that they guided children towards abstract 
connections. Examples of the other communication act themes not provided above 
are shown in Table 46. 
Table 46: Guidance towards abstract connections: communication 
act theme examples 
Communication act theme 
example 
Description 
Connection to child – e.g. 
“You’re a bit little” – M2, 
complex printed text  
 M2 had just read, “Violet’s not old enough for laces” (Quay, 
2010). M2 follows this with the comparison (analysis) “You don’t 
have laces either”. She extends on this by adding “You’re a bit 
little” – an abstract connection explaining why C2 doesn’t have 
laces, not directly stated in the text itself. 
Connection with text features, 
function, structure – e.g.  
“You’ve got a Nick Bland at 
home.” – M13, complex 
electronic text 
This was said after reading the author’s name on the front cover 
page, “The wrong book, by Nick Bland” (Bland, 2012). Use of the 
article “a” i.e. “…a Nick Bland”, suggests that this is an abstract 
connection, guiding the child towards an understanding of 
‘author’, rather than an understanding of the man, ‘Nick Bland’. 
Connection with world 
knowledge – e.g.  
“It has to be in the water if it’s 
swimming” – M14, simple 
printed text 
M14-C14 were looking at a page showing a number of sheep 
engaging in various activities. None of the sheep were named in 
the printed text. Prior to making this comment, M14 asked C14, 
“Where’s the swimming sheep?” The word “water” was not used 
in her previous question, nor did it appear in the printed text. The 
connection that an illustration of a swimming sheep must show a 
sheep in water, guided C14 towards an abstract connection. 
6.5.3 Guidance towards abstract connections: dual-operative cues 
When guiding children towards abstract connections, mothers’ comments were 
accompanied by one or more of the dual-operative cues shown in Table 47. Dual-
operative cues show when mothers made use of non-verbal communication 
behaviours (such as an associative connection or complex collection) and when 
communication acts were unaccompanied by non-verbal communication behaviours 
(such as an open connection). These include guidance towards: (1) open connections 
(n=5); (2) associative connections (n=2); (3) chained connections (n=7); (4) 
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chained-associative connections (n=10); and, (5) chained-complex collections (n=1). 
Guidance towards complex collections was not used when guiding children towards 
abstract connections.  




Printed text Electronic text Total 
Simple Complex Simple Complex 
Associative connection 1 0 1 0 2 
Chained connection 0 3 2 2 7 
Chained-associative 3 2 3 2 10 
Chained-complex 0 0 1 0 1 
Open 0 1 1 3 5 
Total 4 6 8 7 25 
Printed text total = 10 Electronic text total = 15 
Results show that mothers most often supplemented guidance towards abstract 
connections with guidance towards chained-associative connections (n=10). For 
example, M7 pointed to the one sheep for the three communication acts that follow 
(see Figure 35): (1) She initially stated, “he’s just crying”; (2) followed by the query 
“Is he upset?”; and, (3) ended with the abstract connection, “Does he need a 
cuddle?”  The words “crying”, “upset” and “cuddle” did not appear in the printed 
words of the simple printed text, nor did M7 use derivatives of the word “crying” or 
“upset” in her final query. M7’s abstract connection to the words “upset” and 
“crying” was also accompanied with the referent “he”, signifying that the query was 
connected to the “he” that she was referring to and consistently pointing to in the 
sequence of comments. 
Figure 35: An abstract connection, accompanied by a chained-associative 
connection 
Mothers made use of chained-associative connections with comparable frequency 
when reading printed (n=5) and electronic texts (n=5). Of note, however, was the 
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finding that chained connections and open connections (cues unaccompanied by non-
verbal communication) were used with greater frequency when reading electronic 
texts (n=8) than with printed texts (n=4) on the few occasions that mothers guided 
children towards abstract connections. An example of an open connection was when 
M20 said to C20, “You’re a green monster,” when reading the complex electronic 
text. A few pages previously in the complex electronic text (see Figure 36), tapping 
on the illustration of a green monster activated a green cloud that appeared behind 
the monster and floated up the screen, along with a sound similar to flatulence. A few 
pages later, C20 was heard to quietly pass wind. C20 paused and turned to look at 
M20. M20 laughed, and made the abstract connection, “You’re a green monster”, 
leaving C20 to independently decipher what her mother meant by the comment.  
Figure 36: An open abstract connection - “You’re a green monster” (Bland, 
2012) 
A typical example of a chained connection was when M18 made the abstract 
connection that “she looks happy because she’s going to be with all the animals” 
when reading the simple electronic text. The only key word used by M18 that also 
appeared in the text itself was the word “she”, in the script, “She just doesn’t know. 
Should she stay, should she go?” (Boynton, 2013). A derivative of the word 
“animals”, the word “animal” appeared in the text as, “Then the animal pack came 
scurrying back saying, ‘Hey come join the lot of us’” (Boynton, 2013). The text did 
not directly state that “she” was happy because the animals asked her to join them, 
therefore M18’s comment was an abstract connection. 
6.6 SUMMARY OF CHAPTER 6 
In summary, utilising a Vygotskian-informed analysis of Event One data has 
uncovered that mothers’ verbal communication behaviours, such as statements, 
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questions and instructions served many purposes when shared reading with their 
two-year-old child. For example, almost half (45.14%) of the instructions/summons 
that were given, beyond a straight reading of the printed words, guided children 
towards making concrete connections (i.e. open, associative, complex or chained 
connections), whilst one third (33.33%) of mothers’ instructions were used to guide 
children towards localised understandings. Concurrently, this chapter has also shown 
that mothers’ shared reading behaviours can vary when reading texts of a different 
medium. For example, when guiding children towards localised understandings, 
mothers’ instructions were predominately given when shared reading the electronic 
texts (81.94% within this one category), inviting an exploration or demonstrations of 
what the interactive features of the electronic texts could do, intermittently inviting a 
shift away from the narrative.  
Mothers also appeared quite responsive to their child’s behaviours. An exploration of 
the data showed that when children were less inclined to engage in verbal 
communication but were already visibly focused on the text through non-verbal 
communication acts, as was the case with the two electronic texts, mothers were 
inclined to re/direct their children’s non-verbal behaviours to encourage a 
directed/shared engagement with the text’s electronic features. On those occasions, 
mothers’ comments were often instances of guidance towards localised 
understandings, or priming. The electronic texts were found to invite (re)orientation 
when mothers were guiding their child towards concrete connections, whereas 
printed texts often invited follow-up commentary, Mothers also appeared to respond 
to their child’s behaviours when engaging in a straight reading of the printed words 
– at times paraphrasing the printed words, skipping pages, describing illustrations
rather than reading the printed words, and/or choosing the narration function of the
electronic text – a finding that is explored in more detail in Chapter 7.
Mothers’ non-verbal communication behaviours also varied across media. For 
example, the complex collection (often a tap/point to illustration/animation + 
movement) occurred with greater frequency when reading electronic texts (n=256) 
than with printed texts (n=18), when guiding children toward concrete connections. 
In contrast, guidance towards complex collections occurred with greater frequency 
when engaging in a straight reading of the printed texts (n=205) than when engaging 
in a straight reading of the electronic texts (n=33). The interactive features of the 
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electronic texts, therefore, appeared to inhibit mothers’ use of non-verbal behaviours, 
such as a point to illustration to supplement their reading of the printed words – a 
non-verbal behaviour that mothers often employed when engaging in a straight 
reading of the printed texts. 
Mothers’ shared reading behaviours also varied when comparing texts of the same 
medium that differed in complexity. For example, mothers guided their child towards 
localised understanding of the complex texts with greater frequency than the simple 
text. They also guided their child towards concrete analysis of the complex texts 
through a connection to the illustration or to the child’s lived experiences, more so 
than when shared reading the simple texts. Mothers guided their child to develop 
localised understandings of the complex electronic text’s interactive functions with 
greater frequency than with the simple electronic text, showing that differences in 
mothers’ reading behaviours could also be attributed to the illustrations that were 
visible in the texts. The complex electronic text had more objects depicted in the 
illustrations and consequently more hotspots than the simple electronic text. 
More broadly, an analysis of the data described in this chapter has shown that 
mothers spent more time guiding their child towards concrete connections (n=6194), 
than they did guiding their child towards a label/DRR (n=2277), concrete analysis 
(n=1006), localised understandings (n=574) or abstract connections (n=25). Closer 
analysis also found that mothers used dual-operative cues (more concrete cues such 
as those that made use of visible, non-verbal communication behaviours), in isolation 
or in tandem with other Vygotskian cues. In contrast, dual-operative-dependent cues 
(verbal labelling, analyses, localised understandings and abstract connections) were 
always accompanied by a dual-operative cue but never coexisted with other dual-
operative-dependent cues. These findings showed that: (1) mothers spent more time 
guiding their child towards more concrete understandings than latter stages of 
concept development; while also showing that (2) mothers often supplemented 
guidance towards latter stages of concept development, such as analyses, localised 
understandings and abstract connections with guidance towards using more concrete 
ways of thinking (i.e. non-verbal behaviours such as a point to illustration).  
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CHAPTER 7 FINDINGS: THE SHARED 
READING EXPERIENCE – 
MOTHERS’ VIEWS 
The findings from this study have been presented over four chapters. Chapter 4 
provided an overview of Event One data, used to explore the social mediation under 
study: adult-child shared reading of printed and electronic narratives. Chapters 5 and 
6 provided a more in-depth analysis of Event One data, using a modified version of 
Vygotsky’s (1987, 2012) theory of concept development. Together, the previous 
three chapters presented data that addressed the first two questions of the study: 
1. How can Vygotsky’s (1987, 2012) theory of concept development
facilitate in-depth analyses of adult-child shared reading behaviours? and
2. What are the verbal and non-verbal communication behaviours of mothers
when reading narratives with their two-year-old child, using texts that are
a. printed and electronic,
b. simple and complex?
Chapters 4, 5 and 6 provided detailed descriptions of the types of spoken mediation 
(verbal communication), anatomical mediation (non-verbal mediation) and 
instrumental-tool mediation (simple and complex printed and electronic texts) that 
were recorded when mothers were shared reading with their two-year-old child. 
This chapter, Chapter 7, addresses the third research question: 
3. What are mothers’ perspectives of the shared reading of narratives with
their two-year-old child?
This final Findings chapter explores the influence of individual mediation. Drawing 
from interview data, this chapter describes mothers’ thoughts, including why they 
behaved in the ways that they did during the shared reading experiences of Event 
One. Interview data was collected directly following each shared reading experience 
(Event Two) and while viewing Event One recordings during a video-stimulated 
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interview (Event Three). The findings of this chapter, beginning with Section 7.2, 
explore mothers’ views in regards to the: (1) simple printed text; (2) complex printed 
text; (3) simple electronic text; and (4) complex electronic text that were used during 
each shared reading experience. Prior to detailing those findings, a short description 
is provided in Section 7.1 that reports mothers’ purposes for engaging in shared 
reading with their two-year-old child. 
Findings described in this chapter include the observation that mothers reported an 
awareness that their behaviours varied when shared reading texts of a different 
medium with their two-year-old child. Mothers reported that they did not feel that the 
shared reading of electronic texts were a truly “shared” or “educational” experience, 
likening the experience to a “game”. They also showed awareness of the findings 
described in the previous chapter, reporting that their shared reading of electronic 
texts was disjointed. Mothers reported an awareness of shifting between a focus on 
the narrative and a focus on the interactive features of the electronic texts (on what 
the texts can “do”). Mothers also reported feeling superfluous when it came to the 
electronic texts: (1) that they were “competing” with “what’s on the page,” for their 
child’s attention; (2) that their child was not listening to them; and (3) that their child 
could quite happily have engaged with the electronic text independently. As a result, 
some mothers reported that they did not enjoy the shared reading experiences when 
using electronic texts. When reading the printed texts, however, mothers reported an 
awareness of pointing to and/or discussing the illustrations, focusing on vocabulary, 
focusing on the narrative, meaning-making and “talk”. 
Mothers also noted differences when shared reading simple and complex texts. For 
example, mothers reported the opinion that their child lacked interest in the complex 
printed text. As a result, they would strategically point to/describe the illustrations, 
pick up pace, ask questions or link the text with the child’s life experiences to 
maintain engagement – observations that reflected the findings of the previous 
chapter. This final point, however, highlights an additional finding that will be 
detailed in this chapter: the observation that mothers reported being responsive to 
and/or aware of their child’s behaviours during each shared reading experience. For 
example, the opinion that a child lacked interest in a text was often based upon the 
observation that their child was physically manipulating objects (such as toys) while 
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shared reading. Mothers interpreted the behaviour as evidence that their child lacked 
interest in the book. In addition, the behaviours that mothers attended to when shared 
reading the printed texts, such as a child’s gaze and pointing, could no longer be 
relied upon to determine whether children were listening to the story when shared 
reading the electronic texts. In these instances, mothers used other forms of feedback 
to determine joint attention, such as whether their child was sitting still and 
responding when they were expected to, and whether they were pointing/gazing 
where they were expected to. 
7.1 MOTHERS’ VIEWS: THE PURPOSE OF 
SHARED READING 
Immediately prior to the video-stimulated interview of Event Three, mothers shared 
their general thoughts on the practice of shared reading. Mothers were asked what 
they felt was the purpose of reading with a two-year-old child, and details of their 
children’s daily reading practices, among other questions, the outcomes of which 
have been presented in Nicholas and Paatsch4 (2018). Findings from Nicholas and 
Paatsch (2018) identified that the main reasons that mothers chose to read with their 
two-year-old child were to support language and literacy development (n=10); for 
enjoyment (n=9); to provide an educational experience (n=7); to facilitate 
bonding/quality time spent together (n=7); to establish a daily routine (n=6), and/or 
to calm their child/facilitate relaxation (n=3). 
All mother-child dyads were familiar, and had had experience with printed texts, 
though this was mostly restricted to picture storybooks and opportunity most often 
occurred as part of a bedtime routine. All of the children were familiar, and had had 
some experience with electronic devices; however, there was minimal use of 
electronic texts in a shared or guided capacity, with children mostly accessing 
electronic texts as an independent activity. Interestingly, five mothers stated that they 
encouraged independent use of the device when they themselves were “busy” or 
when their children had “the struggles” (Nicholas & Paatsch, 2018, p. 13). Mothers 
4 One mother-child dyad from the Nicholas and Paatsch (2018) article was excluded from this 
dissertation given that the older sibling participated in the Event One recordings. Note that the 
participant codes used in this dissertation do not reflect those used in Nicholas and Paatsch (2018). 
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reported that shared reading most often occurred before sleep time and reported a 
strong preference for printed texts over electronic texts. Further investigation is 
warranted, however, to determine why mothers showed a preference for printed texts 
when shared reading, beginning with an analysis of what mothers thought of the texts 
that were used in this study. 
7.2 MOTHERS’ VIEWS: THE FOUR TEXTS OF 
EVENT ONE 
The following findings have been drawn from mothers’ responses to the questions, 
“What did you think of that book?”, “What did you think of that shared reading 
session?”, and times during the interviews of Event Two or Three when mothers 
shared general reflections that specifically referenced one of the four texts. Findings 
from this section provided insights into mothers’ personal perspectives (individual 
mediation) of each of the texts that were used (instrumental-tool mediation) when 
shared reading with their child (social mediation). Responses that related to mothers’ 
behaviours (spoken and anatomical mediation), when reading each of the texts, are 
discussed in Section 7.3. Responses that compared the texts to each other are 
discussed in Section 7.4. 
7.2.1 Mothers’ reflections and observations: simple printed text 
All instances where mothers made mention of the simple printed text during 
interviews, including times when mothers referenced the text, are explored in this 
section. NVivo 12 Plus’s Word Frequency function was used to identify word 
categories that mothers used with the greatest frequency during the Event Two (E2), 
post-experience interview and the Event Three (E3) video-stimulated interview, 
when sharing their personal perspectives of the shared reading of narratives with 
their two-year-old child (addressing research question three). Three main word 
categories emerged from an analysis of interview data: (1) look/picture, (2) point, 
and, (3) book. Word category one, look/picture, included words and phrases that 
made use of the base words “look” and/or “picture” (e.g. looking, looks, pictures). 
The word picture was often used in the same response as the word look, therefore, 
instances where the base word picture was used alongside the base word look were 
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counted as one when determining the top three word categories for this section (e.g. 
“looks/looking at the picture/s”). Word category two, point, included phrases that 
made use of the base word “point” (e.g. points, pointed, pointing). Word category 
three, book, also included phrases that made use of the word “books”. 
Nine mothers used the word look/picture in their interview responses, with some 
mothers represented in this word category on more than one occasion (n=15). 
Typical responses included: 
That’s what they’re really associating the story with at this age, they’re looking at 
the pictures and that’s telling the story more than me reading the words to her. (M1, 
E2) 
Even though we do talk about the pictures, we go through the pages, which I think 
keeps the story flowing. (M14, E3) 
The kids get to look and they have all those lovely words that actually match all the 
pictures. (M22, E2) 
Six mothers used the word point (n=10). Responses included: 
There’s one page in particular which has a train with lots of animals in it and she 
will go through it three or four times pointing to the different animals and saying 
what they are. (M1, E3) 
As I was reading he was pointing to different things. (M6, E2) 
He gets involved because he loves the train bit and he points out all the animals. 
(M13, E2) 
Six mothers used the word book (n=8). Responses included: 
I think that she enjoyed contributing along the way and expanding on some of the 
ideas in the book ... she was answering the questions, she was involved in the story. 
(M8, E2) 
They’re different characters for them to find in the book doing different things and it 
gives them their colours and you can do all different things on the pages with them 
… it’s not just reading it. (M14, E2) 
She can use some of the vocab she’s already got when we’re reading the book 
together. (M20, E2) 
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The data was analysed and three main themes emerged. Results showed that mothers: 
(1) were aware of the illustrations in the text and how the illustrations, coupled with
the structure of the text, made the text an “easy” read; (2) made use of feedback, such
as children pointing and reciprocal talk, to signal that mother and child were engaged
in joint attention; and, (3) focused on vocabulary.
In Chapters 4 and 6, it was reported that children engaged in verbal communication 
during the shared reading of the simple printed text with more frequency than any of 
the other shared reading experiences, and that there was a heavy focus on labelling 
and talking about illustrations. Those findings were also reflected in mothers’ 
observations with the top two word categories showing that mothers were aware of 
illustrations, pointing to illustrations and the naming of objects depicted in 
illustrations when shared reading the simple printed text. The third word category, 
book showed that mothers were aware of a “simple”, “easy” rhythm to the reading of 
the simple printed text, reinforcing the suggestion in Chapter 4 that familiar simple 
texts allowed for pre-established routines that can influence how the text is 
dialogically read. 
I love rhyming books so anything that flows really nicely I’m a big fan of – I find 
them much easier too, they’re just nice – they have that nice flow to them and it’s 
simple. (M22, E2) 
There was also an awareness of focusing on vocabulary, reciprocal “talk” and shared 
attention when mothers were reflecting on how they read the simple text. This was 
evidenced through children’s on-topic talk, and children pointing to illustrations, 
signalling that adult and child were engaged in joint attention. Mothers’ comments 
showed that they used physical cues, such as their child pointing, as a form of 
feedback, used to signal that they were engaged in joint attention. 
He gets involved because he loves the train bit and he points out all the animals. 
(M13, E2) 
This again reflects the findings reported in Chapter 4 where children were found to 
contribute most often when shared reading the simple printed text. Findings from 
Chapter 4, coupled with the interview data, suggest that the “vocab” or “talk” 
mothers were referring to was predominately the labelling of objects however, rather 
than descriptive language, for example. 
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The pictures are quite simple for her to be able to pick out different things, so like, 
“There’s the bath, duck,” (M20, E2) 
7.2.2 Mothers’ reflections and observations: complex printed text 
This section describes the comments that mothers made about the complex printed 
text as they reflected on the shared reading of narratives with their two-year-old child 
(addressing research question three), including times when mothers referenced the 
text. Data has been drawn from the Event Two (E2), post-experience interview and 
the Event Three (E3) video-stimulated interview. Three main word categories 
emerged from an analysis of the interview data using NVivo 12 Plus’s Word 
Frequency function: (1) just, (2) look/picture, and (3) book. Word categories two and 
three were the same as those of the simple printed text. As was the case with the 
simple printed text, word category two, look/picture, included words and phrases that 
made use of the base words “look” and/or “picture” (e.g. looking, looks, pictures). 
The word picture was often used in the same response as the word look, therefore, 
instances where the base word picture directly followed the base word look were 
counted as one when determining the top three word categories for this section (e.g. 
“looks/looking at the picture/s”). Word category three, book, also included phrases 
that made use of the word “books”.  
Eight mothers used the word look/picture (n=11) in their interview responses. 
Typical responses included: 
For C1, I wouldn’t normally select something so long, probably just because it 
wouldn’t capture her attention for that length of time. (M1, E2) 
By the end he just wasn’t into . . . he just didn’t want to do it. (M7, E2) 
There were a lot of different concepts covered quickly and perhaps not very sort of 
concrete things explored, so I still think it’s beneficial in terms of just exposing 
children to different words … but it was. . . it would probably be more difficult to 
follow and understand for a child in this age group. (M8, E2) 
Seven mothers used the word look/picture (n=21). Responses included: 
He was sort of pointing out things that he could relate to like when the big sister 
looked like she was hanging off the clothes line, ‘cos he’s really into hanging, he 
thought that’s what she was doing and I could get his attention. (M7, E2) 
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He’s just planted a garden at home but looking at that picture there weren’t any 
flowers that he could even . . . that we could talk about colours which is what I tend 
to do in conversation with him, so they were just bulbs there, so I found it a little bit 
difficult to draw much out of the illustrations. (M18, E2) 
The pictures aren’t as easy, like she had trouble knowing that that was water and 
that that was a hose so I think she had a bit of trouble; it wasn’t as clear to her for 
her to understand because the text didn’t really match what was happening in the 
pictures, so I think she struggled to follow along. (M20, E3) 
Five mothers used the word book (n=9). Responses included: 
It seems like the only time she’s really enjoying the book is when I kind of relate it to 
her. (M2, E2) 
We’ve not read that book before so maybe she was like, “Oh, this is new.” She does 
get like that though when she’s really concentrating on something – she’ll be quite 
quiet and just take it in. (M4, E3) 
I think maybe the book was possibly a little bit too old for her, like it was too much 
to concentrate on. (M14, E2) 
Three themes emerged from mothers’ reflections on their shared reading experiences 
using the complex printed text. In particular, mothers reported that: (1) they felt 
challenged to maintain their child’s attention when reading the text; (2) the text was 
too challenging to maintain their child’s interest due to the text’s length and/or 
cognitive complexity; and (3) they used physical feedback from their child (e.g. gaze, 
sitting still) to determine whether they had their child’s attention. 
Mothers often spoke of how challenged they felt to maintain their child’s attention 
when reading the complex printed text. M1 reported that the complex text was too 
long to maintain her child’s interest, while M8 and M14 stated that the text contained 
concepts that were too “difficult to follow and understand”; concepts that were “not 
very … concrete” and “too much to concentrate on”. M18 reflected on how 
challenged she felt trying to engage her child in conversation using the information 
that was provided in the illustrations: “there weren’t any flowers … they were just 
bulbs”. The sentiment that the illustrations did not facilitate opportunities to engage 
in dialogue or to understand mothers’ talk was also reported by other mothers, such 
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as M20 who stated that, “The pictures aren’t as easy … the text didn’t really match 
what was happening in the pictures, so I think she struggled to follow along”.  
Mothers reported that they felt challenged to engage in meaning-making (whether by 
looking at the illustrations or talking about the illustrations/story) and that this 
challenge often resulted in their child lacking interest in the shared reading 
experience. For example, M7 noted that her child did not show any interest in the 
complex printed text by the end of the reading session. This lack of child interest was 
despite the fact that M7 had tried to maintain her child’s attention by linking his lived 
experiences with what could be seen in the text, wherever possible. 
He’s really into hanging, he thought that’s what she was doing and I could get his 
attention. 
M2 also spoke of times when she was successful in linking her child’s lived 
experiences to the complex printed text, noting that her child only seemed to enjoy 
the text when she was making those links: 
It seems like the only time she’s really enjoying the book is when I kind of relate it to 
her. 
The successes that M7 and M2 noted (occasions when their child attended to the text 
and showed enjoyment) highlights a disconnect between a means that mothers used 
to regain or maintain children’s attention (linking texts to the child’s lived 
experiences) and mothers feeling challenged to do so with the information that was 
available in the complex printed text. M18 made a similar observation, stating: 
He’s just planted a garden at home but looking at that picture there weren’t any 
flowers that he could even . . . that we could talk about colours which is what I tend 
to do in conversation with him, so they were just bulbs there, so I found it a little bit 
difficult to draw much out of the illustrations. (M18, E2) 
These findings are similar to those presented in Chapter 6 where it was found that the 
complex printed text invited the greatest frequency of guidance towards localised 
understanding when mothers spoke about the illustrations (n=93), and had the 
highest count of all four texts when “connecting to child” (n=37). However, 
mothers’ reported observations showed that mothers found it challenging to make 
those connections, due to a lack of direct connection between the illustration and 
text, or due to the perceived obscurity of some of the illustrations. There is 




suggestion that this is what has resulted in mothers perceiving that the complex text 
was “more difficult to follow and understand” (M8). Children’s level of 
comprehension, a mother’s ability to support “talk” with connections to the 
illustrations, and children’s attention span, were therefore key factors that mothers 
were attuned to when shared reading both the simple printed text (see Section 7.2.1) 
and the complex printed text. 
Responses that related to the complex printed text showed that mothers were cued 
into their child’s actions, seeking feedback to indicate that their child was attending 
to the text, or disinterested. For example, M20 noted that her child’s actions during 
the shared reading of the complex printed text showed disinterest in the narrative. 
I can see her trying to turn the page as soon as the page is turned. (M20, E3) 
M4, on the other hand, interpreted her child’s lack of movement and lack of 
conversation as an indication that she was listening and “really concentrating” so 
that she could “take it in”. M4 interpreted her child’s actions as evidence of 
engagement. 
She was quite engaged. She didn’t really move much. She was looking. Having a 
look. (M4, E3) 
Gaze, along with sitting still, were forms of feedback that mothers were tuned into 
when reporting on their child’s level of engagement. M13 shared that she felt 
anxious during the book reading, wanting her child to show that he was engaging 
with the text through the act of looking. She had assumed that he was playing with 
the toy in his hands, rather than attending to the text. Interestingly, however, when 
viewing the footage back during the video-stimulated interview, M13 made the 
following observation, suggesting that mothers do not always interpret feedback with 
accuracy. 
I didn’t think he was looking at the book as much as what he was. When I read it I 
thought he was playing, especially with the back half of it, I thought he was playing 
with his car … I was thinking, “Oh gosh, just please look at the book.” … he 
actually was looking at the book. He was actually more into the book than what I 
thought he was, at the time. (M13, E3) 
Overall, the findings showed that mothers were heavily tuned into their child’s 
feedback when shared reading the complex printed text, checking to see if their child 
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sat quietly, looked and listened, to determine whether their child was engaged in joint 
attention. Concurrently, data from this section also showed that the feedback that 
mothers received wasn’t always interpreted with accuracy. 
7.2.3 Mothers’ reflections and observations: simple electronic text 
This section describes the comments that mothers made about the simple electronic 
text as they reflected on the shared reading of narratives with their two-year-old 
child, including times when mothers referenced the text. Data has been drawn from 
the Event Two (E2) post- experience interview and the Event Three (E3) video-
stimulated interview. Three main word categories emerged from an analysis of the 
interview data using NVivo 12 Plus’s Word Frequency function, which was used to 
identify word patterns across the datasets: (1) just, (2) read/story, and (3) touch. 
Word category one was the same as that of the complex printed text. Word category 
two, read/story, included phrases that made use of the word “reading”. The word 
story was often used in the same response as the word read, therefore, instances 
where the base word story was used alongside the base word read were counted as 
one when determining the top three word categories for this section (e.g. “read a 
story”). Word category three, touch, included phrases that made use of the words 
“touched” or “touching”.  
All 11 mothers used the word just (n=27) when reflecting on their shared reading 
experience using the simple electronic text with their two-year-old child. Typical 
responses included: 
The rhymes were good again, nice and simple, so it’s something that, if I had just the 
hard copy, I could flick through quite quickly and maintain her attention ... the 
content of the book itself was good but just the level of distractibility was quite high. 
(M8, E2)  
She was just more interested in tapping the screen and seeing what things do than 
actually listening to what the story was. (M14, E2) 
Oh no. He’s not listening to a word that I say and he just wants to touch everything. 
(M22, E3) 
Seven mothers used the word read/story (n=37). Responses included: 
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See I’m trying to read it and she’s trying to skip ahead and push buttons and stuff 
and I go, “No, just let me finish.” (M2, E3) 
I felt like he was more engaged with, “What can I make it do?” than the actual 
story. (M18, E2) 
I don’t really think it was a reading session, more of a playing with an iPad session. 
(M20, E2) 
Five mothers used the word touch (n=13). Responses included: 
On this she’s allowed to be touching everything and it’s a bit more exciting for her. 
(M2, E3) 
I think that the kids really love the interaction of the iPads and being able to touch 
and see things happen. (M4, E2) 
He just wants to touch everything. I know that I grabbed his hand a couple of times 
in it. He just wants to touch it. (M22, E3) 
Three themes emerged from mothers’ reflections on their shared reading experiences 
using the simple electronic text. Mothers reported that: (1) their child had more 
agency when reading an electronic text; (2) there was a disconnection between their 
own focus of attention and that of their child; and 3) their child was not always 
listening to the story. 
In reflecting on their shared reading experience using the simple electronic text, 
mothers noted how agentic the experience was for their child. Mothers reported that 
the simple electronic text facilitated a level of participation that differed to that of the 
printed texts, stating that children appreciated that they had “permission” to follow 
their own inclinations. For example, typical responses included mothers observing, 
“On this she’s allowed to be touching everything” (M2); and “kids really love … 
being able to touch and see things happen” (M4). In addition to these positive 
agentic experiences, however, mothers also noted a disconnect between their own 
focus of attention and that of their child. Mothers reported that their child was more 
often “playing with an iPad” (M20), touching and tapping at the screen “and seeing 
what things do” (M14), distracted by the iPad’s interactivity rather than listening to 
story or engaging in conversation. Typical examples from mothers included: 
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I’m surprised at how little he talks during this. I mean, he’s just completely into the 
technology … He was right into pressing the buttons rather than talking. (M13, E3) 
I felt like she wasn’t listening; just wanted to touch everything because it moves 
when she touched it. (M20, E3) 
Discontent with this sense of disconnection was also evidenced in mothers’ actions, 
with M22 noting that she “grabbed [C22’s] hand a couple of times” to prevent him 
from touching the screen. 
7.2.4 Mothers’ reflections and observations: complex electronic text 
This section describes the comments that mothers made about the complex electronic 
text as they reflected on the shared reading of narratives with their two-year-old 
child, including times when mothers referenced the text. Data has been drawn from 
the Event Two (E2) post- experience interview and the Event Three (E3) video-
stimulated interview. Three main word categories emerged from an analysis of the 
interview data using NVivo 12 Plus’s Word Frequency function, which was used to 
identify word patterns across the datasets: (1) just, (2) story, and (3) book. Word 
category two, story, also included phrases that made use of the word “stories”. Word 
category three, book, included phrases that made use of the word “books”.  
Ten mothers used the word just (n=31) in their interview responses. Typical 
responses included: 
I felt like she wasn’t so much listening to the words but more just interacting with 
the pictures. (M1, E2) 
I don’t think she really listened to the story, she’s just interested in the interactive 
bits. (M2, E2) 
It was just more, “What can be done and what can . . . what can I do?”; I don’t feel 
like I needed to necessarily be there to enhance it. (M22, E3) 
Nine mothers used the word story (n=19). Responses included: 
I think he was more interested in the actual iPad and what the book did rather than 
the actual story itself. (M13, E2) 
She wasn’t really listening to the story, it was more about what she could do. (M14, 
E3) 
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I could feel a bit frustrated in the fact that I wanted to read a story with him involved 
in the story but then it became a bit like a game – he was interacting with a game, so 
what I saw as the intended purpose was different to how he was using it. (M18, E2) 
Eight mothers used the word book (n=20). Responses included: 
So I think he probably overall enjoyed the book but I don’t know how much he 
listened to the narrator. (M6, E2) 
I don’t know how much of the book he’s listening to. (M13, E2) 
It changes what he looks at on the page because he’s so interested in what’s going to 
happen and what’s interacting that I don’t reckon there’s any attention paid to the 
actual words of the book. (M22, E2) 
Three themes emerged from mothers’ responses when reflecting on their shared 
reading experiences using the complex electronic text. Mothers reported that: (1) 
their child enjoyed the experience and was engaged; (2) there was a disconnect 
between their own focus of attention and that of their child; and (3) their child was 
not listening to the story. These themes were similar to those identified from the 
simple electronic text’s interview data. 
Mothers’ views of the shared reading of electronic texts presented with strong 
consistent themes. There was a distinct perception amongst mothers that their child 
thoroughly enjoyed the experience with both electronic texts, but that their child was 
primarily interested in activating the interactive features of text, engaging with what 
the text “could do” (M7) rather than listening to the story. M18 attributed her 
perception that her child was disinterested in the story to the fact that the complex 
electronic text had too many interactive features: 
See, you tend to spend longer as well, than probably what the text really warrants. 
See with a pop-up book, there’s not as much to do on each page so it’s just slight 
interaction and so you can just keep going with the reading, whereas this is . . . if 
there’s too much interaction, that’s where it distracts from the story. (M18, E3) 
Mothers’ reports of children’s focus on the features of the text are similar to the 
findings presented in Chapter 4. In particular, children engaged with the illustrations 
98.23% more often when reading the electronic texts than when reading the printed 
texts, but they were less inclined to respond to questions asked of them when 
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engaging with the electronic texts even though mothers asked questions with similar 
frequency across all four book readings. M18 likened the electronic text to a “game” 
when reflecting on her shared reading experience, and M22 went so far as to note 
that her presence was superfluous, stating, “I don’t feel like I needed to necessarily 
be there to enhance it”. 
Interestingly, while lack of conversation with the complex printed text was 
interpreted as indicating that the book required quiet concentration to “take it in” 
(M4, Section 7.2.2), lack of conversation with the electronic texts was interpreted as 
their child “not listening”. This raises another interesting finding – the feedback that 
mothers used to determine whether their child was listening to the story when 
reading printed texts, could not be relied upon to determine whether children were 
listening to the electronic texts. For example, M13 was highly attuned to whether her 
child was looking at the printed text, which she used to determine joint attention 
(Section 7.2.2). However, when reading the complex electronic text, M13 was unsure 
if gaze could be used to determine whether her child was listening to story, as 
evidenced in the following comment: 
I don’t know how much he listened to the book but I think he did because he was 
looking at it but he was right into pressing the buttons rather than talking. (M18, 
E3) 
This suggests that gaze (including pointing to illustrations) could no longer be used 
by mothers as a determinant of whether children were paying attention to the story 
when using an electronic text. The form of feedback that mothers used to determine 
joint attention when engaging with electronic texts shifted to determining whether 
their child was tapping at the illustrations when mothers would normally expect 
conversation. 
M14 and M18 both commented on how much their child’s interactions with the 
screen “distracts from the story” (M18) and detracted from their own ability to keep 
track of the storyline when using the complex electronic text, given that their child’s 
interactions meant that they would jointly engage with the illustrations longer than 
“it warrants.” (M18) 
It’s very disjointed and I personally cannot remember what I’ve read on the page 
before, let alone. .. The story doesn’t have any sequence or consistency or anything. 
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It’s all too much about what she’s doing on each page and not actually following the 
story. (M14, E3) 
These findings are similar to those of Chapter 6 where findings showed that the 
electronic texts encouraged the use of stand-alone open connections, associative 
connections and complex collections when discussing the illustrations and electronic 
features of the texts. There was also a distinct lack of chained connections to past 
commentary, indicating that mothers were more inclined to be guided by their child’s 
shifts in attention, than was observed when shared reading the printed texts. 
7.3 MOTHERS’ VIEWS: MOTHERS’ SELF-
IDENTIFIED BEHAVIOURS WHEN SHARED 
READING 
The following data has been drawn from mothers’ answers to the questions, “What 
were you trying to get your child to do during that reading session?”; “What did you 
want to make sure that you did during that reading session?” and times during the 
Event Two or Three interviews when mothers made reference to their strategic 
behaviours. These questions invited mothers to share their personal perspectives of 
each of the shared reading experiences, addressing research question three, while 
ensuring that mothers’ responses could be used to inform analyses of research 
question two, which explored mothers’ verbal and non-verbal communication 
behaviours when reading printed and electronic texts (simple and complex) with their 
two-year-old children. 
7.3.1 Mothers’ self-identified behaviours: simple printed text 
Instances where mothers made mention of or referenced the simple printed text while 
reflecting on their shared reading behaviours are discussed in this section. Data has 
been drawn from the Event Two (E2) post-experience interview and the Event Three 
(E3) video-stimulated interview. Three main word categories emerged from an 
analysis of interview data using NVivo 12 Plus’s Word Frequency function, which 
was used to identify word patterns across the datasets: (1) get/try, (2) book, and (3) 
look/picture. Word category one, try/get, included phrases that made use of the base 
word try (e.g. trying) and/or get (e.g. gets, getting). Instances where “try/trying” was 
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used alongside the word “get” have been counted as one, subsumed into this one 
word category (e.g. “trying to get”). Word category two, book, also included phrases 
that made use of the word “books”. Word category three, look/picture, included 
words and phrases that made use of the base words “look” and/or “picture”, (e.g. 
looking, looks, pictures). The word picture was often used in the same response as 
the word look, therefore, instances where the base word picture was used in the same 
phrase as the base word look were counted as one when determining the top three 
word categories for this section (e.g. “looks/looking at the picture/s”).  
Nine mothers used the word try/get (n=28) in their interview responses. Typical 
responses included: 
I was trying to get her to I guess just pay attention and get her to answer some 
questions and maybe give her the opportunity to talk a little bit about what is 
familiar to her. (M8, E2) 
I was trying to get her to find different things, so the sheep, the characters, the 
things that they were doing to make it more interesting for her and so that she’s 
involved in the book instead of just hearing it. (M14, E2) 
Getting her to repeat things to develop her language and the way she says things. 
(M20, E2) 
Nine mothers used the word book (n=20). Responses included: 
The pace is quite fast because I’m aware that we’re very distracted, so there’ll be 
times when I’ll read at a slow pace, but I’m going fairly quickly and I like the book 
because there are only a few words on each page, so it gives you that scope to do 
that. (M8, E3) 
I like to move the book so like “the near and the far” we do, “Near and far” <moves 
the book close to her chest and then extends her arms, as per the recorded session>, 
a little bit more interactive than just read. (M20, E2) 
A lot of it was just really to show interest in the book, so we tend to point out 
different animals, especially that page with all the sheep. (M7, E2) 
Nine mothers used the word look/picture (n=16). Responses included: 
Getting her to look at the pages as I was reading them and just listening. (M1, E2) 
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Mainly just look at the pictures and identify colours and count and stuff. (M2, E2) 
Trying to get him to look at-, match the pictures to what I was saying so as I was 
saying each of the descriptive words I was pointing to those parts in the pictures. 
(M22, E2) 
Three themes emerged from mothers’ reflections on their adult-child shared reading 
behaviours when engaging with the simple printed text. Mothers reported that they: 
(1) sought evidence and provided opportunity for their child to develop his/her
understanding/pronunciation of words and to engage in conversation; (2) tried to
encourage their child to look at the text and show evidence of joint attention; and (3)
modified their reading of the text with the use of their body/voice, for different
purposes.
The try/get word category showed a move by mothers to “try and get” their child 
involved through conversation or the completing of repetitive sentences so that their 
child wasn’t just passively listening. 
I try and get her to kind of finish off the sentence. That’s what we do at home, but 
that kind of just goes off her memory. (M2, E2) 
I was trying to get him to join in with the repetitive, “Where is the Green Sheep?” 
(M18, E2) 
Mothers also drew attention to the book by encouraging children to answer questions 
based on what they could see in the illustrations, to engage children and invite joint 
attention. Mothers invited their child to look at illustrations to facilitate 
understanding, the learning of concepts/vocabulary, to add to the narrative and show 
engagement. These strategic behaviours were enacted to encourage joint attention 
and to facilitate children’s vocabulary and pronunciation development. These actions 
also facilitated child feedback, showing mothers that their child was attending to the 
text, as illustrated in the following response: 
Get him involved and see that he’s concentrating on what’s happening in the book 
or what’s in the book. (M13, E2) 
The book word category also shows how mothers manipulated: 
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(1) the pace of the shared reading experience depending on how “dis/engaged”
children appeared;
The pace is quite fast because I’m aware that we’re very distracted, so there’ll be 
times when I’ll read at a slow pace, but I’m going fairly quickly. (M8, E3) 
(2) positioning, so the text could be seen and touched by both;
When I’m reading we have a book sort of down low that we’re both . . . both can 
touch it and both can see. (M6, E2) 
(3) or movement, to invite interactivity and facilitate meaning-making (also reflected
in the picture/look category);
I try to draw her attention to the pictures on the page in a meaningful way. So if I’m 
talking about a swing then we might do a little swinging action or point to the actual 
swing rather than the words – match the sound of the word to the actual object. (M8, 
E2) 
I like to move the book so … we do, “Near and far” <moves the book close to her 
chest and then extends her arms, as per the recorded session> (M20, E2) 
Overall, findings showed that there was a distinct focus for mothers on their child’s 
level of interest, on engaging and maintaining their child’s interest in the shared 
reading experience, and using non-verbal communication behaviours to facilitate 
understanding and vocabulary development, reflective of the findings from Chapter 
6. 
7.3.2 Mothers’ self-identified behaviours: complex printed text 
This section presents interview responses where mothers made mention of or 
referenced the complex printed text while reflecting on their shared reading 
behaviours. Data has been drawn from the Event Two (E2) post-experience interview 
and the Event Three (E3) video-stimulated interview. Three main word categories 
emerged from an analysis of the interview data using NVivo 12 Plus’s Word 
Frequency function, which was used to identify word patterns across the datasets: (1) 
look/picture; (2) book, and (3) try. Word category one, look/picture, included words 
and phrases that made use of the base words “look” and/or “picture” (e.g. looking, 
looks, pictures). The word picture was often used in the same response as the word 
look, therefore, instances where the base word picture was used in the same phrase as 
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the base word look were counted as one when determining the top three word 
categories for this section (e.g. “looks/looking at the picture/s”). Word category two, 
book, also included phrases that made use of the word “books”. Word category three, 
try, included phrases that made use of the word “trying”.  
Nine mothers used the word look/picture (n=13) in their interview responses. 
Typical responses included: 
[Getting C4 to] look at what she was doing, Violet was doing … just to get her 
engaged in it. (M4, E2) 
Getting him to interact more with the book and actually look at the pictures and 
what’s in them. (M7, E2) 
It’s just something I always do … I try to get them to find things … to keep them 
more engaged I think so that way it becomes a bit more interesting if they’ve got to 
look for something than just being read to. (M14, E2) 
Eight mothers used the word book (n=16). Responses included: 
I was like, “Oh that’s kind of like C13-younger-brother - C13-younger-brother does 
that,” so he could see the similarity between his life and the book. (M13, E2) 
[Recording: "You try and touch the clothesline"] I was trying to connect him with 
something that he does, that’s happening in the book. (M18, E3) 
Get her to think about how the book’s like her. (M20, E3) 
Seven mothers used the word try (n=15). Responses included: 
Try and align it with something that was . . . you know, about the shoes and Violet 
took off her shoes and then I said, “Oh, you took off your shoes this morning”, so it 
was much more really having to help him to stay engaged. (M7, E3) 
Trying to get her to maintain her interest by asking her questions. (M8, E2) 
When I was saying something I’d be pointing at what was happening and trying to 
link it back to his life, so back to what he does or what his brothers or sister do 
because that’s always going to keep him engaged. (M22, E2) 
Three themes emerged from an analysis of the data, showing that mothers reported 
that they tried to: (1) maintain engagement by asking their child for a verbal or non-
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verbal response; (2) facilitate meaning-making using both verbal and non-verbal 
elaborations; and (3) maintain their child’s engagement with the text by linking the 
text to their child’s lived experience/s. 
Mothers reported that they often found themselves strategically facilitating and 
seeking to maintain joint attention when shared reading the complex printed text: a 
theme that came through very strongly. As with the simple printed text, mothers 
ensured that their child was engaged in joint attention, and that they understood the 
text by asking their child to point to illustrations, to show that they were looking at 
the text and to answer questions, for example:  
Bring her focus back to the book by pointing things out, pointing out the pictures. 
(M1, E2) 
To get him to interact with the book and actually point things out and go, “What 
about this?” (M7, E2) 
Trying to get her to maintain her interest by asking her questions. (M8, E2) 
Mothers indicated that they often pointed to pictures or encouraged their child to 
look at particular elements of a picture, facilitating meaning-making using verbal and 
non-verbal means. For example, M2 was aware of the descriptive language she used 
to explain the obscure illustrations that were noted in Chapter 6: 
I sort of focused on reading the words and then explaining to C2 exactly what was 
going on in the book, ‘cos if she’s not familiar with it, she doesn’t really know 
what’s going on. (E2) 
M8, on the other hand, noted that she used her finger to point to illustrations and that 
at times she accompanied a “point to illustration” with movement to facilitate the 
understanding of key concepts: 
[Trying to get C8 to] make an association between the sounds of the words that I 
was making and the pictures by pointing or for example there was something about 
“I’m taller than Mummy” so I was trying to sort of draw attention that we’re talking 
about height. (E2)
Mothers reported that they also strategically pointed to the book, asked questions or 
linked the text with their child’s life experience/s to help their child to re-engage, or 
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to remain engaged with the text. These strategic behaviours were enacted in the 
belief that if they did not do so, their child would lose interest or lack understanding 
of the complex concepts that were being covered in the text:  
I was trying to make him recognise similar things that he might do at home, like 
reaching up to the clothesline, recognising the bee because we were only talking 
about bees this morning, pulling the tissues out; so they were things that are 
common to him and that was how I was able to get him to at least connect a little bit. 
(M18, E2) 
Mothers only identified “connection to child” as a distinct strategy when reflecting 
on the shared reading of the complex printed text, used to assist children in 
understanding complex illustrations or sentence structure, and to maintain child 
engagement with a longer, more complex text. This is despite the fact that mothers 
also used the same strategy, connecting the text to the child’s lived experience/s, 
when shared reading the simple printed text, as shown in Chapter 6. 
7.3.3 Mothers’ self-identified behaviours: simple electronic text 
This section details instances where mothers made mention of or referenced the 
simple electronic text while reflecting on their shared reading behaviours. Data has 
been drawn from the Event Two (E2) post-experience interview and the Event Three 
(E3) video-stimulated interview. Three main word categories emerged from an 
analysis of the interview data using NVivo 12 Plus’s Word Frequency function: (1) 
try/get, (2) read/story, and (3) want. Word category one, try/get, included phrases 
that made use of the base word “try” (e.g. trying) and/or “get” (e.g. gets, getting). 
Instances where “try” was used alongside the word “get” have been counted as one, 
subsumed into this one word category (e.g. “trying to get”). Word category two, 
read/story, included phrases that made use of the base word “read” (e.g. reading). 
Instances where “story” was in the same phrase as “read” have been counted as one, 
subsumed into this one word category (e.g. “reading the story”). Word category 
three, want, included words that made use of the base word “want” (e.g. wanted, 
wanting, wants).  
Ten mothers used the word try/get (n=24). Typical responses included: 
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Just trying to get her to interact with the story and let her . . . get her to experience 
what you could do. (M1, E2) 
Like when you could press the bog and the animals got dirty, I was trying to get him 
to do that ... because they were things that he could actually do and it’s a way of 
getting him to learn how to use the iPad. (M7, E2) 
Getting him to look at the pictures again but also actually use the technology, so he 
was doing the swiping and the pointing and the popping. (M22, E2) 
Nine mothers used the word read/story (n=21). Responses included: 
I didn’t feel like I got as much out of it because I was focusing on the button, turning 
the page, everything like that rather than what was actually happening in the story 
myself. (M6, E2) 
[I was] focused on her not going into other things that she shouldn’t have been 
going into rather than actually focused on just reading the book. (M14, E2) 
He kept just trying to flick, so [I was] trying to flick back and actually read the story 
‘cos he was trying to get ahead to see . . . probably to see what was coming next and 
what else he could touch. (M22, E2) 
Six mothers used the word want (n=17). Responses included: 
Trying to slow C6 down from just wanting to press the “but” as soon as we got to 
the next page because I could see he was looking for that “but” button, he’d figured 
out that that was the button you turned for something to happen and I sort of 
thought, “Oh, don’t press that too quickly. Let’s read it until we get to that stage of 
the book.” (M6, E2) 
I wanted her I guess to listen to the words and to maybe find something on the page 
… to I guess test her understanding of that by saying “Can you find me the 
Armadillo?”, give her that kind of opportunity but instead I felt as though it 
probably went in one ear and out the other and she was just wanting to watch the 
confetti come down the screen. (M8, E2) 
I’m trying to keep the story going but he’s wanting to tap. (M18, E3) 
Three main themes emerged from interview data that explored mothers’ perspectives 
of their shared reading behaviours when reading the simple electronic text with their 
two-year-old child. Mothers reported that: (1) they tried to encourage their child to 
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use the iPad’s functionality; (2) they were aware of the fact that they were task 
switching between function and story; and, (3) there was often a disconnect between 
their own objectives and those of their child. 
Interview data showed that mothers were aware of a divided focus between function 
and story when reading the simple electronic text that was absent from their 
reflections about the printed texts.  
I was trying to, one, get him to engage with the different images by the tapping and 
working out what’s there, which he loves, and also trying to interpret what was 
happening from emotions or that sort of thing with the characters. (M18, E2) 
The finding that mothers focused on function in addition to the story when reading 
the simple electronic text adds to the findings reported in Chapter 4 that showed that 
participants spent more time engaging with the electronic texts than they did with the 
printed texts of the same level of complexity. This dual focus invited tension 
however, with mothers: (1) rushing to read the printed words before their child 
started interacting with the screen; (2) swiping backwards or forwards if children’s 
interactions were interrupting the sequential flow of the narrative; or (3) physically 
manipulating their child’s hands or the device to avoid unintended interactions.  
It was me getting through the words quickly before she . . . I felt like I was sort of a 
bit hurried, I felt like “I’ve got to read this sentence quickly because she’s about to 
press the buttons.” (M8, E2) 
These findings suggest that mothers were strategically focused on eliciting an action 
from their child, switching between function (what the child could “do” with the 
electronic text), and “getting through the words” of the narrative before children’s 
interactions with the screen began. Mothers’ intermittent focus on function is 
reflective of the fact that guidance towards concrete analysis and localised 
understandings of the electronic texts (Chapter 6) often included and were 
interspersed with analyses, instructions and information that explored what the 
electronic features of the text could do.  
Focus on the electronic text’s interactive features resulted in mothers engaging in 
task switching, moving between story and function. The “want” word category, 
however, highlights mothers’ impression that they were at cross-purposes with their 
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child. Mothers often felt that their wants and objectives (a focus on story) were not 
the same as their child’s, who appeared to focus more exclusively on the interactive 
features of the simple electronic text. 
7.3.4 Mothers’ self-identified behaviours: complex electronic text 
This section details instances where mothers made mention of or referenced the 
complex electronic text while reflecting on their shared reading behaviours. Data has 
been drawn from the Event Two (E2) post-experience interview and the Event Three 
(E3) video-stimulated interview. Three main word categories emerged from an 
analysis of the interview data using NVivo 12 Plus’s Word Frequency function, 
which was used to identify word patterns across the datasets: (1) try/get, (2) 
read/story, and (3) look/see. Word category one, try/get, included phrases that made 
use of the base word “try” (e.g. trying) and/or “get” (e.g. gets, getting). Instances 
where “try” was used alongside the word “get” have been counted as one, subsumed 
into this one word category (e.g. “trying to get”). Word category two, read/story, 
included phrases that made use of the base word “read” (e.g. reading). Instances 
where “story” was in the same phrase as “read” have been counted as one, subsumed 
into this one word category (e.g. “reading the story”). Word category three, look/see, 
included words that made use of the base word “look” (e.g. looked, looking) or the 
base word “see” (e.g. sees). Ranking fifth in the top ten categories (“see”: n=9) and 
being a similar action to “look”, look and see have been subsumed into the one word 
category. 
Ten mothers used the word try/get (n=15). Typical responses included: 
Trying to get her to press the things to make the things fall out and see them all. 
(M4, E2) 
I let them [the narrator] read the story so that I could try and get his attention with 
interacting with the pictures. (M7, E2) 
I’m getting her to be involved by asking her to turn the page and it’s a little bit more 
like reading a book if she’s turning a page …. It’s also about getting her to move on. 
(M8, E3) 
Eight mothers used the word read/story (n=22). Responses included: 
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There was almost nothing for me to do except guide him through, rather than 
actually share the story together without really intentionally making myself do that – 
I could have quite easily just sat there and thought, “Well I’ll have a nice break.” 
(M6, E3) 
I wanted I guess to not introduce the features, the interactive features until I had 
read the text so I wanted to not introduce that as a distraction until I had had the 
opportunity to read the words on the screen because I knew that if she discovered 
that you could tap the hat and something jump out of it then her focus would be on 
that and she might not pay attention to the vocabulary that I was using. (M8, E2) 
I also wanted him to read through the whole book so when he flipped through too 
quick I’d flip back and get him to actually . . . we’d read that part but again I’m still 
competing with what’s on a page. (M22, E2) 
Seven mothers used the word look/see (n=20). Responses included: 
If I mentioned a pirate then I’d ask her, “Can you find me the pirate?” to see if she 
was listening and to see if she understood what a pirate was. (M8, E2) 
Trying to get her to look at the different animals and stuff. (M14, E2) 
[Saying things like], “Look how upset he is”, otherwise it’s just monsters and 
animals on a page and it doesn’t have a meaning. (M20, E3) 
Three main themes emerged from interview data that explored mothers’ perspectives 
of their shared reading behaviours, using the complex electronic text. Mothers 
reported that they: (1) encouraged their child to use the iPad’s functionality, task 
switching between function and story; (2) tried to focus on meaning-making; and, (3) 
were in competition with the text. 
Mothers again noted that they were task switching between function and story when 
reflecting on their shared reading of the complex electronic text, similar to their 
reflections when reporting on the simple electronic text. Mothers reported that they 
wanted their child to activate the complex electronic text’s functions,  
I was trying to get him to interact with stuff. I mean, it’s there for that purpose. 
(M22, E2) 
while also wanting to focus on story and meaning-making: 
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I also wanted him to read through the whole book so when he flipped through too 
quick I’d flip back and get him to actually . . . we’d read that part ... (M22, E2) 
[Saying things like], “Look how upset he is”, otherwise it’s just monsters and 
animals on a page and it doesn’t have a meaning. (M20, E3) 
Task switching between function and story invoked tension, however, with mothers 
reporting that they often felt that there was a disconnection between their 
objectives/the focus of their attention, and that of their child; that the interactive 
features acted as a “distraction” when mothers were trying to focus on story: 
[I wanted to] not introduce the features, the interactive features until I had read the 
text … to not introduce that as a distraction until I had had the opportunity to read 
the words on the screen. (M8, E2) 
These findings provide insight into why mothers spent more time communicating 
with their child, outside of a straight reading of the printed words, when reading the 
electronic texts. Mothers were providing information and instructions related to the 
“text features, function, structure” of texts, along with meaning-making related to 
illustrations and story. 
Interestingly, the interactive features of the complex electronic text were, at times, 
seen as a tool to facilitate engagement when children may not have been interested in 
engaging in shared reading. This finding suggests that mothers will also alter their 
behaviours, and changed how they read the electronic text, dependent on the level of 
interest that their child appeared to be showing in the text. For example, M7, who 
chose to read the simple electronic text in order to feel “involved”:  
I made sure that I was the one reading just because then I actually felt involved with 
doing the book rather than it felt like the iPad was reading to him. I still wanted to 
be a part of it. (M7, E2) 
altered her behaviour when reading the complex electronic text. M7 chose to make 
use of the narration feature of the complex electronic text so she could focus on the 
text’s interactive features to facilitate joint attention: 
I wasn’t so fussed about actually listening to the story and it’s probably why I let 
them [the narration option] do the reading of the story. ... I let them read the story 
so that I could try and get his attention with interacting with the pictures. (M7, E2) 
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This theme, that mothers altered their reading behaviours to invite interest, did not 
come through as strongly for the electronic texts as it did for the printed texts. In the 
majority of cases, the fact that children were already physically touching the 
electronic device alleviated most mothers’ inclinations to invite interest in the text. 
In the previous sections, it was reported that mothers often engaged in behaviours 
that sought to facilitate child engagement and interest in the printed texts, such as 
linking the text to the child’s lived experience/s or encouraging the child to attend to 
the texts’ illustrations. The need to orchestrate engagement with text (when reading 
printed texts) was most often replaced with the need to re/direct the focus of their 
child’s engagement when reading the electronic texts, however. Mothers reported 
that they felt as though the shared component of the shared reading experience was 
absent when reading the complex electronic text; something that they had to work 
hard to create: 
There was almost nothing for me to do except guide him through, rather than 
actually share the story together without really intentionally making myself do that – 
I could have quite easily just sat there and thought, “Well I’ll have a nice break.” 
(M6, E3) 
and that they were in competition with the complex electronic text, both vying for 
their child’s attention: 
…when he flipped through too quick, I’d flip back and get him to actually . . . we’d 
read that part but again I’m still competing with what’s on a page. (M22, E2) 
7.4 MOTHERS’ VIEWS: COMPARISONS AND 
GENERAL REFLECTIONS 
The following findings have been drawn from mothers’ responses to the questions, 
“Do you think that you read that text differently to the other text/s you read?”; “Do 
you think printed texts should be read differently to electronic texts?” and times 
during the Event Two or Three interviews when mothers shared reflections that 
specifically compared the texts. Section 7.4.1 explores mothers’ reflections when 
comparing the two printed texts; Section 7.4.2 explores mothers’ reflections when 
comparing the two electronic texts; Section 7.4.3 explores mothers’ responses when 
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comparing the two simple texts (printed versus electronic) and Section 7.4.4 explores 
mothers’ responses when comparing media (printed versus electronic). None 
accepted the invitation to specifically compare the two complex texts (print versus 
electronic), choosing to compare the media that was used in a more general manner 
instead. At that stage of the process, mothers had read all four texts and appeared 
ready to report on their perspectives of shared reading with their two-year-old child 
more broadly, when asked to compare the two complex texts. 
7.4.1 Mothers’ perspectives: comparing printed texts (simple versus 
complex) 
Only six mothers chose to accept the invitation to compare the two printed texts 
when reflecting on their shared reading experiences. Data has been drawn from the 
Event Two (E2) post-experience interview and Event Three (E3) interviews. Three 
main word categories emerged from an analysis of interview data using NVivo 12 
Plus’s Word Frequency function, which was used to identify word patterns across the 
datasets: (1) point/picture, (2) book, and (3) bit. Word category one, point/picture, 
included phrases that made use of the base word point (e.g. pointed, pointing) and/or 
picture (e.g. pictures). Instances where point was used alongside the word picture 
have been counted as one, subsumed into this one word category (e.g. “pointing out 
pictures”). Word category two, book, also included phrases that made use of the 
word “books”.  
Four mothers used the word point/picture (n=9) in their interview responses. Typical 
responses included: 
I noticed I was pointing at a lot more things in this maybe just because I thought C6 
might not quite understand sort of who is talking – “This is my mum” and “that’s 
Violet,” just to make sure he knew which character it was referring to at the time. 
(M6, E2) 
I think he started pointing out things that he hadn’t seen before … so that was 
probably the difference. (M7, E2) 
They have a shorter attention span, so you might, if they’re perhaps a bit tired or 
just perhaps a little bit distracted you might just talk about the pictures; you choose 
simple texts. (M8, E3) 
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Four mothers used the word book (n=7). Responses included: 
[Simple printed text], because it’s a familiar book to him and it was a favourite for a 
long time, he kind of had his way of reading it, whereas [complex printed text] he 
didn’t so he was probably into more looking at the pictures more and pointing out 
things to me. (M7, E2) 
[Complex printed text] is a long book. I probably tend to read her shorter books to 
keep her attention so that she doesn’t get distracted and then want to do something 
else part way into the book because I don’t think that she’s at the age yet where she 
could remember where you were and she could pick the book back up and then 
continue so it needs to all be done in the one conversation. (M14, E3) 
I felt like the [simple printed] book was easier because it had a bit more 
repetitiveness in it, so he was engaged, he was ready for the things that he 
recognised and knew. (M18, E2) 
Four mothers used the word bit (n=6). Responses included: 
I probably pointed the things in the pictures out a bit more than yesterday. (M1, E2) 
There are a few people on each page, so I think I was pointing to things a bit more. 
(M6, E2) 
I felt like the [simple printed] book was easier because it had a bit more 
repetitiveness in it, so he was engaged, he was ready for the things that he 
recognised and knew. (M18, E2) 
Three themes emerged from interview data where mothers compared their shared 
reading behaviours, using the simple and complex printed texts. Mothers reported 
that: (1) they and/or their child pointed to new concepts or obscure illustrations 
depicted in the complex printed text more so than with the simple printed text; (2) 
simple texts with familiar concepts help to keep young children engaged; and, (3) 
long, complex texts are not conducive to maintaining young children’s attention. 
Point/picture was the word category that presented most frequently when mothers 
compared their shared reading experiences, using the simple and complex printed 
texts. Three of the four mothers commented that they pointed to pictures more often 
with the complex text to maintain their children’s attention due to the greater length 
of the complex text or to help their child to navigate the subtleties of the illustrations. 
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<”Why did you point more?” asked in response to M1’s reflection that she pointed 
more when reading the complex printed text> It was a bit longer book and a higher 
level to what I would normally read to her. (M1, E2) 
This finding was similar to the findings reported in Chapter 6, which showed that 
mothers pointed to illustrations when engaging in a straight reading of text, when 
guiding children towards concrete connections, towards concrete analysis and 
towards localised understandings, most often when reading the complex printed text. 
Mothers also reported that the simple printed text was a familiar text, or had concepts 
that were familiar to their child. Familiarity made the simple printed text an easier, 
more engaging read for their young child, 
… because it had a bit more repetitiveness in it, so he was engaged, he was ready for 
the things that he recognised and knew. (M18, E2) 
M8 shared that she purposefully chooses simple texts on days when her child has a 
shorter attention span due to tiredness or general distractibility, finding that she can 
talk about the illustrations in simple texts to the exclusion of the printed words. M14 
also spoke about attention span, adding that two-year-olds would find it difficult to 
“remember where you were and … pick the book back up and then continue”, 
concluding that in light of this, “it needs to all be done in the one conversation.” It is 
for this reason that M14, “tend[s] to read [C14] shorter books to keep her attention 
so that she doesn’t get distracted and then want to do something else part way into 
the book.” 
7.4.2 Mothers’ perspectives: comparing electronic texts (simple 
versus complex) 
Only two mothers chose to accept the invitation to compare the two electronic texts: 
She was answering questions so I knew she was listening and I felt more reward 
from it compared to [simple electronic text] because I felt I didn’t have to spit out 
the words and I could go at a more appropriate pace for her listening and 
understanding. (M8, E2) 
I liked how the text was there for both pages straight away without tapping because I 
could see the flow of the story so we were able to read the story and then he was 
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able to engage with the images, which didn’t detract from the flow, I feel. Whereas 
with [simple electronic text] because we couldn’t see all the text with one tap he 
wanted to engage with what was on that page and then I’d try and read the text on 
the next page and then he’d want to engage, so I found that really disjointed. (M18, 
E2) 
These responses suggest that the functional design of an electronic text can play a 
role in how smoothly a narrative can be read with two-year-old children. This finding 
is similar to the finding reported in Chapter 6 that showed that the nature of texts’ 
illustrations (i.e. whether the illustration depicts an action and/or various objects) 
influenced how mothers read the narratives with their child. The fact that most pages 
of the simple electronic text required interactivity between one sentence and the next 
also appeared to distract from the flow and desired pace of the reading experience 
when comparing the two electronic texts. 
7.4.3 Mothers’ perspectives: comparing text complexity (simple 
versus complex) 
Nine mothers chose to accept the invitation to compare the two simple texts (one 
print and one electronic) when reflecting on their shared reading experiences 
(addressing research question three). Data was drawn from the Event Two (E2) post-
experience interview and Event Three (E3) interviews. Three main word categories 
emerged from an analysis of the interview data using NVivo 12 Plus’s Word 
Frequency function, which was used to identify word patterns across the datasets: (1) 
read, (2) interact, and (3) book. Word category one, read, included phrases that made 
use of the word “reading”. Word category two, interact, included phrases that made 
use of the base word “interact” (e.g. interacting, interactive). Word category three, 
book, also included phrases that made use of the word “books”.  
Five mothers used the word read (n=9) when comparing their shared reading 
experiences using the simple texts (one printed and one electronic) with their two-
year-old child. Responses included: 
Reading the actual words I didn’t do anything differently but as far as the pictures 
go I just wanted to make sure that I was covering everything that I could as far as 
what was moving on the screen and what you could get to move. (M1, E2) 
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When I was reading the printed book I was able to engage with her and ask her 
questions and she talked . . . she gave me responses and we could talk about some 
concepts, however with the [simple electronic text] I felt she wasn’t really listening 
…… we didn’t really have a conversation about things like we did with the [printed] 
book. It was more just “let me get back here because I like watching the balloons go 
up the screen.” (M8, E2) 
I don’t think he would have learned to read that book because he was just too 
interested in what the images were going to do whereas he was able to connect . . . 
[with simple printed text], I was able to get him to connect a bit with the text. (M18, 
E2) 
Five mothers used the word interact (n=7). Responses included: 
Feel like she’s contributing more with the [printed] book, so she’s saying, “Oh”, 
and “Grandma juggles” and “Daddy,” whereas this is just about moving the . . . 
interacting with whatever the game is, you know, the leaves fall down, the balloons 
floating ... (M8, E3) 
I think I asked more questions in the [simple printed text] probably and that one 
[simple electronic text] not so much. It was more me trying to figure out how to use 
the technology rather than the interactive-ness of it with me and him. (M13, E2) 
I probably spent longer on each page because of the interactivities, so if there’s 
more to do there’s more to talk about, so I guess spent longer on this one [simple 
electronic text]. (M22, E2) 
Four mothers used the word book (n=10). Responses included: 
I felt like there was a lot more going on [with the electronic text] and I couldn’t 
focus on what I was actually saying as well as I could in the other book [simple 
printed text]. (M6, E2) 
It was more about her being entertained by that [simple electronic text] rather than 
me sharing and having . . . we didn’t really have a conversation about things like we 
did with the previous book [simple printed text]. It was more just “let me get back 
here because I like watching the balloons go up the screen.” (M8, E2) 
I found it much harder to emphasise any sort of literacy development with that 
method compared with how I feel when I read a printed book, because I can . . . I’m 
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more inclined to even point to the words in a printed book so he can even start to 
recognise letters. (M18, E3) 
Three themes emerged from interview data where mothers compared their shared 
reading experiences, when reading the two simple texts (printed and electronic). 
Mothers reported that: (1) task switching between function and story was pronounced 
when reading the simple electronic text (but not when reading the simple printed 
text), which also led to a disconnect between mothers’ and children’s foci of 
attention; (2) the simple printed text was more conducive to their child’s literacy 
development than the simple electronic text; and (3) they spent longer reading the 
simple electronic text than the simple printed text. 
There was strong consensus amongst mothers that children were heavily focused on 
the interactivity of the text to the detriment of story when reading the simple 
electronic text. Mothers reported that there was a higher level of child interest in the 
simple electronic text compared to interest shown in the simple printed text (e.g. “He 
wanted to read it [the simple electronic text] again” (M22)), however, the 
distractibility of the interactive features of the text led to a general lack of shared 
attention and connectedness between mother and child: 
It was more me trying to figure out how to use the technology rather than the 
interactive-ness of it with me and him. (M13, E2) 
Mothers reported that the disconnect between their focus of attention when reading 
the simple electronic text, and that of their child, resulted in there being less 
conversation when shared reading the simple electronic text, compared to the simple 
printed text. Mothers reflected that their child appeared more focused on “whatever 
the game is” (M8) than in making connections with the narrative or illustrations and 
conversing with their mothers:  
It was more about her being entertained by that [simple electronic text] rather than 
me sharing and having . . . we didn’t really have a conversation about things like we 
did with the previous book [simple printed text]. (M8, E2) 
The distractibility of the interactive features of the text may also be linked to mothers 
feeling more challenged to focus on literacy related outcomes when reading the 
simple electronic text, including talking about “concepts” (M8) and pointing to 
words so that the children could “start to recognise letters” (M18). 
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Data showed that mothers were aware that “there was a lot more going on” (M6) 
with the simple electronic text, which meant that mothers “spent longer on each page 
because of the interactivities” (M22). When talk did occur, it was often focused on 
the technical features of the text, on what it could “do” rather than strictly conversing 
about story. 
… if there’s more to do there’s more to talk about, so I guess spent longer on this 
one [simple electronic text]. (M22, E2) 
These findings are similar to those presented in Chapter 4 where it was found that the 
electronic texts showed the greatest variance in time spent reading given that there 
was much more to interact with. There was therefore greater choice when compared 
to printed texts, impacting on what mother and child chose to engage with, and the 
amount of time spent doing so. Consequently, however, this also meant that some 
mothers “couldn’t focus on what [they were] actually saying” (M6) as well as they 
could when reading the simple printed text. These findings suggest that the 
distractibility of the electronic text and heavy focus on what the text could do, along 
with mothers’ intermittent focus on “text features, function, structure,” when guiding 
children towards concrete analysis and localised understandings (Chapter 6), 
distracted from story for both mother and child. 
7.4.4 Mothers’ perspectives: comparing media (printed versus 
electronic) 
This section explores mothers’ perspectives of shared reading with their two-year-old 
child, when comparing printed texts with electronic texts more broadly. Data was 
drawn from the Event Two (E2) post-experience interview and Event Three (E3) 
interviews. Three main word categories emerged from an analysis of the interview 
data using NVivo 12 Plus’s Word Frequency function, which was used to identify 
word patterns across the datasets: (1) read, (2) just, and (3) thing. Word category one, 
read, included phrases that made use of the word “reading”. Word category three, 
thing, included phrases that made use of the word “things”.  
Eleven mothers used the word read (n=33) when comparing their shared reading 
experiences using printed and electronic texts. Typical responses included: 
I remember I felt less involved when I read the [electronic text], I felt like it was 
more about her and the iPad and less about a shared reading experience. (M8, E3) 
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She was much more interested in what was going to happen rather than actually 
listening to the book, whereas she’s more interested in listening to the book when I 
read a book and then looking for the things that she’s asked to. (M14, E3) 
In terms of a reading experience, I didn’t enjoy it as much. (M18, E3) 
Ten mothers used the word just (n=25). Responses included: 
With the electronic books you could just give a kid that and they could entertain 
themself <sic> whereas with the printed text, you kind of have to entertain them a 
little bit and I think that that’s kind of a good thing. (M2, E3) 
You can be very disconnected and just give them the iPad and just say, “Here”, put 
the story on and make the narrator read for them, you don’t actually have to be 
involved, whereas with a book, they can’t read it themselves so you have to be 
involved. (M14, E3) 
I probably didn’t talk about the pictures as much as I would have with a print 
because they were doing stuff and he was just happy just to look. (M22, E2) 
Seven mothers used the word thing (n=23). Responses included: 
With the printed book, that’s something I really enjoy doing at the end of the day; 
it’s sort of quiet time, winding down for bed, cuddles, that type of thing, whereas 
with the device, I use that when I’m out and I’m busy and I need to keep her 
entertained because I’ve got to be focused on something else for a little while. (M1, 
E3) 
With the printed I wanted to draw attention to what was happening in the story as I 
was reading whereas in the electronic it was more about, “Oh, let’s just see what 
this thing does.” (M6, E2) 
I think because there’s more things with the app, we sort of show him all the things 
that you can do, so that’s probably the difference with [electronic texts] as opposed 
to the printed books because I don’t tend to point out all the pictures. (M7, E3) 
Three themes emerged from interview data where mothers compared their shared 
reading of printed and electronic texts more broadly. Mothers reported that: (1) the 
electronic texts invited greater focus on what the texts could do, rather than focusing 
on narrative; (2) there was a disconnect between mother and child when reading the 
electronic texts, which resulted in mothers not enjoying the shared reading of 
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electronic texts as much as the shared reading of printed texts; and (3) electronic 
texts invited independent use, whereas there was a forced dependency on mothers 
when reading a printed text that was conducive to the “shared” reading experience. 
These findings suggest that mothers were aware that the electronic text invited 
greater focus on what the text “can do” rather than focusing primarily on story. 
There was less focus on the [written] text and on what we were reading rather than 
the effects and what can be done and more focus on, “What does this do? Tap this. 
Do that.” Lots more instructions for him to “do” rather than focusing on say, 
“Who’s that?” or “What’s that?” or the sorts of things I focus on in a print. (M22, 
E3) 
In addition, the just word category showed a feeling on the part of mothers that they 
were superfluous when it came to the electronic text; that their child was not 
listening to them; that they weren’t needed and that their child could quite happily 
have used the device independently. For example, M8 reflected, “it was more about 
her and the iPad and less about a shared reading experience”, suggesting that there 
was a disconnect between mother and child when reading electronic texts that meant 
that mothers, “didn’t enjoy it as much” (M18). In regards to the printed text however, 
“they can’t read it themselves so you have to be involved” (M14), inviting a level of 
connectedness between mother and child that resulted in an experience that mothers 
“really enjoy doing at the end of the day”. Children’s dependency on mothers to read 
the printed texts appeared to be conducive to the “shared” reading experience, a 
condition that was absent when engaging with the electronic texts. 
When reviewing mothers’ purposes for engaging in shared reading with their two-
year-old child (Nicholas & Paatsch, 2018), results showed that mothers did so for the 
purposes of engaging in quality time spent together; and providing an educational 
experience that can help with children’s vocabulary and general language 
development. The findings presented in this section suggest that the reason that 
mothers preferred printed texts (Nicholas & Paatsch, 2018), was because the 
electronic text was not conducive to encouraging feelings of connectedness or 
providing avenues through which to promote children’s literacy development. 
Nicholas and Paatsch (2018, p.13) also reported, however, that most children had 
access to and used electronic texts in a mostly independent capacity when mothers 
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were “busy” or children had “the struggles”. It cannot be known, therefore, if 
children’s apparent preference for independent engagement with the interactive 
features of the electronic texts, evidenced through the disconnection between 
mothers’ and children’s foci of attention as reported by mothers in this chapter, was 
due to conditioned practice, personal preference or the features of an electronic 
device. 
With the printed book … it’s sort of quiet time, winding down for bed, cuddles, that 
type of thing. Whereas with the device, I use that when I’m out and I’m busy and I 
need to keep her entertained because I’ve got to be focused on something else for a 
little while. So, for us, the reading experience with a printed book and a device is 
always very different. (M1, E3) 
Concurrently, the results of this chapter have shown that mothers’ personal 
experience and preferences (individual mediation) will determine how and when they 
will use printed and electronic texts with their two-year-old child. This chapter has 
also shown that the medium and complexity of a text (instrumental-mediation) are 
key factors that mothers consider when planning and engaging in shared reading 
experiences. 
In terms of a reading experience, I didn’t enjoy [the electronic text] as much [as the 
printed text]. In terms of keep C18 quiet and sitting on my knee and focused on the 
device, yes, very effective. Depends what you want it for I suppose. If I’m sitting in a 
waiting room at a doctor’s, effective. If I’m wanting him to have a learning 
experience from it as well, I probably wouldn’t choose it. (M18, E3) 
7.5 SUMMARY OF CHAPTER 7 
In summary, analyses of Events Two and Three data revealed that mothers reported 
an awareness that their behaviours varied when shared reading texts of a different 
medium and when reading texts that varied in complexity. When comparing media, 
mothers reported that they did not feel that the shared reading of electronic texts 
were a truly “shared” or “educational” experience, likening the experience to 
independent “play” or a “game”. These outcomes were at odds with one of the main 
reasons that mothers chose to read with their young child – that is, to facilitate 
bonding/quality time spent together (n=7) (Nicholas & Paatsch, 2018)). The fact that 
mothers reported feeling superfluous to the shared reading experience and that the 
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shared reading of the printed texts was more enjoyable for the mothers may, in part, 
be attributed to past practices. Each mother reported that they (and their child) were 
familiar, and had had experience with printed texts, though this was mostly restricted 
to picture storybooks and opportunity most often occurred as part of a bedtime 
routine. In contrast, although all of the children were also familiar, and had had some 
experience with electronic devices, there was minimal use of electronic texts in a 
“shared” or guided capacity, with children mostly accessing electronic texts as an 
independent activity in their everyday practice. 
Mothers were also aware of the findings described in the previous chapter, where it 
was found that mothers often shifted between a focus on the narrative and a focus on 
the functionality of the electronic texts. This resulted in a disjointed reading of the 
narrative, which also, at times, affected the mother’s ability to keep track of the 
story’s plot. Mothers reported feeling superfluous when it came to the electronic 
texts: (1) that they were “competing” with “what’s on the page” for their child’s 
attention; (2) that their child was not listening to them; and (3) that their child could 
quite happily have engaged with the electronic text independently. Mothers also 
reported that “there was a lot more going on” with the electronic texts ,which meant 
that mothers “spent longer on each page”, more than was “warranted”, adding to a 
feeling of disruption to the story. As a result, some mothers reported that they did not 
enjoy the shared reading experiences when using electronic texts, with some 
reporting feelings of frustration – an outcome that was again at odds with the 
mothers’ main purposes for engaging in shared reading with their child (i.e. for 
enjoyment (n=9)). When reading the printed texts, however, mothers reported an 
awareness of pointing to and/or discussing the illustrations, focusing on vocabulary, 
focusing on the narrative, meaning-making and “talk”, objectives that reflected two 
of the main reasons that mothers chose to read with their two-year-old child. That is, 
to support language and literacy development (n=10); and to provide an educational 
experience (n=7) (Nicholas & Paatsch, 2018). There was some suggestion that 
forced dependency (“they can’t read it themselves”) appeared to be conducive to the 
“shared” reading experience when reading printed texts, a condition that was absent 
when engaging with the electronic texts. 
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Mothers also reported differences when comparing the simple and complex texts. For 
example, mothers noted that their child lacked interest in the complex printed text. 
As a result, they strategically pointed to/describe the illustrations, picked up pace, 
asked questions or linked the text with the child’s life experiences to maintain 
engagement – observations that were also reported in the findings of the previous 
chapter. These findings showed that mothers were responsive to and/or aware of their 
child’s behaviours during each shared reading experience. The opinion that a child 
lacked interest in a text was often based upon the observation that a child was 
physically manipulating objects (such as toys) while shared reading. Mothers 
interpreted the behaviour as evidence that their child lacked interest in the book, 
which at times, as with M13, may have been a misconception. Mothers responded by 
showing awareness of the need to orchestrate engagement when shared reading 
printed texts – a behaviour that was replaced with an awareness of the need to 
re/direct the focal point of their child’s engagement when shared reading the 
electronic texts. This too was reflective of the findings of the previous chapter, 
especially when guiding children towards concrete connections. The behaviours that 
mothers attended to when shared reading the printed texts, however, such as a child’s 
gaze and pointing, could no longer be relied upon to determine whether children 
were listening to the story when shared reading the electronic texts. In these 
instances, mothers used other forms of feedback to determine joint attention, such as 
whether their child was sitting still and responding when expected, and whether they 
were pointing/gazing where expected.
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CHAPTER 8 DISCUSSION 
The aim of this study was to investigate the behaviours and perspectives of mothers 
when reading printed and electronic narratives with their two-year-old child, using a 
Vygotskian framework of analysis. In so doing, the project answered three questions: 
1. How can Vygotsky’s (1987, 2012) theory of concept development
facilitate in-depth analyses of adult-child shared reading behaviours?
2. What are the verbal and non-verbal communication behaviours of mothers
when reading narratives with their two-year-old child, using texts that are
a. printed and electronic,
b. simple and complex?
3. What are mothers’ perspectives of the shared reading of narratives with
their two-year-old child?
The literature review presented in Chapter 2 showed that research into adult-child 
shared reading is not new, spanning many decades, with empirical evidence 
identifying a link between adult-child shared reading, and children’s learning and 
development (Baker & Scher, 2002; Burgess, 1997; Bus et al., 1995; Deckner et al., 
2006; Flack et al., 2018; Hindman et al., 2014; Mol et al., 2008; Read & Quirke, 
2018; Sénéchal et al., 2008; Whitehurst et al., 1988). Research has also found that 
shared reading practices can vary, however, between adults and between media and 
that children’s outcomes can also vary as a result (Chiong et al., 2012; Lauricella et 
al., 2014; Strouse & Ganea, 2017a). These research outcomes have presented with 
seemingly contradictory and inconclusive results when seeking to identify the 
specific adult-child shared reading practices that facilitate the most beneficial 
outcomes for young children.  
The literature review outlined in Chapter 2 identified that one of the main reasons for 
these inconclusive outcomes appears to stem from the observation that researchers 
lack a unified, comprehensive means by which to report on adults’ shared reading 
behaviours and to describe the texts that participants read in their studies. Past 
research has also often lacked, or provided limited acknowledgement of the role of 
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non-verbal communication and the influence of participants’ reasonings and 
perspectives when investigating adult-child shared reading with young children. The 
current study has addressed these issues through the use of a Vygotskian-informed 
framework which draws primarily from Vygotsky’s (1987, 2012) theory of concept 
development (research question one), the final version of which will be referred to as 
the Vygotskian Five. The Vygotskian Five framework used in this study has proved 
highly effective in facilitating in-depth analyses of adult-child shared reading 
behaviours with two-year-old children, while also accounting for the medium and 
level of complexity of each shared text (research question two); a framework that 
integrated adults’ individual reasonings and observations (research question three) 
into the research’s design.  
The effectiveness of the Vygotskian Five was made possible by ensuring that the five 
forms of mediation that have featured across Vygotsky’s (1987, 1997, 2012; 
Vygotsky & Luria, 1994) collected works, featured within the framework’s design. 
The Vygotskian Five recognises that meaning, which Vygotsky (1997, p. 122) 
referred to as “signs,” is mediated:  
1. through the medium of speech (Vygotsky, 1987, 2012);
2. via “movements” such as “mimicry of the face, shoulders, and hands”
(Vygotsky, 1997, p. 122) or “the indicative gesture” (Vygotsky, 1987, p. 95);
and
3. via engagement with tools – “external symbolic forms of activity [such as] …
reading, writing, counting and drawing” (Vygotsky & Luria, 1994, p. 136);
4. all of which are mediated “by social means … through another person”
(Vygotsky & Luria, 1994, p. 116);
5. internalised, and made sense of, through thought (Vygotsky, 1987, 2012).
These five forms of mediation have been identified by Moll (2014) as being 
instances of: (1) semiotic mediation, renamed spoken mediation for this study (i.e. 
verbal communication); (2) anatomical mediation (i.e. non-verbal communication); 
(3) instrumental-tool mediation (e.g. a printed or electronic text); (4) social mediation
(e.g. the practice of shared reading); and (5) individual mediation (i.e. participants’
reasoning/agency).
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In addition to analysing mediating factors, incorporating Vygotsky’s (1987, 2012) 
theory of concept development into the Vygotskian Five framework (research 
question one), allowed for analyses of the ways of thinking that mothers were seen to 
guide their child towards when shared reading. Analysing mothers’ guiding 
behaviours, using Vygotsky’s (1987, 2012) theory of concept development, allowed 
for a level of specificity that has often been lacking in past research into adult-child 
shared reading. For example, the Vygotskian framework allowed for the 
identification of times when mothers guided their child towards:  
1. open connections – a communication act that allowed children to
independently decipher what was meant. For example, reading directly from
the text, unaccompanied by any non-verbal communication cues;
2. associative connections – a communication act that made use of a non-verbal
communication behaviour to facilitate a direct association. For example,
accompanying a reading of the printed narrative with a point to illustration;
3. complex collections – a communication act that made use of multiple non-
verbal communication behaviours (such as pointing to print + movement of
finger);
4. chained connections, through connective signifiers such as verbal
conjunctions, referents (e.g. he/she/they) or repetition;
5. labelling or rote recall (including a straight decoding of the printed words of a
text);
6. concrete analysis;
7. localised, contextualised understandings; or
8. abstract connections beyond the concrete.
The eight ways of thinking listed above, however, were used to facilitate analyses of 
what was observable in Event One video data, as mother and child engaged in the act 
of shared reading. What Vygotsky’s (1987, 2012) theory of concept development 
would not have facilitated, had it been used on its own, was an investigation into the 
unseen: participants’ thoughts and perspectives, as they engaged in the act of shared 
reading (individual mediation). This shortfall was uncovered during research design, 
highlighting that a mixed-methods approach to data collection was required in order 
to accommodate all five mediation avenues that had been acknowledged by 
Vygotsky (1987, 1997, 2012; Vygotsky & Luria, 1994). The study successfully 
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addressed this issue with the use of post-experience interviews, and video-stimulated 
interviews within two months of the final shared book reading. These interviews 
invited insights into each mother’s “individual mediation” as they engaged in the 
practice of shared reading with their child (research question three). The 
multifaceted, mixed-methods approach to data collection and analysis that was used 
in this study, facilitated by the Vygotskian Five framework (see Figure 37), allowed 
for a comprehensive, crystallised (Richardson & St. Pierre, 2008) investigation into 
adult-child shared reading using printed and electronic texts with a two-year-old 
child. 
This chapter has been divided into four sections: 
Section 8.1 – Provides a discussion that addresses how Vygotsky’s (1987, 2012) 
theory of concept development was used to facilitate in-depth analyses of adult-child 
shared reading behaviours (addressing research question one). 
Section 8.2 – Provides a discussion of the study’s findings, which explores mothers’ 
verbal and non-verbal shared reading behaviours (spoken and anatomical mediation) 
when shared reading with their two-year-old child (addressing research question 
two).  
Section 8.3 – Provides a discussion of the study’s findings that acknowledges the 
influence of each text’s medium and complexity (instrumental-tool mediation) when 
engaging in adult-child shared reading (addressing parts (a) and (b) of research 
question two). 
Section 8.4 – Provides a discussion that acknowledges the influence of individual 
mediation, as it relates to mothers’ perspectives of the shared reading of narratives 
with their two-year-old child (addressing research question three). 
When analysing and reporting on the study’s findings it was found that individual 
mediation, which considers the role of participant perspectives and agency, was 
transcendent in function, providing crystallising depth of understanding to a focus 
that was centred on observable data. Individual mediation (research question three), 
therefore, features within each of the four sections listed above. 
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Figure 37. The Vygotskian Five: A framework for analysing adult-child shared reading behaviours























Analysing the ways of thinking a child is being guided towards, when engaging in adult-child shared reading 
(1. social mediation) 
with consideration for: 
the influence of a text’s medium/complexity (4. instrumental-tool mediation), and 
participant reasoning/agency (5. individual mediation) 
via a combination of identifiable communication acts:  
Verbal communication behaviours (2. spoken mediation), and 
Non-verbal communication behaviours (3. anatomical mediation) 
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8.1 USING A VYGOTSKIAN FRAMEWORK TO 
EXPLORE VARIATIONS IN ADULT-CHILD 
SHARED READING BEHAVIOURS 
Answering research question one: 
1. How can Vygotsky’s (1987, 2012) theory of concept development facilitate in-
depth analyses of adult-child shared reading behaviours?
One of the key findings from this study was to show that Vygotsky’s (1987, 2012) 
theory of concept development could be used to conduct in-depth analyses of adult-
child shared reading, with only minor modifications. The original theory was 
designed to describe how an individual (the learner) comes to acquire fully formed 
scientific understandings. The present study has shown that the theory can also be 
applied to analyses of adult-child shared reading practices, shifting the focus of study 
to the facilitator of learning (the adult). That is, the theory can be used to describe the 
ways of thinking that adults guide their young children towards (Table 48), when 
engaging in the practice of shared reading. Just as Vygotsky (1987, 2012) identified 
that children make concrete connections, label, engage in concrete analyses, acquire 
localised understandings and make abstract connections on the path to acquiring fully 
formed conceptual understandings, so too were the mothers of this study observed to 
be guiding their child towards those very same ways of thinking when jointly 
engaging with a text.  
Table 48: Ways of thinking – a Vygotskian continuum 
For example, results presented in Section 5.1 showed that mothers used instructions 
to guide children towards: (1) making self-informed connections with the text (e.g. 
giving a stand-alone, unelaborated directive such as, “Look,” unaccompanied by any 
non-verbal behaviours); (2) associative connections, (e.g. saying “Look,” while 
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pointing to an illustration); (3) complex collections, (e.g. saying, “Look,” while 
moving the finger and pointing to a collection of illustrations); (4) chained 
connections, (e.g. saying, “Look at him,” after asking “Does the pirate do 
anything?”); (5) labelling/decoding text (D)/rote recall (RR) (e.g. saying, “Look at 
those bubbles”); (6) concrete analysis (e.g. saying, “Look how many rats there 
are.”); (7) localised understanding, (e.g. saying, “You get your finger and we go like 
this,” while manipulating the child’s hand/finger to swipe the screen of the electronic 
text); and, (8) abstract connections, (e.g. saying, “Let’s see if he gets his book right” 
making an abstract connection with the complex electronic text’s title [i.e. The wrong 
book (Bland, 2012)]). 
However, given the shift in focus from individual reasoning (the original Vygotskian 
(1987, 2012) study) to adult-facilitator behaviours (the present study), some of 
Vygotsky’s original terms and definitions required some modifications. In particular, 
Vygotsky’s (1987, 2012) use of the terms syncretic reasoning and pseudoconcepts 
required adaptations. It would not have been reasonable to surmise that an adult 
would knowingly and purposefully guide a child towards making syncretic links with 
a concept; links that only make sense to the child. On the other hand, it was deemed 
reasonable to assume that an adult would engage in a communication act that 
allowed the child to make a self-informed connection with what they already knew, 
which at times may have been a syncretic connection. For this reason, Vygotsky’s 
use of the term syncretic was replaced with the term open when designing the 
Vygotskian Five. The same reasoning applied to Vygotsky’s pseudoconcept. It would 
not have been reasonable to surmise that an adult would knowingly and purposefully 
guide a child towards superficial labelling of illustrations or decoding of the printed 
words. For this reason, Vygotsky’s term pseudoconcept was replaced with the term 
label/rote recall (RR), with the understanding that an adult could reasonably be 
assumed to be guiding a child towards labels and rote recall (RR) of concepts with 
the purpose of leading them towards meaningful application. Decoding (D) was also 
added to this category, given the context of the present study, which necessitated the 
reading of printed words in narratives. When an adult engages in a straight reading of 
a word or sentence from a text, it cannot be known whether the child has 
meaningfully understood that word/sentence, much like a label. 
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Using the above-named modifications, all shared reading experiences combined, the 
mothers in this study were seen to guide their two-year-old children towards concrete 
connections (n=6194) with greater frequency than they were seen to guide their 
children towards a label/DRR (n=2277). Guidance towards concrete connections and 
labels/DRR also occurred with greater frequency than guidance towards concrete 
analysis (n=1006), guidance towards localised understanding (n=574) and guidance 
towards abstract connections (n=25). The decrease in frequency counts for each 
Vygotskian category, in the order in which they appear in Table 48 (i.e. concrete 
connections [n=6194]; label/DRR [n=2277]; concrete analysis [n=1006]; localised 
understanding [n=574]; abstract connections [n=25]), presents a pattern of outcomes 
that is closely aligned to Vygotsky’s (1987, 2012) original theory of concept 
development. Vygotsky (1987, 2012) theorised that children progress through each 
of those ways of thinking, in the order in which they are presented in the Vygotskian 
continuum (see Table 48), on the path to acquiring fully-formed conceptual 
understandings. That is, they make concrete connections before they learn to label a 
concept; they learn to label a concept before they can analyse the concept; they 
analyse a concept before developing a contextualised, localised understanding of the 
concept; and they develop a localised understanding of a concept before arriving at 
abstract, fully-formed conceptual understandings. Vygotsky’s (1994, p.345 – 
emphasis in original) theory was based on the premise that children begin by 
understanding concepts in a “more concrete, more visual, [and] more factual way” 
than adults.  
In addition, Vygotsky (1987, 2012) stated that his original theory of conceptual 
development was not to be viewed as a hierarchical framework. That is, it was 
recognised that earlier connections and ways of thinking add to, impact upon, and 
influence new connections that are made and vice versa. In conducting the current 
study, findings showed that mothers often used the dual-operative ways of thinking 
(i.e. guidance towards: (1) open connections; (2) associative connections; (3) 
complex collections; and/or, (4) chained connections, as shown in Table 48) either in 
isolation, or in conjunction with the other ways of thinking. It is for this reason that 
they have been named dual-operative cues for the purpose of this study. Examples, 
drawn from the data presented in Chapter 6, are provided in Table 49, showing 
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instances when “guidance towards associative connections” (a dual-operative cue) 
were used in conjunction with other ways of thinking. 
Table 49: Guiding children towards associative connections and 
other ways of thinking 
As shown in Figure 16: Guidance 
towards an associative connection – 
e.g. M6 pointed to an illustration, (complex
electronic text)
M6 pointed to a green illustration/animation that was 
poking out from the edge of the page seen on the 
screen. This “point to illustration” (associative 
connection) was unaccompanied by any verbal cues. 
As shown in Section 6.2.3: Guidance 
towards: (1) an associative connection; 
(2) while guiding the child towards a
label/rote recall –
e.g. “That's a moose.” – (M18, simple
electronic text)
The label was given while pointing to the illustration. 
As shown in Figure 20: Guidance 
towards: (1) a chained connection; and (2) 
an associative connection, while (3) 
guiding the child towards a 
label/decode/rote recall –  
e.g. “This book absolutely does not need a
queen.” – (M13, complex electronic text)
These words were read while pointing to an 
illustration of a queen (associative connection), 
immediately following a reading of the printed 
words: “A queen?”. Repeating the word “queen” 
(chained connection), signalled that M13’s reading 
of text (label/decode/rote recall) was to be connected 
to the comment that preceded it. 
As shown in Table 11: Guidance towards: 
(1) an associative connection; (2) while
guiding the child towards concrete analysis
– e.g. “Look how many rats there are.”
(M4, complex electronic text)
Said while pointing to an illustration of rats. 
As shown in Figure 33: Guidance 
towards: (1) an associative connection; 
(2) while guiding the child towards a
localised understanding –
e.g. “You’ve gotta tap them” – (M22,
complex electronic text)
C22 was slowly sliding his finger across an 
illustration. M22 instructed C22 to tap instead, with a 
gesture (associative connection), mimicking a tap of 
the pointer finger (localised understanding/ 
demonstration) just above the screen. 
As shown in Figure 30: Guidance 
towards: (1) a chained connection; and (2) 
an associative connection; (3) while 
guiding the child towards a localised 
understanding –  
e.g. “Is he catching a fish?” – (M18,
simple printed text)
M18 pointed to a sheep in a boat, and asked “What’s 
this one doing?” When C18 didn’t reply, she pointed 
to the end of the fishing rod held in the sheep’s hands 
(associative connection) and asked, “Is he catching a 
fish?” (localised understanding/description of the 
illustration). This question was accompanied by the 
chained referent “he” (chained connection), 
signifying that the query was connected to a 
character mentioned earlier (i.e. “this one”). 
As shown in Figure 35: Guidance 
towards: (1) a chained connection; and (2) 
an associative connection; (3) while 
guiding the child towards an abstract 
connection –  
e.g. “Does he need a cuddle?” – (M7,
simple printed text)
This was said while consistently pointing to the one 
illustration of a sheep for the three communication 
acts that follow (associative connection):  
(1) M7 initially stated, “He’s just crying”; (2)
followed by the query “Is he upset?”; and, (3) ended
with the abstract connection, “Does he need a
cuddle?”
The dual-operative-dependent cues (i.e. guidance towards: (1) a label/DRR; (2) 
concrete analysis; (3) localised understanding; and (4) abstract connections), were 
found to operate slightly differently to dual-operative cues. The dual-operative-
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dependent cues were never used concurrently (e.g. mothers never guided their child 
towards concrete analysis while simultaneously guiding their child towards localised 
understanding). The dual-operative-dependent cues also never operated exclusively 
on their own. They were accompanied at all times by at least one of the dual-
operative cues. The dual-operative-dependent cue’s relationship with dual-operative 
cues reflects Vygotsky’s (1987, 2012) theory that earlier ways of thinking impact 
upon, and are influenced by, latter phases of concept development. For example, 
reading aloud the following printed words: “here is the red sheep,” ((Fox & Horacek, 
2004); guidance towards a label/DRR), was always accompanied by one of the 
following four cues: 
1. guidance towards as associative connection (e.g. point to the illustration);
2. guidance towards a complex collection (e.g. “point to print” + “movement” of
the finger, tracking the printed words);
3. guidance towards a chained connection (e.g. when a mother read the text as
“And here is the red sheep”);
or, if none of the above applied, 
4. guidance towards an open connection (i.e. the reading was unaccompanied by
non-verbal communication or connective identifiers in speech, therefore the
child was left to make a self-informed judgement of the comment’s meaning).
The finding that concrete dual-operative cues (e.g. guidance towards associative 
connections using non-verbal behaviours such as pointing) always accompanied the 
dual-operative-dependent cues (e.g. guidance towards concrete analysis) is another 
outcome that aligns with Vygotsky’s (1987, 2012) original theory of concept 
development. The finding that cues were often used together shows that mothers 
continued to guide their child to make concrete connections even when guiding their 
child towards more abstract ways of thinking, such as analyses or localised 
understandings, further clarifying why concrete connections occurred with far greater 
frequency than the dual-operative-dependent cues. The concrete dual-operative cues 
described in this study were employed by mothers in such a way that the ways of 
thinking that they encouraged could continue to impact upon, and could be 
influenced by, latter phases of the Vygotskian continuum of conceptual 
understanding, as originally described in Vygotsky’s (1987, 2012) theory of concept 
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development. The fact that mothers guided their children towards the earlier, more 
concrete stages of concept development with greater frequency than latter more 
abstract ways of thinking, therefore, aligns closely with Vygotsky’s (1987, 2012) 
original theory of concept development, due, in part, to the observation that the more 
concrete cues were dual-operative in function. 
An issue with past studies into adult-child shared reading practices, as identified in 
the literature review, was that there was often a privileging of one type of mediation 
over others. For example, verbal communication behaviours (spoken mediation) 
featured strongly across studies (e.g., Deckner et al., 2006; DeTemple, 2001; Malin 
et al., 2014; McGinty et al., 2012), over and above in-depth analyses that 
concurrently acknowledged adults’ use of non-verbal communication (anatomical 
mediation), and/or the function/s that non-verbal communication could serve. 
Vygotsky (1987, p. 95) surmised that non-verbal communication, such as “the 
indicative gesture,” has an important role to play in language and concept 
development, being part of the “natural history” of sign development. That is, the 
process of assigning meaning to non-verbal communication behaviours is one of the 
earliest stages of concept development. The dual-operative cues that featured in this 
study’s theoretical framework, the ways of thinking that guided children to make 
“more concrete, more visual, [and] more factual” connections with concepts 
(Vygotsky, 1994, p.345 – emphasis in original), allowed for analyses that 
acknowledged mothers’ use of non-verbal communication behaviours, while also 
acknowledging the behaviours’ functional application. For example, guidance 
towards associative connections acknowledged when mothers used a non-verbal 
communication behaviour to make a direct association (e.g. point to illustration); 
while guidance towards complex collections acknowledged when mothers used a 
combination of non-verbal communication behaviours to reference collectives (e.g. 
pointing to an illustration + movement of finger, when labelling a multiplicity of 
objects such as rats). 
In addition to there being minimal acknowledgement of anatomical mediation, past 
research has also shown a general lack of acknowledgement that both printed and 
electronic texts can vary in complexity (e.g., Chiong et al., 2012; Fisch et al., 2002; 
Lauricella et al., 2014; Strouse & Ganea, 2017a). The lack of acknowledgement that 
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texts can vary in complexity (most especially the printed text) has resulted in 
seemingly contradictory and/or inconclusive results across studies. For example, 
Lauricella et al. (2014) found that children’s comprehension outcomes were 
comparable across media; Chiong et al. (2012) found that children showed greater 
comprehension outcomes following adult-child shared reading of a printed text, than 
an enhanced electronic text; and Strouse and Ganea (2017a) found that children 
developed more proficient vocabulary skills following the shared reading of 
electronic texts, when compared to the shared reading of printed texts. In response, 
this study has shown that Vygotsky’s (1987, 2012) theory of concept development 
could be used to provide in-depth, detailed analyses/descriptions of mothers’ verbal 
and non-verbal communication behaviours, while also acknowledging each text’s 
medium and the level of complexity of both electronic and printed texts.  
Collectively, and in partial answer to research question one, the findings from this 
study have provided strong evidence to show that Vygotsky’s (1987, 2012) theory of 
concept development can facilitate a multifaceted and in-depth investigation into 
adult-child shared reading practices with young children. When used on its own as an 
analytical framework, however, Vygotsky’s (1987, 2012) theory of concept 
development did not accommodate all five forms of mediation that Vygotsky (1987, 
1997, 2012; Vygotsky & Luria, 1994) had acknowledged across his works. Namely, 
those of (1) social, (2) spoken, (3) anatomical, (4) instrumental-tool, and (5) 
individual mediation. Vygotsky’s (1987, 2012) theory of concept development could 
be used to analyse observable data (the ways of thinking that mothers were seen to be 
guiding their children towards when shared reading during Event One’s video 
recordings). Individual mediation, however, participants’ thinking and perspectives, 
could not be analysed using Vygotsky’s theory of concept development alone. 
“Social mediation” (Moll, 2014, p.31) is the term that is used to describe the very 
practice that was under investigation – it encapsulates the theme of the study as a 
whole; in this case, an investigation into adult-child shared reading. Social mediation 
acted as the overarching form of mediation within which all other forms of mediation 
operated, mediated “by social means … through another person” (Vygotsky & Luria, 
1994, p. 116). Four of the Vygotskian Five (social mediation, spoken mediation, 
anatomical mediation and instrumental-tool mediation), therefore, were observable 
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phenomena that could be analysed using video recordings of adult-child shared 
reading. Vygotsky’s (1987, 2012) theory of concept development could be used to 
analyse this observable data, providing a framework for analysing the ways of 
thinking that mothers were seen to guide their child towards. Individual mediation, 
on the other hand, is a form of mediation that differs from the other four; a 
phenomenon that cannot be observed in adult-child shared reading video recordings. 
From a design perspective, therefore, this study has shown that Vygotsky’s (1987, 
2012) theory of concept development was most effective at facilitating an in-depth 
analysis of adult-child shared reading behaviours when it was part of a larger 
framework. Video recordings of adult-child shared reading facilitated the collection 
and analysis of data that could be seen (spoken, anatomical, instrumental-tool and 
social mediation), while participant interviews allowed for the collection and analysis 
of data that was unseen (individual mediation) – both of which were mutually 
informative. With the inclusion of participant interviews, and modifications to 
Vygotsky’s (1987, 2012) theory of concept development that positioned the 
facilitator-of-learning (the adult) as the focus of analysis, the Vygotskian framework 
used in this study had evolved into the Vygotskian Five framework shown in Figure 
37, used to inform the in-depth discussion that follow. 
8.2 VARIATIONS IN MOTHERS’ SHARED 
READING BEHAVIOURS 
Answering research question two: 
2. What are the verbal and non-verbal communication behaviours of mothers when
reading narratives with their two-year old child?
The literature review of Chapter 2 showed that there is great variance in the types of 
reading behaviours that researchers have chosen to analyse when investigating 
adult-child shared reading practices. For example, past studies have mostly focused 
on the influence of spoken mediation (e.g., Deckner et al., 2006; DeTemple, 2001; 
Malin et al., 2014; McGinty et al., 2012), which has resulted in a lack of in-depth 
analyses into adults’ non-verbal communication behaviours (anatomical mediation) 
when shared reading with their child. Given the influential role of gestures in 
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facilitating young children’s literacy development (Clark & Estigarribia, 2011; 
Estigarribia & Clark, 2007; Rowe & Goldin-Meadow, 2009), this highlights a major 
gap in research into adult-child shared reading practices. Past studies have also often 
used broad terms such as “questioning” (Chiong et al., 2012, p. 5; Flack et al., 2018, 
p. 1337), even though there is evidence to show that communication acts, such as
“questions” can be used to fulfil a variety of purposes when shared reading with
young children (McGinty et al., 2012). This lack of specificity has made it difficult
to determine the specific behaviours that participants exhibited in each study, and
their purpose/s for doing so.
Another gap in the literature relates to acknowledgement of how a text may vary in 
complexity within and across media, especially in studies that examine adult-child 
shared reading of printed texts. There is, therefore, a general lack of understanding 
of how text complexity, along with medium, may influence verbal and non-verbal 
shared reading behaviours when reading with young children (the influence of 
instrumental-tool mediation). The Vygotskian Five framework used in this study has 
shown to be highly effective in addressing these shortcomings, as will be detailed 
below. Section 8.2.1 explores the study’s main findings, providing an overview of 
mothers’ verbal and non-verbal communication behaviours when shared reading 
with their two-year-old child, while Section 8.2.2 provides an overview of the 
influence of text medium and complexity, both of which are explored in more detail 
in Section 8.3.  
8.2.1 Mothers’ verbal and non-verbal communication behaviours: 
spoken and anatomical mediation 
The overview data of Chapter 4 showed that the children from this study spoke 
17.92% as much as mothers, across all four shared book readings, illustrating the 
dominant role of the mother as speaker/facilitator when shared reading with their 
two-year-old child. Children and mothers also called for shared attention with greater 
frequency than any other action theme, most often exhibited as a non-verbal “point 
to/tap at illustrations” across all four texts. This overview data served to highlight 
that mothers often used a combination of verbal and non-verbal communication 
behaviours when shared reading with their child, but that mothers used both forms of 
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communication, most especially verbal communication, with greater frequency than 
their children.  
Using the Vygotskian Five framework as an analytical tool, the study’s findings 
strongly reinforced the critique presented in the literature review that shared reading 
related communication behaviours are more multifaceted and complex than has 
traditionally been acknowledged in past research. This study has shown that 
communication behaviours such as statements, questions or instructions can be used 
for a variety of purposes, guiding children towards different ways of thinking. For 
example, instructions were used by mothers to guide children towards: 
1. open connections (e.g. “Look.” [M7 – complex printed text] – stand-alone
comment);
2. associative connections (e.g. “Look.” [M2 – complex printed text] – said
while pointing to an illustration);
3. complex collections (e.g. “Look.” [M13 – complex electronic text] – said
while pointing to illustration + movement [pointing to a collection of
illustrations]);
4. chained connections (e.g. “Look at him.” [M18 – complex electronic text] –
said after asking, “Does the pirate do anything?”);
5. a label/DRR (e.g. “Look at those bubbles.” [M22 – simple printed text] – said
while pointing to a collection of illustrations);
6. concrete analysis (e.g. “Look how many rats there are.” [M4 – complex
electronic text] – said while pointing to the illustration);
7. localised understanding (e.g. M2 saying, “You get your finger and we go like
this,” while manipulating her child’s hand/finger to swipe the screen of the
complex electronic text); and,
8. abstract connections (e.g. M22 saying, “Let’s see if he gets his book right”
making an abstract connection to the complex electronic text’s title [i.e. The
wrong book (Bland, 2012)]).
The various ways of thinking that communication behaviours can guide children 
towards, as illustrated above, has highlighted that it is not enough to simply label 
verbal communication behaviours with generalised terms such as statements, 
questions or instructions. Lack of specificity was a limitation that was identified in 
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the literature review of Chapter 2, finding that past research has often used 
generalised terms such as “questioning” (Chiong et al., 2012, p. 5; Flack et al., 2018, 
p. 1337) to describe adult-child shared reading practices. The present study has
shown, however, that communication behaviours must be analysed with a view to
examining the ways of thinking that they were guiding children towards when
seeking comprehensive understanding of adult-child shared reading behaviours, and
the purpose/s each behaviour served.
There has been some research into adult-child shared reading behaviours that has 
sought to address the issue of communicative purpose. For example, there have been 
studies that have assessed adults’ spoken mediation as instances of: (1) “immediate” 
talk, and (2) talk that is “non-immediate” (DeTemple, 2001, pp. 36-37; Hindman et 
al., 2014, p. 289). Dividing spoken mediation into dichotomies, however, fails to 
appreciate that speech is multifaceted (Bruner, 1987; Vygotsky, 1987) and that even 
immediate and non-immediate talk can be used to facilitate different ways of 
thinking. The practice of “relating the story to one’s own experiences” is one that is 
typically seen to serve the function of taking a child beyond the immediate, beyond 
the text, to facilitate understanding of story through “inferential talk (also termed 
non-immediate, abstract, or decontextualized talk)” (Hindman et al., 2014, p. 289). 
The following three examples of mothers’ statements, taken from Chapter 6, show 
that relating the story to the child’s lived experiences (non-immediate talk) can be 
used to guide children towards: 
1. concrete analysis, e.g. following a reading of the text, “Violet’s not old
enough for laces”, M2 made the following comparison:“You don’t have
shoes with laces either.” (complex printed text);
2. localised understanding, e.g. following a reading of the text, “Violet
thinks she’s helping too,” M20 made the following connection:“You were
helping C20-Aunty today.” (complex printed text); or
3. abstract connections, e.g. returning to M2’s guidance towards concrete
analysis listed above (i.e. “You don’t have shoes with laces either), M2
further expanded upon her comment, making the following abstract
connection to the text: “You’re a bit little” – an abstract connection not
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directly stated in the text, alluding to the reason why C2, (and, by 
extention, why Violet) doesn’t have laces. (complex printed text) 
The present study’s interview data has also shown that mothers can make 
connections to child for a purpose other than to faciliate their child’s comprehension 
of text. There were times when connection to child was used as a strategy to maintain 
or re-engage their child’s attention as illustrated through the following two 
reflections from Chapter 7:  
It seems like the only time she’s really enjoying the book is when I kind of 
relate it to her. (M2) 
I’d be pointing at what was happening and trying to link it back to his life, so 
back to what he does or what his brothers or sister do because that’s always 
going to keep him engaged. (M22) 
The perception that some children appeared to show a lack of attention or interest in 
shared reading was not unique to this study. In Hindman et al. (2014, p. 307) the 
authors noted that some of their child participants also lacked attention to story, 
distracted by the upcoming task which involved playing with Play Doh. The authors 
surmised that “it is plausible” that parents who used the strategies of summarising 
and recalling of story, “did so in an effort to highlight basic points that children may 
have missed or to call children’s attention back to the book …” The present study 
directly explored this possibility, actively asking mothers what they were seeking to 
do when reading with their child. Mothers did not mention recalling of story or 
summarising in their responses, but they did identify the practice of connecting to 
child as a stategy that they purposefully employed to regain and/or maintain their 
child’s attention. This observation highlighted that rather than taking the child 
beyond the text, a mother’s purpose for connecting the text to a child’s experiences 
can also serve to bring the child back to the text, to re-engage and re-connect with the 
immediate object of shared attention (as per the mother’s desired preference). 
In addition, Hindman et al. (2014) also found that linking to story and summarising 
were not very effective in promoting children’s language development, whereas 
connection to child was a practice that was found to be effective. Mothers from the 
present study specifically identified connection to child as a verbal communication 
behaviour that they strategically used to maintain and/or regain their child’s 
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attention. Given the empirical evidence provided by Hindman et al.’s (2014) large 
scale study, the present study adds to this body of knowledge, providing evidence to 
suggest that connection to child may contribute to children’s understandings and 
their language skill development due to the fact that mothers find it to be effective at 
regaining/maintaining shared attention.  
In addition to spoken mediation, the mothers in the present study often used non-
verbal communication behaviours (n=3627) when shared reading with their two-
year-old child. Mothers pointed to objects directly (mostly print or illustrations), 
gestured or nodded/shook their heads when guiding children towards making an 
associative connection. They also pointed to a collection of objects, or utilised more 
than one communication behaviour when guiding children towards complex 
collections (e.g. sliding a finger along an illustration of a cat’s tail [point to 
illustration + movement] when reading “a long swashy tail” (Quay, 2010)). Similar 
findings were reported in a study by Estigarribia and Clark (2007) who found that 
parents used a mixture of language (information about the object) and gestures to 
maintain their child’s attention (aged between one–three years) when engaging in 
conversation. Clark and Estigarribia’s (2011) follow-up study found that gesture and 
language were complementary and often used together, but in different ways. The 
authors found that when parents talked about an object’s parts or properties, talk was 
always accompanied by indicating gestures (100%); but when talking about an 
object’s functions or actions, parents often used demonstrating gestures while 
holding the object (94%). Parents’ complementary use of gesture and talk faciliated 
two actions: (1) attracting/holding a child’s attention; while, (2) highlighting 
information (Clark & Estigarribia, 2011). Similar findings were found in the action 
themes of the present study, although it was found that mothers “called 
for/acknowledged shared attention” (n=2906) with greater frequency than they 
“provided information” (n=1990). 
8.2.2 Mothers’ verbal and non-verbal communication behaviours: 
instrumental-tool mediation 
Overall, mothers engaged in verbal communication least often when shared reading 
the simple printed text, which was the text, on average, that presented with the least 
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time spent reading. This was an interesting finding when considered alongside the 
fact that: (1) the simple printed text had 200 printed words, having more printed 
words than either of the electronic texts; and, (2) children engaged in verbal 
communication with the greatest frequency when shared reading the simple printed 
text. Ten of the eleven dyads were familiar with the simple printed text, providing 
some suggestion that a pre-established reading rhythm/routine allowed for a more 
reciprocal, swifter reading experience, even when shared reading in an unfamiliar 
laboratory-type context. The benefits of familiar, “effective routines,” such as the 
facilitation of rich conversation, is a phenomenon that was reported by Hindman et 
al. (2014, p. 292) who attributed richness of conversation to children’s ability to 
“better manage their own attention during the reading” due to their familiarity with 
process. The outcomes of this study, however, suggest that pre-established routines 
may not be the sole reason that mothers spoke with less frequency, when shared 
reading the simple printed text.  
Following their shared reading of the complex printed text, the text with the greatest 
printed word count at 322 words, a recurring theme that emerged from interview data 
was that mothers felt that the long, complex text was not conducive to maintaining 
their children’s attention. In contrast to the simple printed text, all participants were 
unfamiliar with the complex printed text. Mothers also engaged in the least amount 
of talk, beyond a straight reading of the printed words, when reading the complex 
printed text, despite the fact that they employed strategies such as making 
connections to child to engage and maintain their child’s interest. If a “swift read” is 
interpreted to mean that participants have completed the text as quickly as possible, 
accounting for word count, then the outcomes from this study have shown that a 
swift reading of text is not always attributed to pre-established routines, or to a 
mother’s opinion that her child can manage their own attention during the reading. 
Mothers’ reference to their child’s lack of interest in the complex printed text shows 
that there are times when the opposite is true – mothers will engage in a swift reading 
of text in response to a perceived lack of ability, on their child’s part, to manage their 
own attention during reading. 
Hindman et al.’s (2014, p. 292) suggestion that familiarity with text or with reading 
routines may facilitate “richer conversations” is similar to research into dialogic 
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shared reading, finding that shared reading behaviours that invite adult-child 
conversation are beneficial at promoting children’s langugage development (Mol et 
al., 2008; Whitehurst et al., 1988; Zevenbergen & Whitehurst, 2003). Collectively, 
such research appear to imply that familiarity with text and/or with reading routines 
would invite mothers to guide their child towards diverse ways of thinking (i.e. rich 
conversation). However, the current study has challenged that suggestion. Outside of 
a straight reading of the printed words, the simple printed text, a text that was 
familiar to 10 out of 11 dyads, inspired guidance towards labelling/RR with more 
frequency than any other text. In contrast, the simple printed text inspired less 
guidance towards concrete analysis, localised understanding and abstract connections 
than any of the other three texts, texts that most participants had not read before. 
There is therefore suggestion that text complexity and/or a text’s medium will have a 
greater influence on the richeness of conversation that is generated during a shared 
reading experience than familiarity with text and/or with reading routines alone. 
When comparing printed and electronic texts in the current study, guidance towards 
complex collections (which by definition included the use of a combination of non-
verbal communication behaviours) occurred with greater frequency when mothers 
were engaging in a straight reading of the printed texts (n=205) than when engaging 
in a straight reading of the electronic texts (n=33). In contrast, mothers guided 
children toward concrete connections, beyond a straight reading of the printed words, 
using complex collections (often a tap/point to illustration/animation + movement) 
with greater frequency when reading electronic texts (n=256), than when shared 
reading the printed texts (n=18). All mother-child participants in this study had an 
established daily reading routine (Nicholas & Paatsch, 2018), yet the findings 
described above have shown that familiarity with the general routine of shared 
reading did not result in a consistent routine or way of reading, when comparing texts 
that differed in medium (printed and electronic) and/or complexity (simple and 
complex). This shows that instrumental-tool mediation, that is, a text’s complexity 
and/or medium will also influence mothers’ shared reading behaviours when shared 
reading with their two-year-old child. 
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8.3 ANALYSING ADULT-CHILD SHARED 
READING USING THE VYGOTSKIAN FIVE 
Collectively answering research questions two and three: 
2. What are the verbal and non-verbal communication behaviours of mothers
when reading narratives with their two-year-old child, using texts that are
a. printed and electronic,
b. simple and complex?
3. What are mothers’ perspectives of the shared reading of narratives with their
two-year-old child?
Chapter 2 showed that there has been a general lack of consideration in past research 
for the fact that texts can vary in complexity within the one medium, most especially 
the printed medium, which will in turn influence adult-child behaviours when shared 
reading. Studies that have compared adult-child shared reading practices using 
printed and electronic texts have also largely lacked consideration for how individual 
mediation (participant agency) may have influenced participants’ verbal and non-
verbal behaviours. The following section shows the depth of analysis that can be 
achieved when investigating shared reading practices using the Vygotskian Five 
framework, allowing for explorations that acknowledge the influence of a text’s 
medium and complexity (instrumental-tool mediation) when analysing mothers’ 
verbal and non-verbal behaviours (spoken and anatomical mediation). 
8.3.1 The influence of text: Instrumental-Tool mediation 
This study showed that guidance towards complex collections (which identified 
when mothers made use of a combination of non-verbal communication behaviours) 
occurred with greater frequency when mothers engaged in a straight reading of the 
printed texts (n=205) than when they engaged in a straight reading of the electronic 
texts (n=33). In contrast, mothers guided children toward concrete connections 
(exploring the physical characteristics of the text), using complex collections (often a 
tap/point to illustration/animation + movement) with greater frequency when reading 
electronic texts (n=256), than when shared reading the printed texts (n=18). This 
variance in outcomes shows that the mothers in this study engaged with electronic 
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texts differently to the way in which they engaged with printed texts. Concurrently, 
outside of a straight reading of the printed words, the simple printed text inspired 
guidance towards labelling/RR with greater frequency than the complex printed text. 
In contrast, the complex printed text inspired guidance towards concrete analysis, 
localised understanding and abstract connections with greater frequency than the 
simple printed text. This variance suggests that mothers will also engage with simple 
texts differently to complex texts, when comparing texts of the same medium.  
Section 8.3.2 explores the findings of the study with greater depth, focusing on the 
influence of text medium (research question two (a)). Topics that are discussed, 
drawing from the themes that were introduced in the findings, include: (1) how 
mothers checked for joint attention, (2) factors that distracted from the story, (3) 
mothers’ perceptions that they were competing for their child’s attention, (4) 
behaviours that re-directed and confirmed joint attention, and (5) factors that 
inhibited mothers’ shared reading behaviours. Section 8.3.3 discusses the influence 
of text complexity (research questions two (b)). Topics include: (1) the complexity of 
illustrations and concepts, and (2) the “lure” of the game (Bus, Takacs, & Kegel 
2015, p. 92). 
8.3.2 Printed and electronic texts 
Answering research question two (a), and research question three: 
2. What are the verbal and non-verbal communication behaviours of mothers
when reading narratives with their two-year-old child, using texts that are
a. printed and electronic,
3. What are mothers’ perspectives of the shared reading of narratives with their
two-year-old child?
8.3.2.1 Checking for joint attention 
A strong theme that came through in mothers’ interview responses is that they often 
checked for joint attention when reading both printed and electronic texts with their 
two-year-old child, though the feedback they used to determine joint attention 
differed between media. Mothers also devoted a greater percentage of their verbal 
communication behaviours to talk that went beyond a straight reading of the printed 
words when they read the electronic texts, than when reading printed texts. Straight 
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reading of text accounted for 767/1504 (51%) of the complex printed text’s verbal 
communication count, 427/995 (42.91%) for the simple printed text, 233/1014 
(22.98%) for the simple electronic text and 305/1375 (22.18%) for the complex 
electronic text. Yet mothers expressed the opinion that their child was not listening to 
them when shared reading the electronic texts, even though mothers engaged in more 
talk that went beyond a straight reading of the printed words and actively sought 
responses from their child through the act of questioning.  
Almost half of the questions posed by mothers, beyond a straight reading of the 
printed words, were given when guiding children towards concrete analysis 
(49.45%); guiding children to explore the physical representation of the texts. 
Mothers posed a similar number of questions when comparing the simple and 
complex texts, (simple printed text: 279 questions; simple electronic text: 294 
questions; complex printed text: 368 questions; complex electronic text: 360 
questions), yet children were less inclined to respond to questions that were asked of 
them, when engaging with the electronic texts. Mothers were attuned to this fact, as 
reflected in M8’s interview response: 
When I was reading the printed book I was able to engage with her and ask her 
questions and she talked . . .  she gave me responses and we could talk about some 
concepts, however with the eBook I felt she wasn’t really listening … we didn’t 
really have a conversation about things like we did with the [printed] book. It was 
more just, “Let me get back here because I like watching the balloons go up the 
screen”. 
Other mothers shared similar reflections when commenting on their shared reading 
experiences using electronic texts, as shown in Chapter 7. For example, 
I felt like she wasn’t so much listening to the words but more just interacting with 
the pictures. (M1) 
She wasn’t really listening to the story, it was more about what she could do. (M14) 
The overview data of Chapter 4 showed that children spoke 17.92% as much as 
mothers (approximately one-fifth the time that mothers spoke) across all four shared 
book readings, and spoke 34.17% as much as mothers (approximately one-third the 
time that mothers spoke) when reading the simple printed text. These findings show 
that children were less inclined to speak when reading the electronic texts and the 
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complex printed text, the texts that children were mostly unfamiliar with. The lack of 
conversation reported in this study when reading electronic texts is similar to the 
self-reported practices of the parents who took part in Strouse and Ganea (2017b), 
where parents reported that there were fewer parent-child interactions when reading 
electronic texts, than when shared reading printed texts. Adding to the research of 
Strouse and Ganea (2017b), however, the current study has shown that lack of 
conversation can also occur when reading a printed text (a text, in the current study, 
that was both complex and unfamiliar to participants).  
Mothers expressed awareness that there was a general lack of conversation when 
reading the complex printed text, although some mothers interpreted this lack of 
conversation as evidence that their child was listening, so that they could “take it in” 
(M4). Yet, lack of conversation when shared reading the electronic texts, as shown 
above, was interpreted by mothers as evidence that their child was “not listening”. 
M13’s reflection, following her reading of the complex printed text, added to these 
findings, showing that mothers required additional evidence, beyond silence alone, 
when determining whether their child was engaged in joint attention. In order to 
show evidence of shared attention when there was lack of conversation, children had 
to be silent, gazing at the text and still: 
I didn’t think he was looking at the book ... When I read it I thought he was playing, 
especially with the back half of it, I thought he was playing with his car… he actually 
was looking at the book. He was actually more into the book than what I thought he 
was, at the time. 
Event One video data showed that children often interacted with the electronic text’s 
screen when shared reading, showing that children touched/tapped at illustrations 
70.67% more often when reading the electronic texts than when reading the printed 
texts. For the mothers of this study, therefore, a lack of conversation, coupled with 
the fact that their child was actively interacting with the hotspots on the screen of the 
electronic text, signalled that their children’s gaze and attention were occupied 
elsewhere – that there was a lack of shared attention. Interacting with a physical 
object while shared reading also signalled that a child’s gaze and attention were 
occupied elsewhere – that there was a lack of shared attention when shared reading 
the printed texts.  
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8.3.2.2 Distraction from story 
Mothers’ interview responses showed an awareness of a divided focus between the 
narrative’s story and the text’s features/function/structure when shared reading the 
electronic texts that was absent from their reflections on the printed texts. This 
finding is reflective of the video data cited in Chapter 6 where it was found that 
mothers provided instructions and provided information, outside of a straight reading 
of the printed words, with greater frequency when shared reading the electronic texts 
than when reading the printed texts, as they brought their children’s attention to 
various elements of the text. A large proportion of their instructions (33.33%) were 
given when guiding children towards localised understandings, the majority of which 
(81.94%) were given when shared reading the electronic texts. 
An analysis of the video data also showed that the main theme of conversation when 
guiding children towards localised understandings of the electronic texts, was 
connections with the text’s “features, function, structure,” (electronic texts, n=229; 
printed texts, n=28), that is, there was a greater focus on how to operate the 
interactive features of the text. Mothers’ interview responses showed that this led to a 
disjointed reading experience when reading the electronic texts, as a result of “task 
switching” (Bus et al., 2015, p. 88) between focus on story and what the text could 
“do”. For example,  
I was trying to, one, get him to engage with the different images by the tapping and 
working out what’s there which he loves and also trying to interpret what was 
happening from emotions or that sort of thing with the characters … I’m trying to 
keep the story going but he’s wanting to tap. So, I was . . . I was wanting to still let 
him engage with it. (M18) 
Guidance towards concrete analysis of the electronic texts was also often 
interspersed with analyses of what the electronic features of the text could do, rather 
than strictly focusing on connections with the storyline, illustrations or world/child, 
further contributing to an interrupted reading of the narrative. This resulted, on 
average, in longer time spent reading for both of the electronic texts even though the 
electronic texts were shorter narratives than the printed texts, as shown in Chapter 4. 
Mothers showed that they were aware of this finding, in their interview responses, 
reporting that that they were aware that they spent more time engaging with the 
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electronic texts when shared reading. However, they also noted that time spent 
engaging with the interactive features of the electronic texts often served as a 
distraction rather than an enhancement of story.  
You tend to spend longer as well, than probably what the text really warrants. ... if 
there’s too much interaction, that’s where it distracts from the story I think … With 
the printed book, I find it much easier to keep him on track with the story and we can 
still talk about different parts and point and poke and there are times with pop-up 
books where it’s still controlled . . . not distraction but diversion from the story, 
whereas with the electronic version you could almost lose what the story is and it 
just becomes, “Engage with that and let’s go back and press those buttons again.” 
(M18) 
M18’s distinction between: (1) the “distraction” of the interactive features of 
electronic texts that can cause the reader to “almost lose what the story is [about],” 
and, (2) the pop-up features of a printed text, that can be used as “controlled … 
diversion” from story, is similar to the research reported in Bus et al. (2015). Bus et 
al. (2015) reported that electronic texts are most beneficial at promoting children’s 
development when the animations and interactive features provide non-verbal 
support for details mentioned in the narrative, that is, “controlled ... diversion” 
(M18). When interactive features are incidental, distracting from story, children’s 
comprehension of story, that is, their ability to recall “what the story is [about]” 
(M18), is compromised. 
The interactive features of the electronic texts also allowed for greater choice, and 
therefore, variation when compared to the printed texts, influencing what mother-
child chose to engage with and the amount of time spent doing so. The overview 
findings of Chapter 4 showed that there was great variance in time spent reading 
when using the electronic texts. For example, M6-C6 spent the least amount of time 
engaging with the simple electronic text (2 mins 41 secs), compared to M14-C14 
who spent the most time engaging with the text (10 mins 07 seconds), both of whom 
chose to read the narrative themselves rather than selecting the auto-narration 
feature. When reflecting on her shared reading of the electronic text, M14 
commented that,  
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It’s very disjointed and I personally cannot remember what I’ve read on the page 
before … it’s all too much about what she’s doing on each page and not actually 
following the story.  
Time spent engaging with the interactive elements of the text, therefore, or 
“spend[ing] longer … than probably what the text really warrants” (M18) was a key 
factor that contributed to the disjointed nature of the shared reading experience when 
shared reading electronic texts. 
8.3.2.3 Competing for attention 
The disjointed reading experience described in Section 8.3.2.2 resulted in mothers 
expressing frustration and lack of enjoyment, with one mother sharing that she felt as 
though she was in competition with the electronic text when shared reading with her 
child: 
I also wanted him to read through the whole book so when he flipped through too 
quick I’d flip back and get him to actually . . . we’d read that part but again I’m still 
competing with what’s on a page. (M22) 
M22’s use of the term “competing” describes the experiences that were observed for 
many mothers, for both the printed and the electronic texts. Mothers reported that 
they were in competition with distractions embedded within the text when shared 
reading electronic texts. In contrast, mothers also reported that they were in 
competition with distractions located beyond the text when shared reading the 
printed texts. Children physically manipulated objects outside of the shared reading 
(e.g. toys) with greater frequency when reading printed texts than when shared 
reading the electronic texts. Mothers’ interview responses showed that they were 
highly attuned to whether or not their children were attending to the printed text. 
Mothers sought to gain and/or maintain their child’s interest when shared reading the 
printed texts by pointing to the text, picking up pace, paraphrasing the printed words, 
positioning the text so that their child could point, asking questions or linking the text 
with their child’s lived experiences.  
Beyond a straight reading of the printed words, the communication theme that 
presented with the greatest frequency when mothers read the printed texts was 
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“connection with illustration” for all dual-operative-dependent cues. Mothers’ focus 
on illustrations was also reported in Chapter 4, which showed that mothers “pointed 
at illustrations” with greater frequency than any other non-verbal communication 
behaviour (n=1234). Mothers shared that they often pointed to illustrations and 
named objects depicted in the illustrations of the printed texts as an avenue through 
which to establish, maintain or re-gain shared attention. For example, 
It’s just something I always do … I try to get them to find things … to keep them 
more engaged I think so that way it becomes a bit more interesting if they’ve got to 
look for something than just being read to. (M14) 
In contrast, mothers expressed the perception that there was a distinct lack of shared 
purpose or shared attention when reading the electronic texts even though their 
children were actively gazing at the texts, making comments such as, 
I could feel a bit frustrated in the fact that I wanted to read a story with him involved 
in the story but then it became a bit like a game. He was interacting with a game. So, 
what I saw as the intended purpose was different to how he was using it. (M18) 
I don’t think he was actually paying any attention to the story … it was just more, 
“What can be done and what can . . . what can I do?” I don’t feel like I needed to 
necessarily be there to enhance it. (M22) 
In addition, some mothers recalled that their child’s engagement with the electronic 
text was at times non-linear or sequential, at cross-purposes with mothers’ focus on 
story. For example, 
On iPads, things go back and forth, in books he tends to read from start to finish. 
(M7) 
He kept just trying to flick, so [I was] trying to flick back and actually read the story 
‘cos he was trying to get ahead. (M22)
Mothers reported that in everyday practice, their child often used electronic devices 
in a self-directed capacity when mothers were occupied with other tasks (Nicholas & 
Paatsch, 2018). Children’s past experiences with electronic devices, therefore, 
suggest that mothers may have been competing with their child’s “somewhat fixed 
views of what different devices were for” (Strouse & Ganea, 2017b, p. 13), in 
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seeking to share the electronic device with their child during the shared reading 
experiences of Event One. There was a perception amongst mothers that their child 
enjoyed engaging with the electronic texts, but that children were primarily focused 
on what the text “could do,” likening the experience to a “game” (M18), rather than a 
shared reading experience. 
When reflecting on her shared reading of the printed texts, M14 stated that, “They 
can’t read it themselves so you have to be involved.” M2’s reflections were also 
similar, suggesting that forced dependency was conducive to the “shared” element of 
a shared reading experience:  
With the electronic books you could just give a kid that and they could entertain 
themself <sic> whereas with the printed text, you kind of have to entertain them a 
little bit and I think that that’s kind of a good thing. You’re actually spending time 
with them instead of just giving them the electronic device and them just pushing the 
buttons and be entertained by it. 
The forced dependency of the printed text, along with the distractions that are found 
within the electronic text, highlighted findings that appeared to identify why 
participants from this study predominantly engaged in shared reading as part of a 
bedtime routine (Nicholas & Paatsch, 2018). A bedtime routine may enable mothers 
to control and minimise outside distractions, while the forced dependency of the 
printed text may provide ideal conditions to support shared attention. The 
distractions of an electronic text, however, are embedded within the text and 
therefore cannot be controlled or minimised as part of a bedtime routine as 
effectively as competing external distractions. 
8.3.2.4 Redirection and confirmation 
Mothers often sought to gain and/or maintain their child’s interest when shared 
reading the printed texts by pointing to the text, picking up pace, paraphrasing the 
printed words, positioning the text so that their child could point, asking questions or 
linking the text with their child’s life experiences. In contrast, mothers were often 
guided by their child’s calls for shared attention when reading electronic texts, in 
response to the fact that children were already touching/tapping at illustrations, 
which occurred 70.67% more often when reading the electronic texts than when 
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reading the printed texts. The fact that children were already attending to the 
electronic texts eliminated the need for mothers to label or point to illustrations in 
order to gain or maintain their child’s interest in the text. Therefore, these findings 
suggest that mothers were inclined to orchestrate engagement when shared reading 
the printed texts, but were heavily guided by or inclined to re/direct the focal point of 
their child’s engagement when shared reading the electronic texts. 
Guidance towards concrete connections (connections that are made with the physical 
characteristics of texts) occurred with greater frequency when engaging with 
electronic texts (71.73% of this category), showing a high degree of concrete 
interactions with illustrations/animations; re/directing children to look at various 
parts of the screen. Priming (most often using onomatopoeia such as gasps and 
exclamations), which was often accompanied by non-verbal behaviours such as a 
direct point to illustration (an associative connection), was used with greater 
frequency when shared reading the electronic texts (priming, n=213; associative 
connections, n=232) than when reading the printed texts (priming, n=78; associative 
connections, n=86). Priming, (specifically gasps and exclamation such as “oh”, or 
“wow”), was identified as one of four key “verbal attention-getters” used by parents 
by Estigarribia and Clark (2007, p. 804), used to summon children before engaging 
in meaningful conversation. Mothers’ use of complex collections (often a tap/point to 
illustration/animation + movement), also occurred with greater frequency when 
guiding children toward concrete connections using electronic texts (n=256) than 
when using printed texts (n=18). There was therefore a greater focus on gaining 
children’s attention and encouraging joint exploration of the physical characteristics 
of the electronic texts, more so than when shared reading the printed texts. In 
Martin’s (1998) research, however, grasps were used more often by mothers of 6-, 
12-, and 18-month-olds than the mothers of 24-month and 4-year olds when shared 
reading printed texts, as a means of focusing their child on the text. There is therefore 
some suggestion that mothers’ use of gasps in the present study revealed mothers’ 
perceptions that their child was less developmentally capable of self-regulating and 
displaying expected shared reading behaviours when reading electronic texts, than 
when shared reading the printed texts. 
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When shared reading printed texts, verbal chained connections (e.g. conjunctions 
such as “and”, repetition and referents such as “him” or “he”) were the most 
commonly used dual-operative cue when guiding children towards concrete 
connections, often used to affirm children’s comment/actions (e.g. “He is.”), or to 
check if children had listened/understood/agreed (e.g. “Doesn’t he?”). Conversely, 
when engaging with the electronic texts, guidance towards chained connections were 
the least used dual-operative cue when guiding children towards concrete 
connections. Instead, mothers most often used stand-alone primers, complex 
collections (a combination of non-verbal communication behaviours) and associative 
connections when guiding children towards concrete connections with the electronic 
texts. Together, this suggests that electronic texts invited orientation towards the text 
(re/direction towards particular parts of the text) in order to facilitate joint attention, 
due to the fact that children were already engaging with the text. Printed texts tended 
to invite follow-up commentary, often times used to bring children back to the text, 
in order to facilitate and/or to confirm shared attention.  
8.3.2.5 Inhibitions 
There is evidence to suggest that the interactive features of the electronic texts used 
in this study somewhat inhibited mothers from employing non-verbal communication 
behaviours when reading the printed words of the texts to their two-year-old child. 
The findings in Chapter 6 showed that guidance towards complex collections (often a 
tap/point to illustration/animation + movement) occurred with greater frequency 
when mothers engaged in a straight reading of the printed words of the printed texts 
(n=205), more so than when reading the printed words of the electronic texts (n=33). 
This was interesting to note given that, more broadly, guidance towards complex 
collections occurred more often with electronic texts (n=256) than when shared 
reading printed texts (n=18) when guiding children toward concrete connections – 
when mothers invited children to explore the physical characteristics of the texts. 
This shows that mothers refrained from using non-verbal communication behaviours 
when engaging in a direct reading of the printed words of the electronic texts, even 
though they made heavy use of non-verbal communication behaviours when 
engaging with the electronic texts beyond a straight reading of the printed words. In 
contrast, mothers made greater use of non-verbal communication to highlight and 
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accompany a straight reading of the printed words of the printed texts, more so than 
when reading the narratives of the electronic texts. 
The finding that mothers were less inclined to use non-verbal communication 
behaviours when reading the printed words of the electronic texts may have been due 
to the interactive features of the electronic text. That is, mothers may have been 
inhibited from pointing/tapping while reading the printed words of electronic texts to 
prevent: (1) the inadvertent activation of hotspots, and/or (2) inadvertently 
encouraging their child to activate hotspots, as evidenced through mothers’ body 
language and through interview data. For example, M8, who made the following 
comments when discussing the two printed texts, made no such comments about the 
electronic texts: 
I try to draw her attention to the pictures on the page in a meaningful way. So, if I’m 
talking about a swing then we might … point to the actual swing rather than the 
words – match the sound of the word to the actual object.  – simple printed text 
[I] make an association between the sounds of the words that I was making and the
pictures by pointing or for example there was something about “I’m taller than
Mummy”<M8 runs her finger up the illustration of the narrator> so I was trying to
sort of draw attention that we’re talking about height.  – complex printed text
In contrast to M8’s reflections listed above (strategies that were observed in her 
video data when shared reading the two printed texts), M8 was seen to actively hold 
her hand to her chest while reading the printed words of the electronic texts, 
seemingly actively prohibiting herself from touching or pointing at the screen (see 
Figure 38).  
Figure 38: Straight reading of an electronic text – hand held to chest while 
reading 
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M8’s interview responses revealed that she felt “hurried” when reading the electronic 
texts; that she aimed to read the printed words of the electronic texts quickly before 
any interactions with hotspots could begin. For example: 
I felt like I was sort of a bit hurried, I felt like “I’ve got to read this sentence quickly 
because she’s about to press the buttons.” (M8, E2) 
This shows that M8 changed her reading behaviours in response to a change in 
medium, seemingly inhibited from accompanying a reading of the printed words 
with non-verbal communication behaviours due to the interactive features of the 
electronic text.  
More broadly, of the 11 non-verbal communication behaviours examined in this 
study, mothers employed a “point to illustration” more often when reading the 
printed texts (n=855) overall, than when reading the electronic texts (n=379) 
showing that M8 was not alone in limiting her non-verbal communication behaviours 
when reading the electronic texts. This finding is particularly concerning given the 
outcomes reported in Rowe and Goldin-Meadow (2009) who found that there was a 
direct relationship between the complexity of gesture types that parents used with 14- 
54-month-old children and children’s vocabulary proficiencies immediately prior to
beginning school. The findings from the current study suggest that the interactive
features of the electronic texts inhibited mothers from gesturing while reading the
texts’ printed words (22.98% of mothers’ verbal communication for the simple
electronic text; 22.18% of mothers’ verbal communication for the complex electronic
text), thereby intermittently inhibiting mothers from using one of the key factors that
have been found to contribute to children’s vocabulary proficiencies later in life.
In addition to a general lack of non-verbal communication when reading the printed 
words of electronic texts, mothers of the present study also took on the role of 
passive observer at times when shared reading the simple electronic text, silently 
watching as their child engaged with the interactive features of each page. Children’s 
active engagement with the screen inhibited mothers from turning the page in order 
to continue with the narrative, contributing to disruption to story. Similar findings 
were described in Strouse and Ganea (2017b) who found that parents self-reported 
lower levels of adult-child interaction when shared reading electronic texts, than 
when reading printed texts with their children. Strouse and Ganea (2017b, p. 13) 
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suggested that lower levels of adult-child interactions may have been due to parents 
assuming that electronic texts “are built to stand on their own”, making parent 
support unnecessary.  
The present study supports the hypothesis of Strouse and Ganea (2017b) in part, 
given that most of the mothers from the present study reported that children’s home 
usage of electronic texts is usually a self-directed activity, where the device is given 
to the child when parents are otherwise occupied (Nicholas & Paatsch, 2018). 
However, the mothers of the present study engaged in more talk beyond a straight 
reading of the printed words when shared reading the electronic texts. The reason 
that mothers also took on the role of passive observer at times was facilitated by the 
fact that on average, they engaged with the electronic texts for a longer period of 
time than the printed texts of the same level of complexity. The additional time spent 
engaging with the electronic texts provided participants with more time to shift 
between a focus on story and the functional features of the texts. Mothers were less 
inclined to take on the role of passive observer when shared reading the complex 
electronic text however, often interacting with the screen as much as their child, 
beyond a straight reading of the printed words of the text. The differences in 
mothers’ behaviours when shared reading simple and complex texts (texts of varying 
complexity), therefore, warranted further analysis. 
8.3.3 Complexity of text 
Answering research questions two (b), and three: 
2. What are the verbal and non-verbal communication behaviours of mothers
when reading narratives with their two-year-old child, using texts that are
b. simple and complex?
3. What are mothers’ perspectives of the shared reading of narratives with their
two-year-old child?
This study has shown that mothers will alter their shared reading behaviours 
depending on (1) the medium of the text they are using; and (2) the complexity of the 
text, in response to the feedback that they receive from their child and the features of 
the texts. The children in this study showed interest and actively engaged with the 
electronic texts when shared reading with their mothers, evidenced through their 
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non-verbal behaviours as they tapped at illustrations, and activated animations and 
hotspots. In response, mothers often re/directed their child’s non-verbal interactions 
with the device to encourage a directed/shared engagement with the text’s electronic 
features. Re/direction was most often facilitated via guidance towards localised 
understanding (e.g. engaging children in physical demonstrations that showed the 
children what the interactive features could do), or priming (e.g. gasps and 
exclamations used to summon their child, accompanied with a point to/tap at 
illustration/s). In contrast, mothers often spoke about the illustrations, and/or related 
the text to their child’s lived experiences when reading the printed texts, used as a 
strategy to maintain or regain joint attention.  
The finding that the mothers of this study often focused on the electronic text’s 
interactive features is similar to Chiong et al. (2012) who found that the parents of 
their study focused on behavioural talk or the functionality of the highly interactive 
electronic text, more so than when shared reading the printed text. The present study 
also challenged the findings of Chiong et al. (2012) however, given that Chiong et al. 
(2012) also found that parents used the basic electronic text similarly to the printed 
text – a finding that was not replicated in the current study when comparing mothers’ 
engagement with the simple electronic text and either of the two printed texts. There 
was also the added limitation that Chiong et al. (2012) only used one printed text in 
their study and did not account for the printed text’s level of complexity. 
Chiong et al. (2012) reported that the basic electronic text, the third text that they 
used in their study, was read by parents in a different way to the enhanced electronic 
text, showing that parents varied their behaviours when reading electronic texts of 
different complexities (a basic and an enhanced electronic text). In expanding the 
investigation to explore how dyads engaged with simple and complex texts of two 
different media, the current study has found that the same is true when comparing 
texts of varying complexities, whether electronic or printed. There were times when 
shared reading the simple electronic text that the mothers in the present study were 
inclined to take on the role of passive observer as their child interacted with the text. 
In contrast, mothers often interacted with the features of the complex electronic text 
alongside their child, beyond a straight reading of the printed words. Mothers also 
guided children towards a label/DRR, beyond a straight reading of the printed words 
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when reading the simple printed text, more so than when reading the complex printed 
text. In contrast, mothers guided their child towards localised understanding of the 
complex printed text and concrete analysis by making connections to children’s lived 
experience and/or discussing the illustrations, more so than when reading the simple 
printed text.  
The specificity of how mothers behaved when comparing simple and complex texts 
from both media are discussed in more detail below. The topics that are discussed, 
drawing from the themes that were presented in the findings include: (1) the 
complexity of illustrations and concepts, and (2) the “lure” of the game (Bus, Takacs, 
& Kegel 2015, p. 92). 
8.3.3.1 Complexity of illustrations and concepts 
Complexity of text can be determined by assessing whether the written narrative 
requires complex thinking, such as understandings related to Theory of Mind (e.g. 
texts that are written in the first person) (Wagner, 2017). Complexity of text can also 
be determined by assessing whether the illustration/animation provides direct non-
verbal support for the printed words (Bus et al., 2015; Hargrave & Sénéchal, 2000; 
Justice et al., 2005; Schwarz et al., 2015). The present study has shown however, that 
even when an illustration/animation appears to directly support the written narrative 
(e.g. an illustration/animation that shows that, “A bear and a hare have been to a 
fair,” (Boynton, 2013) – simple electronic text), the visual will require complex 
thinking if it depicts an action rather than a group of objects. An understanding of 
actions, requires an understanding of the perspective of the character/s (Wagner, 
2017), inferential thinking that takes the reader beyond the written words of the text. 
The present study has shown that the same reasoning can be applied to illustrations/ 
animations. 
Stand-alone chained connections, verbal connectives such as and/she/because/they/ 
he, that were unaccompanied by non-verbal communication of any sort, occurred 
most often with the complex printed text and the simple electronic text when guiding 
children towards localised understandings. The complex printed text and the simple 
electronic text were similar in that they both made use of illustrations that depicted 
action. Given that stand-alone chained connections occurred least often when reading 
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the simple printed text and complex electronic text (texts that displayed many 
objects), this study suggests that the illustration was influential in the difference in 
outcomes, more so than complexity of concepts. Mothers were challenged to support 
their descriptions of the illustrations and the meaning of the printed words, with an 
accompanying non-verbal communication behaviour when the illustrations showed 
holistic action. The challenge presented by the illustrations was reflected in mothers’ 
comments, most especially when talking about the complex printed text, the only text 
that conveyed a complex narrative (written in the first person) and complex 
illustrations (illustrations that mostly depicted action): 
The pictures aren’t as easy, like she had trouble knowing that that was water and 
that that was a hose … it wasn’t as clear to her for her to understand because the 
text didn’t really match what was happening in the pictures. So I think she struggled 
to follow along. (M20, complex printed text) 
The illustrations in the complex printed text and simple electronic text depicted 
action with fewer objects on the page that could be pointed to and labelled beyond 
the object that was mentioned in the printed words. Mothers therefore found it 
challenging to guide their child towards labelling/rote recall beyond a straight 
reading of the printed words, when reading the complex printed text and simple 
electronic text.  
I’m trying to use more words like confetti, streamers, just for the vocabulary, but it 
was hard for me because there weren’t many words where I could just, you know, a 
few pictures that I saw on the screen. (M8, simple electronic text) 
The current study also supports the premise that complexity of the written words will 
continue to influence how a reader will engage with the text, even if the illustrations 
show objects, as was the case with the complex electronic text. Mothers read the 
printed words of the complex texts (both printed and electronic) as an open 
connection (unaccompanied by any non-verbal communication behaviours to support 
meaning) with greater frequency (n=386) than when shared reading both of the 
simple texts (n=116). The fact that mothers often refrained from using non-verbal 
communication behaviours when directly reading the narratives of the complex texts, 
more so than the simple texts, illustrates how challenged mothers were to support a 
direct reading of less than concrete concepts with a synchronised point to illustration, 
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no matter how the illustrations were presented (i.e. whether depicting objects or 
action). Mothers also engaged their child in ways of thinking that moved beyond a 
labelling of objects/concepts when reading the complex texts. For example, mothers 
guided children towards concrete analysis (e.g. analysing the illustration: “Is she 
taller than Mummy?” [M7 – complex printed text]; or the interactive features of the 
text: “What do the rats do when you touch them?” [M22 – complex electronic text]) 
with greater frequency when reading the complex texts than when reading the simple 
texts, whether printed or electronic.  
The complex printed text also invited the greater frequency of guidance towards 
localised understanding compared to the simple printed text, when guiding children 
to interpret the meaning that was conveyed through the illustrations (n=93). The 
study showed that even though mothers found the act of labelling more challenging 
with the complex printed text, mothers made “connections with child/illustrations” 
and guided children towards concrete analysis and localised understanding with 
greater frequency when reading the complex printed text than when reading the 
simple printed text. The fact that mothers supported children to analyse and 
understand the meaning conveyed through the illustrations shows that mothers were 
more inclined to help their child to analyse and understand the text to aid 
comprehension when the written narrative and/or the illustrations were complex.  
… [I was] reading the words and then explaining to C2 exactly what was going on in 
the book, ‘cos she’s not, I mean if she’s not familiar with it, she doesn’t really know 
what’s going on. (M2, complex printed text) 
This study has shown, therefore, that mothers’ shared reading behaviours were 
influenced by the illustrations of the four focus texts in two distinct ways. Firstly, 
mothers relied heavily upon the abstract spoken word, where “every word is a 
concealed generalization” (Vygotsky, 1987, p. 47, emphasis in original), when they 
analysed or described illustrations that depicted actions more so than objects. Heavy 
reliance upon the spoken word, unaccompanied by supplementary guidance towards 
concrete connections such as a point to illustration or gesture, allowed the young 
child to make his/her own open connections, independently interpreting the meaning 
of the mother’s spoken words. Isolated to the one communication act, the mother 
would have no way of knowing whether her spoken words had guided her child 
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towards making a syncretic connection with those spoken words, or a connection that 
more closely reflected her intention (i.e. concrete analysis, localised understanding or 
abstract connections). 
Secondly, the illustrations of the texts used in this study also influenced the extent to 
which mothers were able to guide their child towards labels/rote recall, beyond a 
straight reading of the printed words, even when mothers were consciously seeking 
opportunities to label. Guidance towards labels allow adults to support children in 
developing a deeper, broader understanding of the “concealed generalization” 
encompassed within a spoken word (Vygotsky, 1987, p. 47, emphasis in original), 
when linking back to story or to support language development, adding to or 
consolidating a child’s growing vocabulary knowledge. However, when illustrations 
depicted actions more so than objects, the mothers who participated in this study 
found it more challenging to identify instances when they could guide their child 
towards labels/rote recall beyond the printed words, and therefore guided their child 
towards labels/rote recall with less frequency. The implications of a lack of labelling 
is that the two-year-old children of this study were being guided towards learning 
and/or consolidating new labels (vocabulary/words) with less frequency when 
illustrations depicted actions more so than objects, which curtailed the breadth of 
vocabulary that each child was purposefully being guided to learn “through” talk 
(Wells, 2009, p. 72). 
8.3.3.2 The “lure” of the game (Bus, Takacs, & Kegel 2015, p. 92) 
The mothers of this study spent more time engaging with the electronic texts than the 
printed texts of the same level of complexity. Mothers’ comments suggested that the 
longer time spent engaging with electronic texts may have been attributed to the fact 
that “there was a lot more going on” (M6) with the electronic texts which resulted in 
participants spending “longer on each page because of the interactivities” (M22). 
Children were already engaging with the illustrations of the electronic texts 98.23% 
more often than when reading the printed texts, which meant that mothers were often 
guided by their child’s focus of attention when reading electronic texts. While the 
electronic texts shared these similarities, a more in-depth exploration of the data 
showed that there were also key differences in the ways in which mothers behaved 
when shared reading the simple and complex electronic texts.  
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To some degree, it is not surprising that mothers spent more time engaging with the 
electronic texts than the printed texts of the same level of complexity, given that the 
features/foci of engagement of the electronic text (e.g. hotspots) were embedded in 
the medium, but would need to be self-generated when shared reading printed texts. 
However, the video data of Event One showed that mothers spent more time silently 
viewing the simple electronic text, than any of the other texts, showing that mothers 
self-generated and actively engaged with the printed texts with greater frequency 
than the simple electronic text, even though time spent reading was greater when 
shared reading the simple electronic text. Conversely, mothers engaged in non-verbal 
communication with greater frequency (whether accompanied with verbal 
communication or in isolation) when reading the complex electronic text than any 
other text. Mothers’ active engagement with the complex electronic text suggests that 
they were less inclined to intermittently take on the role of passive observers when 
shared reading the complex electronic text than when reading the simple electronic 
text. Why this may have been so can be attributed to a combination of factors: (1) the 
nature of the illustrations (as per section 8.3.3.1) and, (2) the electronic features 
embedded therein.  
Bus et al. (2015, p. 92) reported that a multitude of embedded, interactive features in 
electronic texts “may lure children’s attention away from the narration and turn the 
activity into a game”. The suggestion that children may become distracted from the 
shared reading experience to engage in gameplay was reflected in mothers’ responses 
from the present study, for both electronic texts: 
I don’t really think it was a reading session, more of a playing with an iPad session. 
(M20, simple electronic text)
I wanted to read a story with him involved in the story but then it became a bit like a 
game. He was interacting with a game. So, what I saw as the intended purpose was 
different to how he was using it. (M18, complex electronic text)
Labelling of illustrations/animations and their accompanying non-verbal 
communication behaviour/s (e.g. pointing) occurred more often with the complex 
electronic text and the simple printed text when comparing texts of the same 
medium. A similarity that the simple printed text and complex electronic text shared, 
as mentioned in the previous section, was the nature of their illustrations. The simple 
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printed text and the complex electronic texts showed illustrations that housed an 
assortment of objects; objects that were either directly mentioned in the printed 
words (allowing mothers to directly label the illustrations), and/or showing objects 
that would facilitate chained labelling. The illustrations of the complex printed text 
and simple electronic text were also similar to each other. They depicted an action 
with fewer objects on the page that could be pointed to/tapped at/labelled, as shown 
in Table 29 of Chapter 6. 
The fact that mothers were less inclined to point to illustrations that depicted actions, 
as discussed in section 8.3.3.1, contributed to the additional challenges that mothers 
faced when the shared text was electronic, beyond mothers’ heavy reliance upon the 
spoken word (verbal communication), or that they were less likely to guide children 
towards labels. This study showed that mothers also found it challenging to divert 
their child’s attention away from the “lure” of the game (Bus, Takacs, & Kegel 2015, 
p. 92), intermittently taking on the role of passive observer, when reading the simple
electronic text – a text that depicted actions, and fewer objects, in the illustrations.
The complex electronic text, however, showed the highest level of interactive
engagement from mothers, with a high degree of interaction from both mothers and
children. The complex electronic text depicted many objects in the illustrations, each
of which could be activated to move and/or emit a sound via the electronic text’s
hotspot function. Children’s engagement with the screen eliminated the need for
mothers to label in order to bring children’s attention to text. Children were already
attending to the text. Therefore, when mothers did give a label beyond a straight
reading of the printed words of the complex electronic text, it was often given as a
stand-alone associative connection, to name objects and/or to re/direct their child’s
interactions with hotspots.
Mothers admitted to focusing on the illustrations of electronic texts for two reasons, 
shifting between connecting with the narrative, and teaching their child how to use 
the technology. For example, 
Getting him to look at the pictures again but also actually use the technology … I mean, 
it’s there for that purpose … (M22) 
The electronic texts had more functionality through their hotspot features and as such 
invited exploration or demonstrations of what was possible, more so than with the 
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printed texts. The fact that this occurred more often with the complex electronic text 
than the simple electronic text when guiding children towards localised 
understanding, can be linked to the observation that the complex electronic text had 
more objects depicted in the illustrations and consequently more interactivity than 
the simple electronic text. These findings add to the meta-analysis of Takacs et al. 
(2015) who found that multimedia (displaying animations, video illustrations, sound 
effects, zooming and/or music) is more effective at supporting children’s expressive 
vocabulary and comprehension than interactive-only electronic texts (texts with 
games, hotspots and/or questions). Both the simple and complex electronic texts used 
in this study contained a mixture of multimedia (e.g. animations, sound effects) and 
interactive features (e.g. hotspots, incidental games), yet mothers interacted with 
them differently. Therefore, these findings suggest that the nature of the illustration 
and number of objects/hotspots contained in the text will also influence the way in 
which children will interact with an electronic narrative, and how mothers may 
respond to their child’s attraction to gameplay. 
8.4 MOTHERS’ PERSPECTIVES ON SHARED 
READING: INDIVIDUAL MEDIATION 
Answering research question three: 
3. What are mothers’ perspectives of the shared reading of narratives with their
two-year-old child?
The data cited in section 8.1, when addressing research question one [i.e. How can 
Vygotsky’s (1987, 2012) theory of concept development facilitate in-depth analyses 
of adult-child shared reading behaviours?] showed that the mothers of this study 
guided their two-year-old child towards concrete connections (n=6194) with greater 
frequency than they guided their child towards a label/DRR (n=2277). Both of which 
occurred with greater frequency than guidance towards concrete analysis (n=1006), 
guidance towards localised understanding (n=574) and guidance towards abstract 
connections (n=25). Analysing the data in closer detail, however, by exploring each 
mother’s individual behaviours, showed that there were also times when mothers’ 
shared reading behaviours varied within each Vygotskian category of thinking, 
including a straight reading of the printed words.  
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There appears to be logic in the assumption that a straight reading of printed words 
would be uniform across all datasets, given that all participants used the same four 
texts. This was not the case, however. Variations in practice were found due to 
paraphrasing, skipping of pages, mothers who chose to describe illustrations rather 
than reading the printed words, and/or choosing to activate the narration function of 
the electronic text. Similar findings were reported in the self-reported practices of 
parents who took part in the research of Preece and Levy (2018). How and why adult 
practice may vary depending on medium/complexity of text, however, and how these 
variations present in practice (during a recorded adult-child shared reading 
experience), has remained somewhat unclear in previous research.  
Preece and Levy (2018) acknowledged that their study relied on participants’ 
memories of past shared reading behaviours, yet their research served to highlight the 
importance of going beyond mere description of observed behaviours, or asking 
participants to choose from pre-determined options when seeking to understand why 
adult behaviours may vary. For example, Preece and Levy’s (2018) study, which 
made use of in-depth interviews, reported that parents felt comfortable reading the 
illustrations rather than the words found in texts, paraphrasing and shortening longer 
texts, in order to ensure that the shared reading experience was one that was 
enjoyable, both for themselves and for their children. Preece and Levy’s (2018, p.11) 
study highlighted that parents are often “led by their child in terms of what, when 
and in some cases how they read” – a process that is influenced by the feedback that 
they receive from their children.  
Individual mediation, the reasoning and agency of the individuals who participate in 
any experience, is one of the key forms of mediation acknowledged by Vygotsky 
(1987, 2012). It is also the one form of mediation, as outlined in section 8.1 that 
cannot be observed if using Vygotsky’s (1987, 2012) theory of conceptual 
development on its own. Vygotsky’s (1987, 2012) theory of conceptual development 
was designed to describe observable data – what participants said and did when 
interacting with artefacts. Individual mediation, participant reasoning and agency, is 
unseen. Therefore, in order to understand why the mothers in the present study varied 
their practices between texts, even when engaging in a straight reading of the printed 
words, there was a need to analyse variations in shared reading behaviours against 
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mothers’ interview data, and, in so doing, to acknowledge the transcendental 
contributions of individual mediation that has aided the discussion throughout this 
chapter. 
The mothers from this study cited a variety of reasons as to why they engage in 
shared reading with their two-year-old child. These purposes ranged from a focus on 
educational benefits (n=7) and on the development of language and literacy (n=10), 
to enjoyment, (n=9), a way of facilitating quality time spent together (n=7), an 
establishment of routine (n=6) and to help calm their children (n=3) (Nicholas & 
Paatsch, 2018). Vygotsky (1987, 2012) believed that every social experience was 
dialectic however, rather than being unilaterally influenced by the more 
knowledgeable other. There is acknowledgement therefore, that children likewise 
employ individual mediation when engaging in a social experience with their 
parents. The present study has often used the term “feedback”, similar to Preece and 
Levy (2018), to describe the visible manifestation of a child’s individual 
mediation/behaviour; a factor that the mothers in this study were also highly attuned 
to and responded to through their own behaviours. Two such examples can be 
derived from children’s verbal communication behaviours (or lack thereof) and 
children’s non-verbal communication behaviours, namely their physical 
manipulation of objects outside of the shared reading’s focus text.  
The children in this study responded verbally with greater frequency when shared 
reading the simple printed text, than when shared reading the other three texts. 
Concurrently, the mothers of this study guided their child towards localised 
understandings, such as engaging in a description of the meaning conveyed in the 
illustrations/animation, with greater frequency when reading texts other than the 
simple printed text. These findings suggest that lack of verbal communication/ 
feedback from children (rather than complexity of text or a text’s medium) 
influenced mothers to guide their child towards localised understandings of the texts, 
with greater frequency. There was also suggestion that mothers described the 
illustrations/animations at times as a strategy to re/engage a child’s interest in the 
shared reading experience when the child appeared to be lacking in engagement or 
interest. For example, 
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[I tried to] bring her focus back to the book by pointing things out, pointing out the 
pictures. (M1)  
[I tried to get] him to interact more with the book and actually look at the pictures 
and what’s in them … By the end he just wasn’t into . . . he just didn’t want to do it. 
(M7) 
M7’s comment, that C7 “just didn’t want to do it”, was reflected by the fact that C7 
often interacted with toys during the shared reading experience. M7 also engaged in 
a straight reading of the printed words with less frequency than any other mother, 
when reading the complex printed text. M7’s interview response serves to illustrate 
that she skipped pages, paraphrased, often related the text to C7’s lived experiences 
and described the illustrations rather than reading the printed words, in response to 
her child’s apparent disinterest in the complex printed text.  
Children physically manipulated objects such as toys with most frequency when 
reading the complex printed text, leading mothers to surmise that their child showed 
disinterest in the text. Conversely, mothers used the fact that children sat quietly, 
looked at the text, pointed to illustrations, answered questions and listened as 
feedback to determine if their child was interested in the printed texts. Preece and 
Levy (2018, p. 13) refer to behaviour that suggests that the parent’s desired objective 
has been met as “‘positive’ feedback”, citing similar behaviours to those listed 
above, including times when children labelled objects in books, pointed at texts and 
repeated a parent’s labelling.  
In the present study, negative feedback, such as a child’s engagement with objects 
outside of the shared text, signalled distractibility. In response, mothers would 
purposely engage in strategic behaviours such as linking the text to the child’s lived 
experiences in order to maintain or regain their child’s attention and interest, 
especially when engaging with the complex printed text: 
I’d be pointing at what was happening and trying to link it back to his life, so back to 
what he does or what his brothers or sister do because that’s always going to keep 
him engaged. (M22) 
A common theme across mothers’ responses, and far above other comments made by 
the mothers of this study, was the fact that mothers were highly attuned to whether 
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their child was looking where mothers expected their child to look during each 
shared reading experience. Mothers used their child’s gaze as feedback to determine 
how interested their child was in the text, and the extent to which their child was 
listening to them, for both the printed and electronic texts. This form of feedback is 
reflective of Estigarribia and Clark (2007, p. 805) research into shared attention, 
which reported that “all the adults in [their] study took their children’s GAZE TO 
THE OBJECT as signaling attention” (emphasis in original). 
Lack of response from children and lack of gaze to the expected object of shared 
attention were negative forms of feedback that were in direct contrast to mothers’ 
broader purposes for engaging in shared reading. The mothers in the current study 
listed the development of language and literacy (n=10) and enjoyment, (n=9) as their 
top two reasons for engaging in shared reading with their two-year-old child 
(Nicholas & Paatsch, 2018, p.11). Lack of response and lack of evidence of shared 
attention (through the act of looking) made it difficult for mothers to determine 
whether the shared reading experience was influencing their child’s language and 
literacy. Furthermore, reflective of Preece and Levy (2018), a lack of positive 
feedback from their child and/or evidence that their child was enjoying the 
experience (e.g. through shared dialogue and shared attention), also influenced 
mothers’ feelings of enjoyment, or lack thereof. The influence of children’s feedback 
on mothers’ feelings of enjoyment was evidenced in their interview responses, such 
as M8’s reflection that the shared reading experiences that were lacking in verbal 
feedback were less rewarding: 
She was answering questions so I knew she was listening and I felt more reward 
from it [reading the simple printed text] compared to [simple electronic text] 
or M18’s comment that she felt “a bit frustrated” (Table 47) when it appeared that 
she was at cross purposes with her child, i.e. when she “wanted to read a story with 
[C18]” but C18 was approaching the electronic text as though it was “a bit like a 
game”. 
The children from this study physically manipulated objects located beyond the text 
(e.g. manipulating toys) with the greatest frequency when reading the complex 
printed text, than any other text. Many of the mothers expressed the opinion that their 
child lacked interest in the longer, complex printed text, even if in some cases this 
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may have been a misconception. For example, M13 expressed surprise during the 
video-stimulated interview that her son appeared to be engaged and looking at the 
text. During the shared reading experience itself, she had thought that he was 
distracted by the toy in his hand and interpreted his engagement with the toy as 
evidence of his lack of attention to text. As a result, of all the mothers, M13 spent the 
least amount of time reading the complex printed text. Trivette et al. (2010, p. 3) 
reported that, “relating the story to the child’s own experiences” is one of the most 
effective strategies adults can use to promote children’s vocabulary development. 
They also suggested that parents “try another book or terminate the episode” 
(Trivette et al., 2010, p. 3) when a child expresses disinterest in a text. Interview 
responses from this study, however, have shown that mothers: (1) often connect the 
text with children’s lived experiences when children’s attention appears to be fading 
to reinvigorate child interest; and, (2) that at times, what appeared to be lack of 
interest may not have been. The suggestion that parents stop reading a text when 
their children appear to show disinterest, therefore, may forestall parents from using 
the very practices that promote children’s language development. 
The outcomes of this study have shown that inviting participant perspectives through 
interviews provides researchers with deeper insight into adult-child shared reading 
behaviours than would have been possible had Vygotsky’s (1987, 2012) theory of 
conceptual development been used on its own. In fact, this study found that 
individual mediation was so fundamental to the framework’s design that it 
functioned transcendentally, providing crystallising insights that detailed why 
mothers behaved as they did throughout Section 8.3. Section 8.4 has served to 
highlight that analyses into adult shared reading behaviours remain incomplete and 
can result in misinterpretation of observable data, when there is a lack of 
acknowledgement of individual mediation (participants’ reasoning and agency) – 
data that cannot be seen and must be purposefully incorporated into research design. 
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CHAPTER 9 CONCLUSION 
The aim of this study was to investigate the behaviours and perspectives of mothers 
when reading printed and electronic narratives with their two-year-old child, using a 
framework that allowed for depth of description and analysis. In so doing, the project 
answered three questions: 
1. How can Vygotsky’s (1987, 2012) theory of concept development
facilitate in-depth analyses of adult-child shared reading behaviours?
2. What are the verbal and non-verbal communication behaviours of mothers
when reading narratives with their two-year-old child, using texts that are
a. printed and electronic,
b. simple and complex?
3. What are mothers’ perspectives of the shared reading of narratives with
their two-year-old child?
The outcomes of this study have demonstrated that Vygotsky’s (1987, 2012) theory 
of concept development can be used to facilitate in-depth analyses into adult-child 
shared book readings, but only when it is modified. Modifications needed to 
accommodate a shift in focus, to facilitate an analysis of the behaviours of the 
facilitator-of-learning (the adult) rather than the learner (as was the case in the 
original study). Modifications also needed to acknowledge the following five forms 
of mediation: (1) spoken, (2) anatomical, (3) instrumental-tool, (4) individual, and 
(5) social mediation.
This modified framework, referred to as the Vygotskian Five, facilitated in-depth 
analyses that identified: (1) the various behaviours that mothers exhibited when 
shared reading with their two-year-old child, and (2) the factors that influenced their 
behaviours. The overview data of Chapter 4 showed that the mothers from this study 
often used a combination of verbal and non-verbal communication behaviours when 
shared reading with their child. Concurrently, it was also found that mothers used 
both forms of communication, most especially verbal communication, with greater 
frequency than their child. These outcomes, therefore, highlighted the import of 
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developing a deeper understanding of mothers’ communication behaviours, given the 
dominant role of the mother when shared reading. 
An in-depth analysis of the study’s data showed that mothers’ communication acts, 
such as statements, questions and instructions, were used to guide their child towards 
the eight ways of thinking of the Vygotskian continuum (Vygotskian Five), 
identifying how mothers’ verbal and non-verbal communication behaviours worked 
together to facilitate meaning-making. That is, mothers used statements, questions 
and statements to guide their child towards: (1) open connections, (2) associative 
connections, (3) complex collections, (4) chained connections, (5) labels, (6) 
concrete analysis, (7) localised understandings, and (8) abstract connections. 
Furthermore, coupled with interview data, the study was also able to provide insight 
into why mothers behaved in the ways that they did when shared reading texts that 
were of differing media (printed and electronic) and/or complexity (simple and 
complex).  
This investigation uncovered key differences in mothers’ behaviours when shared 
reading electronic and printed texts. The study found that mothers guided their child 
toward concrete connections (exploring the physical characteristics of the text), using 
complex collections (often a tap/point to illustration/animation + movement with an 
accompanying gasps/exclamation) with greater frequency when reading electronic 
texts, than when shared reading the printed texts. Mothers often re/directed their 
child towards particular parts of the electronic texts in order to facilitate joint 
attention, due to the fact that their child was already physically interacting with the 
text. These actions/comments were often stand-alone communication acts, 
unconnected to the action/comment that immediately preceded it. In contrast, 
mothers tended to provide follow-up, chained commentary when shared reading the 
printed text, whether their child was gazing at the text or not, in order to facilitate 
and/or to confirm shared attention, comprehension, and/or agreement.  
Mothers also appeared inhibited from using non-verbal communication behaviours 
such as pointing to illustrations/words while reading the printed words of electronic 
texts to prevent (1) the inadvertent activation of hotspots and/or (2) inadvertently 
bringing their child’s attention to hotspots prior to reading to the printed words 
aloud. In contrast, mothers often pointed to illustrations/words while reading the 
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printed words of the printed texts. These key differences inhibited the mother’s 
ability to supplement verbal comments with a synchronised point to illustrations 
when reading the printed words of the electronic texts, necessitating that the two-
year-old child rely on their own syncretic understanding of words. In contrast, 
children were often guided towards making concrete connections with the 
illustrations of the printed texts as the printed words were read aloud, supporting 
children to make concrete connections with the verbal words they were hearing.  
Reflecting on their experiences, mothers expressed the perception that they were in 
competition with distractions embedded within the text when shared reading 
electronic texts, and that they were in competition with distractions found beyond the 
text (such as toys) when shared reading the printed texts. The interactive features of 
electronic texts invited independent use, whereas there was a forced dependency on 
mothers when reading a printed text that was conducive to the “shared” reading 
experience. Mothers reported that they could set the pace and agenda when shared 
reading the printed text, directing their child’s attention with greater success. In 
contrast, mothers felt that their child’s ability to independently engage with the 
interactive features of the electronic text made the mother’s presence, at times, feel 
superfluous, often spending longer on each page than was warranted. As a result, the 
distractions found within the electronic texts often led to a disjointed reading of the 
narrative (for both mother and child) as they shifted between a focus on narrative and 
a focus on function (i.e. the interactive features of the electronic texts).  
These behaviours led to mothers feeling frustrated; feeling that their focus of 
attention and their intentions were at cross-purposes with those of their child – that 
their child was experiencing an independent gaming experience rather than a shared 
reading experience. Mothers reported that these outcomes, in turn, influenced the 
educational value of the experience, their child’s language and literacy development, 
mothers’ enjoyment and their ability to bond with their child – some of the main 
purposes that mothers said that they engage in shared reading with their child in 
everyday practice. These findings have implications on text selection in daily 
practice, given that external distractions can be minimised (e.g. as part of their 
bedtime routine), whereas distractions embedded within the text cannot, providing 
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some insight into why all of the mothers read printed texts with their child in 
everyday practice, and usually as part of a bedtime routine. 
In addition to the differences that were noted between media, this study has also 
shown that mothers alter their reading behaviours when reading simple or complex 
texts, whether printed or electronic. Mothers spoke with their child, beyond a straight 
reading of the printed words, with less frequency when reading the complex printed 
text: paraphrasing, skipping pages, describing the illustrations rather than reading the 
printed words, and connecting the text to the child’s lived experiences, in order to 
facilitate a swifter read and to maintain their child’s attention. They also engaged in a 
reversal of roles when shared reading the simple electronic text, intermittently taking 
on the role of passive observer as their child interacted with the electronic features of 
the text. In contrast, mothers actively engaged with the interactive features of the text 
alongside their child, when shared reading the complex electronic text. 
The findings from this study have shown that some of the differences identified 
above can be attributed to much more than the complexity of the concepts conveyed 
via a text’s written narrative. The differences outlined above, can also be attributed to 
the complexity of the illustrations depicted in the texts. Illustrations that depicted 
many objects on the page/screen invited more labelling, pointing and tapping. 
Illustrations that depicted actions, on the other hand, made it challenging for mothers 
to focus on vocabulary development and to supplement a verbal comment with a 
synchronised point to illustration. Complexity of concepts (narratives written in the 
first person/concepts that are difficult to replicate in an illustration) and complexity 
of illustrations (illustrations that depict actions rather than many objects), therefore, 
often forestalled mothers from accompanying talk with non-verbal communication 
behaviours. An added consequence was that the simple electronic text’s written 
narrative became a more complex read due to the fact that mothers felt challenged to 
identify objects on the screen that they could point to and discuss, causing mothers to 
intermittently take on the role of passive observer as their child interacted with the 
screen. 
These findings have shown that the mothers were highly responsive and attentive to 
their child’s behaviours when shared reading. Mothers acted on child feedback, 
strategically making connections to their child’s lived experiences, pointing to 
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illustrations, naming objects in illustrations and/or engaged in a swift reading of the 
text, to establish, maintain or to bring their child back to the text (most especially 
with the complex printed text). Mothers employed these strategic behaviours, even 
when, at times, what appeared to have been a sign of disengagement (e.g. a child’s 
apparent distraction with a toy) may have been misinterpreted. Mothers found that 
they could not use the same forms of feedback when reading printed and electronic 
texts, however. The behaviours that mothers attended to when shared reading the 
printed texts included their child’s gaze, whether their child was pointing and/or 
sitting still. These behaviours could no longer be relied upon to determine whether 
children were listening to story when shared reading the electronic texts, however. 
Mothers used other forms of feedback to determine joint attention when shared 
reading electronic texts, such as whether their child was sitting still and responding 
when expected to, and whether they were pointing/gazing where expected to. 
Section 9.1: Limitations and future directions 
This study only examined the shared reading behaviours of mothers and their two-
year-old children. It would be of interest to compare these findings with those of 
older children, most especially to see if adults guide older children towards using 
Vygotskian categories that are closer to full conceptual understanding with greater 
frequency, and to see how other caregivers’ shared reading behaviours (such as 
fathers) compare to those of mothers. It should also be noted that the children were 
not interviewed to offer their views, and that children’s action process codes were 
reflective of an adult perspective. It would be useful to seek children’s views when 
replicating this project in future research, especially if replicating the study with 
older children, and to include child-focused process codes when analysing the data, 
such as playing, distracting, refusing and negotiating.  
The texts used in this study were commercially available texts, each of differing 
length and topic, and all dyads read them in the same order to allow for comparative 
analyses with such a small sample size. It is unknown if the difference in length and 
topics influenced the study’s outcomes, and if participants may have behaved 
differently had they read the electronic texts before reading the printed texts at each 
visit. For example, it is possible that the fixed-order could have altered the pattern of 
results due to a variety of factors such as fatigue (parent or child) or disinterest of 
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one or the other participants. The observations/recordings also occurred at the 
researcher’s university campus rather than in the participants’ homes, yet mothers 
reported that they typically engage in shared reading as part of a bedtime routine. 
This study, therefore, used a context that was unfamiliar to most participants. Further 
research is therefore warranted to investigate if a larger cohort, reading texts in a 
familiar context, while altering the order in which dyads read each text, would have 
changed some of the patterns that were observed in this study. 
In addition, mothers reported that their children usually engaged with electronic 
texts, mainly through self-directed practice. In future studies, it would be of interest 
to compare the outcomes of this study with those of caregivers/children who 
routinely use electronic devices collaboratively. It would also be of interest to 
compare these findings with the practices of caregivers/children from lower socio-
economic backgrounds, families who do not have ready access to reading materials 
(in print and/or electronic form) and/or caregivers/children who do not have well 
established home reading routines. As stated at the outset, children’s literacy 
outcomes were not measured as part of this study, therefore it is unknown how the 
behaviours reported in this study may have influenced children’s literacy outcomes. 
In future research, it is also recommended that ‘exclamations’ be included as a 
separate category to other instances of ‘onomatopoeia’, given mothers’ prevalence of 
using exclamations to gain/regain their two-year-old child’s attention (most 
especially when priming). 
More broadly, the successful use of the Vygotskian Five framework, as detailed in 
this study has meant that the same framework can be used in future to aid in-depth 
analyses into areas of study that have provided ambiguous or inconclusive outcomes 
in the past. For example, use of the Vygotskian Five would aid future investigations 
that seek to explore why dialogic shared reading has not proved as effective with 
children over the age of four (Mol et al., 2008). Use of the Vygotskian Five could 
also aid future research that may provide more in-depth insights into the print versus 
electronic text debate, with consideration for the complexity of concepts that are 
conveyed via the texts’ printed words (for both printed and electronic texts), the 
illustrations that are used across media, and/or the interactive multimedia of 
electronic texts. The outcomes of such studies would provide useful insights that 
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may influence the design of children’s texts, as well as interventions that are 
designed to support caregivers to (1) select appropriate texts for shared reading, and 
(2) be metacognitive of the shared reading behaviours that will best promote the
outcomes they wish to achieve when shared reading with their child.
282 
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M2 133 52 44 3 5 1 28 163 12 77 21 0 1 0 16 29 3 3 1 426 59 - - 64 80 6 22 2 0 107 20 50 16 - - 
C2 77 16 2 51 1 0 7 37 0 8 5 0 0 0 12 6 0 2 4 155 0 18 6 57 7 1 3 0 0 12 8 32 1 7 3 
M18 129 72 24 0 15 2 16 156 23 73 0 0 0 0 10 42 2 6 0 336 46 - - 50 38 16 19 5 0 87 11 60 4 - - 
C18 26 3 0 21 1 0 1 9 0 3 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 2 0 61 0 7 1 15 6 1 1 0 0 12 0 17 0 1 0 
M14 116 61 41 4 6 3 1 87 10 36 3 0 4 0 5 19 2 0 8 312 37 - - 54 42 6 10 7 0 74 4 72 6 - - 
C14 43 12 2 29 0 0 0 33 0 22 0 0 4 1 0 5 1 0 0 120 0 0 1 29 2 0 10 0 0 35 7 35 0 0 1 
M13 102 52 20 8 3 9 10 74 0 44 0 0 2 0 8 11 6 0 3 269 42 - - 52 37 3 20 3 0 52 11 46 3 - - 
C13 44 12 1 24 2 5 0 32 0 15 1 0 1 1 3 6 4 0 1 102 0 2 1 34 1 4 0 0 0 35 4 19 1 1 0 
M8 101 67 29 2 2 0 1 91 6 24 2 0 0 0 5 22 6 1 25 248 36 - - 41 29 2 30 3 0 31 18 54 4 - - 
C8 45 15 3 22 4 1 0 31 0 12 1 0 0 0 3 8 5 2 0 94 0 0 3 30 3 1 1 1 0 15 3 29 1 4 3 
M20 96 49 32 2 8 4 1 28 1 6 0 0 4 0 10 2 2 0 3 239 37 - - 42 32 9 12 6 0 41 5 50 5 - - 
C20 37 18 1 17 0 1 0 75 0 24 0 0 4 1 27 13 3 3 0 148 0 1 2 36 3 0 1 0 0 59 7 36 2 1 0 
M7 92 50 34 2 3 3 0 72 0 62 0 0 0 0 0 5 5 0 0 246 33 - - 48 32 3 5 0 0 62 2 61 0 - - 
C7 14 3 0 11 0 0 0 7 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 2 19 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 9 0 1 2 
M4 68 47 15 1 3 2 0 84 8 37 1 0 0 0 12 14 11 0 1 193 32 - - 41 16 5 2 1 0 49 2 44 1 - - 
C4 30 14 0 14 0 0 2 26 0 10 0 0 1 1 3 5 1 3 2 63 0 0 1 8 0 0 9 7 0 12 0 19 0 6 1 
M22 61 37 16 1 5 2 0 59 1 32 0 0 1 0 7 8 7 2 1 173 35 - - 33 16 6 4 0 0 40 0 35 4 - - 
C22 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 0 3 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 2 2 17 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 5 0 0 2 
M6 56 34 13 1 2 6 0 20 1 7 0 0 1 1 7 0 1 1 1 136 35 - - 31 14 3 4 0 0 17 3 28 1 - - 
C6 18 5 5 6 0 0 2 23 0 10 1 0 0 0 4 0 4 3 1 45 0 1 10 7 6 0 0 0 0 12 0 5 1 3 0 
M1 41 25 11 0 4 0 1 22 4 2 0 0 0 0 10 6 0 0 0 121 35 - - 26 11 9 1 0 0 12 1 25 1 - - 
C1 6 3 0 3 0 0 0 17 0 2 0 0 0 0 12 3 0 0 0 21 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 12 0 3 0 1 0 
* M: Mean = Mother Mean; C:Mean = Child Mean; M:StDev = Mother Standard Deviation; C:StDev = Child Standard Deviation
M: Mean 90 50 25 2 5 3 5 78 6 36 2 0 1 0.1 8 14 4 1 4 245 39 - - 44 32 6 12 2 0 52 7 48 4 - - 
M: StDev 30 14 11 2 4 3 9 48 7 26 6 0 2 0.3 4 13 3 2 7 90 8 - - 11 19 4 10 3 0 29 7 14 4 - - 
C: Mean 31 9 1 18 0.7 0.6 1 27 0 10 0.7 0 1 0.4 6 4 2 2 1 77 0 3 2 21 3 0.6 2 0.7 0 19 3 19 0.6 2 1 
C: StDev 22 6 2 14 1 2 2 19 0 8 1 0 2 0.5 8 4 2 1 1 50 0 6 3 18 3 1 4 2 0 17 3 13 0.7 2 1 
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M18 172 77 48 0 26 16 5 140 6 29 13 8 15 8 18 33 3 4 3 393 22  - 0 59 50 37 10 7 12 93 3 98 2 - - 
C18 12 2 0 9 0 0 1 138 0 3 3 5 72 4 0 50 0 1 0 115 0 1 0 3 1 0 4 0 0 85 0 20 1 0 0 
M14 163 60 53 1 26 18 5 102 0 17 2 0 11 16 15 21 5 0 15 377 25  - 0 44 55 33 13 5 7 97 10 75 13 - - 
C14 64 23 3 26 7 4 1 306 0 3 0 0 164 2 0 129 4 0 4 263 1 0 3 26 3 6 2 1 0 173 3 34 0 8 3 
M2 127 44 55 0 5 18 5 86 3 13 2 6 19 11 6 21 5 0 0 304 25 - 1 37 57 9 6 3 1 94 11 53 7 - - 
C2 22 1 0 18 2 0 1 101 0 1 0 0 56 12 0 23 1 1 7 114 0 0 0 9 0 1 2 0 0 71 3 19 0 8 1 
M8 96 49 16 6 16 5 4 47 1 9 2 0 2 9 0 16 4 0 4 201 24  - 0 35 18 19 11 6 0 34 2 48 4 - - 
C8 19 7 4 4 2 0 2 83 0 4 4 0 43 0 0 29 1 1 1 86 0 0 0 6 4 2 1 2 0 51 0 16 0 2 2 
M22 93 35 19 0 23 14 2 77 1 14 4 3 11 5 16 13 7 0 3 194 27 - 0 11 20 33 5 3 2 51 3 38 1 - - 
C22 3 1 0 1 1 0 0 87 0 0 0 3 29 18 2 35 0 0 0 69 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 1 51 2 11 0 0 0 
M20 89 39 23 2 11 11 3 53 1 12 0 1 10 10 3 15 1 0 0 199 21  - 0 37 26 12 2 1 0 50 5 43 2 - - 
C20 13 2 0 9 1 1 0 102 0 1 0 1 43 4 8 41 1 0 3 82 0 0 0 2 1 8 1 0 0 52 0 13 0 2 3 
M13 81 33 30 0 5 13 0 80 0 11 7 1 29 8 2 21 1 0 0 200 22  - 0 28 30 6 5 1 1 63 2 40 2 - - 
C13 9 2 0 6 0 0 1 37 0 3 1 0 25 0 0 8 0 0 0 47 0 1 0 3 0 0 0 2 0 29 0 10 0 2 0 
M7 75 32 24 1 7 10 1 90 0 12 6 2 31 5 7 25 2 0 0 187 20  - 0 25 22 8 4 1 5 62 2 35 3 - - 
C7 4 1 1 1 1 0 0 47 0 1 0 0 17 2 10 17 0 0 0 30 0 0 0 2 1 1 0 0 1 20 0 5 0 0 0 
M6 56 23 8 2 8 9 6 37 0 6 4 0 9 0 1 8 5 0 4 116 22  - 0 22 12 8 5 0 0 20 0 27 0 - - 
C6 9 5 3 1 0 0 0 40 0 0 1 0 9 11 1 14 4 0 0 38 0 0 3 4 3 0 0 0 0 22 1 4 0 1 0 
M1 39 23 11 0 3 2 0 46 0 6 2 1 9 6 8 11 1 0 2 124 22  - 0 23 11 7 0 0 1 36 2 22 0 - - 
C1 8 7 0 0 1 0 0 74 0 1 0 0 33 2 6 32 0 0 0 59 0 0 0 1 4 1 0 0 1 40 3 9 0 0 0 
M4 23 6 7 0 6 2 2 67 4 12 6 3 7 7 3 15 4 4 2 66 1  - 1 2 7 6 2 0 0 35 0 10 2 - - 
C4 17 6 0 5 4 0 2 25 1 3 0 0 4 4 2 4 1 4 2 43 0 0 0 12 0 5 0 2 0 12 3 9 0 0 0 
* M: Mean = Mother Mean; C:Mean = Child Mean; M:StDev = Mother Standard Deviation; C:StDev = Child Standard Deviation
M: Mean 92 38 27 1 12 11 3 75 1 13 4 2 14 8 7 18 3 0.7 3 215 21  - 0.2 29 28 16 6 2 3 58 4 44 3  - - 
M: StDev 47 19 18 2 9 6 2 30 2 6 4 3 9 4 6 7 2 2 4 104 7  - 0.4 16 18 12 4 3 4 27 4 25 4  - - 
C: Mean 16 5 1 7 2 0.5 0.7 95 0.1 2 0.8 0.8 45 5 3 35 1 0.6 2 86 0.1 0.2 0.6 6 2 2 0.9 0.6 0.3 55 1 14 0.1 2 0.8 

































































































































































































































































































































































M20  188 108 44 1 19 9 7 130 16 49 4 0 1 0 22 18 11 5 4 475 74  -  - 93 45 19 12 5 0 111 6 100 10 - - 
C20 30 6 1 20 2 1 0 56 0 7 0 0 0 1 21 13 3 1 10 117 0 0 0 17 2 2 13 0 0 32 4 41 0 3 3 
M14 174 98 43 1 19 7 6 99 2 59 0 0 4 0 5 17 4 0 8 423 75  -  -  76 43 19 12 12 0 71 5 99 11 - - 
C14 64 22 1 33 3 2 3 22 0 10 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 8 121 0 0 0 30 1 0 11 0 0 20 5 36 0 13 5 
M2 160 92 43 0 15 4 6 127 32 49 3 0 0 0 10 27 4 1 1 416 75  -  - 82 45 17 8 6 0 88 11 78 6 - - 
C2 21 5 0 14 1 1 0 24 0 5 0 0 0 0 1 5 0 6 7 59 0 0 0 8 0 1 6 0 0 17 2 11 0 12 2 
M18 159 76 35 2 26 13 7 90 3 50 0 0 5 2 9 20 1 0 0 396 69  -  - 68 40 29 4 5 0 79 3 89 10 - - 
C18 17 0 0 10 4 2 1 16 0 6 0 0 0 0 2 3 4 1 0 35 0 0 0 6 0 4 0 0 0 9 0 14 0 1 1 
M7 159 68 55 0 16 13 7 93 7 49 0 0 0 0 17 12 8 0 0 374 45  -  - 59 62 15 7 1 0 83 7 86 9 - - 
C7 17 5 0 12 0 0 0 24 0 3 0 0 0 0 16 0 5 0 0 55 0 0 0 13 0 0 0 0 0 22 3 15 0 1 1 
M22 127 61 30 2 23 5 6 74 1 45 3 0 3 1 8 10 3 0 0 314 69  -  - 60 31 24 1 4 1 60 1 57 6 - - 
C22 6 0 2 4 0 0 0 22 0 8 0 0 1 1 1 3 2 0 6 40 0 0 0 4 2 0 6 0 0 13 0 15 0 0 0 
M8 115 70 24 0 10 3 8 73 3 36 0 0 1 0 4 13 8 0 8 305 70  -  - 59 27 11 11 3 1 51 12 55 5 - - 
C8 10 1 0 9 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 4 1 22 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 7 0 1 2 
M4 113 64 18 1 17 8 5 77 16 33 1 0 1 0 3 13 7 1 2 288 73  -  - 58 18 18 1 3 0 60 0 56 1 - - 
C4 6 1 0 5 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 3 19 0 0 0 2 0 0 3 0 0 4 1 4 0 4 1 
M1 104 53 29 0 11 6 5 41 0 13 14 0 2 0 10 2 0 0 0 271 76  -  - 50 29 11 0 3 0 45 3 48 6 - - 
C1 13 2 1 7 0 3 0 86 0 3 0 0 0 0 64 19 0 0 0 28 0 0 1 8 1 0 0 0 0 7 1 10 0 0 0 
M13 103 57 28 0 9 3 6 53 1 40 0 0 2 0 1 8 0 0 1 269 72  -  - 55 28 10 0 1 0 45 2 53 3 - - 
C13 20 0 0 20 0 0 0 7 0 5 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 39 0 0 0 7 0 0 2 0 1 7 0 9 0 13 0 
M6 102 61 19 0 11 6 5 43 2 32 0 0 0 0 2 7 0 0 0 255 69  -  - 57 18 12 1 1 0 39 4 54 0 - - 
C6 7 4 0 3 0 0 0 5 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 18 0 0 0 6 0 0 1 0 0 4 1 4 0 1 1 
* M: Mean = Mother Mean; C:Mean = Child Mean; M:StDev = Mother Standard Deviation; C:StDev = Child Standard Deviation 
M: Mean 137 73 33 0.6 16 7 6 82 8 41 2 0 2 0.3 8 13 4 0.6 2 344 70  -  - 65 35 17 5 4 0.2 67 5 70 6  -  - 
M: StDev 32 18 12 0.8 6 4 1 30 10 13 4 0 2 0.7 6 7 4 2 3 75 9  -  - 13 13 6 5 3 0.4 22 4 20 4  -  - 
C: Mean 19 4 0.5 12 0.9 0.8 0.4 25 0 4 0 0 0.4 0.2 10 4 2 1 3 50 0 0 0.1 10 0.6 0.6 4 0 0.1 13 2 15 0 4 1 
C: StDev 17 6 0.7 9 1 1 0.9 25 0 3 0 0 0.7 0.4 19 6 2 2 4 37 0 0 0.3 8 0.8 1 5 0 0.3 9 2 12 0 5 2 
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M18 253 82 49 1 46 54 21 142 11 45 9 0 20 6 22 26 3 0 0 535 38  - 0 91 55 56 4 10 8 170 5 89 9 - - 
C18 19 3 0 14 0 1 1 149 0 3 13 0 56 10 4 63 0 0 0 130 0 2 0 11 0 3 0 0 1 84 2 23 1 2 1 
M14 205 66 67 0 27 36 9 110 1 44 8 0 15 5 10 16 2 3 6 411 45  - 0 63 69 33 4 13 0 103 5 71 5 - - 
C14 44 16 2 20 3 0 3 147 0 2 2 0 77 11 0 50 0 0 5 173 0 0 0 22 4 2 4 1 0 90 6 30 0 10 4 
M22 145 47 37 2 29 23 7 129 2 24 12 0 36 10 13 20 12 0 0 327 44  - 0 48 37 37 4 2 3 114 4 34 0 - - 
C22 3 0 2 1 0 0 0 123 0 0 0 0 48 21 3 51 0 0 0 89 0 0 0 1 2 3 0 0 0 67 0 16 0 0 0 
M20 130 58 21 0 28 15 8 62 1 18 11 0 7 1 4 13 2 1 4 278 43  - 0 57 21 29 6 8 0 68 4 40 2 - - 
C20 7 2 0 2 3 0 0 135 0 0 0 0 60 13 2 59 0 1 0 96 0 0 0 4 0 4 0 0 0 76 1 11 0 0 0 
M8 125 66 36 0 10 6 7 55 0 17 4 0 1 7 3 14 6 0 3 277 43  - 0 53 36 13 11 4 0 54 4 54 5 - - 
C8 16 2 0 11 3 0 0 33 0 3 2 0 15 2 2 7 0 1 1 54 0 0 0 7 1 3 0 0 0 26 1 13 0 2 1 
M4 121 50 26 0 18 19 8 108 17 23 5 0 17 1 4 16 24 1 0 274 43  - 0 50 25 19 3 1 1 87 0 44 1 - - 
C4 6 0 0 4 2 0 0 45 0 0 0 0 22 7 2 14 0 0 0 52 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 1 0 31 0 15 0 2 0 
M2 98 26 32 0 20 20 0 81 2 6 1 0 20 11 21 16 3 1 0 215 1  - 3 22 33 27 1 4 10 83 2 27 2 - - 
C2 6 2 0 3 1 0 0 78 0 3 1 0 52 6 1 10 0 0 5 90 0 0 0 2 0 1 1 0 1 64 0 15 0 5 1 
M13 97 42 25 0 12 10 8 74 1 12 1 0 20 13 2 24 1 0 0 220 43  - 0 47 24 14 3 0 0 55 4 30 0 - - 
C13 12 5 0 6 1 0 0 59 0 11 0 0 33 1 1 13 0 0 0 69 0 0 0 9 0 2 1 0 0 45 0 10 1 1 0 
M6 81 31 22 1 2 23 2 74 0 21 7 0 18 3 3 21 1 0 0 159 0  - 0 26 24 4 2 3 0 69 1 30 0 - - 
C6 7 0 1 5 0 1 0 51 0 2 1 0 15 11 0 21 1 0 0 48 0 0 0 4 1 0 0 1 0 30 0 11 0 1 0 
M1 67 3 30 1 19 13 1 100 1 17 13 0 15 7 24 18 5 0 0 160 1  - 0 2 29 19 1 1 1 83 3 15 5 - - 
C1 11 6 0 4 0 1 0 70 0 0 3 0 25 0 22 20 0 0 0 66 0 0 0 8 0 3 0 0 0 38 0 17 0 0 0 
M7 53 15 15 1 11 9 2 111 0 11 4 0 41 10 3 37 4 1 0 144 1  - 0 9 16 11 3 0 0 81 2 20 1 - - 
C7 14 9 3 1 0 1 0 27 0 2 2 0 4 8 0 10 1 0 0 35 0 0 0 6 3 0 0 0 0 17 4 2 3 0 0 
* M: Mean = Mother Mean; C:Mean = Child Mean; M:StDev = Mother Standard Deviation; C:StDev = Child Standard Deviation
M: Mean 125 44 33 0.6 20 21 7 95 3 22 7 0 19 7 10 20 6 0.6 1 273 27  -  0.3 43 34 24 4 4 2 88 3 41 3  - - 
M: StDev 59 24 15 0.7 12 14 6 28 6 12 4 0 11 4 9 7 7 0.9 2 118 21  -  0.9 26 16 15 3 4 4 33 2 22 3  - - 
C: Mean 13 4 0.7 6 1 0.4 0.4 83 0 2 2 0 37 8 3 29 0.2 0.2 1 82 0 0.2 0 7 1 2 0.6 0.3 0.2 52 1 15 0.5 2 0.6 
C: StDev 11 5 1 6 1 0.5 0.9 47 0 3 4 0 23 6 6 22 0.4 0.4 2 40 0 0.6 0 6 1 1 1 0.5 0.4 25 2 7 0.9 3 1 
